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BRIEF OF DEFENDANT-APPELLANT.
FOREWORD.
:·.;Two separate appeals were filed in the Eighth District
~ of Appeals. The first appeal was on general Assign.ents of Error and was Case Number 23,400 in that court.
. ,second appeal, which was based on the overruling by
if~···· .
· •trial'court
of a Motion for a new trial on the ground of
:;- '
·ly, 'discovered evidence, was Case Number 23,551.
: ,.~ppeals were separately argued. Judgment in Case
f!C'~,400 was decided July 20, 1955, and in Case No.
1··tiie decision was rendered on July 25, 1955. Sepa~0Motions for leave to appeal have been filed in this
i)\irt. This Brief and Assignments of Error are filed in
of both motions.
~;-4:

•

··~;-.l1tl-

'

: .''rt.

t
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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR.

7. The trial court knowingly disrupted the jury
and then prevented the appellant from exercising a
challenge.
8. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
action of the trial court in the presentation of colored
slides.
9. The court erred in affirming the action of the
trial court in allowing the admission of hearsay testi,,, mony.

Samuel H. Sheppard, the appellant herein, for his
Assignments of Error, respectfully represents that the
judgments entered on 20th day of July, and on the 25th
day of July, 1955, which judgments affirmed the actions
of the Court of Common Pleas of Cuyahoga County,
wherein the appellant was found guilty of murder in the
second degree, are erroneous and against the rights of the
appellant in the following respects:

1. The Court of Appeals erred in sustaining the
action of the trial court in denying the motions of the
appellant for a directed verdict and for dismissal of
the indictment.
2. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
action of the trial court, denying the motion for change
of venue and the motions for continuance and withdrawal of a juror.
3. The appellant was denied due process, contrary to his rights under Article I, Section 10, of the
Ohio Constitution and the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments to the Constitution of the United States.

~,...

4. Misconduct of the prosecuting attorney, approved by the trial court, which prevented a fair trial
and which was in violation of the rights of the appellant under the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States.
5. There were irregularities in the proceedings
of the court by which the appellant was prevented
from having a fair trial.
6. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the,.
a<'fo of the trial court in the impanelling of the jury. ·

'

10. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
action of the trial court in allowing the remote and
., unrelated testimony of Esther Houk.
11. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
error of the trial court that permitted cross-examination about Margaret Kauzor and Julia Lossman.
12. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
.;,:; ·action of the trial court permitting unfair cross-exami·; nation of the appellant.
13. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
ruling of the trial court that permitted lie detector
testimony by the witness, Houk.
.· .
14. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
..~·1caction of the trial court whereby records of the Coroner's office were withheld from the appellant.
15. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
.~78ction of the trial court restricting the appellant on
. ,-,.·.
,:~:cross-examination of Dr. Hexter.
!;'
16. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
··~·'action of the trial court in the restriction of the cross' zamination of Officer Schottke.
,,,. .. . 17. The Court of Appeals erred in holding that
·Jhe police report made by Schottke on July 4th was
:not available to the appellant.
);;t. t

• ~

t
ii,

4
18. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
ruling of the trial court in refusing to allow evidence
of similar acts in Bay Village.
19. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
action of the trial court in preventing a juror from
directing a question to appellant.
20. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
court's action where he refused to allow the witness,
Don Ahern, to testify that the appellant was a deep
sleeper.
21. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
action of the trial court in refusing to permit Dr. Adelson to express an opinion about the cause of the
wounds on the hands of Mrs. Sheppard.
22. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
action of the trial court in which it is claimed that
there was failure to properly admonish the jury at the
time they separated.
23. The Court of Appeals erred in overruling the
assignment of error which claimed coercion of verdict.
24. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
action of the trial court in partially charging at the
close of argument and in not reducing the entire
charge to writing.
25. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
failure of the trial court to charge on assault and battery and assault.
26. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
charge of the court on reputation and character.
27. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
trial court's charge on circumstantial evidence.
28. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming tlte
~ ~ ~tion of the trial court in overruling the motion for
'
1ew trial.

5

,;~·-::

.

~,

';.,_-

.:~:·.
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29. The Court of Appeals erred in affirming the
action of the trial court in overruling the motion of
the appellant for a new trial on the ground of newly
discovered evidence.
That as a result of the errors aforesaid, and other prejudicial errors manifest in the record, the judgments of the
Court of Appeals deprived the appellant of the justice to
which he is entitled in this case, and that by reason thereof
appellant is entitled to have said judgments vacated and
final judgment entered in his favor, thereby restoring to
him all things lost, by reason of said erroneous judgments
in the Court of Appeals.

INDICTMENT AND VERDICT.

)i~

Marilyn Reese Sheppard, aged 30 years, was murdered in the bedroom of her home sometime between midnight and 5:45 a.m. on Sunday, July 4, 1954.
Her husband, Dr. Samuel H. Sheppard, defendant. appellant, was arrested on July 30, 1954, and charged with
this crime. He will be referred to throughout this Brief
as the Appellant.
He was indicted for first degree murder on August 17,

· 1954.
·' · His trial began October 18, 1954, and the case was
·, submitted to the jury on the morning of December 17,
,1954. The jury deliberated from the morning of December
~~17~ until 4:30 P. M. Tuesday, December 21, 1954, including deliberation on Sunday, December 19.
The jury consisted of seven men and five women, and
. dwing their deliberation they were in session all day and
· Part of the night. Until they returned their verdict, th{"

6

7

were in charge of two men bailiffs assigned by the trial
court, and at night were sequestered at the Carter Hoter,
Cleveland, Ohio.
On December 21, 1954, at 4:30 P. M. the verdict was
returned and the defendant was found not guilty of murder in the first degree, but guilty of murder in the second
degree. The trial court immediately sentenced the appellant to the penitentiary for life.
The motion for new trial was overruled. A separate
motion for new trial on the ground of newly discovered
evidence likewise was overruled.
The Bill of Exceptions consists of 7 ,391 pages and several hundred exhibits.

It is common knowledge to
~one experienced in criminal law and criminal investi·t·"'·
P,tion that a normal person who commits a crime, and
.~ally an atrocious crime, cannot resist the urge to tell
· about it. A very high percentage of crimes are solved by
~nfession.
The reason is that the commission of a crime
•,1,.-· '
~-~1 a normal person has the same effect on the mind as the
'eating of bad food has on the digestive walls. As the bad
food is received into the stomach there is a reflex action
· to throw it out, either through the mouth or through the
'digestive tract; in the same way when a bad or an evil deed
·'is lodged in the brain, there is the reflex action of the
•. mmd to get rid of it, and the confession of evil is the re'~-llef to the mind as the reflex action of the stomach and its
~ecting organs is to the body.
. :. , '

THE CONVICTION WAS BASED ENTIRELY ON
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
The Prosecution claimed that the circumstances were
such that they admitted of no other reasonable hypothesis
except the appellant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
An examination of the State's case discloses an inept,
careless and unscientific investigation, a hastily drawn
conclusion by the authorities that the appellant had committed the murder, and then the attempt to justify the accusation by securing a confession from the appellant. If
the appellant had committed the murder of his wife, it
would be impossible for him not to confess. No person of
the appellant's training and background could resist the
expert methods that were used to obtain a confession. He
was confronted for hours by highly experienced members
of t}i<> Cleveland Homicide Squad, who used the methods
from their training and experience to result in sue-

kn' ,

, - .....">-

~,!'!;!~;

·.·.: "Human Traits and Their Social Significance," p. 304,
.,O~. by Irwin Edman, Professor of Philosophy, Columbia
.versity:
.
..,;..} . :

i.:.

''The psychological value of confession varies with
n,Jndividual temperaments; for many it is high. There
.are few so self-contained and self-sufficient that they
'do not seek to express their emotions to others. It is
.ot surprising that the gregarious human creature
. 'should find confession a restorative and a solace. Hu§"man beings are not only natively responsive to the
·. 'emotions of others, but by nature tend to express
' .eir own emotions and to be gratified by a sympa.etic response. Emotions of any sort, joyous or sor,owful, find some articulation. The oppressive con"
.~aciousness
of sin particularly must find an outlet in
';e%J>Tession. And the expression of sin must some, ·here be received. The wrong done rankles heavily
z}"' the private bosom. The crucified soul demand\
"'1"

9
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when the court had full knowledge of the grounds
for the challenge and fully intended to allow such
challenge and to remove the juror as soon as the
, • alternates had been chosen, all for the purpose of
denying the accused his right to have the original
jury discharged and all in an effort to bring the
court's ruling within the provisions of Revised Code
2945.29, followed by discharge of the juror when challenged by the State and the seating of an alternate
juror in his place, is error.

sympathetic spirit to receive its painful and personal
revelation. He that would confess his sins requires a
listener of a large and understanding heart. Just such
a merciful, forgiving, and understanding friend is the
God whom Christianity pictures. God waits with infinite patience for the confessions and the surrender
of the contrite heart. The normal human desire to
rid one's self of a tormenting secret, to 'exteriorize
one's rottenness,' finds satisfaction on an exalted
plane in confession to God, or to his appointed ministers." (Emphasis added.)

3. Whether permitting the jurors during their
deliberations to communicate with outsiders without
the knowledge or order of the court, contrary to Revised Code 2945.33 requires reversal of the verdict
reached by that jury.

QUESTIONS OF LAW INVOLVED.
We respectfully submit that this case involves consideration of the following substantial questions:

4. Where the case against the defendant is based
entirely on circumstantial evidence, whether the existence of undisputed facts inconsistent with his guilt
require that the indictment be dismissed or that the
jury be instructed to return a verdict for defendant.

1. Whether the widespread publication of material unfavorable to the accused in the form of opinionforming headlines and editorials in the newspapers
and by news commentators over radio and television,
forecasts of purported testimony to be given by witnesses, and so-called summaries of statements and of
evidence which reflect views of the reporters unfavorable to the accused and are slanted to emphasize those
views, made both before and during the trial and
continuously over a period of almost five and one-half
months, with the resulting creation of a climate of
public opinion adverse to the accused, require the
trial court to grant a change of venue or a continuance.

..

6. Whether the admission of hearsay evidence,
,incompetent and prejudicial evidence and limitation
tof cross-examination deprived the appellant of a fair
'~-1

~tie.u:u.

Whether new evidence produced by the appewwt through the research of a renowned scientist
and criminologist, and which evidence would un,doubtedly affect the verdict, and which shows the
,presence of a third person in the room where Mrs.
_sheppard was killed, can be rejected because of a lack
~~f due diligence.

2. Whether the action of the trial court in impanelling alternate jurors after the jury had been
sworn and at a time when the court knew that the •
S,tate was going to challenge one of the original jurors,

'

5. Whether the conditions existing before and

~¥t'~~uring the trial deprived the appellant of due process.

•
8i'l>'''
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ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 1.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN SUSTAINING THE
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN DENYING THE
MOTIONS OF THE APPELLANT FOR A DIRECTED
VERDICT AND FOR DISMISSAL OF THE INDICTMENT.

The State had the burden of establishing each of the
essential elements of the crime charged beyond a reasonable doubt, and in the absence of substantial evidence on
all points essential to the State's case it was the duty of
the trial court to direct a verdict for the appellant.

FINDINGS OF THE COURT OF APPEALS.
The Opinion of the Court of Appeals states:
"It must be remembered that on appeal the Court
does not re-try the issues of fact but is concerned only
with whether there is sufficient or ample evidence to
require a submission of the case to the jury, and
where a verdict has been returned, whether there is
substantial evidence (without weighing such evidence), to justify the verdict."

The Court then proceeds to set forth the following
findings:
1. That "Marilyn Sheppard was found in the bedroom on the morning of July 4, 1954, lying in a blood
soaked bed, with 35 separate wounds, evidently resulting
from blows of a blunt instrument about her head and
hands, in some instances of sufficient force to cause fractures of the skull." (Emphasis added.)
2. "It is the contention of the State that only three
people were in the Sheppard house after midnight of the
be1', ing of July 4, that is, the seven year old son of the

11
•'

.~. ies, the decedent, and the defendant, and all circum'14iices as shown by the evidence point directly to the de·"'!ft· '

· .dant as the one who perpetrated the crime. Also, the
."t'T:
.~:.~.f defendant's account of his encounters with the
,.apposed intruder or intruders, or his description of him
~1\hem is so unbelievable as to give weight to the State's
.• "~~t''
•
· nstantial case."
<

..

~· .The Court of Appeals then proceeds to quote:

(a) Part of the direct examination of the appeliJant at his trial.
> (b) A conversation that Cuyahoga County Coroner bad with the appellant on the morning of July 4.
(c) Testimony of Coroner Gerber as to what was
.ted by the appellant in an inquest held by the Coro""'' .
.et at Normandy School.
,~2"". (d) Testimony of Cleveland Police Officer
:Schottke, which was based on questioning by said
_ .ottke on the afternoon of July 4th, and part of a
~~tement made on July 10, 1954, at the Sheriff's
. '· of Cuyahoga County, which is marked "Exhibit
,'i'J,,'.
1.-~~

'<",.

~e

Court of Appeals then proceeds to incorpo~- Opinion part of the testimony of the State con':~~tements made by the appellant on July 4th and
JfJ~llowing. The excerpts quoted by the Court of
·-re as follows:
~,:t·'·

a)

Part of the direct examination of the appel.t the trial.
(b) A report of Cleveland Police Officers
__ •ttke made on July 7, 1954, and introduced as
~""· .
1te's Exhibit 49."

'
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( c) Part of the testimony of Cuyahoga County
Coroner Gerber as to his conversation with the appellant on the morning of July 4th.
( d) Part of the testimony of Coroner Gerber to
certain statements made by the appellant at an inquest
at Normandy School.
( e) Testimony of Officer Schottke as to what the
appellant said to him on the afternoon of July 4th.
(f) Part of a written statement made at the Sheriff's office on July 10th and introduced in evidence as
"State's Exhibit 48."
(g) Excerpts from the testimony of Mayor Houk,
Officer Drenkhan and Dr. Lester Hoversten.
It is the finding of the Court that the consideration of
parts of the evidence selected by the court and that relate
to appellant's statements show that as successive inquiries
were made of the appellant, his answers changed considerably as follows:
(a) His first statement shows that he did not
reach the top of the stairs before encountering someone or a form.
(b) No mention is made about Chip until the
statement was made at the Sheriff's office on July
10th.
( c) The statements do not suggest that the defendant examined the decedent on his first responding
to her call, until after the green bag containing defendant's watch, ring and keys were found with blood
on the crystal and band and such facts were called to
his attention.
5. "There could be no way under the sequence ~£
ev~( as testified by the defendant in which blood could

13

fhave gotten on the watch unless it got there before the de-

,~ fendant had his alleged encounter on the beach."

\~

6. "Dr. Stephen Sheppard, without consulting au_thorities, took the defendant to Bay View Hospital."

.it:',,

7. "On July 3rd the appellant was wearing a T:. shirt. In the morning when the Houks arrived, he was
;bare from the waist up and the T-shirt has not been

'found."
8. "At 6:30 A. M., Chief of Police Eaton saw a cordujacket neatly folded on the couch where defendant had
been ·sleeping, and Officer Drenkhan had noticed the
c:Ouch in the same position upon his arrival at 6:02 A.M."

roy

9. "There was no evidence of forcible entry."

10. "Mrs. Ahern testified that before she left at mid.~ on the morning of July 4th she locked the door and
-~-·on
the lake side of the house."
t/f; ,,,
::; 11. ''The maid testified of being locked out on one or
; occasions when she came to the house in the morn~Bbe also testified it was the practice to leave the street
Unlocked on the morning she was to report for work,
was on a fixed day each week, and the record shows
~
• 'e was not expected on July 4th."
'~"Her

testimony is supported by that of Dr. Hover·ho
said that the first day he visited there in July,
.
came home at about midnight Marilyn called

' '°

jl?f''

IJ.J:ie

him not to lock the door because the maid was

.~.in
the morning."
,- ,

,~>'(

13.t"Officer Drenkhan testified he patrolled the road
..,,•. the night, beginning about 11:00 P. M. and continu'Jb

t
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ing until 5:00 A. M., passing the Sheppard home on several
occasions, and noticed no one on the highway at or near
the Sheppard home."

,.f.ndence of Dr. Hoversten, who testified that he read and
.'.discussed with the appellant a letter which he had written
and which he intended to mail to his wife on the subject of

14. "Drenkhan examined the beach at the bottom of
the steps by the beach house shortly after 6:00 A. M., and
found no footprints in the sand."

· divorce."
bi: ; 18. "There is some evidence that the defendant discussed this subject with Susan Hayes."

15. "Defendant produced two witnesses, one of whom
reported that while driving easterly on West Lake Road
about 2:15 A. M., on July 4th, he saw a big man, over six
foot tall and weighing 190 pounds standing in the Sheppard
driveway, wearing a light T-shirt, but was unable to describe the rest of the dress; that the stranger had a crew
haircut and was a bit tanned, and all this was observed in
the dead of night while returning from a fishing party at
Sandusky, Ohio. The witness had a boat attached to his
automobile and testified he was driving thirty-five miles
an hour when he observed the stranger in the drive near
three maple trees. The other witness claims to have been
driving west at about 4: 00 A. M., when he observed a
stranger near the cemetery, which is just west of the
Sheppard home. He described the stranger as having a
crew haircut, 5 foot 9 inches tall, had bulging eyes and
was wearing a white shirt." (Emphasis added.)
16. "Neither of these witnesses came forward until a
reward was offered publicly six or seven days after July
4th, although the story of Marilyn Sheppard's death had
received great publicity, including the story that the defendant had met with a form with bushy hair in the Sheppard home after he heard his wife scream for help."
17. "The claim that defendant's home life and that of
his \. "-. was loving and harmonious, as opposed by the

~;-·. · 19. "There is evidence that after Chip was born Mrs.

Sheppard was not sexually aggressive and she consulted
~th the brother, Dr. Stephen Sheppard, on the subject

and its effect on her relations with her husband."
_- ;, 20. "Defendant admitted meeting one of his lady
J>&tients, at her insistence and request, on several occa, . . ns, taking her to Metropolitan Park on at least one
Occasion, where they kissed each other, and being involved
iD an altercation between the lady and her husband about
· attentions to appellant, in Mrs. Sheppard's presence
a boat trip to Detroit."
, ' 21. "He called and was in company with a young lady
~~ornia while his wife was in Cleveland."
~·~1 ....

''22. "His intimate relationship with Susan Hayes for
~than a year was admitted by the appellant, including

~~cohabiting with her at the home of Dr. Miller in CaliFla for about a week, although when first questioned
'~• ipled any such affairs, and upon the Coroner's inquest
__ oath he testified untruthfully on the subject by
'''\I
~g such intimacy."
-'-23. "When officers arrived at the Sheppard home on
cmorning of July 4th they found a medical bag open on
~end with some of the contents spilled on the floor. Some
•'$",,...jthe' drawers in the desk in the library were pulled out
. ''d:piled on the floor, and the tools for defendant's out-t
·.1;,c-,.

-&,_t:?·;~·
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board motor, which defendant kept in a green cloth bag
in the desk, were on the floor in front of the desk, together
with a broken statue. There was also a green box containing fishing tackle on the floor near the tools."
24. "Marilyn Sheppard's wristwatch, with dry blood
on the band, was lying on the floor near the desk."
25. "The contents of one drawer had been spilled over
after Dr. Richard Sheppard accidentally kicked it over."
(Emphasis added.)
26. "The drawers in the desk in the living room were
partly pulled out but the contents thereof were undisturbed. The lid, or cover of the desk, was open and resting on the back of one of the upholstered living room
chairs. There were some sales tax stamps and papers scattered on the floor near the desk."
27. "The Cleveland Police Department's fingerprint
expert testified there were no readable fingerprints on the
desk or any other places around the house; that they had
been wiped off or smudged, and on some of the furniture
surfaces he found long scratches as if the surfaces had been .
wiped with sandpaper or rough cloth of some kind. This
was equally true of the metal fishing box and drawers piled ·
in the den."
28. "The picture of Mrs. Sheppard's left wrist showed ?
an impression of the wrist band of her watch in dry blood,
as if the watch had been pulled from her wrist after the ·
blood had dried about the wrist band."

Cloth

bag containing the defendant's wristwatch, which
was stopped at 4:15 A. M., with dry blood on the band and
Crystal, and also containing his class ring and key chain."
30. "The hour at which the watch was stopped was
'fifteen minutes after the latest time fixed by the County
t;.Coroner as the time Marilyn Sheppard came to her death."

31. "There was no blood on the bag, and there is no
dispute but that the green bag was the one used by the defendant to hold his outboard motor tools and that he kept
.~ in his desk in the den."
!·:",

r

~·

32. "There was over $200.00 found in various places
~ut the house, including defendant's wallet, which con:talned $63.00 and a check for a large sum of money, all of
.tah.ich was easily discovered by the Chief of Police." (Emphasis added.)
'

· 33. "Defendant testified that he discovered his wallet,
-,rhich he had seen in his pocket, on the floor beside him
·'a. he came to in the bedroom."
34. "Except for the green cloth bag, defendant's

,tch, ring and key chain, there is no evidence that any-

"'i
... was missing from the Sheppard home."

,,t 35. "The evidence of the somewhat disarranged con.ion of the first floor of the house would tend to show
:''"presence of an intruder, but if because of the manner
"rhich it was done and other surrounding circumstances
siich conclusion could be reasonably drawn from the
., ,ce, such condition would give strong support to the
1

29. "About 1:30 P. M. in the afternoon of July 4th,
the Mayor's son, while searching the bank which extend!;
do'\ 'rom the lake in front of the Sheppard home and
whi~-- is covered with very heavy brush, found a green

·~case."
8. ''The defendant argues that the decedent came to

~eath at the hands of a sex maniac, by whom the de-

(
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fendant was 'clobbered' in his bedroom or on the stairway
to the second floor, and on the beach."
37. "It would be difficult to believe that a sex maniac,
after discovery, would take time to set up the appearance
of a burglary, or that a burglar would throw away the
only property found to have been taken from the house,
the green bag containing defendant's wristwatch, ring and
key chain."
38. "It is also hard to believe that a burglar would not
have found and taken defendant's wallet, which he saw
was on the floor beside him after he had encountered a
form in the bedroom, and other moneys that were about
the house, or that either a burglar or sex maniac would
take the time or go to the trouble of destroying fingerprints. after the defendant was aroused from his sleep, or
that such person, armed with a blunt instrument, would
go about his intended purpose without molesting the defendant, whose presence asleep on the couch could not
have been missed." (Emphasis added.)
39. "When the defendant went to sleep on the couch,
the green bag containing the tools was in the desk and the
defendant was wearing his wristwatch, ring and key
chain."
40. "When responding to his wife's scream for help,
he did not turn on the lights either on the stairway while
on his way to the bedroom or in the bedroom. Light
switches were conveniently placed for that purpose."
41. "That it was then in the dead of night is clearly
shown because when he was following the form to th.e
beach he said it was dark, with some reflection from
Cle( nd, and after coming to and starting back to the

house he testified the day was just breaking. The discovery by the defendant that his wife had been so badly
-,,{ beaten, 'that he felt she was gone,' particularly when he
returned from the beach and made, as he claimed, his
second examination of her; that he should do so without a
light, is a fact which the jury had a right to consider together with all the other evidence of his conduct and
surrounding physical facts, in determining the credibility
to be given to his story."
42. "Even though day was breaking, the evidence was
undisputed that the window shades were drawn in the
murder room, except as to one window, which was up six
inches to let in air. A neighbor drove by the Sheppard
. home at 2:15 A. M., on July 4th and saw two lights burn...
ing, one on the first floor towards the east side of the house
4l1ld one on the second floor."
_ 43. "No mention is made by the defendant about the
family dog, although he testified that the intruder must
have been white because the dog always barks at colored
people. The defendant did not hear the dog bark, or at
~the gave no testimony to that effect."
~

!1'77 ' .

t.'.J. 44.

"One significant fact to be considered is the pass.. of time between the time of Marilyn Sheppard's death
.~e time defendant summoned help, and what all the
''",Vities were that engaged the defendant's attention dur~ftpat period. The Coroner fixed the time of death be··f93:00 and 4:00 A. M., on July 4th. The first call ask·i' .. 1:'·•
ifW
.. help was made between 5: 45 and 5: 50 A. M. The
~t testified that when he followed the form to the
,,, •"'f•·
'idfit
was the dark of night with some reflection from
.....,.s.:;,.;,,,,l:.
·· · - d. At the time he came to on the beach he testified
~·-1

,,

(
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it was about the break of day. It is a matter of public information that on July 4, 1954, the sun rose at 4:58 A. M.,
Eastern Standard Time, or 5:58 A. M., Eastern Daylight
Savings Time. The break of day precedes sunrise by about
forty minutes, so that either between the time of death
fixed by the Coroner, at which time defendant testified he
was in the bedroom where the decedent died, having responded to her call of help, and in his testimony expressed
the belief she was gone, or from the time defendant started
from the beach to the house after encountering the form
there, from forty minutes to two hours passed. There is
little or no attempt to account for defendant's actions during this period. It is also true that there were neighbors on
both sides who were not disturbed. They were much closer
in point of distance than Mayor Houk." (Emphasis added.)

indication of any injury to the back of the neck. Doctors
for the defendant not only report injuries to the right side
of the face, eye and mouth but also injuries to the spinous
process of the second cervical vertebra and some swelling
on the back of the neck. Whatever injuries the defendant
sustained was caused by a blow or blows of the fist of an
assailant although he testified that his first encounter was
in the bedroom where his wife came to her death as the
result of many blows on the head with a blunt instrument.
It was on this occasion, and only then, the defendant claims
that there might have been two assailants, 'one worked
over his wife' and the other striking defendant from the
back with his fist." (Emphasis added.)

45. "There vrns a telephone between the twin beds in
the murder room, which was not used by the defendant to
call help after regaining consciousness from his first encounter with the form either on the stairs or in the bedroom."
46. "When chasing the form to the beach the defendant did not avail himself of any weapon, although there
were firearms available in the den and fire tools in the fireplace in the living room, which he passed in going out the
door to the lake side of the house."
47. "Defendant's injuries were the subject of some
conflicting testimony. Doctors testifying for the State described his injuries as injuries to the right cheek, to the
face, a black eye, some damage to the right side of his forehead, some damage to the membrane of his mouth and no

t

48. "While he was following the form to the beach,
there was no suggestion that there was more than one object or form in front of him."
49. "The testimony of the defendant in dealing with
the events that took place in his presence or the things that
·he did was characterized by the State as vague, indefinite,
uncertain or factually highly improbable."

50. "During the time he was under cross-examination
, the defendant gave evasive answers, such as 'I can't recall,'
or 'I can't remember,' approximately two hundred sixteen
times to questions concerning facts and circumstances that
1k place in his claimed presence, material to the issues
11he case."

,, ,c:'.

tW
The foregoing analysis, in the Opinion of the Court of
\;. .
·~ ~

~peals,

establishes a circumstantial case that admits of no
·,thesis except the appellant's guilt beyond a reasonable

_aubt.·

•.,,~,;... :'.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS AND ARGUMENT.
The review that will be given of the facts, based entirely on what appears in the record, will clearly show
errors in the findings of the Court of Appeals, faulty interpretations and unjustified analysis of the evidence.
Attention is called to the fact that the Court of Appeals
in finding that the evidence admitted of no hypothesis except the appellant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, except
in three instances relies entirely upon the evidence adduced by the State, and even in a number of places in its
Opinion gives great weight to the interpretation placed
upon the evidence by the State. At no time is any weight
given to the interpretation placed on any of the evidence
by the appellant. The three exceptions where the evidence
of the appellant is discussed refer to:

1. The statements of the appellant.
2. The appellant's injuries.
3. The evidence of the two defense witnesses who saw
a man in the vicinity of the appellant's home on the
morning of July 4, 1954.
All the other evidence of the appellant is brushed aside,
and we believe it can be properly argued that it received
little or no consideration. Likewise the cross-examination
of the State's witnesses, which in many instances contradicted what was stated by them on direct examination,
and which in one instance at least, developed false testimony, is in no place referred to in the Opinion of the court.
The appellant, Samuel H. Sheppard, was born in
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, on December 29, 1923. He received his preliminary education in Cleveland Heights
schools( mhere he participated in athletics, football, basket-

ball and track. He was a member of the varsity club, a hall
guard, and was president of his class all through high
school (R. 6150 et seq.).
When he was about thirteen years old he met Marilyn
Reese, who was also a student, and the association of these
two young people continued until they were married in
1945.
Marilyn Reese was born in East Cleveland and her
mother died when she was seven years old. Her father remarried. These two young people were attracted to one
another and during high school days Marilyn attended all
the activities which appellant participated in, usually with
appellant's father, Richard Sheppard, Sr., who was a doctor
of osteopathy and the founder of Bay View Hospital, located in Bay View Village, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, on
the north side of West Lake Road and about three miles
east of the residence of the appellant.
After finishing high school appellant attended Hanover
College, and from there went to a medical school in Los
Angeles, from which he graduated in 1948.
In 1945, accompanied by her father, Thomas Reese,
Marilyn went to California and was married to the appelhmt, and a child was born, Samuel, Jr., who is referred to
ill the record as "Chip."
~f:'~·· During his student days in Los Angeles, appellant met
·~d associated
with Dr. Lester Hoversten, who graduated
:
·mmedical school with him.
.
...... The appellant and his wife remained in California
. ::J.une, 1951, during which time the appellant com'.MI. his medical course and also completed an internship
"·~years
in the Los Angeles General Hospital. Dur.,...,
'~~eir residence in California these two young people'
~i...

~
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lived happily together. Mrs. Sheppard returned to Cleveland several times on visits, and on one occasion both she
and the appellant came home for a vacation together.
In 1951, at the request of his father, appellant joined
with his father, Richard Sheppard, Sr., and his two brothers, Richard Sheppard, Jr., and Stephen Sheppard, in the
practice of medicine in Cuyahoga County, and he became
associated with the Bay View Hospital as a neurosurgeon
and in general charge of the accident work.
A short time after his return to Cleveland, with funds
received from his father, appellant purchased a residence
at 28924 West Lake Road, in the City of Bay Village, Ohio.
The title to the home was put in the name of his wife and
was in her name at the time of her death.
Location of the Sheppard Home.
The residence is located on the north side of West
Lake Road in the City of Bay Village, Ohio, which is about
seven miles west of the limits of the City of Cleveland, and
has a population of approximately 12,000. J. Spencer
Houk is Mayor, John Eaton is Chief of Police, Jay Hubach,
Cyril Lipaj and Fred Drenkhan are members of the Police
Department, and Richard Sommer and Ronald Callihan
are firemen and the operators of the city ambulance.
Mayor Houk with his family, which consists of his
wife, Esther, his children, Larry, 16 years, Lynette, 14
years, and his mother, live three doors west of the appellant's home. Adjoining the Houk home to the west is a
small cemetery about fifty feet wide, and west of this
cemetery is the residence of Don and Nancy Ahern. Be-.
tween the Houk residence and the appellant's residence are

t

two houses; the house next door to the appellant's home is
occupied by Karl Schuele (R. 2423), who is vice-president
of the Fries and Schuele Company, a west side department
store, and west of the Schuele residence is the home of
Alex Bruscino.
The distance from the appellant's home to the cemetery is 150 to 200 feet. All the properties described front
on West Lake Road and extend back to Lake Erie; to the
east of the appellant's home, a large vacant parcel of land,
part of which borders on Lake Erie, was overgrown by
brush, trees and undergrowth, so that the view from the
highway to the lake was obscured.
East of this vacant parcel are two residences, and east
of these residences is Huntington Park, a public park
which, like the other parcels, extends from West Lake Road
to Lake Erie ( R. 2429).
At the rear of the properties referred to, and including
the property of the appellant, there is a steep bank descending from the West Lake Road level to the Lake Erie beach.
This bank on the Sheppard property was covered with
. weeds, bushes and undergrowth, except in the center,
where there is a stairway of 36 steps (R. 2534) leading
from the level on which the house is located to a platform
which is built on the west and north side of a beach house,
at the bottom of this flight of stairs. The level of the platform is about 10 feet above the beach (R. 2534) and access
tq the beach is by a flight of 10 steps which lead from the
end of the north side of this platform.
:;.,I, ,; The Lake Erie beach extends from Huntington Park
, !'e&t, past the Sheppard, Schuele and Bruscino properties.
. ~t. Huntington Park, the Schuele property and the Brus-

east
·...

'
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cino property, stone piers jut into the lake for the purpose
of retarding the lake current and preserving the beach.
Persons who frequented the public park have been
known to wander on the beach and onto the appellant's
property, both day and night, and because of the sloping
bank their presence is concealed from the view of the
residences described (R. 2581).
West Lake Road, in the vicinity of the appellant's residence, is typically suburban, large trees line each side of
the highway. It is a two-lane road and very heavily traveled, and is the main highway that leads west along the
lake shore to Lorain, Cedar Point, Sandusky, and cities
west. It is an especially busy highway during the summer
months. There are hanging street lights along the highway,
one in front of the appellant's residence. There are no
sidewalks in front of the properties described.
Entrance to the appellant's property is a driveway
from the road, extending along the easterly line of the
property to the garage. At the entrance to the driveway
from the road, and on each side of the driveway, are two
very large maple trees. The rear of the residence faces the
West Lake Road, and the front faces the lake, just the reverse of what is usual (R. 2479; R. 2729). Bushes are
planted close to the house on the south and west side.
Interior of the Home.
Because all the rooms in the home are in some way
involved in this case, a somewhat detailed outline is necessary. The south side of the home faces West Lake Road. It
is located about seventy-five feet from the street line; the ·
north side of the home, or the front, faces the lake, and i;
abo1
enty feet from the edge of the bank and from the
1
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beginning of the steps that lead to the platform which adjoins the bath house.
East of the home is a garage to which the driveway
· . heretofore described leads. This garage has a second floor,
:~
with two rooms and bath, and the upstairs of the garage is
attached to the upstairs of the residence, leaving a passage
underneath this second floor attachment whereby entrance
to the front yard can be made from the driveway. Entrance
to this upstairs apartment is by a door which is on the north
side of the garage.
The rear entrance to the home, or, as it is referred to
in the evidence, the kitchen door, is located on the south
side of the house, and about eight feet west of the area just
described. From this rear door to the north is a hall with
rooms leading ofI either side. On the west side of this hall
is the entrance to the kitchen. This entrance is very close
to the outside door, and on the east side of the hall is an
entrance to a study, ref erred to in the evidence as the den
(R. 2069). This hall is about two and one-half feet wide
· and ten feet long. The northerly end of the hall opens into
,, the living room.
The kitchen is approximately 8 x 12 feet, with the
cupboards, and appliances. Located in the
..-.south wall of the kitchen is a large picture window giving
'&view of West Lake Road; underneath that window is the
sink. In the west wall of the kitchen, and in the southwest corner, is an opening that leads upstairs.
~.J'"There are three steps from the kitchen to a landing,
'' ;4J~m this landing are twelve steps leading to the sec:,,Ml floor. The west wall of the kitchen shuts off any view
~_jlie stairway from the kitchen except the landing and
:.i:~,,,ps leading to it. Also in the west wall of the kitchen (

f usual shelves,
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and in the northwest corner is the entrance to the basement. There are twelve steps leading down to the basement and to a laundry; west of the laundry is a toilet, then
a furnace room. All of these rooms are on the south side
of the basement and occupy about one-half of the space;
a door leads to the other half of the basement, which is on
the north side and where there is one large room which
occupies that section. In the northwest corner of this basement room is a punching bag.
The study or den is about the same size as the kitchen
and occupies the southeast section of the downstairs and
is west of the entrance hall (R. 2526). In the center of this
room was a flat-top desk. On the north side of the room
is a large window that looks out on the lake, and leading
from the area between this room and the garage is an entrance door. The south, west and east walls of this room
are fitted with shelves which contain books and various
articles of interest an<l use to the household, inclu<ling two
trophies, which were on a shelf in the west wall, one presented to Marilyn Sheppard for bowling, and the other
presented to the appellant for track proficiency during his·
high school days.
On the south side of the desk, and with a rubber mat
underneath, was a desk chair; on the north side and between the desk and the north window was a large leather
upholstered chair. This chair was located directly opposite
the entrance from the hall.
The north wall of the house is the north wall of the
living room. In this north wall of the living room are win-·
dows that look out on a porch, and also a door, which
leads to the porch. This door is directly opposite the e~
tra( to the hall of the living room, so that access to the

.could be made by walking up the hall, across the
,room, and then through this door to the front porch.
".tt'l'be living room is in the shape of an "L." It extends
the north side of the house from east to west. At the
ly end of the living room it is squared off, so that
·:room goes to the south wall of the house. It is built
d the west wall of the kitchen.
.e part of the living room going from east to west is
lODroximately 30 feet by 13 feet, and the part that forms
hue of the "L" is about 13 feet by 11 feet.

c;"Ilthe living room, and placed against the north wall,
'"!> •

~

.~·1.+few feet west of the porch door, was a small desk

·1'a lid that slanted
;c.'""'::!'!L',

.

when closed, with three drawers
"'. ,,,- ita base; just west of this desk and on the north
television set (R. 2098). Opposite the television
"'~""' the south wall, and between the hall entrance
~r\elinning of the base of the "L," was a table with
't"'
· ~on either side of which were placed comfortable
.Othat persons could sit in the chairs and view the
·~~·.There
were other chairs and tables in the room,
..:.;,4y·
are windows on the north, east, west and south

..,..a

~'

thla room.

"Z'".

•Sl'...,h,,.eoutheast
side of the "L" is the stairway to the
.• ,'
.IOI'• Like the situation in the kitchen, access is
~-·stairway first by three steps that lead from the
the landing, so that a person could go to
M that leads upstairs either through the living
rcr\,.·i· ,
~ugh the kitchen.
-'·;}-".<

m'·to

~H

,,~I the east side of the stairway is a blank wall, the
·has a railing with spindles that extend from the
''!'the
top of the stairs.
.,

t
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A couch was placed on the east side of the living room
(R. 2090) just below the stairway; one end of the couch was
near the steps that lead to the landing, and the other was at
a point where the south wall of the living room ended and
the base of the "L" began.
In the southwest corner of the living room, and directly opposite the steps that lead to the landing to the upstairs, is a fireplace, and at this fireplace on July 3rd and
4th were baskets of wood of various sizes and lengths and a
full complement of fireplace tools (R. 2088).
Lying on the couch with feet towards the south and
head towards the north, a person could observe the entire
living room, and could be observed by everyone in the
living room.
Extending along the entire front of the house is a
screened porch. The entrance to this porch from the living
room has been described. Exit from the porch is by a
screen door located directly opposite the exit from the
living room. This door leads to the front yard and to the
top of the steps that lead to the beach.
The entrance and exit doors are so located that
person could walk directly from the hall across the living '
room, onto the porch and across this porch to the screen ,
door exit, and across the front yard about twenty feet to ·
the top of the stairs that lead to the beach.
At the top of the stairs that lead to the second floor ,,
of the house is a hall that runs east and west and is about
two and one-half feet wide. There are five rooms and a
bath on the second floor.
To the west end of this hallway, and on the south side
of the house, is a bedroom. At the east end of the hal(
and ( he south side of the house, is a dressing room, and
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,;~:off the dressing room is a bedroom. This bedroom and
dressing room were occupied by Dr. Lester Hoversten,
who was a guest of the appellant and his wife on June 30,
. July 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
"~·:·
In the southeast corner of the dressing room was a
lamp with a three-way bulb. It was customary to leave
this lamp lighted with the lowest voltage until all the
.'.household had retired. The light from this lamp was re·fJlected into the hall. West of this dressing room, and also
~;:~
,~on the south side of the hall, is a bathroom.
··
The north side of the upstairs consists of two bedms. Opposite the top of the stairs is a door leading off
ltbe hall to a bedroom. This was the room where Marilyn
~·Sheppard was murdered, and just east of that entrance
~is the entrance to the other bedroom, which was occupied
"'j,y the child, Chip (State's Ex. 68). Both rooms have two
-twmdows on the north side and these windows look out to

~]n

the front yard, about six feet north of the porch,

i~y climbed, is an apple tree, and a view can be
'~from that apple tree into the upstairs windows.
. ewindow shade on one of the windows in Marilyn's
;;;··
~~e time her body was discovered was open about
"'iJles from the bottom. The room in which Marilyn
"'-:eled is sixteen feet by ten feet (R. 2512). The
:~ this bedroom consisted of a dresser in the
~:t;·~ ~
l'comer, a rocking chair in the northeast corner,
;t-'"''
~;were found the clothes that she had been weara the evening. In the southwest corner is a ra.
were two twin beds standing eighteen inches
'-ra\~.

-~,

4
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apart. The head of each bed was placed against the south ;
wall and the foot of each bed was towards the windows in
the north wall.
Just inside the entrance door, and on the east side of ~
the room is a door to a closet. Marilyn Sheppard occupied
the first bed in the room; it extended north from the west :
jamb of the entrance door.
'i

Carpet in the House.
The appellant purchased this house from Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Brown in July, 1951. The wine-colored carpeting in the house was included in the purchase price. It
had been in use by the Brown family for about eight years
before the house was sold (R. 5913). The carpeting had
never been taken up from the time it was laid by the
Browns, and remained in use during the entire time of,
the occupancy by the Sheppard family. It covered the J
entire living room and the bedroom where Mrs. Sheppard .
was murdered.
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Many People Were Familiar With the Interior
of the House.
The house was vacant from March, 1953, until some,
time in July, 1953, due to a fire, and a small piece of the'
carpeting in the northeast corner which had been damaged:·
was repaired.
While the house was vacant and being repaired, appellant and his wife and their son lived with Dr. Stephen
Sheppard at 19027 Inglewood Drive, Rocky River, some
five miles from the appellant's residence.
During this period, various workmen were employed
b:j · ~e contractor who made the repairs. The interior of
tl!t .residEmce was familiar to a great many people othe~
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than the immediate members of the family, not only to
the workmen who were engaged in doing the repair, and
persons making delivery of material, but to any number
of curious people who wandered along the beach from
Huntington Park, and who could have become familiar '
with the interior of this residence.
The appellant and his wife were extremely well liked
by the neighbors, and their home was an open house, and
was used generally by the people in the neighborhood, · ·
especially the teen-agers, as a place of recreation. It was
open to all the neighborhood children. The appellant and .
1
Mrs. Sheppard were very sociable and the use of the
premises for recreational purposes, bathing, water sports
and basketball by neighbors and friends, especially school
boys and girls, was not only welcome but was invited.
A basketball ring was erected on the garage and the
driveway in front of the garage was used as a basketball
practice court (R. 6179). The room over the garage was
used by the neighborhood boys as a club room.
Many of the young people of the neighborhood were ~
taught to water ski by the appellant. It was not unusual, '
especially in the summer time, to find groups of young
people in and around the Sheppard home, engaging in
activities and conversation customary to persons of that
age group.
On his taking up residence in Bay Village, the appellant became a very active practitioner, devoting his par-'
ticular attention to surgery of the nervous system, involving surgery of the head and the brain in which he demon-·
strated outstanding ability.
In addition to the work that he performed at the Bay
View( ~ ... '>spital, he maintained an office at East 32nd and

.

-Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, and at a clinic in Fairview Park,
~Ohio, with his father and his brothers.
Bay View Hospital is located in a high accident area,
'"'and the many accident cases that occurred upon the high1!1
lway, and were brought to Bay View Hospital, were treated
lby the appellant, who had charge of all emergency cases.
~i:t:J He was also very active in civic affairs, and was the
ipolice surgeon for Westlake Village, and also surgeon for
f_~e Police Department of the City of Bay Village.
Due to his civic activities, and the fact that he was a
· hbor, he became very friendly with Mayor J. Spencer
uk and his family, and in the spring of 1952 he pured a small outboard motor boat which he owned in
ership with Mayor Houk. In the spring of that year,
·-and his wife took up water skiing, in which sport they
lll!'dth- became very proficient, and not infrequently they
~ into the dusk of the evening, and sometimes into
""'.a.darkness. The appellant would operate the boat while
" - ·.wife skied, often for a considerable distance from the
. Sheppard was strong, active, and athletically

, .ed. She bowled, played golf, tennis, and engaged in
,pports. She was very sociable and also active in the
·~~of the Methodist Church of the City of Bay Village.
7
"' s a great help to her husband, both in his social
,fessional activities. She had been a stenographer,
risted in the preparation of professional papers and
"·.'for
him, and insisted on doing much of his personal
:i;1•.
-~}al work. She indicated in many ways her love
:ection for him. Money given to her by her husband
····:·own personal use she often used to buy gifts for
>band.

,~...,..
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There was never any serious disagreement (R. 6199)
between these two people. After the birth of Samuel, Jr.
(Chip), there was some reluctance on the part of Mrs.
Sheppard to indulge in intimate marital relations, and
she discussed that difficulty after her return to Cleveland
with Dr. Stephen Sheppard, and it was indicated in that
conversation that intimate marriage relations were rather
difficult for her and she had some idea that it might be
affecting her marriage status. However, it did not.
In June, 1954, less than a month before the murder,
they were entertaining some doctors and their wives; the
appellant and one guest, Dr. William B. Selnick, were preparing the outdoor fireplace to cook steaks, and during
that friendly pastime the appellant told Dr. Selnick of
his happiness and good fortune; he talked about his
good home, his fine family and his success in his profession; he said that he had everything that he wanted (R.

!~rphan

daughter of her dead sister. Marilyn's grandand Mrs. Henry Blake, lived
'- - Mr. and Mrs. Brown on Idlewood Avenue in East
·eland. Marilyn's grandmother died some years ago,
;her grandfather, Henry Blake, died during the trial.
"'yn visited her grandfather a few days before her

ptber and grandmother, Mr.
1

5677).
The appellant and his wife made many trips out of
town together, and with other persons, particularly Mr.
and Mrs. Don Ahern, and Mr. and Mrs. J. Spencer Houk.
In October of 1953 the appellant and his wife went to
California, where they remained for some weeks, and they .
again made a trip to California in March, 1954. During
his stay in California the appellant had illicit relations with
Susan Hayes. They will be discussed later.

. ;J.Mary Brown and her husband were probably the
.c-'t friends the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard had; they
tly and frequently visited one another and were
,ose as two families could possibly be, and when the
.t and Mrs. Sheppard went away on trips Mr. and
i-.,Brown took over their home, and watched over their
· l,l;Chip. They remained in the Sheppard home during
9~~ber, 1953, and the March, 1954, trips of appellant
{¥r's. Sheppard to California. They were together dur:liplidays and other times during the year, and their
.tion was such that neither one of the families would
:ce .their visits, but visited as and when they chose.
1:~

.e Character and Reputation of the Appellant.
• Samuel H. Sheppard is a young man, 30 years
extrovert, with an excellent educational and social
.iround, athletically inclined, extremely friendly, re&ilf1a member of a refined and cultured family; civic,',/r ,...
"·'- -; and during the short time that he had practiced
iOfession, was very successful.
.
is every evidence that his family life was very
~and .that he had a deep love for his wife, notwith. any deviation in his marital obligations in the
:,Of sex. There is no other conclusion that can be
'<t>i''·;:.

Mrs. Sheppard's Maternal Relatives.
Marilyn Sheppard had one relative on her mother's
side, Mrs. Mary (Mrs. Guilford) Brown, who has no chil-.
drenl~ .... d who was always intensely interested in Marilyn,

'
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drawn from the evidence. Every one of the witnesses for
the State who knew the appellant prior to the murder of
his wife affirm these assertions.
Don Ahern, a responsible business man, and his wife,
Nancy, were the last persons who saw Marilyn Sheppard
alive. They were with the Sheppard family until 12:30
A.M., July 4th. He stated that he and his wife and family
were at the Sheppard home frequently, and the Sheppards
visited his home (R. 2043). The two couples went together
on a skiing trip to Pennsylvania in February, 1953, and
the Aherns and the Sheppards occupied the same large
room. They were together during this trip and he had
opportunity to observe their conduct toward one another,
and that they enjoyed each other's company. He stated
that the boys from the neighborhood played around the
Sheppard home and the appellant played with them and
taught them how to ski (R. 2054); that he had two young
children and they always called the appellant "Sam";
that he was straightforward, a good, decent fellow, and a
hard working man (R. 2055); that he was very friendly
and kindly to children (R. 2118).
Nancy Ahern stated that she was a companion of
Marilyn Sheppard; that Marilyn was an athletic person
(R. 2135); that she bowled, played golf, water skied,
played tennis. Mrs. Ahern stated that her children loved
the appellant (R. 2160); that he was very kind to children,
and that although she had been with the appellant and
Mrs. Sheppard frequently, there was nothing in their i
conduct which intimated any estrangement (R. 2165).
J. Spencer Houk, the Mayor of Bay Village, stated
that he 'Vas at the Sheppard home frequently (R. 2253);
that hi .tended social affairs with them; that the appel-
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, __ t was very active with young boys, and was looked
·P9I1 as a leader by the youngsters in the neighborhood;
.t he was active in Civil Defense, a member of the Bay
1~'s Club, and was very helpful as an unofficial police
P ..eon; that in these frequent contacts with the appellant
.~,his wife (R. 2358), they displayed affection for each
:$er; that the appellant was very even-tempered and he
!V,er
saw him angry.
.,

-;.•..1'_, . . .

f'~.~ther Houk, the wife of Mayor Houk, likewise told

W she knew
· 1 forth with

these two people very well, visited back
them, and attended social functions with
(R. 2369), and had accompanied them on trips (R.
). She stated that the appellant was Vl'ry fril'mHy to
boys in the neighborhood ( R. 24G7), allowed them to
. '.bls
garage as a club house; that he was kind, even. .-" ..
_ipered, and she never knew him to be angry.
.. Police Officer Fred Drenkhan had many contacts with
appellant (R. 2573); he stated that the appellant was.
~
r..lielpful to him in police work, and when there was an
~,...,.~~ent
in the city and the police needed help, the appeli-'~"'"
1l!lVas the man who was called and he always responded.
"'£.:'...: ~ ' ed the conclusion, and so testified, that the appel1'~ a calm, collected and even-tempered man; that
w~ saw him lose his head or become angry; that his
~tion of the relationship between the appellant and
·~~as that of any two normal married people.
.,.~ P. Eaton, the Bay Village Chief of Police, said
.,appellant enjoyed an excellent reputation in Bay
~-~~-·
l7.{R. 2087).
~,,_~r

~ ~

iL.-

:"·.'-

.

'·•e.

ifl.wrence Houk, the son of the Mayor, was frequently
,Sheppard home ( R. 2924), had many associations
. :•· appellant and Mrs. Sheppard, and was one of

f
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the boys who used the room over the garage as a club
room. There were eleven other young boys of his age
who were allowed to use those garage quarters until the
spring of 1953. The observation of this witness was that
the appellant was even-tempered (R. 2927), and never
displayed any anger; that he never saw him mistreat his
wife (R. 2929), and that the boys in the neighborhood
looked upon the appellant as a big brother.
Dr. Lester Hoversten stated that the last time he
saw Marilyn and the appellant together, July 2nd, 1954,
they were quite happy and contented; that he knew the
appellant since student days (R. 3819), had been in his
company frequently, and that he was a man of very even
temperament.
Richard Sommer, a fireman of Bay Village, who had
arrived at the scene the morning of the murder, stated he
did not know the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard very well,
but that he saw them at a wedding breakfast a few weeks
before July 4th and they acted like any other man and
wife (R. 3940).
Cyril Lipaj is a part-time police officer and school
teacher. He knew the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard for
five years and was in their company a number of times at
social affairs (R. 3965); that the appellant was an eventempered person, and was very solicitous of the football
players (R. 3971), and when they received any injury he ;
took care of them without pay.
Eleanor Helms was a maid who worked in the Sheppard home for a period of about five years prior to the
murder of Marilyn Sheppard. Her statement (R. 3992).,,
is thPt the appellant never displayed any anger and she

t
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noticed quite a bit of affection between the appellant and
his wife.
Bill Hellenkamp (R. 4212), aged 18 years, was one
of the boys who frequented the Sheppard home, played
basketball and engaged in other sport activities at the
Sheppard home; he stated that the appellant joined with
the boys, and that he never saw him display any anger.
Susan Hayes, whom the State represented to be the
" paramour of the appellant, stated that he was a man of
even temperament; that she had witnessed him performing surgery, and that he had never lost his temper (R.
4860), and that he said "he loved his wife very much"
(R. 4854).
Such is the picture of the appellant's character and
., mental makeup as it comes from the witnesses of the State,
and, as· it comes from the witnesses for the defense, the
following is shown:Seymour L. Rosen, a business man, resident of Cleveland, stated that he knew the appellant and his wife for
over twenty-five years; that he visited Mrs. Sheppard in
her home three days before she was murdered; that he had
~e opportunity to make observations, and that his
jbservation and conclusion about the appellant was that
•,was one of the finest persons he ever knew (R. 6081).
ri'Rev. Alfred C. Kreke is a minister of the Bay Metho~t:Church (R. 6086). He stated that the appellant has
'"" icf a member of that church since 1951; that he baptized
<J~Sheppard in the living room of their home on West
' ·Road with her husband present (R. 6087). His
••
w
brings him into contact with all types of people;
·"'"'~f his training and experience is the analysis of peo-
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1ticed quite a bit of affection between the appellant and
*' '

.wife.

~.ill

.

Bill Hellenkamp (R. 4212), aged 18 years, was one

'-,the boys who frequented the Sheppard home, played
.ibuketball and engaged in other sport activities at the
rSheppard home; he stated that the appellant joined with
· - !·boys, and that he never saw him display any anger.
. '.'.._:_·Susan
Hayes, whom the State represented to be the
',-·
.our of the appellant, stated that he was a man of
.temperament; that she had witnessed him perform.. · 1turiery, and that he had never lost his temper (R.
~>· and that he said "he loved his wife very much"
~;J

..
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Such is the picture of the appellant's character and
.talmakeup as it comes from the witnesses of the State,
""'" ~~·it comes from the witnesses for the defense, the
our L. Rosen, a business man, resident of Cleve~,atated that he knew the appellant and his wife for
· enty-five years; that he visited Mrs. Sheppard in
.ethree days before she was murdered; that he had
1portunity to make observations, and that his
ltion and conclusion about the appellant was that
.e of the finest persons he ever knew (R. 6081).
w~:Alfred C. Kreke is a minister of the Bay MethoHe stated that the appellant has
1iu.-ch (R. 6086).
· •her of that church since 1951; that he baptized
~Paro in the living room of their home on West
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ple; that he has been in contact at various times with the
appellant, has seen him working on accident cases, and
that he has been able to determine what kind of a man the
appellant is. He concluded that the appellant is a very
selfless type of man, always available for any emergency,
and never displayed anything but the most even temper.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Paine, residing across the
highway from the appellant's home; Mr. Paine (R. 6129),
a Cleveland business man, and considerably older than
the appellant, stated that he and his wife visited back and 1:
forth at the Sheppard home, and that just a week before
the murder of Marilyn Sheppard, the appellant brought ·
home a baseball mit and bat for his little boy, and that ·
the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard and Chip and a little
girl from the neighborhood were out in the front yard
playing ball.
This witness said he could go on for hours telling
about the activities in which he saw the appellant and Mrs.
Sheppard and their child engage in, and that the teenagers
worshipped the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard (R. 6142);
that his own children spent more time at the Sheppard·
home than they did in their own home. Mr. Paine stated ·
that the appellant was the grandest fellow that ever lived,
and his reputation was far above the average (R. 6142).
Mrs. Paine stated that the appellant was a wonderful ,
person, and a very devoted husband, and that he and
Mrs. Sheppard appeared very happy together; that the
young and old of the neighborhood "always thought he
was terrific" (R. 6135).
Dr. Horace Don testified that during 1953 and up to
July,~ 54, he was at the Sheppard home two or three

-
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··,es'a week, and his observation about the appellant and
. . 'wife was that they were very happily married; that
,~uently
there were a lot of the high school set at the
"'
teppard house to play basketball, water ski, etc. (R.
, 9); there were always people, both high school age
~·adults, coming into the Sheppard home, talking sports
,.. ,-;.etc., that they held a sort of "open house"; that he
young doctor just starting out, and that the appel"~zwas very helpful to him.
· Mrs. Mary Brown is the wife of Guilford R. Brown.
reside at 1861 Idlewood Road, East Cleveland. Mrs.
.... was the aunt of Marilyn Sheppard. She was the
~~iister of Marilyn's mother.
. Brown stated that Marilyn's mother died when
six years old, and she saw her very often and
""~'-:the appellant and Marilyn when they were keeping
during high school days (R. 6779); that they
her home very often on their bicycles; that after
!~i'·
· lppellant and Marilyn came to Bay Village from
'
· · .. they were at the Brown house on an average of
,
, and that she and her husband spent a great
:1bne at the Sheppard home, and were very close
':;f:.._

. . ra

WY
it.to
~·£

j,Jtated that during the times the appellant and
"fi,would go away she and Mr. Brown would stay at
-;pard home to take care of Chip. They went there
.,.,iJuently on week-ends and on holidays, and stayed
•· :.1 . .Their visits back and forth were without
'~~and unannounced, and their relationship was
j:tbat they never made any arrangements before
the Sheppard home, nor did the Sheppards
"arrangements before they visited the Browns. (
.'}>':.
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Mrs. Brown stated she knew that the appellant and
Marilyn and Chip went out together frequently to various
games of sport, and that over the years she had only one
conclusion (R. 6783), that Marilyn and the appellant were
very much in love with each other, and very happy to-

' family in a neighborly fashion and that he was the best
. kind of a neighbor (R. 5965); that he saw them frequently
:and he observed the appellant's attitude towards his wife,
0and hers toward him; that their attitude toward one an:· olher was nothing but good (R. 5966), and that he knows
~:;nothing but good about the appellant (R. 5967).
~. , Dr. William Selnick, practicing in Lakewood, Ohio,
;. stated that he was in close contact with the appellant; that
he,was at his home a number of times, and particularly
'·remembers being there on a Sunday in June, 1954. when
'~there was a gathning pf a numlwr of lither d.Pl'h1rs and.
··,their wives, and the ~~ppellrm t and he were out in the back
_,.rd at a fireplace cooking steaks; that in the conversation
_,dleappellant told him how happy he was and that he had
eerything he wm1ted (R. 5978); that he had a nice
family, a nice home, a good profession, and that he was
,ting how lucky he was to have everything he wanted.
·Selnick stated that during his acquaintance with the
mappellant he formed a fixed opinion about him, and
:bona.ht he was a very fine surgeon, "a real nice guy perand professionally"; that he had a very high regard
~ (R. 5978); that the appellant was a sort of easyfellow; that he trained under the appellant, and in
~ he noticed that surgeons sometimes get irritated
·young trainee or assistant does not pass things fast
and he knew this from his training in medical
,;·and his work in other institutions, but that the
.twas not that way, and no matter what seemed
,·the appellant always took things in his stride
very much an even-tempered person.
~J~as E. Uhle, a resident of Cleveland Heights,
,cl~,diat he had known the appellant and his wife fur

gether.
Dr. Stephen Sheppard said he had been associated
with the appellant as a brother, as well as in their profession, and that the appellant was the most level-headed
member of the family: that he had never seen him rise in
anger ( R. 5014) ; never heard him speak in a manner that
would indicate he lost his head; that he had seen him
many times, even as a child, when youngsters would become involved in a difference of opinion, and his tendency
was always to refrain from fighting; that he was the most
level-headed, and certainly the most restrained member,
not only of his family, but of all his personal acquaintances; that he had very close contact with the appellant
and his wife, and that they loved one another and were
happily married.
Mrs. Marcella Hahn, a nurse at Bay View Hospital,
also testifie<l cis to his even temperament and his quiet dis- .1
position (R. 5827).
Dr. Jack Brill, formerly at Bay View Hospital, and
now located at Amherst, Ohio (R. 5944), said that he
worked under the appellant at Bay View Hospital; that he ·
had met a lot of people in the course of his training in .
Army service, and that he never met anyone he respected ·
more for his ability, honesty and integrity in treating
people and patients.
I\~-1 R. Schuele, the next door neighbor of the Shep- ,
pards~ .. id he and his family visited with the Sheppard

·-:;.:, ..N:I
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approximately twenty years; that he had attended school
in Cleveland Heights with the appellant, and that he had
handled their insurance and was in contact with them
frequently; that the appellant was a good husband, a
normal husband in every way (R. 5993).
The solicitous care that the appellant had for his
wife and family is illustrated by Mr. Uhle's testimony. He
informed the Court and jury that when the appellant and
his wife returned from California in 1951, the appellant
discussed with him an insurance plan, whereby his family
would be taken care of if anything happened to him, and
as a result of a number of meetings had on the subject,
there was established by the appellant an insurance program of $5,000 for funeral expense purposes, and an expense fund for the education of Chip in the amount of
$10,000, which would be available to him when he reached
the age of eighteen years. Appellant purchased an insurance plan whereby Marilyn and Chip would have an income of $400 per month, to be paid over a fourteen-year
period, and would continue until Chip reached the age of
eighteen years, and from that point on Marilyn would
receive $200 per month for life (R. 5999). This insurance
plan became effective September 1, 1951, and the policies
were in force at the time of Marilyn's death. The contingent beneficiary under all the policies was the appellant's
son.
As further illustrative of the relations between the
appellant and his wife, was the fact that the earnings of ,
the appellant were handled entirely by his wife. They had
an account in the National City Bank in Rocky River,
Ohio.

(

Johnson, employed as a switchboard
,-. __ .tor at Bay View Hospital, related (R. 5997), that at
,different times the appellant would leave his check with
.and later his wife would come in and pick it up and
,orse it and take it to the bank.
Elmo W. Howell, who operates a machine shop at
Berea Road, and lives on Bruce Road in Bay Vil'Stated that he knew the appellant socially; that in
of 1954 the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard went with
, Howells to Put-in-Bay to a sports car race and oced a cottage with them; that tlwy were together Fri_;afternoon and Friday evening and part of Saturday,
on late Saturday afternoon the appellant was called
·to the hospital on an emergency ( R. 6093), and
his contact with the appellant he formed the opinion
"~the was a very even-tempered person, and that the
"1at1ona between the appellant and his wife "were very
normal."
,·11 .•
~(•·,_Mrs. E. W. Howell testified in the same vein. She is
j~ughter of the former editor of the Cleveland News.
;observation of the appellant was that he was an
lleme)y steady person and not easily excited; that on
.Occasion of the visit to Put-in-Bay the appellant drove
.ll;automobile race with practically no variation in his
-~which, according to Mrs. Howell, who is an auto."- . racing enthusiast, is an indication of "an extremely
driver under extremely exciting conditions." She
i,~on to observe the appellant's conduct towards
..,. ;e, and her conclusion was that they were very
.erate of each other, and "to all appearances ideally
to each other" ( R. 6007) .
-~.~
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Mrs. Lavelle Miller (R. 6009), is a resident of the
west side of Cleveland, engaged in the real estate business,
who had a social acquaintance with the appellant and Mrs.
Sheppard. She visited their home at various times, and
her observation was that the appellant and Marilyn Sheppard seemed to be very happy, and their conduct toward
one another was very nice. She stated that Marilyn was
radiant when she informed her a few days before she was ,
murdered that she was going to have a baby (R. 6011).
Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Vetter, a registered nurse em- 1;
ployed at Bay View Hospital for a period of five years be- l
fore July 4, 1954, stated that she knew both the appellant '
and his wife, and at one time Mrs. Sheppard was her
patient, and that she had frequent contacts over the years
with the appellant, and formed an opinion that he had a
very fine character and was a very even-tempered man}
(R. 6014).
Mrs. Mildred Harridge, also a registered nurse employed at Bay View Hospital, stated that she had con-.
tacts with the appellant; that he was always courteous,
always very friendly, and easy to work with (R. 6020).
Mrs. Betty Sheppard, the sister-in-law of Marilyn
Sheppard, testified that she was very close to Marilyn and
Marilyn and the appellant lived in her home for a number;
"~ r!!r>~~hs during Apr\\. Hl53. whrn thrir \wmr on Wes\]

, The only person appearing in this case who had anyto say to detract from the character and reputation
~.the appellant, was a cousin of Marilyn's on her father's
.e, Thomas R. Weigle. That he was at appellant's home
March, 1952, for dinner, and he saw the appellant give

.-c~·-appellant, in reply to this, said he used discipline on
..,... ~child when it was necessary.

;,,.Activities of Appellant During June, 1954.

.,in June, 1954, Dr. Richard Sheppard, Sr., moved
ibis home in Cleveland Heights to a location on West
:eRoad in Bay Village, just east of Bay View Hospital.
[0zr'the day of the moving his three sons and their wives,
,•Stephen, and Richard J., Dorothy (Richard's wife),
.,v · 'i (Stephen's wife), and Marilyn, went to the house
c:belped with the moving and placing of the furniture.
lat time it was known to most of the members of the
·'·~that Marilyn Sheppard was going to have a baby.
·.e fact that many people knew that Mrs. Sheppard
;.:. ant is most important. When the authorities dison July 4th that the murdered woman was preg. ·before fully acquainting themselves with the
·;'.?.;
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Pastor of the Bay Village Methodist Church, where the
appellant and Mrs. Sheppard were communicants. Rev.
Kreke had baptized Marilyn Sheppard about a year or
two previously, in the presence of her husband and other
members of her family, following which she became a
very active member of his church. He had come to the
Sheppard home on this particular day to ask her to perform some church service, and as he arrived in the driveway they drove in. The appellant started to remove the
desk from the Jeep and his wife attempted to help him,
but the appellant would not allow her to help; whereupon,
Rev. Kreke gave some assistance, and when it was brought
into the house the appellant stated to him that he did not
want his wife to assist, that she might possibly injure
herself, as she was going to have a baby.
During the month of June, 1954, the activities of
these two people were the activities of a normal young
married couple, making trips out of town together, playing
together, and seemingly, from all appearances, being
happy in the company of each other. There is absolutely
no evidence of any rift between the two; in fact, everything is to the contrary.
In June, 1954, they went to Put-in-Bay together and
shared a cottage with Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Howell. Mr.
Howell is a manufacturer, resident of Bay Village, and
interested in sports racing cars. There were some sports
car races at Put-in-Bay in which the Howells and the
appellant participated. They arrived on Friday; the appellant drove in a race. He received an emergency call,
and returned by airplane to the hospital on Saturday •.
after~
. Mrs. Sheppard came home on Sunday.

The Conduct and the Acts of the Appellant on the Days
Immediately Preceding the Murder and Up to the
Time of the Discovery of the Murder is Substantial
and Undisputed Testimony that Supports the Appellant and is Inconsistent with his Guilt.
In the evening of Wednesday, June 30th, the appellant, his wife and their son, accompanied by Otto Graham,
-~ a well known professional football player, and his wife
i. and children, went to watch stock car races and returned
: home about midnight. It was raining at the races and
i they all got very wet, and the appellant retired before his
~.wife did. Early the following morning, July 1st, the appellant was awakened by his wife, who said she heard
'IOmeone on the lake crying for help. The appellant listened and thought it was a bird, but his wife insisted that
·it, was a human voice, and upon her insistence he got up
~;fP.d aroused Mayor Houk and he and the Mayor launched
"'~· .e motor boat and went far out into the lake, where they
vered a stranded fisherman, and towed him into port
(

r¥.~

ti6231).
'On Thursday, July 1st, Mrs. Sheppard was visited by
~·:Lavelle
Miller (R. 6009), and she was informed by
,.,,.
iiJ;\,Sheppard that she was going to have a baby. Mrs.
··-· ·~:testified that "she was radiant."
.. Friday, July 2nd, Seymour L. Rosen, who was a
;·of both the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard, had a
.t and cheerful visit with her (R. 6081).
"°abort time prior to July 4th, Kenneth H. Benjamin,
~and schoolmate of the appellant and Mrs. Shep.et her on a bus and testified she was extremely
and happy (R. 5932).
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During the week prior to July 4th, arrangements had
been made for a picnic to be held at the Sheppard home on
the afternoon of July 4th; a number of people were invited, especially the interns of Bay View Hospital who
were finishing their term of service, and their wives, and
a number of other friends. Invitations were extended by
both Mrs. Sheppard and the appellant, and on the morning of July 3rd Mrs. Sheppard purchased picnic supplies
at the butcher shop which is conducted by Mayor Houk.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Howell (R. 6000-6005), the people who accompanied the Sheppards to the Put-in-Bay
sports car races, testified that on Thursday, July 1st, the
appellant and Dr. Don came to their home, where there
was a discussion about sports cars and an examination of
some of the photographs taken during the Put-in-Bay
visit. They had a bottle of Coca-Cola and spent a pleasant
hour or so together.
On Friday, July 2nd, Dr. Stephen Sheppard had a
dinner party which was attended by his two brothers, the
appellant, and Richard, and their wives. The dinner was
prepared by Dr. Stephen's wife, Betty. Dr. Stephen Sheppard prior to that date had known that Marilyn was going
to have a baby, because his wife and he, some days earlier,
had delivered some maternity clothes to her. These were
clothes that Betty had during a pregnancy a short time
earlier. The Stephen Sheppards have two children, and
some six months previously had lost an infant daughter,
Pamella (R. 503i).
During the course of the evening, Dr. Richard Sheppard, .Jr., who specializes in obstetrics, discovered for the
first til - that Marilyn was pregnant, and there was gay
and ha 1 • :1 banter between the brothers and their wives;

Jbt evening turned into a celebration, during which all of
·members of the family became very attentive to
. There was rejoicing over the fact that a new
j:bild would be born into the family, and the group was
,. • 1rmed by both the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard that if
newborn child would be a boy, they had decided to
· ume him after Sam's brother, Stephen Allen (R. 5041).
.. r.At 11 o'clock that night, July 2nd, the appellant and
bla·.wife left for their home. The two other brothers
yanted them to join them for a sail on the lake, but they
·llid they had to go home to relieve the baby sitter who
staying with Chip .
.:~~.:; Drs. Stephen and Richard Sheppard and their wives
"and another couple who had joined the party, went to
.Bocky River and sailed on the lake. They sailed to a point
:a.front of the Sheppard beach, where they whistled and
~:reply the beach lights were turned on at the Sheppard
laome and the appellant appeared on the beach. In maneuthe boat it had come too close to the shore and the
appellant removed his trousers, socks and shoes and waded
_Jnto the water and pushed the boat from the spot
it was stranded. He was wearing his ·wrist watch
lt was called to his attention that the watch was
RIUDI wet. The group wanted him to join them, but he
}·t'No, he could not leave Marilyn alone" and went
to the house (R. 5044-45) .
.~FOn Saturday, July 3rd, the appellant had been very
·~bad had a difficult day at Blly View Hospital. Ile had
.-- .;Ve surgical schedule (R. 6243) for the morning and
'~1he afternoon was engaged at duties in the emergency
when a frantic father brought in his small child, who
d been run over by a utility truck. The head and the(
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chest of the child were terribly injured, blood was running
from the wounds and the child was obviously near death,
if not dead (R. 6340-46). The appellant took the child from
the father, and called the available internes, and worked
over him, and restored the heart beat, and drained a large
amount of blood from the base of the brain and kept the ''
child alive for some hours. He kept working until the child
expired sometime around 2 o'clock in the afternoon. It was
a case which required great mental and physical exertion,
coupled with the anguish of the father, and the appellant
was exhausted by the experience, so much that he was not
able to eat. He left the hospital at 5 o'clock 1n the evening
and discovered that his wife invited their neighbors, Don
and Nancy Ahern and their two children, for dinner. He
did not know these arrangements until he arrived home.
It was to be a neighborly evening meal and the two families
had exchanged this courtesy many times (R. 5047). The
appellant and his wife drove over to the Ahern home about
6 o'clock. They passed the home of Mayor Houk, who was
in the driveway, and they called greetings to each other
( R. 2262). Shortly after he arrived at the Ahern home he
was called again to Bay View Hospital on another emer- ,
gency and attended a boy with a broken femur. After performing that medical service, he returned to the Ahern
home and found that his wife had departed for home a
short time earlier for the purpose of starting the preparation of the dinner. Then the appellant and Mr. and Mrs.
Ahern, with their two children, went to the Sheppard·
home (R. 5048). The Sheppard home was unoccupied that
evening between 6: 00 and 8: 00 o'clock, with the doors unlockel / qs usual), and, as indicated, accessible to prowlers
who i . .1 have come along the lake shore. On the return

~~use

at 8 o'clock in the evening, there was no
l'.;made to determine whether there might be a
-JS~secreted somewhere inside.
·"1t~:t·:,:~,'~

IJ:iia case of this kind, such a possibility must be con-

...liii~~land also the possibility that if such a person
hlinsell in the house and the family suddenly re''that such a prowler, if he went upstairs, would
..ding until he considered it safe for him to move.
' 'ry of crime there are many such cases of record.
·'it know whether this condition existed in the
home on the night of July 3rd and the morning
·~~·
·'th, but neither does anyone else.
_.··,;

.•~~em and Mrs. Sheppard proceeded to prepare
~-~
'IDgmeal and the appellant and Mr. Ahern walked
j:ateps to the beach to determine, as stated by Mr.
.·hether the lake would be smooth enough for
· the next day (R. 6252). Mr. Ahern testified
.·.·but the appellant stated that he had no recol.:it, and if it were an important issue in the case,
j extremely damaging to the appellant not to
~·

also testified that after they looked over
·turned to the Sheppard house, where the
' .. th~ desire to go to the basement, where
.. a punching bag in the northwest corner
1m of the basement. Again the appellant
)no recollection of this fact, but only re.use he was reminded of it by other wit' _if it was important, his lack of memory
...• incident might be so constmed as to be
(R. 2080).

'
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The three children and Mr. Ahern and the appellant
went to the basement where the children were shown the
manner of punching the bag and the smallest Ahern child,
not being able to reach the bag, the appellant placed a
bushel basket underneath the punching bag so that that
child could participate in this activity.
Following that, the adults had dinner on the screened
porch which overlooked the lake, and the children were fed
in the kitchen. The dinner was concluded about 10 o'clock
and Mr. Ahern took his two children home, and Mrs. Sheppard and Mrs. Ahern started to clear the table and carry
the dishes from the front porch to the kitchen.
Mrs. Ahern testified that when she came in from the
front porch with the last of the dishes she locked the door
from the living room to the porch because it was windy,
and that during the time she and Mrs. Sheppard were
clearing up the remains of the dinner and doing the work
in the kitchen, the appellant was sitting in the living room
with his boy Chip, and she noticed that during that time
Chip brought his father an airplane which had been broken
and asked him to fix it, and that the appellant left the room
and went to the garage; she does not remember through
which door he went, or whether he unlocked the door
which she had locked, but he did go to the garage to get
some glue and returned to the living room and fixed the
airplane for his little boy (R. 6754).
The appellant again stated he had no particular recollection of this happening. He remembers something about
fixing an airplane for his child, but how or where it occurred he does not remember, and were it important, again
his not' embering might be construed against him.
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After Mr. Ahern took his children home he returned

to the Sheppard house and came in the back door, which
was unlocked, and his entrance was not noticed until he
arrived in the living room (R. 2091). He stated that you
could enter the back door and people in the living room
would not be aware of your entrance.
They talked about going to a movie, but decided it was
~.~late and decided to watch television. For a while Mr.
':AJ>,ern sat in the northwest corner of the living room liste,ning to the broadcast of a night baseball game, and the
~e,rs watched television.
The Court of Appeals in its Opinion makes the follow. finding:
., '

"Defendant's testimony was given in support of
;,,i, his claim that his home life and that of his wife were
, loving and harmonious. As opposed to this evidence
Dr. Hoversten testified: * * * and the Court refers to a
·,. letter that Dr. Hoversten saw that was written by the
'.'appellant in 1950 when the appellant was residing in
·'California, and which Hoversten stated the appellant
was going to mail to his wife, who at that time was in
·veland, and in that letter Hoversten said, (R.
3773), that the appellant was concerned about his
·age and wanted to tell his wife how he felt and
.ted to consider the possibility of a divorce. Hover.,, testified that he persuaded the appellant not to
'.d the letter."
Court of Appeals lays great stress upon what hap{~~ 1950, when the appellant and his wife were
'··~ve hundred miles apart, but disregards the testiP.····· •·
.i:>f.State's witness, Mrs. Ahern, as to evidence of love
. iit~··
~ony between the appellant and his wife between
--..i 12:00 P. M. on the night of July 3, lB.54. During C
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the course of the evening the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard
sat in the same chair and close to one another and in a position indicating affection; so evident was their affection
that it caused Mrs. Ahern to say, "you are not the only two
people that can be loving around here" (R. 2037), and she
left her chair and went over and cuddled in her husband's

_Sheppard, and at the time they left the appellant was
sowid asleep on the couch (R. 2035).
At the time the appellant went to sleep on the couch
be was wearing summer cord trousers, undershorts, a
white T shirt, moccasin type loafer shoes, a pair of socks
-and a leather belt around his waist.
To conclude from the foregoing that there is anything
that indicates in the slightest degree a reason for the com-mission of an atrocious crime, an uxoricide, is contrary to
reason and common sense. On July 3rd Susan Ilnyes was
twenty-five hundred miles away and after the appellant
her in Los Angeles there was no loving exchanged between them. Susan Hayes ( R. 4855), testified that after
-die appellant left her in California she received four letiera from him and wrote him the same number.

lap.
After a time Mrs. Sheppard moved to another chair,
and the appellant, apparently wearied from the hard labor
he had performed that day, both mentally and physically,
went to recline on the sofa, which was located under the
stairway on the east side of the "L" of the living room.
He lay on his stomach with his head towards the north wall
of the living room, where the television was located, and
propped himself up so that he could watch the picture, and
then he fell asleep (R. 2098).
Mr. and Mrs. Ahern testified there was nothing unusual about the appellant falling asleep; that he slept very
deeply. (See also the testimony of Dr. Don, R. 6644.)
They testified that he had often fallen asleep while they
visited his home, and also when he visited their home, so
they were not surprised at all when he fell asleep (R.
2058).
The others continued to watch the picture, and during
the course of it they endeavored to waken him, saying,
"Wake up, Sam, the picture is getting good." (R. 2216).
The appellant raised his head and looked at it for a moment, and his eyes were heavy with sleep, and he answered, "No, I don't think so," and fell back into slumber ..
Mr. and Mrs. Ahern decided to leave at about 12:30
A. M., anc\ ~re accompanied to the back door by Mrs.

1'£t
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"Q. Was there any profession of love in any of
' those letters you received?
A. No, sir."

!

Murder of Marilyn Sheppard, July 4, 1954.
the morning of July 4th Marilyn Sheppard was
'Vered
dead in her bed, first by her husband, and later
,.._
i,as found by others, in the first twin bed just inside
m opposite the stairs. The bed clothes were in
'ipled mass at the foot of the bed; her body was un--.'Y'"•i;,1:, ,
···· i4.ithe top of her pajamas was rolled up around her
~sing her breasts; the right leg was in the lower
:her pajamas which was bunched at the knee, and
_,,'· 1Jama leg was pulled off, and the top of the lower
J~tbe pajamas was down around her hips (R. 3560).
"· t arm extended over the edge of the bed at an

t
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angle of about 45 degrees (R. 5760); her head was lyi
about a third of the way down in the bed, and her le
were extending from the knee down under the bar at th
end of the bed.
Her head was lying in a great mass of blood and th
four walls of the room were spotted with blood, the grea
est concentration being on the door to the bedroom, whi
was open, and the closet door, which was about four fee·
from the east side of the bed.
Description of Wounds.
The autopsy disclosed that there were seven ragge
contused lacerations on the front of her forehead, the larg:
est one being in the middle frontal region, two inches Ion
and one-fourth inch in diameter at its widest point.
The other six wounds on the forehead varied from on
and one-half inches to one-half inch; underneath thes·
wounds there was a splitting of the outer plate of th
frontal bones of the skull. On the right top of the hea
there were two jagged contused lacerations, one 1" by 1/4''
and one 5/16" by 1/s". On the left top of the head ther1
were also bruised, contused lacerations varying in si~
from 1112" in length to 21/z" in length, and a small jagge·
contused laceration on the back of the head.
There was a contused abrasion 1/4" by 1/s" over th
bridge of the nose and abrasions on the index finger of th
right hand 1/z" by %", on the ring finger of the right han
%''by %". and two abrasions on the right wrist, one 2
by %"and the other %"in length.
There was an abrasion on the right thumb, %"by lg';
an a hrasion on the back of the left wrist, 1112" by %",

'
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was hanging on the ring finger of the

Was No Wound on the Mouth.
. to the fact that there was a
to call attention

~~ ~~

'

·1

1·~,.,,

of the upper right medial incisor at
" -flthe proximal and middle third of the
.
.
~there was a chipped defect on the occlusal
.Of the upper left medial incisor; that there
' measuring l" by 1/z" on the inner surface
··:membrane of the lower lip. We want it
that although this injury is inside the
.J.c.. , •.
!.l'.i.'of such a nature that two of the front teeth
;'there is no wound of any kind on the ex.~;~ the mouth (Deft. Ex. C-7).
' 'qiznount of blood from the wounds had flowed
and down her throat; her throat
· ·:l:blood, and both lungs were filled with
~'1 Ex. C-l-C-9.)
·.; course of the investigation, Coroner
~~~~o was the most active in the investiga~1tatement (R. 3354), that Mrs. Sheppard
.•'-"'~someone who was insane, with a split
.
without her realizing it, she had been
'i~ penon's mind as someone to be destroyed.
. .. .eories were advanced to establish the ap=i'}>erpetrator
of this horrible murder.
.. ..
· .ceivable that this crime was committed by
. :t.. A.s a doctor, he knew many methods of
'fdeath which might not be detected, if such a
entered his mind; as a doctor he was in\_~,

·-i.Jarly

'&Jpassages
:~

€'

,

'.

,,_
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terested in surgery of the head, and was constantly engaged
in emergency cases, mending and binding up the wounded
who were brought to him injured and crushed from the
highways. His very soul, his mind, his heart, and his
strength would revolt against such a horrible act.
It is incredible to accept any theory that this man,
worn and weary after a most difficult day, in which he
tried with all his strength and skill to save the life of a
beautiful little boy whose head was crushed by a truck,
should start from a deep sleep and suddenly, without
motive, batter the woman he loved, the mother of his son,
who was carrying in her womb their unborn child, and
to whose coming birth both looked forward to with happiness and joy.
If the appellant had committed this crime, it would
have been impossible for him not to confess it. He would
not be able to withstand the pressure he was subjected
to by the police and other authorities.
The only reason presented by the State to support
the charge that this appellant murdered his wife is the
unsupported statement by Assistant Prosecutor Mahon,
who gave as the reason for this murder:

..• ··July 8th, and on Friday, July 9th, he visited his home
.i&i'~c0mpany with police officers and re-enacted the scenes
. :tiie·morning of July 4th, and he was requested to come
·~·..· · .
fiO<the office of the Sheriff on Saturday, July 10th, so that
~written statement could be obtained. He complied
;arrived at the County Jail of Cuyahoga County at 8:00
, Saturday, July 10th, and was questioned by County
,- _ ives Rossbach and Yettra, City Detectives Schottke
:..:.frGareau, and Assistant County Prosecutor Thomas
..o. Assistant County Prosecutor Bauer was present
,took shorthand notes. After the questioning, a written
ent was made, which he signed.
",.--e session of the appellant with these officers lasted
D.8:30 o'clock in the morning until close to 5:00 in the
without any stop for lunch. During the first
;; ,tand one-half hours there was no one with the appel·.
· .C:'''His brother, Stephen Sheppard, and his attorney,
::b~. Petersilge, had accompanied him to the Criminal
lads· Building, where the jail is located, but during the
·~period of questioning that the appellant had with the
,..,.. '··
··they remained in the office of the County Sheriff
·"""i:t~Ji;:
~·~the questioning of the appellant took place in the
and they were separated from him by rooms,
.don
and steel doors. Later when the written state·,lff<.\··,.
rW8S made, Mr. Petersilge was present.
·- statement made by the appellant on the 10th day
-:was introduced in evidence by the prosC'cution,
'.:~bit 48." The portions which relate to events
,.,',. on July 3rd and 4th are as follows:
":'i'i'"

~::-~'-r

~

"We expect the evidence to disclose, ladies and gentlemen, that this defendant and Marilyn were quarreling
about the activities of Dr. Sam with other women;
that is the reason she was killed." (R. 1666.)
On July 4th and on the succeeding days the appellant .'
was questioned by many officers concerning what happened in his home before, during and after the murder.
Some of this questioning took place while he was in bed
in the Bav View Hospital as a result of injuries that he
had rec~ 3. He was released from the hospital on Thurs-

.ariioon,

·

~:;.,,.·,

µ.

..

"fiOPer,
-,~~-

~,:,.,·

.J,~ter ha~ing a di~cult morning ~nd early after.i~at.Bay

View Hospital where I am m charge of the
the head of the Department of Neuro-

.dent room and
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surgery, I made a couple of visits and then proceeded
home. I arrived home at a time later than five o'clock,
realizing this because I had hoped to work in the yard
with my family and found that it was too late to do so.
My wife informed me that we-correction-that she had
planned to get together with Mr. and Mrs. Ahern that
evening. We were to go to their home for a drink before
dinner and then return to our home for dinner. We realized that there were a couple of business matters involving
vouchers that we should record and we did this before
leaving the house. We compared notes and my wife recorded the material on the Sheppard Clinic vouchers. We
soon thereafter went down to the Ahern's and drove our
larger car as I recall. The Ahern's were both working in
the yard with their children and we instructed them not
to stop but to continue with their work as we chatted. My
son was playing with youngsters in the yard. Mrs. Ahern
insisted on going inside shortly thereafter and Mr. Ahern
instructed his young son how to continue the lawn mo\ving
with their power mower. We shortly went into their
kitchen and some type of mixed drinks were prepared. I
am not absolutely clear in regard to the exact nature of
this drink since we of ten have done this in the past and I
could confuse one incident with another. Shortly thereafter, or after being there for a short time, I received a
telephone call from the hospital in regard to a youngster
that had broken his femur which is the thigh bone. I had
received this call as a result of reporting their number to
the hospital in regard to my whereabouts. The type of
fracture was described to me and I decided that I had best
go to the hospital and evaluate the situation. I asked
Mrs. Ahern to find me a clove so that I could put this in
my mouth and overcome any slight odor. I got into the
car and proceeded to the hospital where I examined the
youngster and the X-rays that had been taken. This
youngster,(
I recall, was visiting here and lives in an

area near Youngstown. I believe it was the father with
the youngster but I am not absolutely sure. I explained
that the youngster should be treated in the hospital and
we hoped could soon be transported to the Youngstown
hospital which I attend in the capacity of neuro-surgeon
and traumatic surgeon. I then got in my car and returned
toward my home, passing it since I did not see signs of the
Ahern's, my wife and the children. So I returned to the
Ahern's home. Mrs. Sheppard slwrl ly h•ft to sl:irl lhl'
dinner. I and the Ahern's followed soon thereafter. I
believe the children went with us but they may have run
over by themselves, I really don't know. At our home
Mr. Ahern and I chatted and the children played while the
girls prepared dinner. The youngsters somehow evinced
interest in my punching bag in the basement so I took
them downstairs and placed a bushel basket under it so
that they might reach the bag in order to hit it. I spent a
moment or two with them showing them how it should
be properly struck. I recall now that the children were
fed in the kitchen before we ate. Shortly thereafter we
four adults had dinner on the porch. It was quite breezy,
the wind coming from the north generally, it may have
been northeast or northwest but since the porch was cool,
aweaters and jackets were in order and I put on my brown
corduroy jacket. The others I am not sure of what they
wore. I remember that my wife had baked pie which is
my favorite dessert. The other types of food I can't truly
··, remember.
After we had completed a leisurely dinner, Mrs.
Ahem made some mention of n moviP hut WC' r<'ePgnized
that it was too late to attend a movie so we kiddingly
suggested the television movie. The girls must have
cleaned up the dishes while Mr. Ahern and I went into the
front room. I am not clear on anything from dinner to
the time we watched television together, but the dishes
cleared up. I think Mr. Ahern took his children home
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and put them to bed and my youngster must have been
put to bed by my wife but I don't remember. Mrs. Ahern,
my wife and I started to watch the television movie or
program, I think it was a movie and as I recall now, Mr.
Ahern sat over in the northwest corner of the room, that's
the side toward the Lake, with a small radio turned on
just loud enough for him to hear it and listened to a ball
game which was in progress. The three of us watched
the movie and Mr. Ahern reported the progress of the game
a couple of times. He then either turned the game off or
it had terminated and he came over to sit and watch television with us. My wife and I were sitting quite close in
one chair and that's the last time I recall her in a relatively normal state, clearly. Mrs. Ahern seemed to be
stimulated by our apparent affection and she sat on Mr.
Ahern's lap for a short while.
Some time within the next few minutes, my wife
moved to the chair next to me because the cramped position as a result of the two of us in the chair, she said
strained her back. Mrs. Ahern also moved either before or
after that. We chatted as the program progressed and I
became tired, relatively drowsy. I moved to the couch in
the living room, situated on the west wall of the staircase
and the east wall of the L portion of the living room which
protrudes toward the road. I lay down with my head toward the television in a prone position, holding my head
and watching television. The television is on the north
side of the room. My head was nearer the television set
than my feet. It was toward the television set. There may
have been a pillow helping to hold my head. I evidently
became very drowsy and fell asleep. I recall wearing summer cord trousers, a white T-shirt, moccasin type loafers
with no shoe strings, I am not sure of the socks. I don't
know whether I had removed my brown corduroy coat
that I had put on earlier, or whether I did at this time or
not. The next thing that I recall very hazily, my wife
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partially awoke me in some manner and I think she
notified me that she was going to bed. I evidently continued to sleep. The next thing I recall was hearing her
cry out or scream. At this time I was on the couch. I think
that she cried or screamed my name once or twice, during
which time I ran upstairs, thinking that she might be having a reaction similar to convulsions that she had had in
the early days of her pregnancy. I charged into our room
and saw a form with a light garment, I believe. At the same
time grappling with something or someone. During this
short period I could hear loud moans or groaning sounds
and noises. I was struck down. It seems like I was hit
from behind somehow but had grappled this individual
from in front or generally in front of me. I was apparently
knocked out. The next thing I know I was gathering my
senses while coming to a sitting position next to the bed,
my feet toward the hallway.
In the dim light I began to come to my senses and
recognized a slight reflection on a badge that I have on my
wallet. I picked up the wallet and while putting it in my
pocket, came to the realization that I had been struck
and something was wrong. I looked at my wife, I believe
I took her pulse and felt that she was gone. I believe that
I thereafter instinctively or subconsciously ran into my
youngster's room next door and somehow determined that
he was all right, I am not sure how I determined this.
After that, I thought that I heard a noise downstairs, seemingly in the front eastern portion of the house. I went
downstairs as rapidly as I could, coming down the west
division of the steps, I rounded the L of the living room
and went toward the dining table situated on the East
wall of the long front room on the lake side. I then saw
a form progressing rapidly somewhere between the front
door toward the lake and the screen door, or possibly
slightly beyond the screen door. I pursued this form
1"'lUgh the front door, over the porch and out the screen '
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door. All of the doors were evidently open, down the
steps to the beach house landing and then on down the
steps to the beach, where I lunged or jumped and grasped
him in some manner from the back, either body or leg,
it was something solid. However, I am not sure. This was
beyond the steps an unknown distance but probably about
ten feet. I had the feeling of twisting or choking and this
terminated my consciousness.
The next thing I know I came to a very groggy recollection of being at the water's edge on my face, being
wallowed back and forth by the waves. My head was
toward the bank, my legs and feet were toward the water.
I staggered to my feet and came slowly to some sort of
sense. I don't know how long it took but I staggered up
the stairs toward the house and at some time came to the
realization that something was wrong and that my wife
had been injured. I went back upstairs and looked at my
wife and felt her and checked her pulse on her neck and
determined or thought that she was gone. I became or
thought that I was disoriented and the victim of a bizarre
dream and I believe I paced in and out of the room and
possibly into one of the other rooms. I may have reexamined her, finally realizing that this was true. I went
downstairs. I believe I went through the kitchen into my
study, searching for a name, a number or what to do. A
number came to me and I called, believing that this number was Mr. Houk's. I don't remember what I said to Mr.
Houk. He and his wife arrived there shortly thereafter.
During this period I paced back and forth somewhere in
the house, relatively disoriented, not knowing what to do
or where to turn. I think that I was seated at the kitchen
table with my head on the table when they arrived but I
may have gone into the den. I went into the den as I
recall, either before or shortly after they arrived. The
injury to my neck is the only severe pain that I can recall,
I should si ~he discomfort in my neck. I didn't touch

the back door on the road side to my recollection. Shortly
after the Houk's arrived, one of them poured half a glass
of whisky as they knew where we kept a small supply of
liquor, and told me to drink it. I refused, since I was so
groggy anyway. I was trying to recover my senses. I soon
lay down on the floor. Mr. Houk and Mrs. Houk went upstairs, I am not sure of their actions. Mr. Houk called the
police and the ambulance, this is in my recollection, and
also my brother Richard. I am pretty sure that Mr. Houk
called the police station from my study because he said
"bring an ambulance"-correction-he referred to the
, need of an ambulance and maybe two. He also called my
brother Richard. I remember my brother, Dr. Richard,
speaking with me for a moment and looking at me. I be,, .lieve Officer Drenkhan spoke to me and asked how I had
, been injured. I can't recall my reply for sure. Soon there',: after I was on the floor trying to give my neck and head
·some support, when Dr. Stephen Sheppard examined me
·some time thereafter. Dr. Stephen Sheppard assisted me
'to his car, which I think was his station wagon, which as I
recall, was just behind the Bay Village ambulance. I re. member no other specific vehicles. I was transported to
' Bay View Hospital.
}>' I related some of the incidents to Mayor Houk and
one or more of the Bay Village police officers. Later in the
.... ,ming I was questioned by Dr. Gerber and at another
.by two officers of the Cleveland Police Department,
~Diticers Schottke and Gareau. Later, I believe, later in the
't"l was again interviewed by Officers Schottke and
GUeau in the presence of Chief Eaton of the Ifay Villnge
, . Department. At this time I was asked to explain
e things that I had no explanation for. I was shown
bag, a green cloth bag looked like heavy cloth.
:ought it was eight or ten inches long and five inches
. _.- I was asked to identify it. It looked to me like a
...,;'.;.that is used to carry motor boat tools. This was similar
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to the bag, if not the same bag, that accompanied my Johnson outboard motor when I purchased it. I was also shown
a watch that I identified as mine and questioned why
there was blood on the band and crystal and why it had
been found in this bag with some other articles in the
weeds behind my house on the bank. I am not sure but I
believe Officer Schottke said that there was also a ring and
keychain, also in the bag but I don't believe that he showed
me these articles. I told him, as I recall, that I had attended stock car races two or three days previously with
my wife, Otto Graham and his wife, and I didn't mention
the children as I recall, and was caught in a drenching rain,
at which time I wore no coat or jacket but I don't think
I explained this at that particular time. I since recall
having inadvertently water-skied with my watch on in
the past few days and had noticed a great deal of moisture
in the crystal. I had commented on this to my wife and
some other people, I am not sure who. My wife planned
to take the watch to Halle Brothers in the near future
where she had purchased it.

A. Because as I told you, I seemed to be immediately
engaged in grappling with someone.
Q. Do you know what portion of the body of this
person you were grappling with that you had hold of?
A. I don't recall holding any portion of the body in
the bedroom.
Q. You stated that you were assaulted from behind
when you entered the room or immediately thereafter?
A. I felt that I was engaged from a direction somewhere within 180 degrees in front of me and yet seemingly
was struck from behind as I stated above.

*

*

*

*

*

Q. The night of July 3rd, 1954, when you reached the
top of the stairs, after you heard Marilyn's outcries, you
say you saw someone standing beside the bed occupied by
your wife, were they standing or stooping over the bed?
A. I don't recall seeing anything from the head of the
stairs, it happened so rapidly, it must have been when I
entered the room and I don't know whether they were
standing or stooping.
Q. Immediately upon entering this room, did you
have an opportunity to make some examination of your
wife?
A. No.
Q. Why?

t

By Detective Robert Schottke:
Q. At the time you were assaulted on the beach, what
was the condition as to light or darkness?
A. As I related before to Mr. Rossbach, it was just
lighter than dark, it was not as dark as darkest night.
There was a light seemingly starting, about the best way
I can put it, as though daylight was just barely beginning.
Q. At the time when you and this man were tussling
or fighting on the beach, about how many feet of beach
was there?
A. I don't know.
Q. At the time when you were fighting with this man,
could you feel any water in which you were fighting?
A. I can't say for sure but it seemed like the beach
was firm, as though it had been washed over and packed
somewhat.
Q. At the time when you woke up, will you explain
'.'. your position on the beach as to this retaining wall, how
· inany feet you were from this retaining wall?
A. I don't know, I can't say, but I think I san say that
: I was between the easterly end of that retaining wall and
\the steps, but I cannot say how far I was north-southwise.
'
Q. At the time when you woke up on the beach, will
you tell us as to the condition of the wind and the waves?

'
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A. It seemed that it was somewhat windy and the
waves were moderately high, I'll say too high to water ski
and not too high to fish, not real high but moderately high.
Q. Is there anything else that you can tell us about
this, Doctor?
A. Not that I can think of now. I wanted to say that
I have come here of my own free will to help you in
every way that I can to solve this tragedy and I hope
that you will give me the opportunity to give you any
additional information when and if I shall be able to remember it or find it."
On various times during July 4th the appellant was
questioned about what happened by Mayor Houk, Chief
Eaton, Officer Drenkhan, his brothers, Coroner Gerber,
Cleveland Police Officers Schottke and Gareau. He was
questioned during the following days by other persons, including Prosecutor Parrino and County Detectives Rossbach and Yettra. He was questioned on succeeding days
by the Mayor and the City of Bay View police officers.
He appeared at an inquest conducted by Coroner Gerber
on July 21, 1954, and testified in public at length under
oath. What happened in the home on the morning of
July 4th was repeated by him over and over again, and
from the beginning to the end, his statement, with slight
unimportant variations, was the same.
The only police officer who was proceeding objectively and conscientiously with an investigation of the
murder was County Detective Carl Rossbach, who had
twenty-five years' experience as a police officer and the
greater part of that time was spent in the investigation of
homicides. His reaction to the statements made by the
appellant wal · follows:
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"Q. Well, \Vas there anything different, any substantial difference in any of the statements made by
Dr. Sheppard?
A. No, sir." (R. 3909.)

It appears that after the Cleveland Police Department headed the investigation that Rossbach was pushed
aside.
The Court in its Opinion sets forth parts of his direct
examination, statements made to the Coroner on July 4th,
statements made to Schottke and Gareau, the Cleveland
police officers, on July 4th, part of his statement made on
July 10th, and part of his statement made at the inquest
. on July 21st, and then finds:

,· :. "An examination of the foregoing evidence shows that
,';" .. in successive inquiries that were made to the defendant his answers changed considerably. His first statement shows that he did not reach the top of the stairs
before encountering someone or a form. No mention
,. is made about Chip until the statement was made at
.·.the Sheriff's office on July 10th. Likewise the defend' ant's statements do not suggest that the defendant exfr/,amined the decedent on his first responding to her
' ,:,,call until after the green bag, containing defendant's
···w~tch. ring and keys were found with blood on the
'cr)rstal and band of the watch, and such facts called
to his attention."

the defendant's statements, and
consideration to the time and the circumstances uniC · ·
't~ch they were made, contradicts the finding of the
" '", ..The appellant is an intelligent, educated person;
ilrly
adept at composition and has written and de.
--.~-"scientific papers before critical audiences (R.
~·lf he were falsifying, his statement would be com-
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plete in all details. The true account had to be exactly an accow1t like that given by the appellant; the emotional reaction, the mental and physical shock that would
occur to any normal being awakened from a sound sleep
by the scream of his wife, would militate against making
the same observations that a person would make in calm
surroundings. A person so startled from sleep instinctively
and reflectively would rush immediately to his wife, and
he would think of nothing except to get to her as rapidly
as possible. The confusion of suddenly awakening, the
fright and mental and physical shock, the concern for his
wife, those are the things that were occupying the mind of
the appellant as he ran to his wife's assistance. There was
never a thought in his mind that there was an assailant
in his bedroom. The thought that he had in mind was
that she was suffering a convulsion, a condition that had
occurred before (R. 6289).

a person alone would have the right to state whether
it the recollection of the appellant is not true.
'-'1£,!He suffered dislocation of the vertebra and other in, ies, which we will discuss fully in this Brief. Uncon-,-·'·'
usness as suffered by the appellant interferes with
ory and often it is days or weeks before the memory
, and sometimes it never returns ( R. 5265). The
. _uency of auto accidents, with the resulting head in"es, has established that it is common knowledge that
uries to the head and spinal column cause an impairt of memory and that the memory of the events that
Occurred return very gradually. It used to be that in cases
.of accident, the claims adjusters would immediately go to
;the hospital and make a settlement of the claim with the
injured person. It was after the courts had recognized
'that statements and settlements by injured persons made
: shortly after the accident did not represent the true facts
~because of the impairment of memory of the victim of the
'il.c:cident, that releases obtained under such circumstances
rere set aside and quick settlements by adjusting agencies
·ere abandoned.
·" .. The New York Times recently reported a story about
'ack Sharkey, who was a contender for the heavyweight
pionship. Sharkey was walking past the Yankee
,tadium and remarked about the weather, "that it might
· and I would hate to have my fight postponed." "What
.t?" and Sharkey answered his manager, "I don't want
to. surprise you but I am fighting Jack Dempsey in the
.Stadium." The manager answered, "This may be news,
~but you have already fought Jack Dempsey and you were
knocked out in the second round."

To analyze the mental reactions that took place in
the mind of the appellant under the circumstances related
in this case-he encountered a person in his wife's bedroom and was suddenly and without warning struck down.
He suffered severe injuries, was rendered unconscious and
awoke to view a most startling and horrible sight. Can
anyone, who is even with the most sketchy understanding
of the mental and physical reactions that engulfed this
appellant, require that he recollect in detail every movement that he made, why he didn't do this, or why he didn't
do that? No one is capable of understanding the condition
of the mind and body of the appellant on the morning of
July 4th, except a person of equal intelligence and training, who has had the same experience as the appellant.
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The summary dismissal of the plaintiff's statement in
the Opinion of the Court of Appeals leaves out of consideration the interference with perception due to the injuries received by the appellant and the surrounding circumstances.
William Ittelson and Frank Kilpatrick, Assistant Professors of Psychology of Princeton University, have conducted many experiments in perception, and hold that the
problem of explaining how and why we proceed in the
way that we do is one of the most controversial fields in
psychology. Scientific American Reader,-Experiments in
Perception, p. 576.
Edgar James Swift, who was Professor of Psychology
and Education in Washington University, in his book,
Psychology and the Day's Work, pp. 291 to 300, illustrates
the unreliability of perception. Experiments were performed to determine the residue of fact left in the memory
after an experience and to discover between what may be
expected from the memory and that which is the product
of imagination stimulated by suggestion and other mental
excitement. For this purpose a small class in Psychology
was selected. They did not know they were being used in
the experiment. While the class was being conducted in
the ordinary \\'ay, an altercation was heard in the corridor
and the door burst open, and four students, two young
women and two young men, burst into the room. Miss R,
immediately upon entering, dropped a brown paper package containing a brick; K flourished a banana as though
it were a pistol. They struggled across the room to the
side opposite the door. Professor Swift stood up and protested the interruption, and at the same time he threw a

•

small torpedo on the floor, which exploded. "H" fell back,
crying, "I am shot," and was caught by Miss R. All then
hurried out the open door; Miss T picking up the brown
paper package which had been dropped by Miss R. The
entire scene occupied less than thirty seconds, and it was
startling to the class; all of them jumped up and crowded
against the wall, thinking it was a real riot. After they
were gone the class was informed what the purpose of the
scene was. Those who had crowded back against the
danger, returned to their seats. Then blank books were
immediately distributed and the members of the class
were asked to write down what they had seen. Three of
the persons who rushed to the room were members of the
class, and, since it was small, there were only twenty-nine
students, they were well known to their associates. The
third, Miss R, was not a member of the class, but she was
prominent in the class activities and all knew her. The
author states, page 293: "If the reader will return to the
scene, it will be noticed that only a few things were done,
and that these few things were quite definite. The play
was not overloaded. Four persons burst into the room.
The number was not so large as to be confusing. They
were readily discernible. There were two men and two
women. It is doubtful whether or not arrangements of
persons could be planned more suitable for easy observation, yet of the twenty-nine witnesses only three knew that
four persons had dashed into the room. These three also
realized that two were young men and two were young
women. To the others it was an indefinite number, to a
few, less than four, but to the majority, more. Some characterized them as a crowd or a mob. The four participants
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were well known to the class and no disguises were used.
No one of the class recognized all of them; seven recog- '
nized three; eleven recognized two; seven recognized one,
and four recognized zero. Eight saw persons who not only ·
took no part in the performance, but who were either not '
present or who sat at a distance from the place where the
scene was staged. Three saw a member of the class who
sat in the second row, one a former member known about
three months earlier. A young woman who had never
been in the class was seen by two, another young woman
not a member of the class and not present by one, and a
member of the class who sat at a distance from the scene
by one. The descriptions of the clothing were so general
as to be worthless for the purpose of identification. One
actor wore a conspicuous red tie, which was noticed by
only two of the students, and one saw that his shoes were
muddy and his face dirty, neither of which statements
were true. Six saw one of the young women drop something. Of these four noticed who did it. Only one of them,
however, was able to describe the brown package parcel.
No one saw Miss R pick it up as she hurried out. Six saw
someone pick up the parcel but five of these said it was
Miss T, while one thought it was H. Two of the witnesses
saw a dog in the room. Since no dog was present, this
must have had its inception in a stray that had been
wandering around the quadrangle during the morning and
which two witnesses afterwards remembered having seen.
Five heard or saw a pistol shot. Three of the five saw the
flash. "I saw the blaze,'' one of the young men said. "I
saw someone fire a pistol because I saw the flash," was
the statement of a young woman. This, of course, was the
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of suggestion. The yellow banana was flourished
pointed at H, and at that moment the torpedo exand H staggered back saying, "I am shot." One
Miss T's necklace; she did not \VC'ar one. FivP of
~·~I.ports did not contain an item of truth or fiction. The
·~saw nothing except a mob bursting into the room
· ; confusion. Six others were unable to testify to anyother than identify one of the participants. To these
else was blank.
fYJt must be remembered that the students participating
;,1hla experiment possessed a high degree of intelligence;
.tthe experiment was iwrf onned in the calm surroundof a college classroom and i1lustrates the unrealistic
·approach that has been made in this case to the statement
·91 the appellant as to what occurred under the conditions
that existed on the morning of July 4th in his home. The

lthen

·•·"He also stated
:,;

'he rushed after this form; he could not
tell definitely what this form was, could not tell
whether it was a human being or whether it was a
man or a woman, whether or not it had a hat on,
whether or not he could sec any hat, any hair, whclhC'r
or not it had a coat or trousers on.' The foregoing
was repeated at the inquest at Normandy School, as
shown on page 3101 of the record."

The foregoing is viewed as an illustration by the
as a contradictory statement made by the appellant.
'i'"contradiction
suggested is not justified by the evi,. _,..
, ·~' The quotation is from the testimony of the Coroner on
In answer tu a question by the Prose-
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cutor, he stated he asked the appellant to describe thei
form with which he grappled down at the lake.
"What description did he give?
A. He was unable to give-well, the descrip-,.,,
tion he gave (3105); he didn't know whether it had~
clothes on; he didn't know whether it had a hat on;
didn't know whether it had a coat on; didn't know]
whether it had trousers on; he didn't know what he~.
felt when he grappled with it.
Q. I believe you stated you asked him whether the form had any hair on it?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What was his answer?
A. He could not answer.
Q. Did you ask him whether it was a human be-,
ing?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What was his answer?
A. He didn't know." (R. 3105.)
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an, he could not ascertain whether or not he
uld see any hair, he could not ascertain whether this
n was wearing a hat or any clothes whatsoever.
_. you remember so testifying?
":' · A. Yes, sir.
, Q. Now, will you turn to page 246 of the record
ileferring to the record at the inquest), and does not
1t"appear on that page in the testimony of Sam Shep,
when he appeared before you at the inquest, 'I
.w a form, I ran down those stairs from the landing
_1wn to the beach, and at that time I thought I could
a form of a-as I think of it now-I thoughtcan't quite decide in my mind what brings me to
'.this feeling of a big man, whether it was because he
ck me down so easily or whether I can definitely
:¥111ualize a large form, but it seems to me that the
1rm was relatively large, good sized head.
~·.. · "Now turn to page 309 of the Record." (Page

3481.)
Question by Dr. Gerber: "What was the descrip-

After the Coroner had testified to that quotation that
now appears in the Court's Opinion he was cross-examined -·
and the record taken at the inquest was used in cross examination. By use of what appears in the record at the
inquest it was shown that the statement, appearing in the.
opinion, given by the Coroner on direct examination is not
only incorrect but that it is false.
(R. 3479) Questions on Cross Examination of Dr.

Gerber:

1n? What was this form you saw? What did it look
.e? (R. 3482.)
A. Well, as I told you, I thought it was a 'he.' I
'he' because I gathered it to be a 'he'."

:e 3483), addressing the witness,
"Now, will you turn to page 310 of the record of
inquest."

. ..e. following are questions and answers at the in-

,;e,.-

.~

·:

"Q. This is Thursday. On Tuesday, in answer to a ·
question by Mr. Danaceau, you stated at the inquest
hearing that Sam Sheppard could not tell you what ,
the form was, could not tell you whether it was a ·
human, could not tell you whether it was a man or·

'
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"Q. Was this form dressed? What kind of a tie

.d it have on?
A. I have tried to answer that a couple of times
you have interrupted me.
··' Q. Well, I am sorry.

•
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A. As we got down as we approached the beach
I felt this form again, and again I wish to say because
I was readily knocked down by him, but I felt that he ·
was fairly large and had dark clothing.
Q. Was he a white or colored person?
A. I can't say for sure. I somehow after encountering him have the feeling that it was not a
colored person, but that is merely a feeling, it is not
a fact that I can say specifically. (R. 3489.)
Q. (R. 3490) Did he have any hair?
A. I felt he had a large head and it seemed to be
like I mentioned earlier, sort of a bushy appearance.
Q. In other words, you caught up with him?
A. That was my feeling, but it seems as though I
had caught up with a steam roller, some immovable
object that just turned and made very short work of
rne.
Q. Was it a human being?
A. I felt it was." (R. 3490.)
The foregoing testimony discloses that while the person who the assailant saw in the bedroom could not be
described by him except that he saw a form, the person
that he encountered on the beach was a large white man
with bushy hair, and fits to that extent the description of
the man that the witness, Stawicki, saw standing in the
driveway of the Sheppard home. The describing of the
person that he saw in the bedroom as a form is correct
and his statement is verified by Officer Drenkhan. It is
common knowledge that very little can be distinguished
when a person enters a dark bedroom at night even when
there is a reflection from street lights or the reflection of
lights from other rooms.
On July 11th, for the purpose of checking the appellant's sta. ent that he had seen a "form" in his wife's
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lGl'POm when he ran upstairs, an experiment was perby the Police Department of the City of Bay View
,._cer Fred F. Drenkhan and his father, who is a police
of the city, and Sergeant Hubach.
L:At 1:00 A.M., all thP lights in the house were turned
,~~pt the light in the dressing room, which was on

. Mrs. Sheppard was murdered. The light was turned
)00 watts. The room and curtains were arranged the
as on the morning of July 4th when Drenkhan arSergeant Hubach stood in the bedroom wearing a
te shirt (R. 2771). Drenkhan then proceeded to deter,e what could be seen in the room by a person going up
~Stairs. The appellant did not know there was a stranger
pis wife's bedroom when he went up the stairs on July
th and was not looking for such n person. Drenkhan,
•hen
he started to ascend the stairs, knew Hubach was in
,,
,e bedroom ( R. 2715), and was looking for him. "The
was lit" (R. 2GG5).
Testimony of State's witness Drenkhan:

"Q. And what could you see?
A. From halfway up tlw stairs. or from the bottom of the stairs you could see a man in a white shirt
standing down toward the end of the bed, but you
could not see a man in a dark shirt.
Q. You couldn'tA. I mean an outline, form.
Q. That is if you were coming up the stairs you
could only see a white shirtA. A form.
Q. That is if you were looking for it?
A. That's correct."
But if a person had a covering over 1he white shirt
could not be seen ( R. 2GSG) .
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"On the following day Dr. Hoversten testified about a
call he made on the defendant to the hospital, when
he heard the following conversation between the defendant and Dr. Stephen Sheppard:
'A. Yes, I remember I was sitting on the left hand
side of the bed and Steve sat near the foot of the bed,
and he advised Dr. Sam to go over in his mind several
times a day-as I recall, Dr. Steve addressed Dr. Sam
and said in words to this effect, 'you should review in
your mind several times a day the sequence of events
as they happened so you will have your story straight
when questioned,' and then he gave as an example,
'you were upstairs and you went downstairs, and from
here to here, etc.' "

The statement that the appellant became aware of the
pain in the back of his neck for the first time when he was
in the kitchen after coming from the lake and viewing his
wife's body is explainable, both scientifically and medically.
Dr. W. K. Livingston, Professor of Surgery at the University of Oregon, where he conducts a special clinic for the
study of obscure, unusual or intractable pain, states that:
Pain is a perception. To be "perceived" means to
be "felt." Anything that depresses brain function impairs pain perception. It doesn't seem to make much
difierence whether the depression is due to drugs, excessive fatigue or any of the many factors that deprive
the sensitive brain cells of their supply of oxygen.
Scientific American Reader, page 596.
Intense concentration on a particular thing will
make a person oblivious, for a time at least, of pain.
The diversion of the attention of a person who is suffering pain to something else is the most fundamental
therapeutics.
We send flowers to a sick friend in the hospital, and
the flowers for a few moments causes the sick one to forget
his pain as he contemplates the kindliness and thoughtfulness of his friend and as he concentrates on the beauty of
the flowers.
It is basic in some branches of the Christian religion
that the pain can be entirely eliminated by concentration
of the mind on prayer, and by so doing, subordinating the
perception referred to by Dr. Livingston.
The Court found that one of the connecting links of
the circumstantial evidence that justified the finding of the
appellant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt is in the testimony of Di T-Ioversten, where the Court states:

It requires no argument to state that the use of this
quotation by the Court shows no contradiction of the statement made by the appellant and it cannot be considered,
and it should not have been considered by the Court, as in
8JlY way as indicating the appellant's guilt. We cannot understand by what process of thinking the Court can find
1hat a statement by Dr. Hoversten of what Dr. Stephen
0: . ~eppard said to the appellant can be a connecting link in
~e. chain of circumstantial evidence to prove the r:lppel~tlant's guilt.
On Saturday, July 3rd, Hoversten was a guest at the
e of the appellant, went to Kent, Ohio, and returned
~t,.4:00 P. M. July 4th. He visited the appellant at the hos·~~ at 5:00 or 6:00 P. M. on July 5th and found that there
,,as a guard at the door (R. 3800). The appellant was in
.. . He took his hand and the appellant started to cry and
........
'laid (R. 3801), "My God, I wish they had killed me instead
"of Marilyn. Chip needs Marilyn more as a mother than he
.., '.,
,does me." Hoversten testified (R. 3819), that when he saw
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the appellant he was griefstricken, his face was swollen,
his neck was stiff; there was a swelling on the inside of his
mouth, and he had difficulty talking (R. 3820). He testified
while he was talking to the appellant (R. 8802), Dr.
Stephen Sheppard came in and seemed to be provoked
that he was in the room. Hoversten explained that before
he went in he had sent word to the appellant and the appellant said to Dr. Stephen Sheppard, "I asked him to come
. "
m.
Dr. Stephen Sheppard (R. 5232), stated that he did
not say to his brother, the appellant, in Hoversten's presence, "get your story straight." When he found Hoversten
in his brother's room he was annoyed and told Hoversten
that the appellant was extremely upset and that he was
going over the story time and time again with everybody
that came in, and each time he went over it, it served only
to upset him, and that he said to the appellant, "I don't
think you should be re-living this scene all the time." Dr.
Stephen Sheppard, as his physician, was objecting to
everybody going in and saying, "what happened, what
happened?," because each time the appellant would break
down and relive the horrible sight and the terrible and
frightening experience.

come forward until the reward was offered. The Court of
Appeals in its Opinion adopts the argument of the State.
The Opinion states:

A Prowler Seen at Appellant's Home on the
Early Morning of July 4.
One of the three references made by the Court of Appeals to the testimony introduced by the appellant refers
to the evidence given by defense witnesses, Leo Stawicki
and Richard Knitter. It was argued by the State, both at
the trial and in the reviewing court, that the evidence given
by these
witnesses was worthless because they <lid not

r··l
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"Defendant produced two witnesses, one of whom
reported that while driving east on West Lake Road
at 2: 15 A. M., on July 4th he saw a big man, 6 feet tall
and weighing 190 pounds, standing in the Sheppard
driveway, wearing a light T-shirt, but was unable to
describe the rest of the dress. He had testified that the
stranger had a crew hair cut and was a bit tanned, and
all this was observed in the dead of night while returning from a fishing party at Sandusky, Ohio. The
witness had a boat atl:lched to his automobile and
testified he was driving thirty-five miles an hour when
he observed the stranger in the drive near three maple
trees. The other witness claims to have been driving
west at about 4:00 A. M., when he observed the
stranger near the cemetery, which is just west of the
Sheppard home. He described the stranger as having
a crew hair cut, 5 foot ~) inches tall, bulging eyes and
wearing a white shirt. Neither of these witnesses
came forward until a reward was offered publicly six
,_or seven days after July 4th, although the story of
Marilyn Sheppard's death had received great publicity.
•· including the story that the defendant had met a form
. with bushy hair in the Sheppard home after he heard
\' his wife scream for help." (Emphasis added.)
} There are several inaccuracies in the foregoing find,.'..!of
.- the Court. Both men used the expression "bushy
, ... Witness Stawicki observed the man at one partic.,....
U- maple tree. He drove by not at 2:15 but about 2:30
'~~M. Leo Stawicki is a reliable citizen, who lives at 4511
"1'. ,,,.~9
Street, Cuyahoga Heights, married and has three
. .,
Chlldren, employed by the American Steel & Wire Com-

.,,,,
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pany for many years. He was returning from Sandusky
Bay and as he drove through Bay Village he saw a man
in a driveway next to a tree. He noticed him when his
headlight hit the man (R. 6026). He stated that he had a
young face, with bushy hair, and was about six foot tall,
weighed approximately 190 pounds. He testified this man
was leaning against a maple tree (R. 6033).

took him to West Lake Road to point out the location and
he located the place where he saw the man. The Chief,
to make sure that he was pointing out the correct location,
drove him back and forth from different directions and
each time the location pointed out by Stawicki was the
same. It was after that that this witness discovered the
location where he had seen this man standing was in front
. of the appellant's home (R. 6031).
There was no effort made on the part of the police to
have this substantial citizen view the photographs of possible suspects. The only thing they did was to show him
the pictures of Dr. Sheppard, Sr., and the two brothers
,of the appellant (R. 6035).
This witness was taken to the County Jail and asked
to view a lineup of four men. The appellant was in that
\lineup. Stawicki did not know him, but he stated to the
·~. police there was no one in the lineup who resembled the
(man he saw in the driveway of the appellant's home. He
·::was then sent home, following which he discovered that
the appellant was in the lineup, and that the purpose of
·~him there was to see if he would pick out the apL'-- t as the man whom he had seen in the driveway

"Q. Now coming back to the maple tree, what is
the fact as to whether or not a man who would be
travelling in a westerly direction on West Lake Road
would be in a position to have seen the fellow that you
have described to this jury?
A. No, I don't think he would see him.
Q. Now, Mr. Stawicki, will you in your own
words describe to the court and the jury the exact
location of this man in relation to the driveway that
you spoke about?
A. Well, he stood about two or three feet off the
road in the driveway and he was about two feet away
from the maple tree. The maple tree was about three
feet in diameter."
So that his location was such that he was not a hitchhiker
because he was hidden from the automobiles that would
be travelling west.
The description he gives coincides with the description
given by the appellant of the man he came in contact with
on the beach.
Stawicki did not read the newspapers until Friday,
July 9th, and on Saturday, July 10th, he went to the Bay
Village police.
At the time he gave this information he did not know
the location of the Sheppard home, and his information
was that hl h::\d seen this man in a driveway. The Chief

R. 6036).
. Another witness came forward who was on the highin
front of the Sheppard home the morning of July
.
: between 12:30 and 5:45 A.M. Richard Knitter (R.
"" .•
,~?), who resides in Sheffield Lake, came to Cleveland
} 3rd with his wife and went to a late picture show to
·'."Gone With the Wind," a very lengthy picture. He
.ed that they left the theater and he and his wife
14;.; '
,oPped at a restaurant and then proceeded home along
·'West Lake Road, and when they were near a cemetery'
,~

·~···
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on the north side of the road, which was later identified
as the cemetery just west of the Sheppard home, he saw a
white man with bushy hair, large nose and with bulging
eyes (R. 6096-97).
His recollection was that this man weighed about 175
pounds, and was five feet eight inches tall; his observation
was made at about 3: 50 A.M., July 4, 1954. He stated
that he reported this fact to the police of Bay Village, and
they had him view some pictures, but he did not identify
anyone in the pictures as the person he saw the morning
of July 4th. He was never asked by the Cleveland Police
Department or the Bay Village Police Department to
view any lineup (R. 6101).
He did not know where the appellant lived on the
morning he drove along and saw this strange man. He
learned of it afterwards and learned of the proximity of
the cemetery to the Sheppard home. The morning was
rather windy and chilly, and it struck both Stawicki and
Knitter as unusual that a man should be on the highway
at that time of the morning with no apparent purpose and
without a hat or a coat.
The evidence has never been properly investigated.
These men were never brought to the Grand Jury, although the State brought in as witnesses the following:

Arthur H. Baird, who came from Columbus to testify
that he was on the Huntington Beach pier at 6: 26 A.M. on

Mrs. Doris Bender (R. 4172), who, with her husband,
was driving past the Sheppard home at 2: 15 A.M., July
4th, and testified she saw a light in the Sheppard home;
John Tronti (R. 4196), who was on the Huntington
Beach pier at 1: 30 A.M. that morning;
Jerry Schumacher (R. 4204), who also was on the
Huntington Beach pier at 1: 30 that morning;

'

July 4th.
The important testimony of Stawicki and Knitter was
brushed aside for the reason that it was unfavorable to
the position of the prosecution. The Court of Appeals
found that the reason Stawicki came forward was because
the appellant had offered a reward and he was interested
in that reward. In reply to that the witness stated, "The
reward didn't interest me; I've got money of my own"
(R. 6060); that he read about the murder in the Friday,
July 10th, paper, and as soon as he read it he said to his
wife, "I'm going out there an<l report what I've seen there"
(R. 6061).
Knitter had no knowledge of any kind about a reward

(R. 6124, 6125).
Surely this is a strange reason advanced by the State
and the Court of Appeals for rejecting the testimony of
two reliable witnesses. Why do law enforcement agencies
advocate the offering of a reward for the apprehension of
persons who committed crimes? Why do you see these
offers posted in every law enforcing agency in the country? It is not necessary to say to this Court that it is the
means by which many persons charged with crime are
apprehended. On July 22, 1955, J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in a report to
the Attorney General, summarizing the work of the Bureau in the fiscal year that ended June 30th stressed the
value of confidential informants to effective law enforcement. More than eight hundred fifty persons were ar'"ested in FBI cases as a result of information furnished

'
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by informants, and, in addition, data furnished to the
FBI by its informants about matters that were within the
jurisdiction of other law enforcement agencies resulted
in the arrest of more than four hundred persons after the
FBI had passed the information along. To learn that the
Court of Appeals of Cuyahoga County has established the
rule as it did in this case, that the testimony of witnesses
is to be disregarded because of the offer of a reward, is
contrary to law and should not be allowed to stand in this
State. Is it not the paramount duty of every citizen to
step forward with information that will lead to the solution of a crime?
The Court of Appeals further attempts to discount
the evidence given by these important witnesses by stating in its Opinion,

tion on Cahoon Road, some distance south of West Lake
Road (R. 2486). Between the period from midnight to
5:00 A.M., he had returned to the police station twice (R.
2575). Huntington Park, just east of the Sheppard home,
with entrances from West Lake Road and the beach at
Huntington Park, which leads up past the Sheppard home,
was not checked by him during the night (R. 2587), and
the fact that he did not see the individual described by
Knitter and Stawicki is proof of nothing.

The Appellant Called Mayor Houk.
The Court of Appeals makes two findings critical of
this telephone call to Mayor Houk, and considers certain
failures on the part of the appellant as links in the chain
of circumstantial evidence.
Mayor Houk received the appellant's telephone call at
about 5:45 A.M. July 4th, and the appellant's call was,
"Spen, come over quick; something terrible has happened;
I think they've killed Marilyn." (R. 2264.)
The telephone call was made by the appellant to
Mayor Houk from downstairs. The Court states in its

"Officer Drenkhan patrolled Lake Road beginning at
11:00 P.M. and until 5:00 A.M., passed the Sheppard
home on several occasions and noticed no one on the
highway at or near the Sheppard home."
The inference that is to be drawn from that statement of
the Court of Appeals is that because Drenkhan didn't see
anybody during his journeys along the road in his patrol
car, that Stawicki and Knitter could not have seen anyone.
Such reasoning is unreal. He did not see State witness,
John Tronti (R. 4196), who was on the highway around
1 :30 in the morning, nor State witness, Jerry Schumacher
(R. 4204), who was also on the highway at the same time.
Drenkhan was not on the road constantly during the
period from midnight to 5:00 A.M. When he received the
call to come to the Sheppard home on the morning of July
4th he was not on the highway. He was at the police sta-

Opinion:
"It is also true that there were neighbors on both
sides who were not disturbed. They were closer in
point of distance to the defendant than was Mayor
Houk. The evidence also shows there was a telephone
between the twin beds in the murder room which was
not used by the defendant to call help after he regained consciousness or from his first encounter with
the form either on the stairs or in the bedroom."
', '

•
~~

Karl Schuele lived to the west of the appellant's
\Se. There was not the close personal relation between
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this man and the appellant that there was with the appellant and Mayor Houk. He was a good neighbor and testified for the appellant, but other than that he and the appellant were not associated. To the east of the appellant's
house was a large vacant lot and beyond that, a house occupied by people that were not identified in the record.
The facts concerning his call to Mayor Houk are all set
forth in the appellant's statement that is in this Brief. The
record shows that Mr. and Mrs. Houk and the appellant
and his wife were close friends and associates. From the
West Lake Road entrance of the Houk's residence to the
West Lake Road entrance of the Sheppard residence is a
distance of between one hundred fifty and two hundred
feet. The Houk house, the Sheppard house and the two
houses in between are on a line, with lawns extending to
West Lake Road. There are no fences or obstructions between the houses. To question why people act the way
they do will produce a variety of answers. Applying the
same rule to the conduct of the State's witnesses, Mr. and
Mrs. Houk, as the Court of Appeals would apply to the
conduct of the appellant on the morning of July 4th produces what may appear to some as unexplainable conduct
and shows how dangerous it is to be analyzing the conduct
of a person under stress with what someone else would
do if confronted with the same circumstances.
Mayor Houk received the word that the wife of his
dear friend had been murdered, or probably so; at least
that something terrible had happened in the Sheppard
home two doors away. He received this information not
only as a dear friend but as Mayor of the City and the chief
law enforcement officer of the City. Did he rush to the

telephone and call the police? Did he hurry from his
home and rush across the front lawns (it was daylight),
to the Sheppard home? Did he rush up to where the
body of Marilyn was lying murdered and then reach
for the telephone between the two beds to call the police,
or did he rush downstairs to a telephone and call from
that point? He did none of these things. When the telephone call came, Mrs. Houk was still asleep and the Mayor
waited for his wife to dress. They then proceeded to the
driveway of their home, got in their station wagon, backed
out onto West Lake Road, and drove one hundred and fifty
or two hundred feet to the Sheppard residence (R. 2265).
They entered into the house by the back door, which was
unlocked. Mr. Houk went into the den. The appellant was
slumped in the red leather chair just opposite the door.
His face was bruised, his mouth was bleeding, he was holding the back of his neck with his hands and showed evidence of pain. He was bare from the waist up.
The Mayor obtained information from the appellant
as to what had happened, and his statement on that morn:·.. ing was, in substance, the same as stated throughout, but
.· ~ot in the detail which was developed later, because when
, the Mayor came in he was neither physically nor mentally
~pable of giving a detailed statement of what had oc,., red in his house that morning. He stated he heard his
,. ife scream, he was knocked out, he heard something
~~wnstairs, that he chased the person down to the lake
more, when again he was knocked out, and came back to
~wife's room (R. 1272).
},,,,, · It was very apparent to Mr. Houk that the appellant
~as in a dazed and upset condition, and while he remained

'
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in the den with him, Mrs. Houk went upstairs through
the kitchen and discovered Mrs. Sheppard and the condition of the room. She immediately came downstairs and
told her husband.

times judges, substitute for the facts what they think the
facts should be, or, in other words, after reviewing the
facts which are the result of human actions performed
, under stress and strain, they arrive at the conclusion that
,; the activities should have been performed in some other
way, or as they would perform them if they were confronted with the same situation. No one knows what he
would do, or how he would act, or what he would say if
he was confronted by the situation that faced either the
appellant or Mr. and Mrs. Houk on the morning of July
4., 1954.
Mrs. Houk, when she arrived at the home of the appellant on that morning, was his friend. When she came
downstairs she noted his condition (R. 2415), and it caused
her concern (R. 2447). He was complaining of pain in
.the neck (R. 2448). Like any friend, and especially as a
woman, she wanted to help him, and the first thing that oc' curred to her mind was the popular catch-all remedy,
·whiskey. She went to the kitchen, with which she was familiar, and got a drink of whiskey and brought it to the
.den, and he said he did not want it. Many reasons may
-~-given for his refusal, but the principal one is that the
1p~llant, being a doctor, knew that an intoxicant is not
'temedy for shock, and he was in shock. The use of seda_;ves, such as morphine, and not intoxicants, such as
'Wsk.ey, is proper treatment in shock. The Merck Manual,
'"•'·I .
th
Edition, Page 139.
ft
. After Mrs. Houk came downstairs, the Mayor did not
'tP'
upstairs to the murder room. He called the ambulance
n:r i
Del the police and they responded in a very few minutes.
, ''Y ..t~
l'J'be first to arrive was Officer Fred Drenkhan, and imme-

It is set forth in the Opinion of the Court of Appeals

that the failure of the appellant to drink some whiskey
secured by Mrs. Houk is a link in the chain of circumstantial evidence. That part of the Opinion is as follows:
"Mrs. Esther Houk * * * returned to the kitchen and
poured out half a glass of whiskey and offered it to
the defendant, 'this might help you'. The record then
discloses the following testimony of Mrs. Houk:
'A. He said, no, I don't want it. I can't think
clear now and I have to think.
Q. And he did not take the drink?
A. I asked him, "shouldn't this help?", but he
is a doctor, he should know, and he said "no" and
he didn't take it.' "
This appears to us to be rather shallow evidence to
connect the appellant with the murder of his wife.
Esther Houk was familiar with the interior of the
home of the appellant. When she arrived at the house
she did not know in what room Mrs. Sheppard was. She
did not know in what room Mrs. Sheppard slept. She had
no information when she arrived at the house or after she
arrived at the house where Mrs. Sheppard was. Still, without such information, she immediately rushed to the room
where Mrs. Sheppard lay murdered. Again we are justified in applying the same rule to the conduct of Mrs. Houk
that the Court of Appeals does to the actions of the appellant and we get into trouble. The trouble arises from the
fact that inf ~qd of accepting as facts, people, and some-

j,.:
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diately after him two firemen, Richard Sommer and
Donald Callihan, with the ambulance and a stretcher.
They drove the ambulance into the driveway and parked
it behind the Mayor's station wagon. They all ran upstairs,
except the Mayor. There were no carpets on the stairs
( R. 2601). The two firemen carried up with them a
stretcher which was on wheels, and which they rolled into
Mrs. Sheppard's room and afterwards rolled out into the
hall. The little boy, Chip, whose bedroom door was open,
remained asleep (R. 2603).
A short time afterward Chief Eaton, of the Bay Village Police Department, arrived and was informed of what
happened. Telephone calls were made to the Coroner's
office and to the Homicide Division of the Cleveland Police
Department and help requested.
As a result of the conversation Mayor Houk had with
the appellant, he and the Chief of Police, Callihan, Sommer and Drenkhan, all made journeys to the lake shore.
The first to go down was Officer Drenkhan. The Court of
Appeals in its Opinion, and, of course, for the purpose of
showing a link in the chain of circumstantial evidence,
states that Drenkhan

The next to go to the lake shore were Callihan and
Sommer, who went to the Huntington Beach pier and
talked with some fishermen, who stated they saw two
teenagers on the pier when they arrived. When Callihan
and Sommer returned to the house, Mayor Houk and Chief
Eaton went down, and they walked east on the beach to the
Huntington Park pier and then back to the Sheppard

"also examined the beach at the bottom of the steps
by the beach house shortly after 6: 00 A. M., and
found no foot prints in the sand."
It is an over-statement to say that Drenkhan examined the

beach on the morning of July 4th. Drenkhan never went
down on the beach. He stood in the middle of the platform,
which is ten feet above the beach. He did not go down the
stairs that leads from the platform to the beach. He stood
on the platform "a matter of a minute" (R. 2612).

'

home (R. 3933) .
Concomitant with the calling of Coroner Gerber and
the Cleveland police, Dr. Richard Sheppard, Jr., the appellant's brother, was called. He immediately instructed
his wife Dorothy to call the other brother, Dr. Stephen
Sheppard. Dr. Stephen Sheppard and his wife Betty hurried to their brother's home. Dr. Richard, Jr., arrived
first, shortly after 6: 00 A. M.
In the meantime people began to collect around the
house, in the yard, the roads became blocked, and reporters and photographers from newspapers began to arrive.
Dr. Richard, Jr., entered through the back door and
went upstairs through the kitchen. On his arrival he saw
Mr. and Mrs. Houk, Chief Eaton, Drenkhan, Sommer and
Callihan, and other people coming and going to and from
the house (R. 5049). He saw the horrible scene upstairs,
made an examination and determined that Marilyn was
···.dead.
Chip.
,
During all the disturbance, the little boy Chip re' mained asleep in the room next door with the door open.
.''It was determined by Richard and Mrs. Houk that they
·,· (
ld take the boy out of the house, and they went into
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his room and found him sleeping soundly; with some
difficulty (R. 5655), they partially aroused him, and partially dressed him. As they lifted him up he would slump
over in his sleep (R. 5658). They took him downstairs and
out to Richard's car; he was still half asleep. The waking
process of a child is beyond the scope of this brief. In the
trial of the case there was no particular point made of the
fact that Chip did not awaken, nor was there any attempt
to contradict the testimony of the witnesses on the facts
above outlined. As a result, there was no reason to examine into the scientific reason for the non-awakening of
Chip. Anyone who has the least experience as a father,
with a healthy six year old boy, knows how difficult it is to
arouse such a child from a sound sleep. Children nowadays are not aroused by noises. Chip lived on a heavily
travelled road, where the noise of the traffic is constant.
There was both radio and a television in the house, and as
a result Chip was inured to the most violent types of noise.
Wars, massacres, wrecks, murders, zooming airplanes,
with accompanying noises, are now part of the average
living room. Children of the age of Chip are usually inattentive to the noises of the programs manufactured by
the radio and television interests for the amusement of
their elders.
On the morning that the murder of Marilyn Sheppard
was discovered, there was a great deal of confusion and
noise in the house. There was no carpet on the stairs, policemen and firemen were running up and down the stairs,
the two Sheppard brothers and Mrs. Houk went up and
down the stairs several times, the ambulance men carried
a stretcher up the stairs, rolled it into Marilyn's room and
then rolled it{•1t in the hallway in front of Chip's room

and the door of his room was open all the time. Mrs. Houk
stated that she checked Chip twice and on both occasions
found he was asleep (R. 2450).
"Q. When you went up the second occasion to
check Chip, you ran up the stairs on that occasion,
didn't you?
A. Yes."
After determining Chip was asleep, she had a conversation about him and then she and Dr. Richard Sheppard
went into the boy's room and got his clothes together.
They talked about getting Chip out of the house, and Mrs.
Houk went in to the room again, Chip was still asleep. "He
seemed very groggy until we got into the yard and he saw
the ambulance."
"Q. You said he still was groggy when you got
him out into the yard? (R. 2456.)
A. Well he seemed half asleep.
Q. Half asleep when you got him into the yard?
A. He had not noticed or commented on anything
until he got into the yard." (R. 2459.)
Richard Sommer, one of the ambulance men, testified that he moved the stretcher into the murder room and
backed it out and rolled it out down the hall, and that
while he was doing this he saw Chip in his room and he
was asleep (R. 3955).

Dr. Richard Sheppard Talks to the Appellant
in the Den.
The Court of Appeals, in analyzing the evidence that
it is claimed forms an unbreakable chain that proves the
defendant guilty of the murder of his wife beyond a rea, - "ble doubt and admits of no other reasonable hypo- C
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thesis, quotes in its Opinion a conversation that is alleged
to have taken place between Dr. Richard and the appellant in the den.

Marilyn's room, say, " 'She is gone, Sam', or words to that
effect." The addition of "words to that effect" to the statement that was made by Dr. Richard Sheppard to the appellant indicates that the witness Houk is not sure whether
he is repeating correctly what Dr. Richard Sheppard did
say. The same unsureness and hesitancy occurs in the remainder of the recital. He testified, "I then heard Dr.
Richard say either 'did you do this' or, 'did you have any-

"The defendant's brother, Dr. Richard Sheppard, arrived shortly after Mr. and Mrs. Houk and Officer
Drenkhan, and after viewing Marilyn, returned to the
den. Mayor Houk then testified that he heard the following conversation: 'Dr. Richard bent over Dr. Sam
and I heard him say, "she is gone, Sam," or words to
that effect, and Sam slumped further down in his
chair and said, "My God, no," or words to that effect.
Then I heard Dr. Richard say either, "Did you do
this?" or, "Did you have anything to do with this?",
and Sam replied, "Hell, no."'" (Emphasis added.)

If either of the statements were made by Dr. Richard
Sheppard, and the witness does not seem to be clear which
one was made, and if either statement was accepted without contradiction, we know of no rule of reasoning whereby a question seeking information can be twisted into an
accusation of guilt, which is the apparent purpose of the
foregoing quotation.
Just before Dr. Richard Sheppard had taken the little
boy out of the house he had gone into the den where his
brother was and told him his wife was dead. The appellant was sitting in the chair, holding his neck, with evidence of pain and injury. When he received this information (R. 5656), he exclaimed, "My God, no," and slumped
down to the floor on his face. Dr. Richard Sheppard states
he did not ask the questions attributed to him by Mr.
Houk (R. 5701).
State's witness Houk (R. 2279), testified that he
heard Dr. Richard Sheppard, after he came down from

'

thing to do with it'."
His testimony is further weakened as shown when
he was questioned as to whether there was anything else
said, he answered, "I can't say whether there was anything else said or not."
If the statement of Houk is entitled to any weight,
and the Court of Appeals seemed to think that it was, we
are at a loss to understand how it can be determined to be
a circumstance that would indicate the defendant's guilt.
Dr. Richard Sheppard's questions in no way would bind
the appellant.
Dr. Stephen Sheppard Arrives.
Dr. Stephen Sheppard arrived, with his wife, Betty,
just after Dr. Richard had talked to the appellant in the
. den. He parked his car in the driveway behind the auto;:mobile of Chief Eaton, whose car was parked in the drive%way behind the ambulance. His wife, Betty, proceeded
through the kitchen door and looked in the den. She saw
.,the appellant, prone on the floor, and thought he was dead
J ..(R. 5602). She pointed to him. Dr. Stephen Sheppard
Jf.;bnmediately went into the room, examined him, and determined he was not dead, although he saw that he was
,\~

{
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severely injured. Betty stood in the living room and Dr.
Stephen went upstairs, passing through the living room
through the "L," and as he went by the couch he noticed
a corduroy jacket on the floor and stepped over it (R.
5056). (State's Ex. No. 7.) He went to Mrs. Sheppard's
room and determined she was dead; he was shocked by the
terrible sight that confronted him. He came downstairs
the same way he ascended, and again he stepped over this
jacket which was on the floor, and went into the den.
As a further link in the chain of circumstantial evidence, the Court of Appeals refers to this corduroy jacket
which the appellant had been wearing when he fell asleep
on the couch. In their Opinion they make the following
finding:

given greater weight by the court than the testimony that
proves that the defendant is not guilty.
The first persons to arrive at the house did not see the
jacket. Mrs. Houk did not notice the jacket at all, and Mr.
Houk saw it late in the morning, around 8:00 o'clock. Officer Drenkhan stated he saw the jacket when he ran up the
stairs the first time, around 6:02 A. M. Dr. Stephen Sheppard arrived shortly after him and saw the jacket (R.
5056). This was at least ten minutes before Chief Eaton
saw the jacket on the couch at 6:25 A. M. The appellant
told Officer Schottke that sometime during the night he
remembered waking up and being too warm and taking
the jacket off, and either placing it on the floor or on the
couch and going back to sleep (R. 3589).
State's witness Drenkhan (R. 2483), states that he
was very friendly with the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard,
and that when he received the call that she was murdered,
he immediately went to the house. He entered the kitchen
hurriedly and was immediately directed upstairs by Mrs.
Houk (R. 2491). He went upstairs with the rapidity required of a police officer. As he went upstairs, he stated he
observed the jacket on the couch and the next time he saw
it was 8 o'clock in the morning. That was the first time
he was in the part of the room where the couch was located. His hurried ascent of the stairway is set forth in the
record (R. 2577-2580). The couch could not be seen by
a person ascending the stairway unless they leaned over
the stairway and looked down at it (R. 3567, 3568, 3569).
Drenkhan did not look over the stairway as he was hurriedly ascending them to Mrs. Sheppard's room, and his
statement that he saw the couch when he ascended the

"Chief of Police Eaton, when he arrived at 6:30 A. M.,
July 4th, saw the corduroy jacket on the couch where
the defendant had been sleeping, and Officer Drenkhan had noticed the jacket in the same position upon
his arrival at 6:02 A. M. No one of those who arrived
at the Sheppard home prior to the Chief of Police
testified as to have moved or touched the jacket. The
defendant is not sure but he says he has a faint recollection of having removed it while sleeping because
he was too warm. Dr. Stephen Sheppard testified
having observed the jacket on the floor. This was
prior to 6:30 A. M. However, when the photograph
was taken at 8:00 A. M., the jacket was still in the
position as observed by Officer Drenkhan and Chief
Eaton."
We are at a loss to understand how the existence of
the jacket, whether it was neatly folded on the couch or
whether it was lying on the floor, is important in providing
the defendr,t's guilt or innocence, and why it should be
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stairway on that first occasion is open to the greatest doubt.
He did not look over the stairway as he ascended, as appears in his cross-examination:
"Q. You don't mean to infer to the jury that as
you were directed to this murder scene that you
looked over the railing and looked down at that coat
on the couch?
A. No.
Q. In fact, this picture that has been introduced
as Exhibit No. 8, which shows the couch and coat
lying on there was taken by the Cleveland Police
Department, wasn't it?
A. That was.
Q. And can you tell me about what time that was
taken by the Cleveland Police Department?
A. Sometime between 8:00 and 9:00 in the
morning.
Q. And as you hurried up that stairway to the
room where you later discovered Mrs. Marilyn Sheppard lay murdered in her bed, you didn't stop or hesitate to look over a rail to see if there was a coat on a
couch, did you?
A. No, I didn't." (R. 2586.)
Officer Schottke (R. 3667), stated the first time he observed the coat on the couch was after 9 o'clock in the
morning, when he arrived. He also established that a person would have to lean over the stair rail in order to see
what was on the couch (R. 3557).
"Q. Now immediately to the west of that staircase
there, will you describe what, if any, objects are
placed on the floor. (R. 3558.)
A. Immediately to the west of that staircase is
part of the living room, and if you would lean over the
bannistPr you could see a couch that was up against
thew(

Q. Mr. Parrino asked you a question on direct
examination and your answer was that you would
have to lean over the rail to see the couch. That was
the correct answer, wasn't it?
A. Can I clarify that question now?
Q. Well, was that your answer to Mr. Parrino,
that you had to lean over the rail to see the couch?
Was it or was it not?
The Court: The question is, did you say that in
answer to Mr. ParrinoMr. Garmone: I would like to have a yes or no
answer.
A. I recall that is what I said."

•·.

The Appellant Was Removed to Bay View Hospital.
The fact that the injured appellant was removed to
Bay View Hospital is considered by the Court of Appeals
in its Opinion as evidence of guilt. The Opinion states:
"Shortly after the foregoing conversation, (this is the
conversation that Mayor Houk states he heard Dr.
Richard Sheppard have with the appellant), Dr. Stephen Sheppard arrived with a doctor from Bay View
Hospital (about 6:15 A. M.), and without consulting
authorities, took the defendant to Bay View Hospital."

"' '~-

The appellant had nothing to do with his transfer to
·, Bay View Hospital; that was the act of the doctors who
examined him and who considered such action necessary.
After Dr. Stephen Sheppard had determined the seriof his injuries, he asked the appellant if he could
alk, and he replied in the affirmative, saying that he
t):iought he could walk, as he had been doing so previously.
';;1 Dr. Richard Carver and Dr. Thomas Dozier arrived
#rom Bay View Hospital, and Dr. Stephen Sheppard and
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Dr. Carver attempted to get the appellant to his feet; he
slumped, and they had him put his arms around their
shoulders and he half walked and half dragged to the car
of Dr. Stephen Sheppard. This removal of the appellant
from the house was in the presence of the police and the
Mayor, and without any protest from them (R. 5072). At
the time the appellant was neither suspected by the police
or the Mayor of the murder of his wife.

Condition of the Appellant During the Drive
to the Hospital.
During the drive to the hospital the appellant was
shaking visibly; he had the appearance of a person in a
daze, and kept mumbling over and over again, "Why did
this happen to me?", "This couldn't happen to me," and
other similar expressions. Mrs. Betty Sheppard said he
was not talking to anybody but was talking to himself (R.
5609). He kept moaning and complaining about his neck.
The manner in which he talked was incoherent, "it didn't
come out spontaneously, like you are talking normally.
It was mumbling and hesitant."
When they arrived at the hospital he was not able to
get out of the car and two doctors from Bay View Hospital,
Drs. Brill and Lurch, brought out a wheeled conveyance,
and with the assistance of Dr. Carver and Dr. Stephen
Sheppard, the appellant was placed on this conveyance and
taken into the hospital (R. 5610).

The police ambulance was in the driveway but it was
blocked in by other cars and was there for the particular
purpose of conveying Mrs. Sheppard. No orders were
given to the ambulance men to convey anyone else away.
The police and the ambulance men were waiting for the
arrival of the Coroner. Dr. Stephen Sheppard's car was
the last in the line and could be backed on to the highway
without difficulty.
Betty Sheppard went out before her husband as he
and Dr. Carver were assisting the appellant from the house
to the car, and she saw Mrs. Houk and Dr. Richard Sheppard helping Chip to the automobile. The boy was still not
fully awake and did not recognize his aunt (R. 5606-7).
When they reached the car with the appellant, he was
unable to get into it. and Mrs. Betty Sheppard entered at
the driver's side and as Dr. Carver and Dr. Stephen worked
the appellant in, Mrs. Betty Sheppard assisted from the
other side; they had to lift his feet into the automobile.
Mrs. Stephen Sheppard sat in the middle, Dr. Stephen
Sheppard drove the car, the appellant sat on the outside of
the front seat, and Dr. Carver sat in the back seat (R.
5608).

•

Dr. Dozier.

''

In the meantime, Dr. Dozier had remained in the
~ppard living room after the departure of the appellant.
did not know what had happened. He knew there was
,, , kind of an accident, and he made inquiry; someone
, •i ~'She's dead"; he said, "Who?" and the reply was,
,w ilyn." He then went up to her room and made an
mination (R. 5758).
;:He testified that when he saw her the pajama top was
__
up around her neck; that the lower part of her body
.J.f
·covered, except the lower part of her legs, which were
ixl>osed (R. 5761) .
-~f..

•
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The covering over the lower part of her body was put
there by the appellant when he came up from the beach.
He had taken a sheet and covered that part of her body
because he stated she was a modest woman, and it was
offensive to him to see her exposed (R. 3883). This was
the testimony of State's witness Rossbach (R. 3883).
Dr. Dozier testified, as did Mrs. Houk, Dr. Richard
Sheppard and Dr. Stephen Sheppard, that her left hand
was down along the left side of her body and the right arm
extended over the edge of the bed at an angle of 45 degrees (R. 5760). Pictures taken later by Officers Drenkhan and Grabowski show that the body had been moved
from its first position; the right hand was lying straight
alongside the body and partially under the sheet, and the
left hand was lying across the breast and the pajama top
had been pulled down somewhat.
This illustrates that there can be no complete reliance
on the pictures taken by the Police Department as representative of the conditions that existed before the pictures
were taken, and this applies to the picture of the jacket on
the couch.
Appellant's Injuries.
While there is conclusive proof that the appellant was
seriously injured, it is not accepted. The Court of Appeals
in its Opinion searches for reasons to cast doubt and suspicion on the fact. In its Opinion the Court states:
"The defendant's injuries were the subject of some
conflicting testimony. Doctors testifying for the State
describe his injuries as injuries to the right cheek of
the face, a black eye, some damage to the right side of
his forr· ad, some damage to the membrane of his
0
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mouth, and no indication of any injury to the back of
his neck. Doctors for defendant not only report the
injuries to the right side of his face, eye and mouth but
also injuries to the spinous process, second cervical
vertebrae and some swelling on the back of the neck.
They do not claim that the skin was broken at this
point. Whatever injuries the defendant sustained
were caused by a blow or blows of the fists of an assailant." (Emphasis added.)
Again, in its Opinion, where the Court overruled an
assignment of error, the No. 20, it is stated:
"In view of the highly controverted state of the record
as to whether or not the defendant sustained an injury to the back of his neck and head, we find no error
in the admission of this testimony."
When the appellant was taken into the hospital room
he was in shock, moaning, showing evidence of pain, holding the back of his neck, bleeding from the mouth, and
bruised on the right side of the head and face.
Mrs. Anne Franz.
Mrs. Anne Franz, a registered nurse of twenty-five
years' experience, took care of the appellant when he was
first brought into the room. His face was swollen, he was
shaking (R. 5787), and he had the appearance of pain
and his hands were clasped around his neck. With the aid
of several other doctors, she started to undress him. The
doctors assisted her because he was shaking so; someone
was holding his neck while she was removing his trousers.
. The clothing was soaking wet, trousers, shoes and socks.
His body and his feet were ice cold and clammy, and his
feet looked as though they were water-soaked. They were

'
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shriveled up as though they had been in the water a long
time. When she put the thermometer in his mouth, it did
not register. The failure of the thermometer to register indicated to her as a registered nurse that the appellant was
in shock. Dr. Stephen Sheppard wrote some directions on
the medical chart for treatment, and she surrounded the
appellant's body with blankets and hot water bottles in
order to raise his temperature.

and blood on the right corner of his mouth. When she
asked him to open his mouth, he just barely opened it, and
she said, "Dr. Sam, could you open your mouth a little
wider?" and he tried but he could not open his mouth
more than twenty-five per cent of what would be normal.
There was a considerable amount of blood in his mouth
and on his teeth. She could not see his teeth clearly or
whether any were missing. She could see only the two
front teeth and they were coated with blood. She went to
the hall and asked the doctors to come in and requested
them to turn the appellant over so that she could take an
X-ray from the back.

The Subconscious Expressions of the Appellant is
Definite Evidence That He Is Not Guilty.
Eileen Huge.
Eileen Huge, an X-ray technician, was called from her
home and arrived at the hospital at 6: 45 A.M. (R. 5798).
The appellant was brought into her X-ray department by
Dr. Carver and Dr. Brill, and she received instructions to
take X-rays of the shoulder and the cervical spine. He was
wheeled in and she said that at first she thought he was
unconscious, he seemed very quiet and his eyes were
closed. She held his head as he was lifted onto the X-ray
table and she noticed that he had his hands clasped behind
his neck. When she started her technique (R. 5809), she
saw he was shaking and cold although he was surrounded
with hot water bottles. He was shaking so badly that she
had to arrange a particular technique and because of his
condition she had to change her usual routine. In taking
a certain view of the cervical spine, the X-ray is through
the open mouth and the patient is requested to open the
mouth as wide as possible. She asked the appellant if he
could open his mouth (R. 5812), and at that time she noticed the right eye was swollen and the left, and she had the
impression th"lt he had been crying. He also had a bruise

"So the three of them turned him, that is, they picked
him up, his body, and I held his head, and he was
holding his neck and we turned him over on his
stomach so that his face would be down for the next
film. I noticed that he had a red mark on the back
of his neck to the left side."
She had been informed that he had been struck from
behind. While this witness was in the X-ray room alone
with the appellant, she stated he never talked to anyone
but he was mumbling and moaning t:lnd talking to the
room (R. 5814). He looked at her once but she states she
knows he did not see her. Some of the things that he mumbled were: "I heard Marilyn screaming and tried to get to
her,'• and "Oh, God, I heard her screaming and tried to get
.,; to her," and "Things like this don't happen. This could
\~t have happened." Nobody was in the room when he
']pa saying these things except this witness. She stated he
looked at her once when he said, "Things like this don't
,,,-'ppen" (R. 5814), and he looked as though he was look.. right through her.

•
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"Nobody was in the room at all when he was saying
that. That is when he looked at me once when he said,
'Things like this don't happen,' but he looked at me
as though he was looking right through me. He was
talking, or trying to talk, while I was taking these
films and mumbling, and I had to cut my time down
because of his breathing, and I asked him once to
hold his breath, and he couldn't, he just didn't."
The X-ray plates that were made by her were delivered to Dr. Flick, the roentgenologist. Evidence entirely
ignored by the Court of Appeals in its opinion.
Marcella Hahn.
Marcella Hahn, another nurse at Bay View Hospital,
and who attended the appellant on the morning of July
4th, saw him as he was brought from the X-ray room.
He was in a dazed condition and complaining about his
neck. He was suffering considerable pain, his face on the
right side was bruised, and when she gave him some water
to drink he could not drink it because his teeth were
broken and his lips were cut (R. 5827). All through the
day she nursed him and all day long she saw signs of pain
and suffering.
Dr. Jack Brill.
Dr. Jack Brill ( R. 5944), was one of the doctors that
assisted in removing the appellant from the automobile of
Dr. Stephen Sheppard at the hospital; he relates (R. 5948),
how he and others had to assist him to the stretcher. He
assisted Mrs. Franz and some others in removing his clothing. He noticed he was bruised about the face and was
holding his neck and complaining of the pain; and the

'
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facial expression of the appellant indicated pain to him.
He noted that the feet of the appellant were puckered up
and water-soaked and shriveled, as though they had been
in the water a long time. The appellant was confused and
mumbling things over and over and complained of the
numbness in his fingers. Hot water bottles and blankets
were placed over him in an effort to raise his temperature.
Dr. Thomas Dozier.
Dr. Thomas Dozier, who had gone to the Sheppard
home with Dr. Carver and who remained and examined
Mrs. Sheppard, returned to the hospital (R. 5762), and
made a superficial examination of the appellant and noti.ced that there was puffiness in the right side of his face,
that he was groaning and his neck was bothering him considerably, so he prepared a roll of felt to go under his head
.if to help support him.
Dr. Stephen Sheppard.
.,,, Dr. Stephen Sheppard took charge of the case and
·questioned the appellant to secure a history of how the in1\µ'ies were received. The appellant responded incoherentf4.,.
~t..,although he was able to talk and indicate where the
ain was. He was rolling in bed from side to side, support,~ .v~ '·
pg his neck. There was swelling and discoloration on the
t side of his face and he was unable to open his mouth
~'J"e than fifty per cent. There was blood on his teeth and
·;his tongue and several lacerations and cuts inside of his
' • The mucous membrane was cut and bleeding. The
in the upper right jaw were loose and could be easily
"' ed; two teeth in the upper right jaw appeared to have
'~ved chips or breaks. He examined the reflex of the

'.
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right eye and found it sluggish, and on the back of the
neck there was an area approximately three inches long
and about one and one-half inches wide, extending from
the base of the skull towards the left (R. 5144). On examining the back of the neck he elicited a muscle spasm
which could not be controlled by the appellant. On the
left side, at the root of the neck, he found superficial discoloration, but there elicited no pain. The injury at the
base of the brain was in a section that controls all the blood
vessels, nerves and the functions of the entire body and if
there is a severe injury to the base of the brain there is a
disorganization of the entire body and if it is severe, it
may be fatal. He found an absence of the left abdominal
reflex, the cremasteric reflexes and biceps and triceps reflexes on the left hand; the absence of these reflexes. This
meant to him a brain injury and certainly a concussion,
probably a spinal cord concussion (R. 5111). Such an in~
jury has an effect on an individual's thinking, making him
sluggish in his responses and interfering with the functions of the internal organs, such as the bowels and the
bladder, and produce dizziness and difficulty in walking.
Dr. Stephen Sheppard remained with him all the
night of July 4th and during the night he had given him a
heavy sedation, and, despite this, he was rolling from side
to side and at intervals he would become upset and start
to breathe heavily and cry out in his sleep and complain
of pain.

on the 4th of July, and the entries on the report continued
until Thursday, the 8th of July, when the appellant was
taken to his father's house.

Bay View Hospital Records.
The exhibit, "YYY," numbered from pages 1 to 25, is
the Bay View Hospital report, and page 6 shows what Dr.
Stephen Sheppard entered on this report at 7 :00 A.M.,

t

Dr. Gervais Flick.
The X-rays were submitted to Dr. Gervais Flick, the
X-ray specialist, who determined that there was a chip
fracture of the second cervical vertebral spinous process
(R. 5876).
The X-rays were subpoenaed by the Coroner, Dr.
Gerber, and brought by Dr. Flick to the Coroner's office on
Adelbert Road on July 27, 1954, and were fully explained
at that time to the Coronor by Dr. Flick. The Coroner
kept these X-rays impounded until they were subpoenaed
into court. The Coroner admittedly is not a roentgenologist and made no attempt to interpret what was shown
by the X-rays. He states that after receiving them he
submitted them to Dr. Wallace Duncan, a well known
X-ray expert of the City of Cleveland, for examination.
Dr. Duncan was not called as a witness by the State.
· Dr. Flick also had the appellant examined by Dr.
CWiord Foster, who came in about two o'clock in the
Afternoon of July 4th (R. 583G), and who found a marked
awelling on the right side of the face and a swelling at the
base of the skull and injuries to the cheek bone, affecting
the opening and closing of the jaw. He found at that time
of the day the appellant was extremely upset and restless
(R. 5841), and his interpretation was that the appellant
. was in mental shock. He took a history and received a
.pneral outline of what had happened, which is in sub¥1tance the same as has already been set forth. The appel::; \ ' said to Dr. Foster (R. 5841), "Why couldn't it have
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on the right and left side. This reflex is obtained by
gently stroking the inner surface of the thigh, and if present and normal, the scrotum will jump on the side that is
stroked; the absence of these reflexes cannot be simulated.
It was a further indication of a derangement of the nervous
system. The neck disclosed tenderness over the spinous
process of the second cervical vertebra. The neck muscles,
when pressed, went into deep muscle spasms; such spasms
of the muscles at the back of the neck could not be simulated by the appellant. It was a reflex, to the production
of pain by pressure, and a definite objective sign of injury;
the conclusion that he arrived at after this examination
and which verified the conclusion that he had come to on
July 4th, was that there was a bruise of the spinal cord
in the region of the second cervical vertebra; that this
injury could be produced by a blow on the back of the
head. He stated that the presence or absence of a fracture is not necessarily important in causing unconsciousness; that a person can suffer severe injury to the spinal
cord without having a fractured bone, in his experience
he has seen fatal injuries where no fractures were present;
his diagnosis was made ( R. 6770), independent of the
X-rays; as a trained neurosurgeon he is capable of making
a diagnosis of brain injury and spinal cord contusion and
nervous derangement without the assistance of X-rays
(R. 6770).

mined from his examination, but he was never interviewed by the police, nor was he subpoenaed as a witness

to the Grand Jury.
Dr. Samuel Gerber (R. 3263), the Coroner. said the
reason he went to Bay View Hospital on Wednesday was
to talk to Dr. Elkins about the condition of the appellant,
and that Dr. Elkins went over the charts and over his
reports with him, and everything that Dr. Elkins knew
about the appellant's condition and everything that he had
put down in the hospital records was explained to him.
Examination o( the Appellant at the County Jail
by Dr. Elkins.
Dr. Elkins examined the appellant at the County Jail
on August 6th. He found that there were adequate
facilities in the jail for making an examination (R. 6723);
present during the examination was Dr. Mankovich, the
County Jail physician. The examination, on that day, disclosed that the appellant was recovering but he was still
suffering from the effects of the injury that he received on
July 4th. He found that the left tricep reflex had returned
but it was still weak; there was weakness in the muscles
of the hand; the abdominal reflexes were present but that
the left tired quicker than the right; the reflexes that were
absent on July 6th were now present but they could be
tired out; a reflex may be present but if it tires out, it is
an indication that there was something wrong with the
reflex before; that it was absent once, that it had come
back, but it still was not normal (R. 6727).
On this occasion he gave the appellant quite a working out; he wanted to be sure about the abdominal reflex,

Ur. Elkins Gave Coroner Gerber Complete Information
About the Appellant's Injuries.
On Wednesday, July 7th, he met Dr. Gerber, the
County Coroner, at Bay View Hospital, and went over
with him in
the condition of the appellant as he deter-
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and after giving him this working out he found that the
reflex which had been absent had returned but it was still
not a normal reflex; the same was true of the cremasteric
reflexes, they were absent but were coming back. In other
words, he was getting better but was not completely
normal. The spasm over the second cervical vertebra,
which was very definite on July 4th, had disappeared by
August 6th, but the moving of the neck from side to side
was painful. His examination on August 6th at the
County Jail confirmed the impressions that he had made
on July 4th and July 6th at the Bay View Hospital, that
the appellant had received a contusion of his spinal cord;
and one month later his condition was improving.

Dr. Richard Koch.
As we have stated, it was determined by Dr. Stephen
Sheppard, on the morning of July 4th, thnl appellnnl'R
upper teeth were loose. Dr. Richard Koch, a graduate of
the Western Reserve Dental School, was the appellant's
dentist. He saw him on the 4th of June, 1954, examined
his mouth, and did some dental work; he was familiar with
the appellant's mouth and teeth; he saw him again on July
15th and an examination disclosed a changed condition,
the upper right eye tooth and the upper first cuspid were
loose. Both teeth were chipped and his month was
lacerated inside alongside the teeth (R. 5861).
State's Testimony as to Injuries.

Elizabeth Ann Vetter.

At the beginning of this part _of the Brief we have
referred to the Opinion of the court where they use the
expressions, "conflicting testimony," and "doctors testifying for the State." There was only one doctor that testified for the State and an examination of his testimony will
show that he had neither the training or experience to
make a proper ascertainment of the extent of the appellant's injuries. That his examination and report was unsatisfactory is shown by the fact that after Dr. Sheppard
was arrested he was examined by Dr. Spencer Braden, a
leading neurosurgeon of the City of Cleveland, Dr. George
Greene, Police Surgeon for the Cleveland Police Department, Dr. Slade, a neurosurgeon, and several other
doctors, whose names we were not able to obtain. All are
medical doctors, not doctors of osteopathy. This examination took place at the City Hospital, and at the time of the
r;;..., "'xarnination X-rays were made, especially of the cervical

Elizabeth Ann Vetter, a registered nurse at Bay View
Hospital, came on duty at five o'clock, July 4th, and made
the observations that the appellant was very nervous, the
right side of his face was badly swollen, the upper lip cut,
and he was having difficulty with his neck. During 36
hours that she was on duty from July 4th to July 8th he
was not able to take any solid food (R. 6013).
Mildred Harridge.
Mildred Harridge, another registered nurse, was on
duty Wednesday, in charge of the floor on which the appellant was a patient from 7:00 to 11:30 p.m. At about
9:30 that evening the door was partially open and she
made an observation from a place where he could not see
her, and she saw him getting out of bed very slowly and
painfully (R. fl018).
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spine. The examination was made secretly, at night, without knowledge of counsel for the appellant. We will hereafter refer to this examination. As in the case of Dr. Duncan, none of these doctors were called as witnesses, nor
were the X-rays taken submitted in evidence. So when
the Court talks about "doctors testifying for the State,"
they must be referring to those doctors who did not appear. The only conclusion that we can come to for this
non-appearance of eminent physicians is that their evidence would not be favorable to the case of the State.

Dr. Richard llexter.
Dr. Richard Hexter, an M. D., not an osteopath, made
an examination of the appellant at the request of the Chief
of Police and Coroner Gerber, and he made his report to
Coroner Gerber. He arrived at the hospital about 2: 30 in
the afternoon July 4th. He had no difficulty seeing the
appellant. He notified appellant who he was making the
examination for, and Dr. Stephen Sheppard, the hospital
personnel and the appellant cooperated with him in every
way (R. 4437). He is not a neurologist, does not claim any
e:rpert knowledge i11 tliat field, only such knowledge as he
would have as a general practitioner. The equipment
necessary to make his examination he secured from Dr.
Stephen Sheppard and Dr. Carver and spent about forty
minutes in this examination. He was informed by Dr.
Stephen Sheppard (R. 4446), that X-Rays had been taken
and inquiry was made if he would like to see them. He
replied that he did not because he did not know enough
about the technical area of the back to make a diagnosis
(R. 4446). He found (R. 4443), marked edema over the
right cheek ·d pain with tenderness on pressure. He
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found the lower and left eyelid black and swollen, with
redness over the forehead. The appellant moved his head
from side to side with difliculty (R. 4444). and said th0r0
was pain on palpation of the back and base of the skull.
There were abrasions inside the mouth. He found both
cremasteric reflexes absent and the abdominal reflex absent
on the left side. He did not know if there was an injury
to the base of the brain or spinal c01·d because he saw him
only once and for a short period (R. 4522).
The only other doctor for the State who saw the appellant was the Coroner, Dr. Gerber, when he saw the appellant in the hospital bed early on the morning of July
4th. He did not make this visit for the purpose of making a
medical examination of the appellant, and no medical examination was made by him. He made it for the purpose
of questioning the appellant about the murder of his wife.
During the questioning, Dr. Stephen Sheppard (R. 5156),
was present and states that the appellant's replies were
made haltingly. The appellant was upset and crying and
he had to pause and think a great deal. He was under the
sedation that had been prescribed by Dr. Stephen Sheppard and Dr. Gerber was informed of that fact.
Dr. Gerber stated he saw some discoloration (R.
3155), on the appellant's face and that Dr. Stephen Sheppard pointed out to him some abrasions on the inside of
the mouth; that he discussed the injuries with Dr. Stephen
Sheppard and the appellant, who at the time was complaining about the pain in his neck and headache.
There was a medical chart just outside the door (Defendant's Exhibit YYY), and in its regular place at the
nurse's desk (R. 31Gl). The Coroner was informed about
his chart, but he made no examination of it, nor did
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discuss anything about the condition of the appellant with
any other person connected with the hospital. He did receive full information as to the appellant's injuries from
Dr. Elkins on Wednesday, July 7th, as we have heretofore
set forth.

False Statements Concerning Appellant's Injuries.
Because of the injury to his cervical vertebra, an
orthopedic collar was prescribed, which held the defendant's head in a fixed position and which appellant was
compelled to wear for a period after July 4th. Newspaper
photographers took his picture at every opportunity and
many pictures appeared in the newspapers showing the
appellant wearing this orthopedic collar. This was made a
general object of jest and ridicule. The Plain Dealer published in the center of its editorial page a cartoon showing
the head of the appellant with a collar around his neck,
mounted on the body of an animal which closely
resembled a dog. Children invented a new game called
"Dr. Sam," in which one child, wearing a collar, was
chased by other children. This situation continued right
up to the close of the case.
Exhibit No. 1 on the Motion for new trial shows the
slanted headline which the jury and public were reading
during the trial of this case, such as,
"Hits Dr. Sani's Injury Claim," News, November 29.
"Sani's Injuries Slight * * *," Press, November 29.
"Sam's Faked Injuries, is Parrino's Charge," Press,
December 8th.
The evidence of appellant's injuries were so overwhelming that finally the prosecution was forced to admit
the truth.
al argument, Mr. Mahon states:
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"There is no question but he was injured, but he was
not injured in that way, not the way he states. There
is no question about him hl'ing injurt>d.'' (TI. (i!l;)7.)
and then following in line with the established public opinion and without any supporting evidence, he makes the
unjustified argument (R. 6958):
"In my humble opinion, that is where he got the injuries that he sustained, by jumping off that platform,
jumping over that beach, not in the pursuit of a shadow or a phantom, or a form, but pursued by his own
conscience as he ran away from the foul act that he
had committed, ran around there maybe with the
thought in mind of ending it for himself in the waters
of Lake Erie, and the cold water changed his mind."
In view of the established public opinion in the community, this was a popular argument.
It is ridiculous to assume that the injuries that were
sustained as described by the Prosecutor were caused by
falling or jumping from the platform to the beach. That
type of fall would inflict abrasions and bruises to the face
and body that would be entirely different from the injuries
received by the appellant. With that type of a fall he could
not under any circumstances select a particular part of his
face and head and the second cervical vertebra as the only
place of injury. None of the injuries can be reconciled with
self-infliction.
The jury was hearing from the Prosecutor a verification of what they had been hearing for months as members
of the community. No one is naive enough to believe that
what was going on in the community both before, during
and after the trial, was not read and listened to by the
csons who were on the jury. They were not insulated, t
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and all the falseness, misrepresentation and theories advanced in this community about the appellant was known
to the jury just as much as it was known to every other
citizen in the community. To say that they were not affected by it because they were members of the panel is to
close our eyes to actual conditions.

The Back Door of the Sheppard Home was Unlocked.
"The officers who first arrived on the premises made
a complete investigation of the house for evidence of
forcible entry, and found all windows and screens
unlocked, untouched and in place, the screens being
fastened from the inside and no damage was observed
to any of the doors. Defendant testified that the doors
of his home were never locked. However, Mrs. Ahern
testified that before she left at midnight on the morning of July 4th, she locked the door and chained it
on the lake side of the house, and the maid testified of
being locked out on one or more occasions when she
came to work in the morning. She also testified that
it was the practice to leave the street doors unlocked
on the morning she was to report for work, which was
on a fixed day each week. This testimony is supported by that of Dr. Hoversten, who said that the
first day he visited there in July when he came home
at about midnight, Marilyn called to him not to lock
the door because the maid was coming in the morning.
The record clearly shows that the maid was not expected on July 4th." (Emphasis added.)
The foregoing, according to the Court of Appeals, is
an important link in the chain of the circumstantial evidence to prove the appellant guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt.
The foregoing findings of the Court of Appeals are
erroneous anc\ rective.

Dr. Lester Hoversten arrived as a guest of the appellant and his wife on July 1st at 7: 30 P.M. (R. 3814). He
had a date that evening (H. :~81!>), ;md whPn Ill' rPturnPcl
home that evening the front door was closed but unlocked
as usual (R. 3816). He did not testify "that the first day
he visited there in July when he came home at midnight
Marilyn called down to him not to lock the door because
the maid was coming in the morning."
On the second day he was there, Friday, July 2nd, he
went out by himself (R. 3816), and returned about 12: 30
A.M. There was no one up in the house. He walked in the
kitchen door. It wasn't locked, as usual. This is the Lake
Road door (R. 3787). He went to his room on this Friday
night and as he was passing the bedroom in which the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard slept at the top of the stairs,
Mrs. Sheppard called out, "Is that you, Les?" He answered
her and she asked him if he left the back door unlocked
and he said he had, and she said that was the way she
wanted it because she said the maid was coming in the
morning and she wanted the door left unlocked for her
(R. 3816); he then retired.
Hoversten was familiar with the habits of the family,
and when he used the term, "unlocked as usual," he was
not referring only to the situation on July 1st and 2nd,
1954, but with the general habits of the family. He was a
frequent visitor at the Sheppard home from July, 1952,
to October, 1953, and during the summer of 1952 he lived
in their home for approximately six weeks (R. 3781). In
October, 1953, he left for Dayton, but between that date
and July, 1954, he returned and visited the Sheppards several times. His testimony supports the testimony of the
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appellant (R. 6227), that the back door was usually unlocked.
The maid was an occasional worker in the home. She
was employed to do housework and went there usually on
Wednesday, and if she missed Wednesday, she would come
to the home on Saturday (R. 3979). When she would
arrive in the morning, Mrs. Sheppard and Chip would be
up except on one occasion, when Mrs. Sheppard was ill,
she came to the house and found the door locked (R.
3980). On one or two occasions she arrived earlier than
8 o'clock and on those occasions (R. 3986), she found the
door open.
The finding in the Opinion of the Court of Appeals
that "Mrs. Ahern testified that before she left at midnight
on the morning of July 4th she locked the door" is not
correct. She locked the door several hours before midnight
and did not know whether it was locked when she left.
Nancy Ahern did not testify as to the custom of the
family in leaving the door locked or unlocked. On the evening of July 3rd she and her husband were guests of the
Sheppards for dinner. The dinner was eaten on the front
porch about 9: 00 P. M. (R. 2934). After dinner was completed, Mrs. Sheppard and Mrs. Ahern cleared the dishes
from the front porch and carried them to the kitchen. As
Mrs. Ahern came off the porch with the last of the dishes
she closed the door leading from the living room to the
porch and locked it.
She gives no testimony about the back door. That
was the door by which she and her husband left when they
departed from the Sheppard home after midnight.
During the evening the back door was unlocked.
While Mrs. ( ppard and Mrs. Ahern were clearing up the
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dishes, Mr. Ahern left the Sheppard house and took his
children home and put them to bed. When he returned to
the Sheppard house he entered by the back door, which
. was unlocked (R. 2088). It is indicated in his testimony
., that it was the general custom of people in that village to
leave their doors unlocked. He and his wife and children
had gone to the Sheppard home for dinner, were away
from their home a number of hours, and during that time
the doors to the Ahern home were unlocked (R. 2087).
While Mrs. Sheppard and Mrs. Ahern were taking
care of the dinner dishes and while Mr. Ahern was taking
his children home, the appellant remained in the front
room of the home with his boy, Chip, and this was after
Mrs. Ahern stated that she had locked the front door. Chip
asked the appellant, his father, to fix a toy airplane which
had been broken and the appellant left the living room and
went to the garage, got some glue and returned to the living
room and repaired the airplane for his child. Mrs. Ahern
does not know whether he went to the garage by the front
door or the back (R. 2205, 2207), nor does she know
whether or not the back door was closed when she left (R.
2244).
The fact that the back door, or kitchen door, was left
unlocked, is also verified by Dr. Horace M. Don, who served
an interneship at Bay View Hospital from July, 1952, to
July, 1953. He said a great many accident cases came to
.· Bay View Hospital (R. 6644), and that the appellant was
·. in charge of these emergencies; that most of them occurred
"' between 10 o'clock at night and seven o'clock in the morning, and very often it was necessary to consult with the
appellant after midnight in regard to the seriousness of
t:idents brought into the hospital; that on a number of'
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occasions he left the hospital after midnight and drove to
the appellant's home, bringing with him X-ray films so that
the appellant could give advice. When he arrived the home
was dark (R. 6648) and he gained entrance by walking in
the back door, which would be unlocked.
He stated that he had gone in after midnight, when
both the appellant and his wife were asleep and would walk
across the kitchen to the stairway and call up to the appellant, who would come down and examine the X-rays.

Great Crowds of People Were In and Around the House.
Dr. Stephen Sheppard and Dr. Richard Sheppard,
after the appellant was taken care of at the hospital, returned to the residence. There were great crowds of people
around the house and people were going in and out.

Fingerprints.
In response to the call for help to the Cleveland Police
Department, Officer Michael S. Grabowski (R. 4005), a
fingerprint expert, arrived with all necessary fingerprint
equipment (R. 4008), to make a thorough examination of
the premises.
We have stated at the beginning of this Brief that the
police made a careless, unscientific and inept investigation.
Broadcast throughout the community, like many other
theories about the murder, was the statement that someone
had wiped up fingerprints in the house. This was repeated
so often and frequently that it became accepted as an
established fact and was adopted by the State and accepted
by the Court of Appeals. In its Opinion and as one of the
links in the chain of circumstantial evidence the Court
states:

4

"The Cleveland Police Department fingerprint expert
testified that there were no readable fingerprints on
the desk or in other places nh011t tl1<> 1101is<>: tlrnt tlH'Y
had been wiped of] or smudged, and on some of the
furniture surfaces he found long scratches, as if the
surfaces had been wiped with sandpaper or rough
cloth of some kind. This was equally true of the metal
fishing box and the drawers piled in the den." (Emphasis added.)
After a conference with Dr. Gerber and Officer Drenkhan, Grabowski looked around the house. He saw a medical bag turned up in the hall with its contents spilled out;
disorder in the den, drawers pulled out of the desk and
papers strewn about the floor. The contents of the desk
in the living room were scattered on the floor. He dusted
the desk for fingerprints and found a partial palm print on
the inside of the dropleaf desk and photographed it. He
discovered no fingerprints on the papers on the floor and
saw lines on the desk and on two metal boxes in the den,
like as if someone took a piece of sandpaper and (R. 4015),
scratched it right through.
He examined the door and the door knob of the north
living room with a flashlight. (H. 401G-l7). Ile saw 11rn11y
fingerprints, but did nothing about them. He looked at
some papers on the chair and could not see any prints. He
examined everything in the den and found no identifiable
prints. He stated that the outer surface of the medical bag
was pebbly and was not suitable to take prints, so he didn't
try to take a print (R. 4023).

Fingerprint Powder.

4

There are a number of kinds of fingerprint powders.
·r. Grabowski had in his possession powders that fill the4
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requirements of police standards. Powder of this kind
dusted on a surface will reveal a fingerprint.
His testimony that he could not examine the bag that
was upturned in the hall for fingerprints because it had a
pebbly surface is wrong. The bag that was upturned in
the hall did not have a pebbly surface. It is in evidence,
marked "Defendant's Exhibit ZZZZ." It is a smooth surface bag, which has a scuff on it and which shows in the
picture (R. 5092). Contrary to what Mr. Grabowski, the
fingerprint expert, said, it is a rather simple matter to
obtain a fingerprint that might be on the surface of this
bag, and it was shown in the courtroom during the trial
(R. 5095), that a finger print could be obtained from the
surface of this bag by spreading over the surface of the
fingerprint some Scotch snuff and then blowing it off, and
when that was done the fingerprint was plainly visible.
The pebbly bag that the witness Grabowski talked
about was not located in the hall but was in a jeep in the
appellant's garage.
Grabowski's examination of the doctor's bag in the
hall could hardly be classified as expert.
He discovered part of a palm print on the desk in the
living room, but didn't know whether it was that of a man,
woman or child (R. 4051). In examining the scattered
papers ( R. 4055), he did not use the accepted fingerprint
method for such an examination. His examination was
with black powder, while the proper method is a process
known as the iodine fuming, or the silver nitrate method.
He had the material with him to make such examination
but did not bother. When the silver nitrate method is used
on papers and the chemical comes in contact with the
deposits of
from the perspiration that is left by a finger-

1·

print, there will be a brown reaction (R. 4077), and this
method will bring out fresh prints and old prints (R. 4058).
There were fingerprints on the back door a11d t11<' bade door
knob, which he could see by using his flashlight (R. 40G9),
but beyond looking at them with a flashlight, he made no
effort to take the prints or to identify them (R. 4062). On
the glass door of the desk in the den there were fingerprints (R. 4063). He says they were unidentifiable, but all
he did was look at them, made no effort to photograph
them although he was equipped with the latest and most
modern fingerprint camera. On the medical bag (R. 4065),
he found smudges of fingerprints but made no attempt to
photograph them.
Examination by the Expert of the l\iurder Room.
He examined nothing in the room where Mrs. Sheppard was murdered, except the northwest window. He
made no examination of the beds, the doors or walls of the
room, the inside of the closet, the door jamb, the outside
door or the rail going downstairs (R. 4069). He noticed
that blood was spattered on the wall and the doors (R.

4071).
The Court of Appeals in its Opinion takes no nrJtice of
the fact that there was no attempt or no effort to ascertain
the value of what would be shown by the blood spots on
the walls, doors and furniture in the room where Mrs.
Sheppard was murdered. It was recognized that a proper
and scientific examination of these blood spots would give
valuable information, but it was passed over and disregarded because by the time Grabowski had arrived the
Coroner had announced that the appellant had committed

'
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the murder and that was accepted as the solution of the
case. He had the training and education to determine certain facts from an examination of blood spots, and knew
that it can be determined from the size of the blood spatter
where the person was when the blow was delivered. A
scientific examination of the blood spots in the room would
supply valuable information. He made no examination
because he determined that certain experiments should be
performed in the room to get the true picture. No experiments were ever carried out in this room by the Police
Department. There was a lady's watch on the floor in the
den but he didn't examine the crystal for prints. If there
was a fingerprint upon the crystal, it could have been disclosed, but an examination was not made (R. 4073). A
pair of glasses and a handkerchief that was found near the
Sheppard home by Bill Hellencamp (R. 4212), were not
submitted to him; he took nothing with him to the Police
Laboratory for further examination and had nothing further to do with the case after he departed at 10:15 A.M.,
July 4th.
The claim that fingerprints were absent due to wiping
with sandpaper or a rough cloth is entirely unsupported
by the evidence.
Grabowksi testified (R. 4014), that he noticed peculiar
lines on the desk in the living room, on the drop leaf and
front of the drawers "like if I had a very rough, sandy
hand and I just ran my hand through it."

"Q. And these lines that you saw on the leaf desk,
how wide were those lines?
A. They were not very much apart. I think it
would have to take a very minute measuring instrument to (-..,asure the lines. (R. 4022.)

A. One metal box was located in front of the
desk, that is, the sitting part-if I was sitting on the
desk on my right side of the floor.
A. The marks are like the same-like it was before; somebody took a fine piece of sandpaper and just
ran through them and you were able to see those
scratches in there.
Q. Could the marks of that kind be, in your opinion, sir, created with a cloth?
A. That's right."
So that the evidence discloses that on the desk and on
a metal box there were marks that were made by a very
rough, sandy hand, or a piece of fine sandpaper or a cloth,
as suggested by the prosecutor.
The absurdity of this witness' testimony is immediately evident by considering the difierence between the
markings made on a smooth surf ace by a cloth and a fine
piece of sandpaper.
No bloody fingerprints were found because there was
no examination made for them, especially in those places
where they would most likely appear, in and around the
bedroom and the railing of the stairway.
The marks on the desk and on the drawer are not
identified as to time or person. No one knows how long
they were there or who put them there.
On July 23rd it began to dawn on the Cleveland Police
Department that there might be some bloody fingerprints
in the house and having neglected to examine the house
for that purpose, another fingerprint expert was sent to
the appellant's home with all the modern equipment necessary to make an examination (R. 41GO). The authorities
had retained the custody of the house and the appellant

.
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and no one connected with his family were allowed to
enter except under guard. The expert was Jerome Poelking (R. 4108). He examined the bed and other furniture
in the room and found a thumbprint of the appellant on the
headboard of the bed of his wife. It was an old thumbprint. How long it had been there, he had no way of telling. Although between July 4th and July 23rd there had
been many people in and out of that room, he found no
other prints except the print of a detective. He made no
examination of the inside of the closet in Mrs. Sheppard's
room or any of the closets upstairs (R. 4122, 4140). He
saw the blood spots on the walls and doors and furniture,
but beyond looking at them, did nothing.
What the Court of Appeals did in its Opinion was not
a finding on the established evidence, but a following of
the adoption by the State of the propaganda established in
the community that someone had wiped up all the fingerprints in the house.
Second Visit of Drs. Stephen and Richard Sheppard
to the Appellant's Home July 4th.
\Vhen Dr. Stephen Sheppard and Dr. Richard Sheppard arrived at the house after leaving Sam in the hospital it was about 7 :00 A.M. The Mayor and Chief Eaton
had a lot of young people who were going over the grounds
and into the lake searching for anything that could be
found that might be useful in determining what kind of a
weapon had been used in killing Mrs. Sheppard. Reporters
and photographers were arriving in considerable numbers,
going through the house and the grounds (R. 3240), and
tramping under foot any clues that might have been there.

(

Positive Evidence that Appellant Returned to His Wife's
Room After His Encounter on the Beach.
" Going into the house a second time, Mrs. Houk had
pointed out (R. 5119), what appeared to be a trail or series
of puddles of water that led down to the beach. She also
had pointed out wet footsteps going up the stairs to Mrs.
Sheppard's room (R. 2461-62). State's witness, Sommers,
· stated he saw water on the steps of the porch which is on
the lake side (R. 3951). Dr. Stephen Sheppard examined
the floor near the bed, found it was wet and this wetness
was caused by water.
Position of the Body Shifted.
When Dr. Stephen Sheppard went to the room on the
occasion of this return (R. 5125), he found that the position of the body had been changed by someone. The right
hand had been moved closer to the body and was now
partially under the sheet, and the left hand had been
placed across the abdomen with the palm down and partially covered by the sheet.
Cigarette Butt.
Dr. Stephen went into the bathroom and saw a cigarette butt in a toilet bowl. Officer Cavanagh, who was then
in charge of the second floor, told him not to use the toilet
bowl because they wanted to preserve the cigarette butt,
examine it and put it through various tests. (See also testimony of State's witness Drenkhan (R. 2727) .) There
were no other cigarette butts around the house that morning. There were no ash trays in Marilyn's room or any
·ridence of Marilyn having smoked in her room. The ap-(
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pellant does not smoke cigarettes, and Mrs. Sheppard
never smoked upstairs (R. 6217). Sergeant Hubach, of
the Bay Village Police Department, verifies the fact that
the cigarette butt was in the toilet that morning but does
not know what became of it. And that important clue, like
others, is unaccounted for (R. 6809).
Dr. Stephen Sheppard in his search looked under the
beach house. It was weedy and cobwebby. He pushed
back the weeds and the dirt and discovered back of the
weeds and cobwebs two pairs of gloves, one pair canvas
and the other leather. They were lying on the ground and
in order to see them he had to push the weeds back, and
he called Chief Eaton and showed him where the gloves
were. Eaton reached under, pulled them out, slapped them
in his hands a couple of times and a lot of dust flew out.
These are Exhibits 23-24 (R. 5127).
A terrific jam began to form in front of the house.
Strangers were gathering around the house and going in
(R. 5140).
Dr. Stephen Sheppard went into the den (R. 5147),
and made a visual observation of the objects in the study.
He stated that there was no watch on the floor of the den,
nor were the two broken trophies on the floor of the den
( R. 5150). The inaccuracy of the finding of the Court of
Appeals is again illustrated in the following from the
Opinion:

the left cuff caught on one of the drawers and tipped it
over (R. 5147). Verified by State's witness Drenhan (R.

2526).

What Occurred After the Arrival of the County Coroner.
Dr. Gerber, the County Coroner, arrived at about
eight o'clock and the first thing he said as he came in was,
"Everybody out" (R. 5150), and everybody left. In about
ten or fifteen minutes Officer Grabowski came out with a
large flashlight in his hand and was shining the light under the bushes that were located at the rear of the house.
That is where the kitchen door is. He called Dr. Gerber's
attention to a footprint that was under one bush and everyone was instructed to lift their feet so that the soles of
their shoes could be examined by Dr. Gerber. No effort
was made to examine or preserve this footprint (R. 5150).
Shortly after that Dr. Gerber and Chief Eaton departed for Bay View Hospital. He experienced no difficulty in seeing the appellant (R. 3153), and he talked to
him as long as he wanted to and accomplished in every way
whatever mission he had in mind (R. 3153).
State's witness Gerber:

,.

"The contents of one drawer had been spilled out after
Dr. Richard Sheppard accidentally kicked it over."
Dr. Richard Sheppard did not accidentally kick over a
drawer. Dr. Stephen Sheppard had on a pair of blue denim
trousers that...... d cuffs rolled up, and as he stepped across,

·
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"Q. When you arrived you had no difficulty getting in to see Dr. Sam Sheppard, did you?
A. No, sir.
Q. You talked to him as long as you wanted to
talk to him, didn't you?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You accomplished whatever mission you had
in your mind that morning, did you not?
A. Yes, sir." (R. 3153.)
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It is clear that from the time Dr. Gerber arrived that
he took charge and began formulating erroneous theories
about the murder of Mrs. Sheppard, which we will discuss
later.
After leaving the bedside of the appellant, Dr. Gerber
went to the end of the hall, where he obtained from Dr.
Sheppard, Sr., the clothes that had been taken off the appellant. They consisted of a pair of trousers, shorts and
leather belt, shoes and socks. They are identified as Exhibits 25, which is the trousers; 28, shoes; 29, shorts; 30,
socks, and handkerchief, identified as "Exhibit 31." He
also received a billfold and contents, "Exhibit 27 ,'' which
was in the pocket of the trousers. All these articles were
wet ( R. 2986). There was no blood on any of these exhibits except on the trousers there was a smudge of blood
on the outside of the right knee. There was no blood spattered on the trousers, belt, shoes, socks or his handkerchief that was in the pocket.

A Study of the Blood Spots in the Room Shows that the
Person Who Committed the Murder Must Have Been
Splattered With Blood.
Dr. Richard Sheppard stated that when he stood by
the bed of Mrs. Sheppard (he is about the same height as
the appellant), the knee of his trousers came just about the
edge of the bed, and he examined and saw the condition of
the room and the blood-spattered walls and that it would
be impossible for a man wearing a pair of trousers like
that worn by the appellant to stand alongside the bed and
murder Mrs. Sheppard and not have his trousers spattered
with her blood (R. 5GG7).

'
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All the Demands of the Coroner Complied With.

•:-:.· · Dr. Stephen Sheppard and Dr. Richard Sheppard had
followed Dr. Gerber to the hospital and complied with all
his requests. The clothes were turned over to Chief Eaton
and he and Dr. Gerber departed for the police station and
Drs. Richard and Stephen Sheppard returned to the house
of the appellant and noted the great number of people that
had gathered around the premises.
The Removal of Mrs. Sheppard's Body to the Morgue.
Robert F. Schottke and Patrick Gareau, two young
men connected with the Homicide Division of the Cleveland Police Department, arrived as a result of Officer
Drenkhan's call. They were in the room of the slain woman
,.· when her body was removed. Also in the room at that
time was Dr. Gerber and Officer Drenkhan. The Coroner
called the Pease Funeral Home and attendants from that
home removed the body.
The body was removed and taken down the front
stairs separate from the bed clothes, which were saturated
with blood. Officer Drenkhan stated that to the best of his
recollection the sheets were taken down by the men from
the funeral home (R. 2647). Coroner Gerber states that
· the sheets were bundled up separately and taken out of the
house and put in his automobile by one of his employees
(R. 3220-21).
Gus Dallas, a reporter from the Plain Dealer, who arrived at the residence at 8:30 in the morning, says that the
body was removed on a stretcher, wrapped in a blanket
(R. 7036).
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he have any knowledge of the fact that the back door of
the house was left unlocked.
Before the body was removed, the Cormwr hnd, with
the aid of two other men, pulled the body up on the bed.
In lifting the body up, two chips of teeth were discovered
in the bed under her body. These two chips of teeth were
found in the presence of Officers Schottke and Gareau
(R. 3219). Coroner Gerber could not fit them to the teeth
of Mrs. Sheppard, so it was assumed that they were parts
of the teeth of her slayer (R. 3019). It later developed
that they were Mrs. Sheppard's teeth, but the Coroner did
not know this at the time and he came to the conclusion
that the defendant was guilty of the murder of his wife.
When he had visited the appellant in the hospital on the
first occasion, he had learned that the appellant's teeth
were chipped (R. 6286), and then having found the chips
of teeth under Mrs. Sheppard's body, immediately jumped
to the conclusion that they were chips from the teeth of

It Was Determined by the Coroner and the Police Officers
on the Morning of July 4th that the Appellant had
Murdered his Wife, so the Investigation of the Murder From That Time Was Centered on the Appellant
and All Other Evidence, Clues and Possibilities were
Neglected.
After the removal of Mrs. Sheppard's body, Officers
Schottke and Gareau went to Bay View Hospital and interviewed the appellant. About the time that they departed, Dr. Horace Don (R. 6644), a friend of the appellant and who had been invited to the picnic that was to
take place at the Sheppard home on July 4th, came to the
Sheppard home. When he arrived he saw Dorothy and
Betty Sheppard coming out of the house. They had been
given permission to gather some clothes for Chip, and the
place was literally crawling with police (R. 6656). Dr.
Gerber and some of his men (R. 6657), were in the front
yard with a boy about ten or twelve years old, and he
heard the boy ask Dr. Gerber if he could go into the house,
and he told the boy to go in. Dr. Don later went into the
house and saw this boy running around the house, touching things. He thought he \Vas Dr. Gerber"s son. Dr. Don
went through the house, looking for clues or the murder
weapon, and after the search, which Dr. Gerber participated in, he heard Dr. Gerber talking to his men and heard
him make this remark, "Well, it is evident that the doctor
did this, so let's get a confession out of him." (R. 6659.)
The Coroner of the County had come to a conclusion about
who had committed this murder at 10 o'clock in the morning, although up to that time he had little or no knowledge
of the backgrn1md of the appellant and his wife, nor did

'

the appellant.

The Appellant was Always Accessible to the Police Officers
and to Other Persons While Ile Was in the Ilospital.
We have already set forth the visit of Coroner Gerber.

State's witness Eaton stated there was a police guard
put in front of the appellant's room and remained there as
long as he was in the hospital (R. 2872). He testified that
he had no difficulty going into the room and that no one
interfered with his entrance into the room (R. 2871).
?·

('

State's witness Hoversten: He visited him between
'"10 and G:OO P. M., July 5th (R. 3800).
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State's witness Rossbach (R. 3882):
"Q. And didn't he further say that he would go
anywhere with you and that he wanted to help you
in any way he could?
A. Yes, sir."
State's witness Schottke:

"A. We arrived in the hospital about 11 o'clock.
Q. And the first person you saw was the receptionist?
A. Yes, sir (R. 3570).
Q. And she referred you to a nurse?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And the nurse pointed out the room that Sam
Sheppard was in?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you go into that room?
A. Yes, we did.
Q. And was he alone at that time?
A. Yes, he was.
Q. Did you have some conversation with him?
A. Yes, we did." (R. 3571.)
He then testified that he went back to the hospital
with Gareau and Chief Eaton at three o'clock (R. 3585).
"Q. Did you speak to anyone else before you went
in to that room?
A. Just the nurse, to where Dr. Sheppard had
been moved.
Q. Then you did go into the room, is that correct?
A. Yes, sir."
State's witness Dr. Richard Hexter was engaged by
Coroner Gerber to make an examination of the defendant
on the afternoon of July 4th. He went to Bay View Hospital. Dr. Step(~" Sheppard and the appellant was informed
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of the purpose of the examination and for whom it was
being made. He arrived without any equipment, and all
\the necessary equipment for making the examination was
, supplied by the doctors and nurses at Bay View Hospital
, (R. 4464).
State's witness Lipaj: He testified (R. 3961), that he
" would work an eight-hour shift on guard at the appellant's
hospital door. "Someone was at the door at all times."
State's witness Worth E. Munn:
"We walked in the main entrance and looked for some
attendant on the floor and finally found a stairway
and walked down and found the girl at the telephone
booth.
Q. And what happened following that?
A. Finally Dr. Richard Sheppard interviewed us.
Q. Well, did you see Sam following that?
A. Directly, within about 15 minutes we saw
Sam.
Q. Where did you see him?
A. Saw him in the hospital room." (R. 4808.)
State's witness Drenkhan: During the time that he
': was on guard, or any of the officers that were on guard,
~there was nobody who prevented them from talking to
Sam Sheppard (R. 2677).
"Q. Nobody said to you you can't talk to him?
A. No, sir."
.
Officers Schottke and Gareau arrived at the hospital
about 10:45 (R. 3569). They spoke to the nurses (R.
3571), and walked into his room when he was alone, told
him who they were. He answered all their questions (R.

3680).
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The Pregnancy of Mrs. Sheppard Accepted As a Cause for
the Murder on the Morning of July 4th.
Mrs. Sheppard's pregnancy was determined by the
Coroner and verified later in the autopsy. From the time
that Schottke and Gareau arrived at the scene of the murder until they questioned the appellant at 10:45 A. M., they
listened to many theories about the murder, including the
one connected with the pregnancy of Mrs. Sheppard, and
in their questioning (R. 3576), we find them probing into
rumors concerning the affairs of Mrs. Sheppard with other
men and questioning the appellant in detail about Mrs.
Sheppard's affairs with other men.
Dr. Lester Adelson, who performed the autopsy (R.
7094), said that mention of it was made to him. He does
not fix the time, but he did a most unusual act for a public
official. He found in his autopsy in Mrs. Sheppard's womb
a four months' unborn male child (R. 1954). He removed this child from her body and placed it in a jar of
formaldehyde to preserve it and labeled the jar and it was
kept at the Morgue. Absolutely no reason for this act except that it shows that these officials were preparing evidence to bear out the theory that they first evolved in this
case, and this is confirmed by the following questions and
answers:

(R. 840). He said it was not on July 4th but some time
later, but does not know how he heard it.
It will later develop that the Corom'r held an inq nest
commencing on Thursday, July 22nd, and ending Monday,
July 26th. In the examination of the appellant and his
brother, Dr. Stephen Sheppard, the Coroner was still endeavoring to develop the pregnancy of Mrs. Sheppard as
the cause for the murder and was endeavoring to establish
at that hearing that the appellant was sterile. (R. 3475).
Larry Houk Finds a Small Green Bag.
The Court of Appeals in its Opinion states:
"About 1:30 P. M. the afternoon of July 4th, the Mayor's son, while searching the bank which extends
down from the lake in front of the Sheppard home
and which is covered with very heavy brush, found
the green cloth bag containing the defendant's wristwatch, which was stopped at 4:1f5, with dry blood on
the band and crystal, and also containing his class
ring and key chain."
A careful examination of thf' r0conl discloses Prrors
in the foregoing findings.
At the time Larry Houk discovered the green bag the
bank was not covered with very heavy brush. Shortly
after Chief Eaton arrived, he organized a group of boys to
assist in searching for the weapon, and in conducting this
search the brush on the bank was cut down (R. 2540).
(See State's Exhibit 17.)
Although a considerable number of boys were searching this bank all through the morning and into the afternoon and cutting down the brush, none of them discovered

"Q. What did you put it in a jar for?
A. To preserve it.
Q. For what?
A. In case any questions came up, we have it."
(R. 1954.)

The theory that Sam Sheppard had killed his wife
because she was pregnant was also heard by Chief Eaton

'
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this green bag. It was found by Larry Houk at 1 :30 in the
afternoon.
There is no evidence to show that the defendant
placed the bag there or who placed it in the spot where it
was found. Applying the same rules of conduct to the activities of Larry Houk on July 4th that the Court of Appeals
applies in discussing the statements of the appellant, results in conclusions that would raise a number of interesting questions. It again illustrates the danger of endeavoring to analyze what an individual will do under stress and
strain by the reviewer of the facts setting forth his judgment as to the way the individual should have acted and
concluding that if he didn't act that way, he must not be
telling the truth.
Larry Houk lived with his parents three houses west
of the Sheppard home ( R. 2907). He spent a great deal of
time in the Sheppard home and about the Sheppard premises. He visited them many times and was one of the boys
that used the room over the garage as a clubroom (R.
2924). Sometimes he slept there. He was taught to ski by
the appellant and skied with the appellant and Mrs. Sheppard on a number of occasions (R. 2928, 2929). He visited
the home when Mrs. Sheppard was there alone (R. 2924).
He played football on the City High School team (R. 2907).
We can say that surely the news of the murder of Mrs.
Sheppard would startle this young man into action, but it
did not. He did not get up when the telephone bell rang
and his father and mother dressed and left for the Sheppard house. About 20 minutes after 6:00 he said he
learned of the murder when his father came into the bedroom. He rolled over in bed and just laid there (R. 2908),

'

and remained there until his father called him downstairs
and told him to lock all the doors in the house. Ile then
went upstairs and dressed and walked over to the Sheppard home (R. 2930), arriving there about 7 o'clock. He
did not go into the house but went down to the beach
house, and after remaining there a while, went back to
the Sheppard house and went into the living room. Dr.
Stephen Sheppard and Dr. Richard Sheppard came into
the living room and went upstairs and he and his mother
followed them, and they went to the room that had been
occupied by Dr. Hoversten (R. 2933). After they left the
Hoversten room they came down the hall to the room
where the murdered woman was. The two brothers went
into the room and this witness and his mother stood out
in the hallway and then went downstairs and went out
and sat in an automobile (R. 2939), and started to read
the paper. He then got out of the automobile and then
went back home. He came back and with some other buys
(R. 2931), began to search around the premises. The bag
was found by him at 1: 30, at the bottom of the bank near
the beach house, where the growth w:1s not heavy. It wns
fifteen feet up from the boat house, and se\'l'll <1r t'ighl fl'l'l
to the east of the steps (R. 2920). He opened the bag, and
put the contents in his hand and looked at them (R. 2946),
and then delivered the bag and its contents to Officer
Gareau.
On the night of July 3rd, this young man says hC' was
at a picture show, but not certain where it was. It may
have been the Beachclifie, in Rocky River, but he is not
certain. He returned home about midnight (R W4~), and
would not say for sure whether there was present in the
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house at the time a young lady, and does not recall
whether or not it was necessary he or his father to drive
somebody home from the Houk residence after he arrived
home that night.
The Time the Appellant's Watch Stopped.
The watch was found and handled by State witness
Larry Houk (R. 2947). The record is silent as to what
time the watch showed when it came into the possession
of the Coroner. The Coroner claimed when he first saw
the watch it was stopped at 4:15. However, the Coroner
ordered a photograph of the watch made by Mr. Johnson,
of his staff, and that photograph is State's Exhibit 36 and
shows the watch stopped at five o'clock.
The Court of Appeals notes that while there was
blood on the band and crystal of the watch, that "there was
no blood on the bag."
It has never been scientifically determined that there
was no blood on the bag. The bag and its contents were
delivered to the office of the County Coroner and there
examined by Mary Cowan, a technician connected with
that office. She received the bag and contents on July 5th.
The only examination of the bag that she made was to cut
a piece out of the bag of the size 1/z inch by 1/z inch (R.
4 745). She examined that small piece of bag and determined that that piece showed no evidence of blood.
"Q. Now, of course, what you would get there,
that would be a very minute solution of anything that
was on there?
A. Well, that would depend upon the concentration of thf' material on there.

(
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Q. Well, will you tell me the concentration on it?
A. It would be small, because it was not apparent
-there was no apparent blood, slwll we s;:iy, and so,
therefore, the amount would be very slight.
Q. Now there are some other spots on this green
bag, notably this one here. Do you know what that is?
A. I can't see it, sir.
Q. May I hold it over so the jury can see it?
A. No, sir, I do not."
To make a finding that there was no blood on the
green bag is not accurate. Other than the small piece referred to, it was not tested for blood, and even if there had
been a showing of blood on the green bag, it would in no
way indicate the guilt of the appellant because there is no
proof that he put the green bag where it was found, and
this is equally true of the contents of the bag.
Officers Question Appellant After the Finding
of the Green Bag.
The green bag was taken by Detective Gareau into
the house and examined by Dr. Gerber and the other officers. Gareau, Schottke and Eaton went back to the Bay
View Hospital and questioned the appellant. They had no
difficulty in interviewing the appellant. There was no one
interfering with their entrance. They walked right in
(R. 2872). At that time there was a police guard that
had been placed in front of the appellant's room by Chief
of Police Eaton on the suggestion of Dr. Gerber (R. 2872).
It was a round-the-clock guard, kept there as long as Dr.
Sheppard was in the hospital (R. 2873).
Dr. Sheppard readily identified the articles that were
f the bag as being his (R. 2880). Schottke, Gareau and

f
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Eaton questioned him at length (R. 3588, 3589). During
this questioning they told him that they knew of his
association with a woman in California. They had received
information that he had been keeping company with a
nurse from Bay View Hospital and the nurse had quit and
gone to California, and that while he was in Los Angeles
several months previous and while his wife was some place
else, he was seeing this nurse (R. 3590). So it was known
around Bay Village on the morning of July 4th of the
association he had had with Susan Hayes in California in
March.

will be through and I want to help them." When the
officers left the room he returned and found the appellant
extremely agitated, upset, and appellant informed him
that the cause of this agitation was the accusation made
by the officers that he had murdered his wife (R. 5178).
The questioning of the appellant was in the manner
of asking him for explanation; each question was prefaced
by, "How do you explain?" (R. 6295), and one question
was, "Doctor, how do you explain your teeth being found
under your wife's bed?" (R. 6296). They had concluded
that the teeth that were found under the slain woman's
body belonged to the appellant.
When he was asked to explain how they were not
able to find his T-shirt, he said he certainly didn't know
(R. 6296), and that if he wanted to deceive he could have
wet a T-shirt and put it on. After this conversation
Schottke looked at him and said ( R. 6299), "I don't know
what my partner thinks, and I don't know what Chief
Eaton thinks, but I think you killed your wife."
On July 4th Officers Drenkhan and Hubach went to
i,he hospital room of the appellant and photographed him.
They had no difliculty seeing the appellant and were
· not told the appellant could not be seen ( R. 2678). In fact,
- they talked to the appellant a number of times before he
was arrested, and the appellant never attempte<l to eva<le
any questions (R. 2695).
By the afternoon of July 4th, the appellant had made
, atatements to Officer Drenkhan, Coroner Gerber, Chief
Eaton, Officers Schottke and Gareau, Dr. Hexter, Dr.
, Elkins, his brothers, Steve and Richard, and Dr. Horace
Don and Dr. Foster, and Mayor Houk .

The Police Investigation of the Murder is Now Completed.
At the time of this visit, Schottke, Gareau, Eaton and
all the rest of the authorities had completed their investigation of the murder of Mrs. Sheppard. It was about 1: 30
of the afternoon of July 4th. Schottke accused the appellant of killing his wife. From that time nothing was done
by the authorities except to endeavor to support this statement and secure a confession from the appellant. When
Schottke made the accusation (R. 3590), the appellant
replied, "I have devoted my life to saving other lives and
I loved my wife." It was after that that Dr. Hexter appeared and made his examination.
While Schottke and Gareau were in the room during
the afternoon, Mr. Stephen Sheppard returned to the
hospital and entered the room and informed the officers
that the appellant was in poor physical condition, and
when he voiced some objection about continued and prolonged questioning, the appellant interrupted and said,
"I'm O.K. They are not bothering me (R. 5177). They
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The Reasons for the Accusation of the Appellant
Oil July 4th.

pellant, but a great many people knew about Mrs. Shepparcl's pregnancy and did not know that there was a general rejoicing in the Sheppard family over the fact.
The inefficient investigation, the destruction of clues
by permitting all sorts of people to trample the house and
the grounds, the glaringly careless autopsy, as will hereafter be shown, conclusions quickly arrived at before an
investigation of the facts, add up to the quick accusation of

The police and the Coroner had decided, before the
morning had passed, that the appellant had murdered his
wife.
This conclusion was arrived at in part because an
examination of the windows and doors did not show any
marks of forced entry.
That entry could be made through an unlocked door
didn't seem to occur to them.
Also assisting them to arrive at their conclusion was
the fact that the defendant was at home when his wife
was slain.
Also Schottke, Gareau and Gerber had picked up
from Eaton and Nancy Ahern, and perhaps some others,
that the appellant had been trifling with a woman on his
trip to California in March.
Mrs. Sheppard was pregnant, and the unborn baby
removed from her body was sealed in a bottle, presumably
for evidence.
Mrs. Sheppard had not been pregnant since Chip was
conceived, almost seven years before-there was rumors
and gossip picked up by Schottke and Gareau about Mrs.
Sheppard having affairs with other men. The Coroner
concluded that if she had not been pregnant in seven years,
the appellant must be sterile and that he murdered his
wife because she was pregnant by another man. Eaton
and Adelson heard this theory of the murder and when
Gerber conducted his inquest on July 23rd, we witness
him plugging questions to establish the sterility of the
appellant. They did not know July 4th that not only ap-

(

the appellant.

The Court of Appeals Made the Finding that "Except for
the Green Bag, Defendant's Watch, Ring and Key Chain,''
There is No Evidence that Anything Was Missing from
the Sheppard Home.
No one knows what was missing from the Sheppard
home. The first time the appellant was in his home after
the murder was on July 7th and that was in the company
of police officers, who brought him there for the purpose
of showing them what he remembered having happened
on the morning of July 4th. The next time was on July
11th, in the afternoon of that day, when, under guard, he
was permitted to take some articles from the premises.
Other than on these two occasions he was not permitted
to enter his home or the premises, so he has never been
able to determine whether anything was missing from his
home, but one important item is missing-Marilyn Sheppard's purse. On the morning of July 4th Dorothy and
Betty Sheppard, wives of Richard and Stephen, respectively, asked for permission to enter the house to obtain
clothing for the boy, Chip, and to remove the food from the
refrigerator which had been purchased for the party that

(
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was to have been held in the afternoon. They were
admitted under guard and a guard accompanied them at
all times. However, the restrictions that applied tu them
did not apply to others that were not connected with the
Sheppard family. The house was full of reporters and
photographers (R. 5612). In the kitchen they saw
Marilyn's purse on one of the kitchen shelves. It was
lying open (R. 5613). The purse has now disappeared.
Efforts by the defense to determine what has become of
the purse were unavailing. None of the authorities seem
tu know what has become of it (R. 6069), or the money
that had been in it. There is no record of any effort to take
fingerprints of this purse. Its loss is charged to the police
because they were in complete control of the house.

searched everywhere and everything for 5,000 yards on
all sides of the Sheppard home, and the weapon was not
found (R. 3958).

The Search for the Weapon.
During the weeks following there was an extensive
search for the weapon used in killing Marilyn Sheppard.
Divers and frogmen were employed to search the lake and
the lake bottom was searched for a considerable distance
from the shore, the distance being measured by that which
an ordinary man could swim, and on both sides of the
Sheppard beach. Every part of the house and the grounds
were thoroughly gone over, and the services of the Army
were obtained and the grounds were searched with a mine
detector. The man who built the house was called to point
out any secret recesses there might be in the building.
Drains were dug up, and for two weeks a group of city
employees under the command of Patrolman Carl Lipaj,
of the Bay Village Police Department (R. 3938), searched
up and down the beach, along the hills, in the water,

'

The Appellant Was Subjected to Long, Continued
Indignities by the Authorities.
From July 4, 1954, and for some weeks thereafter
Coroner Gerber made his headquarters in Bay Village,
issuing bulletins from time to time.
On Tuesday, July 6th, Dr. Richard Sheppard, Sr., Dr.
Stephen Sheppard, and Dr. Richard Sheppard were interviewed at the Bay Village Police Station by Coroner
Gerber, Chief Eaton, and Mayor Houk (R. 5211), and that
evening they were interviewed by Deputy SheriITs Rossbach and Yettra, and written statements were taken from
them (R. 5212).
The Sheriff's office had now entered the investigation,
and independent investigations were being carried on by
Coroner Gerber, the Cleveland Police, the Bay Village
Police, the Sheriff's office, and the County Prosecutor's
office.
On Wednesday, July 7th, tht' funeral pf l\1arilyn Shl'ppard was held at the Saxton Funeral Home; the appellant
was taken there in a wheelchair, accompanied by Sergeant
Jay Hubach, of the Bay Village Police. Reporters, photographers and television men were at the funeral home taking pictures and creating a general scene, and every detail
of the funeral and the appearance of the appellant were
broadcast over the radio and television, and the Cleveland
newspapers carried large headlines and pictures, each vyinl! with the other. Every move made by appellant or
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members of his family was reported, photographed, televised and radioed (R. 5672).
While the funeral was being held, a great number of
authorities converged on the Sheppard house and ransacked it, taking out various personal letters, which were
later given to the newspapers. On this afternoon Assistant
Prosecutors Mahon and Parrino entered the scene.
The entire procedure from the time Coroner Gerber
and Officer Schottke accused the appellant, the entire
effort of all the agencies involved, except that of Officers
Rossbach and Y ettra, was to involve the appellant as the
murderer of his wife. Officers Rossbach and Yettra were
objective in their investigation. They indicated that they
wanted to talk to the appellant on Wednesday afternoon,
July 7th, after the funeral. Mr. Petersilge, appellant's
attorney, explained to them that due to the fact that appellant would be emotionally upset it would not be a good
time to talk to him, and it was arranged that the questioning by the County detectives should take place on Thursday morning at 12:00 o'clock (R. 3836-39).
But at 10 o'clock on Thursday morning (R. 38683870), Coroner Gerber and Officers Schottke, Gareau,
Y ettra and Rossbach appeared at the hospital accompanied by a great group of reporters, television and radio
men and photographers, and they tramped into the appellant's room and Gerber began a cross-examination (R.
3870). Gerber has been admitted to the bar. It was an
obvious attempt to catch the appellant by surprise.
All efforts were now concentrated on securing a confession from the appellant and this surprise visit was
made prior to the time fixed by his attorney so that there
would be no. Tference by the appellant's attorneys.

The appellant's attorneys arrived at 11:00 A.M., and
finding this situation, objected and insisted if there was
any questioning to be carriPd on it should ht' dmw in thl'ir
presence. Dr. Gerber objected to the presence of the
attorneys, and began issuing subpoenas, ordering the appellant to be brought downtown so that he could question

him.
It would have been perfectly proper for the appellant
under the circumstances, and knowing that his questioners
had charged him with the murder of his wife, to refuse
to answer any of their questions. After all, the Fifth
Amendment is still in the Constitution.
"It is the law as old as our Constitution that a defendant has a right to stand mute when charged with a
crime, and that he cannot be compelled to be a witness
against himself." Snook v. The State, 34 0. A. 77.

Dr. Gerber, as the Coroner of the County, in a proper
case may issue subpoenas for such witnesses as are necessary, and proceed to inquire how a deceased came to his
death. (Sec. 313.17 Revised Code.) However, he is not
empowered by this section lo compPl a pPrson accused of
a crime to appear before him and give testimony under
oath, and that is what he had in mind on the morning of
July 8th. He had made up his mind that the appellant
had committed this murder; he had been in close association with Schottke and Gareau, and he went to the appellant's bedside, not for the purpose of determining the
cause of death-the autopsy had been completed-but
solely for the purpose of compelling this accused man to
submit to his questioning, and to do so he was going to use
,. power of subpoena and put him under oath.
•
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The Coroner insisted that the law gave him wide
power of examination, extending even to the examination
of a man accused of a crime, and that also in a hearing
conducted by him such a person cannot be represented
by counsel; that no objections can be interposed to his
questions, and that any witness subpoenaed by him must
answer all his questions or suffer the penalty of arrest.
Consider the conduct of Coroner Gerber on the morn- ,.,
ing of July 8th in the hospital room of the appellant where
he was insisting on questioning the appellant, and on July
21, 1954, when he held an inquest in the gymnasium of
Normandy School in Bay Village,-he subpoenaed the
appellant, knowing at that time that the appellant was being publicly accused of the murder of his wife (R. 309598). When one of the attorneys for the appellant interposed an objection and insisted upon entering his objection into the record, he was summarily thrown out of the
hearing by the Coroner.
Professor Carl Wittke, Dean of the Graduate School
of Western Reserve University, in his address to the
faculty and alumnae of that school on April 7, 1954, in
part said:
"Democracy is a stirring adventure forever unfinished, * * *."
The conduct of the Coroner borders on the re-establishment in this County of the oath ex officio, which was
introduced in England in the year 1236, and read as
follows:
"You shall swear to answer all such interrogatories as
shall be offered to you, and declare your knowledge
therein, so God help you."

'

.Refusal to take the oath was contempt of court, and failure
to answer was to make a confession, and this oath became
.the means of making people accuse themselves.
f.::n.: When John Lilburne, a courageous clergyman, refused to take the oath he was publicly whipped, fined and
.placed in solitary confinement. Over 300 years ago that
.oath was outlawed, but despite that, and despite the Con. stitutions of the United States and the State of Ohio, we
witnessed in Cuyahoga County a situation that bore a
: close relation to the re-establishment of that obnoxious

oath.
,. ~; ~;'

, " The Cooperation of Appellant with the Authorities.
. · ·' Despite the threats of Dr. Gerber on the morning of
\·July 8th, and despite the fact that the attorneys insisted
upon being present during the questioning, the appellant
himself decided the whole thing (R. 6309-10). He stated
· he would talk with the officers without the presence of
legal counsel and stipulated that the attorneys should leave
•his room while he was being questioned. The only request
·. he made was that someone who he fell wr1s impartial
should be present, and it was decided that Officer Drenk.·. ban, of the Bay Village Police, should remain and participate in the questioning. The attitude of the appellant was
to give every assistance he possibly could to the officers in
solving the murder of his wife.
On Thursday afternoon, July 8th, the appellant spent
a number of hours with Officers Rossbach, Yettra and
Drenkhan, and answered all their questions. During this
questioning (R. 3877), according to Officer Rossbach, the
"' aopellant gave his answers freely, breaking into tears sev-
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eral times, and gave in detail what he had repeated before
about the happenings of July 3rd and 4th. He was questioned by Officer Rossbach about the sheet that covered
the lower part of his wife's body, and he told the officer
that when he came up from the beach he observed the
lower part of his wife's body was uncovered, and he placed
the sheet over her because she was a very modest woman
(R. 3883). After this interrogation, he was asked by Officer Rossbach if he would go to the house and give them a
demonstration of his actions on July 4th. The appellant
replied (R. 3882), that he would go anywhere with Rossbach and help him in every way possible.
That evening, Thursday, July 8th, the appellant left
the hospital and was taken to his father's house. Neither
he nor his son could go to their own home because they
were barred by the authorities. Officers Rossbach and
Yettra came to his father's home that evening and had a
conversation with the appellant's small son, Chip, and secured the palm prints of all the members of the Sheppard
family (R. 3883).
The next day, Friday, July 9th, in compliance with
the arrangements he made with the officers on the day before, the appellant went to his home and met them and the
Coroner. An announcement had been made of his coming,
and the house was surrounded with reporters, photographers, radio and television men (R. 6311). He was asked
to re-enact what he could of what went on during the
evening of July 3rd and the morning of July 4th, and he
did that to the best of his ability (R. 6312). He spent all
the time these officers requested and answered all their
questions (R. 6313).

Officer Rossbach stated that the appellant showed no
unwillingness to respond to any of their questions or to go
anywhere they required him to go (R. 3885). Although
the appellant's attorneys were present in the house at the
time, they did not accompany the officers and the appellant,
nor did they oppose any questions or enter any objections
.(R. 3886) . The officers completed this part of their investigation and the appellant complied with everything
they wanted him to do, because he was of the opinion that
these two officers, Rossbach and Yettra, were entirely objective about their investigation and were proceeding in
a business-like and objective manner (R. 3885).
The investigation in the house having been completed,
Officers Rossbach and Y ettra requested the appellant to
appear at their office in the County Jail the next day. He
agreed to do so, and on Saturday, July 10th, he appeared at
the County Jail at 8: 00 A.M., with his attorney, Mr. Petersilge, and his brother, Dr. Stephen Sheppard (R. 3888).
His brother accompanied the appellant because he was still
suffering as a result of the injuries he received on July 4th
and was still under Dr. Stephen Sheppard's care.
On arriving at the jail he was taken to the fourth floor
inside the jail proper; neither Attorney Petersilge nor Dr.
Stephen Sheppard were allowed to accompany him during
the first questioning period, and he did not protest. He was
questioned from 8: 30 A.M. until 11: 00 A.M. (R. 3892),
by Assistant Prosecutor Parrino, Officers Schottke, Gareau,
Rossbach and Y ettra.
When this questioning was completed, his statement
was reduced to writing, which was completed at about
4: 15 P.M. (R. 3893). There was no stopping for lunch.

(
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This statement was introduced by the State in evidence,
and is marked "Exhibit 48" (R. 3610), and has been set
forth in full in this Brief.

harassment by reporters and photographers (R. 2628).
1.
The appellant did not hire any attorney to represent
him; Mr. Petersilge had been his attorney and represented
him in ordinary legal matters which came up after his arrival in Cleveland; he had made a will and Marilyn had
made a will, the estate of each being willed to the other.
Mrs. Sheppard's entire estate when she was murdered consisted of her interest in the house, which had been deeded
to her by the appellant when it was purchased.
After the appellant had been accused of the murder
of his wife by Detective Schottke, the appellant's father
considered it necessary to call Mr. Petersilge; that was
without the knowledge of the appellant, who learned about
it' later. Mr. Petersilge came with an attorney, whom appellant had never met before, and who is identified as one
of the attorneys for the appellant (R. 6301). The appellant
had no conversation with this attorney except on Thursday, July 8th, at the time of the arrival of Coroner Gerber
and the other officers to his room in the hospital. The appellant saw the attorneys on Friday, July 9th, when he
went through his home with the police officers and the
Coroner, but the attorneys did not accompany him and
had little or no conversation with him. That was the last
time he saw the attorney until the time he appeared at the
Coroner's inquest, and following that he saw no attorneys
until after he was arrested.
.·,, The attorney's interest in his case was due to action
upon the part of his father, and not on the part of the appellant; he did not employ an attorney until after he was
arrested, when he considered he should be represented by
counsel of his choosing (R. 6318-6338).

Police Become Subject to Coroner.
On Monday, July 5th, the entire command of the investigation was taken over by Dr. Gerber (R. 2671). There
were four law enforcement agencies represented at that
time, Bay Village, the County Sheriff, the Cleveland Police
Department, and the County Coroner. Dr. Gerber took
complete charge (R. 2672), and when the groups arrived
to investigate, on Tuesday, July 6th, they were under the
command of Dr. Gerber (R. 2673). "Everything was
turned over to the Coroner right from the start." (R.
2885).
On July 5th Officer Drenkhan was directed by Dr.
Gerber to begin to obtain statements and at that time it
was stated to him that the appellant had committed the
murder. This statement was made by either Detective
Schottke or Detective Gareau (R. 2672).
About July 14, 1954, the appellant called on Mayor
Houk at the Bay Village City Hall and went over all the
events of the murder (R. 2320). Mayor Houk also testified
that he had frequent conversations with the appellant
over the telephone (R. 2325). The appellant also called
at the home of Mayor Houk and had a conversation with
him, and he came alone to the City Hall again on July
22nd and discussed the entire matter with him (R. 2328).
On July 20th, Officers Drenkhan and Hubach had a
long conversation with the appellant at the Fairview Police
Station. This place was selected in order to avoid the
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"If I could leave just one indelible impression with you
it would be to make your fact gathering as complete
and as objective as possible."

From the time the appellant was released from the
hospital on July 8th, he was around his father's home at
Bay View Hospital, and the greater part of his time was
spent in the city of Bay Village. During that time he never
left the County and was in constant communication with
the police, and the police interviewed him many times. He
responded to the demand of any officer who desired to talk
to him; he answered all their questions freely; no one had
any difficulty interviewing him, and his actions were motivated by a desire to give every help that he could in apprehending the murderer of his wife, because, as he stated,
he was more anxious to apprehend his wife's slayer than
anybody on earth.
On Thursday, July 8th, with his father and his brothers, he announced a reward of $10,000 for the arrest of the
murderer of his wife, and the reward money was deposited
in the Cleveland Trust Company to the account of John
Curry, Joseph Gorman and Henry Speeth, County Commissioners of Cuyahoga County, who accepted it as arbitrators. This money is to remain in their account for a
period of five years (R. 5955).

This appears at p. 62 of the Proceedings of the Annual
Convention.
The Court of Appeals has found in its Opinion that
Marilyn Sheppard was "lying in a blood soaked bed, with
35 separate wounds, evidently resulting from blows of a
blunt instrument about her head and hands."
This statement is not correct. The Court sets forth
what was printed in the newspapers but not what is in the
record. For the first time the weapon that was used in the
assault is identified. It is the conclusion of the Court of
Appeals that the weapon used in the assault was a blunt
instnwient. There is no evidence in the record as to what
kind of an instrument was used.
The autopsy was performed by Dr. Lester Adelson.
He is a pathologist and teacher of pathology at Western
Reserve University Schools of Medicine and Law (R.
1721), and a full-time Deputy County Coroner since 1950,
at a salary of $13,200.00 per year (R. 1893). He had perfonued many autopsies and is expert as a witness. Ile has
testified at least two hundred times for the State (R. 1763);
bas collaborated with Dr. Samuel Gerber, and is the author
of a book entitled "Physician in the Court Room," which
advises physicians how to act as a witness, and sometimes
how to answer when cross-examined (TI. 1732).
Although an autopsy involves the anatomy of the
human body, there is no expert in anatomy associated with
the office of the Coroner of Cuyahoga County (R. 1785),
and while an autopsy properly performed involves the de-

The Reason for the Extensive Cross-Examination of Dr.
Adelson Was For the Purpose of Determining the
Cause of Death. The Cause of Death 'Vas Never
Accurately Determined.
In the 1953 proceedings of the National Association

of Coroners, Dr. Alan R. Moritz addressed the proceedings
which were held August 3rd at the Deshler-Hilton Hotel in
Columbus, Ohio. The title of his address is "Coroner's
Responsibility in Legal Medicine." He said:

'
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termination of the presence of poisons in a dead body, there
is no toxicologist associated with the Coroner's office. In
fact, Dr. Adelson stated (R. 1994), there is no toxicologist
in or around the City of Cleveland that he knows of.
Several years ago a modern Coroner's office and
Morgue was erected at the cost of $700,000 for the building
alone (R. 1733), and equipped with all the latest scientific
machinery and apparatus necessary to operate a very
modern Coroner's office so that the cause of death of citizens of this County, whose bodies are brought to that
public institution, can be actually, factually and scientifically determined. This building is located adjacent to
Western Reserve Medical School so that the Coroner's
office would have the advantage of the aid and assistance
of the Department of Pathology of Western Reserve Medical School and other departments of that University (R.
1734), of \vhich Dr. Alan Moritz is the Dean and who will
be referred to subsequently.
The office of the Coroner is regulated by Section
313.01 to Section 313.99 Revised Code. Section 313.13 provides that when an autopsy is performed by the Coroner,
deputy coroner or pathologist, a detailed description of the
observations written during the progress of such autopsy,
or as soon after such autopsy as reasonably possible, and
the conclusions drawn therefrom, shall be filed in the office
of the Coroner.
During his services as Deputy County Coroner, Dr.
Adelson performed thousands of autopsies (R. 1738). In
the performance of this great number of autopsies, and as
a result of his study and research, he has become experienced in determining the type of weapon that would
cause a par'4 ·ar kind of wound (R. 1738-39).

The wounds on the head of Marilyn Sheppard above
the eyes, and the ears, were bruised, ragged, scraped cuts,
and those on the hands and wrists wen' skin scrapes. (See
Ex. Cl-C9 Autopsy Report.)
In a carefully prepared autopsy it is necessary to be
exact in measurements, because from such measurements
inference can be drawn to show in what direction the
weapon was wielded, and when there are several wounds,
where the first blow was struck.
During and after the examination of Mrs. Sheppard's
body no effort was made to draw any such conclusions that
might assist in determining the type of weapon used, and
where the first blow was struck ( R. 17 40) .
The remains of Mrs. Sheppard were received at the
County Morgue at 11:30 A.M. July 4, 1954 (R. 1757).
They were brought enclosed in a canvas holder with a
zipper (R. 1744). When her body was removed from the
house it was wrapped in a blanket (R. 7035), so that the
body must have been re-handled after it left the house
and before it arrived at the Morgue.
When the body was uncovered, Dr. Adelson observed
that Mrs. Sh0ppard's face was cov0rell with dried blood
(R. 1747); that there was blood on her head, face, chest.
and bloody crusts in the mouth. The first thing that was
done, and without making any examination, was to wash
the blood away, and this possible valuable source of information went down the drain.
Dr. Adelson has the necessary training, education and
experience to make the proper kind of an examination.
In fact, he has a superior intelligence (R. 1728), and cer. tainly is a qualified pathologist, trained to examine the
.'.( ost minute details of blood and tissue, and making use
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the microscope constantly in research. He stated that it is
an essential in the proper performance of work as hammer
and saw are to a carpenter. He has at his disposal excellent
equipment and microscopes that can magnify one thousand
times (R. 1772).
Dr. Adelson did not make full use of his knowledge
or his equipment in this case. He admitted (R. 1773),
that if he had made a miscroscopic examination of the .
wounds and blood, it would have been possible to discover ,
residue of oil, paint, grease, dirt, or other foreign substances, and the presence of such foreign material in the
wounds or the blood would have indicated to some degree
the type of weapon that had been used, and in such an
examination, if foreign matter were found, a conclusion
could be drawn as to where the first blow was struck
(R. 1774).
"Q. But, of course, we can't find that out now,
can we?
A. No, sir."
The reason we advance for the disinterest apparent in
this autopsy was the acceptance of the obvious, which is a
common failing. Here he saw a woman with her head battered, so it was obvious what caused her death, and that,
coupled with the fact that he knew her husband was in
the house with her when she was murdered (R. 1793),
militated against a careful and scientific analysis. Why
waste time--it was the afternoon of a holiday.
In the autopsy report there is further indication of
this indifference. As Dr. Adelson performed the autopsy
he made some notes on a blackboard, and on completion
of his work, dictated some descriptions of the wounds into

'

'a•wire recorder (R. 1759-60-61), and from the notes and
.dictation, the autopsy report, the official record of this
·case, resulted. The notes and the dictation have been destroyed (R. 1762). (Note Sec. 313.13 R. C. quoted above.)
The official autopsy report (Defendant's Exhibits Clc,9), at C-4 states that Mrs. Sheppard was officially pro,nounced dead following her arrival at the Morgue at 8: 00
'A.M., July 4, 1954. She did not arrive at the Morgue until

11:30 A.M.
Describing the autopsy of the head (Ex. CS), he states
that there is a "complete separation of the coronal suture."
·it further states (Exhibit C4), among other things, that
heJ: death resulted from "a separation of the frontal su-

ture."
A};,,: The frontal suture is the seam that divides the fore-

; bead bones and continues from the top of the nose to the
hairline. The coronal suture is the seam that crosses at the
•hairline from one side of the top of the head to the other,
"and separates the forehead bones from the bones that form
.i: the top of the head. The frontal suture intersects with the
.. , coronal suture (R. 6401).
Confronted with the contradiction of his report, he
made the unsupported statement that the two terms mean
jhe same thing (R. 1956). He was familiar with and had
~died Cunningham's Text Book of Anatomy, and stated
'that it is a standard medical textbook and an authority
JR. 1957). It is in the library at the Coroner's office (R.
·:~11). That authoritative book states that "the two halves
9f the frontal bone" (that is, the forehead), "are separated
o..'1
~t
birth * * *. The suture, that is, the seam, between the
halves, is called the frontal suture. The remains of the
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suture can be seen in the adult skull at and above the
glabella"-( the glabella is the little point just above the
top of the nose and between the eyes)-"and in some
skulls, especially in the more civilized races, it persists
until late in life * * *."

Wound No. 6 is one inch by one-fourth inch (1 x 114)
on the right side of the forehead and two inches from the
midline and one-half inch above the eyebrow ridge.
Wound No. 7 is one inch by 011e-half inch (l x 1h) on
the right side of the forehead and three i11ches from the
midline, and centered two inches above the right eyebrow

"Q. That is what it reads in this authoritative
book, doesn't it?
A. It does."

ridge.
The foregoing are the principal wounds in the opinion
of Dr. Adelson and are the fatal wounds (R. 1840).

We consider no further comment is necessary on this particular point.
There were seven wounds on the forehead. They were
all bruised, scraped, ragged cuts, and numbered 1 to 7
(Deft's Exs. C5, G, 7). There is no determination in the
autopsy report where the wound begins and where it ends.
Wound No. 1 was one inch by one-half inch on the left
side of the forehead, and extended from the ridge that is
just above the eyebrow. This wound was two and one-half
inches ( 2 % ) from the midline of the forehead.
Wound No. 2 was one inch by one-fourth inch (1 x
114) on the left side of the forehead, two inches from the
midline, and began or ended one and one-fourth (11/4)
inches above the eyebrow ridge.
Wound No. 3 is one and one-half inches by threeeighths inches ( 1 % x % ) on the left side of the forehead,
one inch from the midline, and extends from the eyebrow
ridge.
Wound No. 4 is two inches by one-fourth inch (2 x
% ) in the center of the forehead and extends from the
point between the two eyes.
Wound No. 5 is one-half inch by one-fourth inch
( % x 1/4) on the right side of the forehead, and is one inch
from the
ie and is located just below the hairline.

There are facts about the wounds received by Mrs.
Sheppard that should have aroused the keen interest of
the Coroner and his deputy, and would have, had they
acted as objective public officials instead of functioning as
detectives and prosecuting agencies in an endeavor to
secure evidence that would convict the appellant.
Remember, no weapon has ever been found.
Wounds 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are exactly one inch apart.
Wound 1, on the left side of the forehead, and wound 7,
on the right side of the forehead, are the same size. Wound
2, on the left side, and wound 6, on the right side, are the
same size. There were fractures bern'ath wounds 1 to 7.
There are two tables in the skull; the inner table is
separated from the outer by what can be described as a
honeycomb-like bony structure. Inside the inner table of
the skull is the dura (R. 1858). The dura is about onesixteenth ( 1/16th) inch thick, and is a tough, fibrous
covering adhering to the inner table of the skull in the
same manner as, and resembling, the covering of a bone,
and is so integrated with the inner table that it is almost
impossible to fracture the inner table of the skull and not
·. ( ·cture or injure the dura.
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In the case of Mrs. Sheppard the dura is intact (R.
1852). Again this fact, carefully analyzed, could give some
indication of the type of weapon used and the force of the
blow.
There are nine other wounds on the head above the
eyes and ears, but they are not fatal wounds and some of
them are superficial. Like wounds 1 to 7, they are ragged,
bruised, scraped cuts.
Wound 8 is one inch by one-half inch on the right
side of the head, four inches above the ear.
Wound 9 is one-half inch by one-fourth inch on the
right side of the back of the head, five inches from the
right ear, and penetrates only the outer layer of the scalp.
Wound 10 is one and one-fourth inches by one-half
inch in the middle top of the head just inside the hairline
and is in the shape of a Y.
Wounds 11, 13, 14, 15 are on the left side of the head
above the ear; wound 11 is two inches in length, wound 13
is two and one-half inches by one-half inch; wound 14 is
two and one-fourth inches by one-fourth inch, and wound
15 is one and one-half inches by one-fourth inch, and they
are separated by a half inch.
Wound 12 is one and one-half inches by one inch on
the left temple, and three inches from the point where the
upper and lower eyelids meet.
Wound 1G is five-sixteenths of an inch by one-eighth
of an inch and is one and three-fourths inches from the
hole in the right ear.
There are no fractures underlying any of these wounds
except under wound 12. Wound 3 on the forehead, wound
10 on the top of the head, and wound 15 on the left side
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of the head are of the same size. There were skin scrapes
on the face and hands which are numbered in the autopsy
report. No. 18 is a skin scrape one-fourth ineh hy onehalf inch on the upper right eyelid. No. 19 is a skin scrape
one-half inch by one-fourth inch on the lower right eyelid.
No. 22 is a skin scrape one-fourth inch by one-eighth inch
on the bridge of the nose. No. 21 states there was a fracture of the nasal bone, but where and to what extent is not
set forth. No. 23 is a skin scrape one inch by one-fourth
inch on the left eyebrow. Nos. 24, 25 and 26 relate to the
mouth and teeth, which we will refer to later. No. 28 is a
skin scrape of one-fourth inch on the back of the right
arm. (No further dimensions given.) No. 29 is a skin
scrape two inches by three-fourths inch on the back of
the right wrist. No. 30 is a skin scrape three-fourths inch
by one-half inch at the base of the palm side of the right
thumb. No. 31 is a skin scrape one-half by one-fourth
inches on the back of the right index finger. No. 32 is a
skin scrape one inch by one-eighth inch on the back of the
fourth finger. No. 33 states that there is a crepitus of the
filth finger on the right hand. No. 34 is a skin scrape one
and one-half inches by one-fourth inch on the hack of the
left hand. No. 35 is a partial pulling ofI of the finger nail
of the fourth finger of the left hand.
It will be noted that all the skin scrapes, other than
those on the face, except one, are on the right hand. The
right eyelids were swollen and discolored, but there was
no swelling of the nose. Nos. 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30,
31 and 34 are superficial skin abrasions, and show that
they did not result from the same instrument that caused
the wounds on the head .

'
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The Breaking of Mrs. Sheppard's Teeth and the Wound
Inside of Her Mouth Show Conclusively That Mrs.
Sheppard Bit Her Assailant During the Struggle.

the television screen men pugilists striking one another
in the mouth without injuring the teeth. There was no
external injury to the mouth of Mrs. Shqipmd. T\w witnesses for the prosecution left this matter totally unexplained. The teeth were found outside her mouth, not
inside or in her throat, as would be expected if broken by
an external blow. It is clear from the wound inside the
mouth on the lower lip that the teeth were clamped on
something that was forcibly withdrawn, and with the
removal the teeth were broken and the fragments of teeth
were jerked from the mouth. The only reasonable conclusion would be the attacker's hand possibly placed over her
mouth to prevent an outcry. It is certain she did not bite
the weapon that was used to beat her, and it is certain that
a bite that would cause this breaking of her teeth and the
injury inside of her mouth left a distinct injury on the
bitten member of the hand of the attacker and that blood
would have been shed from his hand. This is not speculative, but is a reasoned approach to the established facts.
There was no examination of the blood spots in the room to
determine if there was any blood in that room that differed from the blood of Mrs. Sheppm·d.
Dr. Adelson, in his autopsy report (Defendant's Exhibit CS), stated: "The teeth are natural and in good
condition." He also stated in his examination that he remembered, independent of what he stated in the autopsy
report, that the teeth of Marilyn Sheppard were a set of
healthy teeth and he did not recall any fillings or any
false teeth ( R. 1796). This is error and is another reflection upon his accuracy and the accuracy of the autopsy
report (R. 1684, 1685). This statement is supported by the
'imony of Dr. John Frank Novatney.

While comparatively unimportant evidence is noted
by the Court of Appeals, such as Mrs. Bender passing the
house around 2 o'clock in the morning in an automobile
which was driven by her husband at forty to sixty miles
per hour, and who said she saw two lights in the house, this
important evidence is passed by the Court of Appeals and
not even mentioned. When Mrs. Sheppard's body was
lifted from the bed, two pieces of teeth were found, and,
as we have stated before, when the Coroner was unable to
fit them into her mouth, they were assumed to be chips of
the appellant's teeth. They were taken to the Coroner's
oflice, and during the autopsy (R. 2220), it was determined they were from the mouth of Marilyn Sheppard.
They remained in the possession of the Coroner until demand was made by the defense that they be produced in
court (R. 1794-1797). They are marked "Defendant's
Exhibits Bl and B2."
The two pieces of teeth consist of about two-thirds of
the upper right medial incisor and a chip from the occlusal surface of the upper left medial incisor. An examination shows that they are broken outward.
The facts established in cross-examination that two
pieces of Mrs. Sheppard's teeth were found under her
body. It is well known that teeth do not fracture except
under very unusual stress. There must be a strong blow
to the teeth in order that they be broken, and that would
inevitably injure the lips seriously. It must be a blow of
considerable violence because we witness constantly on
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Dr. John Frank Novatney.

at that the appellant had murdered his wife, the importance of this evidence was neglected and there was no effort to look for a person that had a bite on the finger or

Dr. John Frank Novatney is a graduate of Ohio State
University and has practiced his profession in Cleveland
for over thirty years. He was Mrs. Sheppard's dentist for
ten years. In May, 1954, she was under his care for a fractured upper right lateral tooth which was caused from biting a crust of bread. The tooth was broken at the gumline.
The upper front teeth were in extensive repair. They had
been filled a good many times. In his opinion, her teeth
were very fracturable because of this extensive dentistry,
especially to her front teeth (R. 6689).
There are references to injuries in the autopsy report
( C7) which are noted as 24, 25 and 26. These items refer
to a crusted abrasion measuring one inch by one-half inch
on the inside surface of the lower lip. There is a complete
fracture of the upper right medial incisor, which the report
notes as being recent, and the fractured surface is sharp.
There is also a chipped defect on the biting surface of
the upper left medial incisor three-sixteenths of an inch by
one-eighth inch and the edges are sharp.
There was no injury on the exterior surface of the
mouth or lip (R. 1800). The way the teeth were broken
indicated that something had gotten into Mrs. Sheppard's
mouth, and the wound inside the mouth and the fractures
of the teeth can be reconciled with the fact that during the
struggle in the bedroom Mrs. Sheppard had bitten the finger or the hand of her assailant, thus fracturing her teeth,
which were soft and brittle (R. 1684-89), and the wound
on the inside of the lower lip was caused by a sudden and
violent withdrawal (R. 1806). There is no other reasonable explanation. Because of the eagerness of the authorities to jul'r-, the conclusion that they had first arrived

on the hand.
Fingernail Scrapings.
Dr. Adelson took scrapings from under the fingernails,
but made no examination of the scrapings. As Chief
Pathologist, he did not (R. 1931) put these scrapings under a microscope to discover whether there was skin or
blood, or anything else that might give some information
in this case. He turned the scrapings over to a technician
and gave the scrapings no further attention.
Later there was a report from this technician, but
Dr. Adelson, the Chief Pathologist of the Cuyahoga County
Coroner's office, did not examine it (R. 1933).
No Examination for Poison.
There was no examination for poison in the body of
Mrs. Sheppard. The blood was tested for alcohol and barbiturates (R. 1982), but the contents of the stomach were
not examined. The Coroner's office had a well equipped
laboratory with competent chemists in control.

The Cause of Death Was Not Accurately Determined.
The Deputy Coroner attributes the cause of death to
" the fractures of the frontal bone with resulting injury to
the brain.
The proper examination of the brain requires the
utmost skill, training and care, and the use of special instruments. The bony part of the head, especially the
frontal part of the head and the frontal lobes of the brain
lay be subjected to extensive fracture and most seriou\
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injury, and yet death does not always result. There have
been instances during the war, and also in civilian life
where the entire frontal bones have been destroyed and
the frontal lobes of the brain damaged and destroyed, and
yet death did not result (R. 1938-9).
The amount of hemorrhage in the brain is determined
scientifically by penetrating into the base of the brain and
drawing off some of the fluid (R. 1938-9). The method
used by Dr. Adelson in his examination of the brain was
to saw off the top of the head of Mrs. Sheppard. (Defendant's Exhibit CS.) That is a crude and unscientific way
of determining brain injury, and could not fail to cause
damage to the very delicate membranes that cover the
brain.

ran out on the table and escaped, and that afterwards this
pathologist, who is held to the greatest degree of accuracy
(R. 1865), both as a scientist and as a public oflicial. made
an estimate of the amount of blood that escaped, but in
his autopsy report entered an exact measurement of the
amount of blood that escaped. If he did not have to submit
to cross-examination, the exact estimates, as given, would
stand. It is clear from an examination of his testimony on
this point that in sawing off the top of the head he sawed
through the dura, the arachnoid, thus allowing the spinal
fluid to escape. Whether the blood that was mixed with the
spinal fluid was the result of the blows on the head, or resulted from the bloody way in which the autopsy was performed, cannot be determined.
The fractures (R. 1858), are confined to the frontal
base of the skull. The splintering of the frontal bone is in
the vicinity of the frontal sinus and just over the eyes.
The thinnest wall of the frontal bone is at the frontal sinus,
and the fractures of the outer table of the skull were fractures of the outer table that is just above the eyes (R.
1859).

Covering the entire brain, and integrally attached to
the dura, is an exceedingly delicate membrane named the
arachnoid. The word is taken from the Greek and means
cobweb-like. Adhering to and covering the brain is a
membrane named the pia mater, also extremely thin and
delicate. Between the arachnoid and the pia mater is the
spinal fluid, which, among other things, acts as a shock
absorber.
The Deputy Coroner testified (Ex. C2), that when he
lifted the top of the skull he discovered twenty cubic centimeters of fluid blood in each sub-dural space, and so reported in the autopsy report (Ex. CS).

The Testimony and Autopsy Report is Incorrect
and Inaccurate.
Cross-examination (R. 1864), developed that when
the skull was opened, the body of Mrs. Sheppard was lying
on the tab( and the blood, mixed with the spinal fluid,

Asphyxiation Was a Probable Cause of Death.
The examination of the stomach disclosed that there
was no blood in the stomach (R. 1888), so that there was
no swallowing by Mrs. Sheppard, but her throat and nose
and windpipe were filled with blood (R. 1884), and the
examination of her lungs disclosed that they were flooded
with blood. There were 300 grams of excess blood in the
right lung and 220 grams in the left lung (R. 1885).
It was admitted that this increased amount of blood
in the lungs and in the windpipe would prevent oxygen
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getting into the lungs and thus cause death, and that could i
have happened in this case (R. 1940).
The autopsy noted the cyanosis or blue condition of
the fingernails, indicating a lack of oxygen to the body.
The result of the analysis of the autopsy in this case
leaves in doubt the cause of the death of Mrs. Sheppard.
The State in closing argument stated: "What difference
does it make, she's dead, isn't she?" It does make a difference, because if the autopsy had been properly performed,
and the cause of death properly determined, it would throw
light on the manner in which Mrs. Sheppard was murdered.
Did she die of a fracture of the skull, or did she die
from asphyxiation due to the flooding of the lungs with
blood? Who knows?

Was a Strong Probability That Mrs. Sheppard Was a
Victim of a Sex Attack.
The Court of Appeals in its Opinion slates:
> ..The defendant also argues that the decedent came to

'·~ her death at the hands of a sex maniac."
The finding of the Court is incorrect. The appellant
~eel that the evidence pointed to the probability that
murder might be the result of a sex attack, and that
probability creates a reasonable hypothesis of the ap-

·~,, ·.~).

,~t's innocence.
•,._";. ,. ..
., . The Court further states in its Opinion:
~

iii "It would be difficult to believe that a sex maniac, after
discovery, would take time to set up the appearance

'of a burglary, or that a burglar would throw away
the only property found to have been taken from the
house, the green bag containing defendant's wristwatch, ring and key chain."

l\lrs. Sheppard Struggled with Her Assailant.
In addition to what we have said about the mouth
and the teeth, which shows evidence of struggle, the abrasions on her hand, especially the right hand, show that
she fought with her assailant. The position of her body,
the manner in which the bed clothes were disordered, the
disarray of her pajamas, all indicate that Mrs. Sheppard
struggled with her assailant. Wool fibers were found under the fingernails of Mrs. Sheppard that were not identified with the defendant, or the victim, or anything in the
house. Two pieces of leather were found in the room of the
victim and a piece of paint. They were never identified
with the appellant, Mrs. Sheppard or anything in the house.
Facts concerning these items will be disclosed at another
part in the Brief.

t

The finding is confusing. The sentence quickly transa sex maniac into a burglar.
The statement that nothing was taken from the house
pt the green bag and its contents h<1s been set forth
«i:;,,

ruer in this Brief.
, "·,Who can say with any degree of certainty what a per~bent on sex attack will do? Being abnormal or insane,
' ir conduct follows no fixed pattern.
'1 The Court concluding that the appellant is guilty,
es aside all evidence that would afiect that finding.
Many windows downstairs made the house available
1-ia peeper or a sex deviate. The grounds surrounding the
"Use made concealment feasible. Bushes were planted
grew up to the windows on the west and south sides
,·"~:'.
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of the house. On the morning of the murder there was
considerable noise by the lake waves breaking on the
beaches and against the abutment (R. 2379). From the
apple tree north of the porch, which is very easy to climb,
a plain view can be obtained of the upstairs (R. 2628),
especially the room in which the murder occurred. The
shade on the west window and the window itself was up
about four inches in the bedroom. When the shades were
pulled down, no one has any way of telling.
It is general knowledge that perverts and sex deviates
depend upon the inside lighting and know all the handy
bushes, tree shades and darkened spots where they can
conceal themselves. They are not always adults. They
are sneaking and cunning; sometimes they build up love
fetishes that very of ten turn into fixation for a particular
person. If contact with a woman happens to be overfriendly, it is mistaken as a desire on the part of the woman.
Such an individual could very easily locate himself in a
position where he could watch the inside of the Sheppard
home. He could see the guests departing and knew they
would not return, especially if he was acquainted with
Mr. and Mrs. Ahern. He could see Mrs. Sheppard moving
around the house, going upstairs, going to the bathroom
and to her own room, and no sign of the presence of the
appellant. If he was from the neighborhood, he knew the
appellant went out on calls at night and sometimes was
away the entire night, and could assume, seeing Mrs.
Sheppard moving about the house alone, that no one was
with her.
As we have shown earlier in the Brief, the habits of
this couple were known to many people. Many people
knew the i1t' "ior of the house, and how to go in and how

to go out. In the darkened downstairs he could have gone
upstairs without noticing Dr. Sheppard sleeping on the
couch. It was possible to enter the kitchen cloPr without
anybody in the living room seeing the person enter (R.
2091). There was a footprint in the bushes at the back of
the house.
How can sex attack be discounted in this case when
the conditions in the bedroom are considered? The upper
part of her pajamas was rolled up around her neck, exposing her breasts, and the lower part of the pajamas was
partially removed from her body, pulled down below her
hips, and one leg was entirely out of the pajamas. Her
legs were spread apart. The whole picture indicates a
struggle, whereby she moved down to the center of the
bed. When a woman is sexually attacked, she does not
spread her legs apart and straighten them out. The reflex
action is to draw the legs together and draw them up in a
reflex, defensive movement. When Mrs. Sheppard died,
the reflex action ceased and the legs straightened out, and
being in the position she was in, there was only one place
for them to go, that was under the bar at the foot of the
bed. This is verified by an examination of the lower parts
. of the pajamas, which show the strongest blood spotting
to be at the bottom of the pajama legs.
The trial court in overruling the Motion for New Trial
on newly discovered evidence made the extraordinary
statement:
"Assuming the theory to be correct, * * * the original
motive was sexual * * * it does not exclude Sam Sheppard as the attacker." (Page 14, Court's Opinion.)
People, and sometimes courts, become very unrealistic
(
len it interferes with a settled opinion that they have.(
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To even suggest that the appellant sexually attacked his
wife, and that she resisted him, is in direct conflict with the
Prosecutor's statement that she was murdered by the appellant because they were quarrelling about other women.
When we present evidence of other reasonable hypotheses we collide with a mental block that is reminiscent of
the stand against Galileo, when his scientific research of
the theories of Copernicus, determined that the sun was
the central body and the earth and other bodies moved
around it. His opponents cried out, "Can't you see that
the sun moves around the earth, and did not Joshua command the sun to stand still, and did it not stand still at his
command through the power given to him by God?" So
that when the evidence lacks the required proof necessary
in a circumstantial case and other reasonable theories are
advanced, we are met with the general retort, "He must
have done it; he was the only person in the house capable
of the murder."
The history of crime is replete with similar cases. We
refer to but two.
On August 13, 1954, Mrs. Iris Giles, aged 28, 6912
Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, was found in her bed
by her husband, beaten to death. She was clad only in a
slip, which was pulled up around her neck.
On December 13, 1954, Mrs. Sue Fuller, 20 years old,
and mother of two children, was killed in her sleep in
Brinkley, Arkansas. Her husband, a prominent business
man of that city, had the custom of rising early in the morning and leaving the house to join some friends at early
coffee. He returned and went to sleep in the room adjoining that of his wife. Mrs. Fuller's two children were sleeping in the ro""'l with her, one was a five year old girl.

'

Fuller heard a thudding noise and thought it was one of
the children falling out of bed and that his wife would take
care of the child, but when he hC'nrd no movPnH'nt in thP
bedroom he went in and found his wife on the floor, bleeding from head wounds. She died shortly thereafter. The
five year old girl stated that she "saw the burglar hit
Mommy." Fortunately for Mr. Fuller, the police found
some almost obscured footprints in the mud outside the
house. They also found a shoe two blocks from the house
and secured the statement from two newspaper delivery
boys, George and Cyrus Totten, that they saw a big man,
clad in a tan overcoat, running with one shoe off in the
vicinity of the Fuller home at about the time of the attack.
Fuller was fortunate that the police did not immediately
jump at the conclusion that the police in this case did,
otherwise he might, just as the appellant is, be occupying
a felon's cell.
There Was No Scientific Examination to Determine
Whether Mrs. Sheppard was Sexually Attacked.
The examination of the sexual parts of Mrs. Sheppard
consisted in inserting a cotton swab into her vagina, and
as a result it was reported there was a moderate amount
of exudate within the vagina (Defendant's Exhibit CS).
This exudate was not described or determined.
In Defendant's Exhibit C9 there is a description of the
microscopic examination that was made by the Coroner's
office. It is as follows: "Vaginal smear; abundant epithelial
cells and bacteria." Such a description gives no scientific
information.
The Deputy Coroner, Dr. Adelson, saicl that when he
(. ·erted the cotton swab into the vagina he collected some (
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material that was present there on the cotton swab and
streaked it on a small glass slide and permitted it to dry
and then examined the slide under a microscope, but there
was no chemical examination made to determine the presence of any seminal fluid in the vagina of Mrs. Sheppard or
around her female parts (R. 1886).
The sperm is in the seminal fluid and to some extent
the presence of sperm can be detected under a microscope
(R. 1887). In order to finally determine whether there is
seminal fluid, it should be submitted to a chemical test, and
this was not done. The only thing that was submitted to a
chemical test (R. 1882), was blood for the purpose of determining whether there was present any alcohol or barbiturates. The important reason for making a chemical
examination is because acid phosphate is present in the
male seminal fluid (R. 1974).

Laboratory Report.

'"

"-'"

It is to be noted that every item gathered by the police
.,._ was turned over to the County Coroner and they were kept
._.by him at the Morgue. Some important items were not
:,.~_'produced by the prosecution at the trial and it was only on
'.·' the insistence of the appellant they were brought to court.
·
On July 4th Officer Drenkhan, searching the room,
found a piece of paint and a small piece of leather. They
- were turned over to the Coroner. On July 5th another
piece of leather or leatherette was found and a piece of nail
polish (Mrs. Sheppard had no nail polish on her fingernails
(R. 3053)). This piece of leather and nail polish was
picked up by Officer Nicholl, of the Bay Village Police
Department, who turned them over to the Cleveland
Police Department, who in turn delivered them to the
Coroner (R. 3054). The significance of these items cannot

be shown.
What Was the Reason for This Neglect?
It was because it had already been determined that the
defendant had murdered his wife and it was not necessary
to make a careful and conscientious autopsy, and the Deputy Coroner gives the excuse that because Marilyn Sheppard was married and living with her husband, there was
a probability that they might have had intercourse within
forty-eight hours, and for that reason, so says this pathologist, he made no scientific examination (R. 1974).
There was no examination of the bed sheets, or the bed
clothing, or the pajamas of Mrs. Sheppard to detect the
presence of seminal fluid (R. 1888). The murder room was
entirely neglected except to search for the fingerprints of
the appellant.

t

There is con{ usion and inaccuracy in the Coroner's
records. The Coroner brought to court a piece of leather
and it is identified as "State's Exhibit 43." This piece of
leather is the one picked up by Officer Nicholl on July 5th.
Miss Mary Cowan, the technician at the County
Morgue, testified that she examined "Exhibit 43," and
identifies it as the leather piece picked up by Officer Drenk-

ban on July 4th.
This shows woeful negligence in accurately labeling
clues. The paint may have come from the instrument
wielded by Mrs. Sheppard's assailant. The two pieces of
leather undoubtedly came from the assailant, the one piece
that was not brought to court and the piece that was improperly identified.

•
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The record shows that one of the pieces of leather,
whether it was the piece picked up by Officer Drenkhan
or the piece picked up by Officer Nicholl, we do not know,
was compared with everything in the house and an effort
was made to connect it with the leather that was on the
belt, the shoes worn by the appellant and all other articles
in the house containing leather. The comparison was fruitless. It fitted no leather belonging to the appellant or to
any other leather that was in the house.

action for blood; how old it was, or what type blood, she
bad no way of telling.
.·• Miss Cowan also examined the metal wrist watch of
the appellant, which was found in the green bag, and found
it yielded in tests for blood Type M. The examination of
Marilyn Sheppard's wrist watch likewise showed blood

stains Type M (R. 4781).
The Court of Appeals, passing on a claim of error,
stated this in the Opinion:
11 The claim of error under this heading is the refusal of
the court to require a Coroner to produce certain rec". ords on the claim that they were public in character.
The records referred to were the work sheets of the
technician of the Coroner's office. These papers are
not of the character 'public records' and no error was
committed by refusing to direct their production in
court."

The bloody coverings from the bed of Mrs. Sheppard,
the clothes of the appellant, and the scrapings from under
the fingernails recovered by Dr. Adelson, were turned over
to Mary Cowan. This technician also made an examination of the Sheppard premises during July and August,
1954. The results of her findings are set forth in a report,
which on the demand of the appellant, was brought to
court and marked "Exhibits Vl and V2" (R. 4769).

The establishment of such a rule by the Court of Appeals puts a premium on inefficiency, withholding evidence
and intervenes to prevent necessary cross-examination.
That this statement is true is now made evident.
The scrapings that were removed by Dr. Adelson at
the time of the autopsy were delivered to Miss Cowan for
examination (R. 4771). She brought to court the result
of her examination, and it was "scrapings removed at the
autopsy from underneath the fingernails of Marilyn Sheppard. No significant fibers or hairs noted/' (Emphasis
added.) By probing cross-examination it was developed
that the laboratory report presented in court was incorrect.
Only because of cross-examination it was discovered that
she had cards and slides, and from those records, which
{'"uld fall into the same category as thP work sheets re-

Verifying the statement of the appellant that he was
lying on the sandy lake shore, she found sand present in
the right rear pocket and the cuffs of the appellant's
trousers. The trousers (Ex. 25), were subjected to a
thorough examination by her (R. 4680), and the only blood
spot was a smudge on the right knee. An examination of
the belt, shoes and socks disclosed no blood stains.
She received for examination two pairs of gloves, one
pair canvas, the other leather. These gloves were found
under the beach house by Dr. Stephen Sheppard and called
to the attention of Chief Eaton. The gloves were covered
with a film of dirt (R. 4684), and were apparently work
gloves. On the back of the index portion of the right-hand
glove was a small spot where this witness obtained a re-

•
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ferred to in the court's Opinion, because they were the
basis of her report, it was discovered that there was significant fibers and hairs found in the scrapings from underneath the fingernails of Mrs. Sheppard (R. 4734, 4738).
They were then introduced by the appellant and have been
marked "Exhibits CCCC to FFFF."

"Of collateral importance is the finding of epidermal
cells and blood beneath the fingernails of the dead
person, indicating tlw prnlmbilit~' that ri11 :1brnsio11
will be found on the assailant." 1'11t/10lo~J.ll of Trn1111w,
Moritz, p. 28.
Murderers have been run to earth by means of fewer
clues than were discovered in this case. There was no effort to follow the clues. Their significance was lost because
of the determination made on the morning of July 4th,the defendant was guilty, so they were filed away in the
Coroner's office and remained there until brought into the
light of day by cross-examination.

This witness then testified on cross-examination that
a microscope magnifying up to one thousand times was
used by her; that the scrapings from under the index fingernail of the right hand showed dried blood and fragments of
red nail polish (R. 4 735). Mrs. Sheppard had no nail
polish on her fingernails (Defendant's Exhibit C-5). The
scrapings from under the ring finger showed dried blood,
and the scrapings of the little finger disclosed dried blood
and a short brown plant fiber (Exhibit CCCC). There was
no attempt to identify this fiber (R. 4 736). The evidence
discloses that Mrs. Sheppard had no contact with plants,
at least from the time she left the Ahern residence, and in
the course of the serving of the evening meal and during
the evening she undoubtedly washed her hands a number
of times, what woman wouldn't?

All the bed clothes, which consisted of a pad, pillow,
the bed sheet found under the body of Mrs. Sheppard,
another bed sheet which was over her body, and a comforter and bedspread, which were crumpled at the foot of
the bed, all stained with blood, were taken to the laboratory. There was no examination of these bed clothes, except of the sheet under the body of Mrs. Sheppard (State's
Ex. 37), and the only examination of that sheet was the
determination that there was blood on the sheet (R. 4775).
On Sunday, July 11th, Coroner Gerber called Miss
Cowan to the Sheppard home and an examination disclosed
that there were tiny blood spots on the stairs leading from
upstairs to the first floor landing. There were also some
blood spots on the kitchen steps and 011 the basement steps.
There were 26 spots found on these stairways; there were
spots found on the basement steps. There was 110 way of
determining how long these stains had been 011 these steps
(R. 4694) . A blood stain will remain on a surface for many
years.

The thumb scrapings disclosed dried blood and one
red wool fiber (Ex. EEEE). None of the garments worn
by the appellant contained red wool (R. 4737). The scrapings from the finger nail of the middle finger of the right
hand, the hand on which the most abrasions are that indicate struggle, disclosed two fibers and dried blood; one
was a dark blue wool fiber and the other a fine blue fiber
(Ex. DDDD). The scrapings from the ring finger of the
left hand disclosed dried blood and a fleck of red nail polish
(Ex. FFFF).

(
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On the occasions that Miss Cowan was in the house
she used certain recognized tests for blood. According to
her testimony, the phenolphthalein test has been determined by experts to be the best test, and she used that test
on the occasions when she visited the Sheppard home, and
obtained a reaction which indicated that these spots were
specks of blood. She stated, however (R. 4711), that even
with this best test, the only conclusion that can be arrived
at is that it is probably blood.
She further stated that one of the things that bothers
criminologists in making tests is that there are interferences
from other substances so that the best conclusion anyone
can come to in using the test is that a spot might be blood
( R. 4 710) . This test is performed by spreading a chemical
over the suspected spot and getting a reaction. There is a
laboratory test for human blood which is considered accurate if properly and carefully performed, and is known
as the precipitant test. Miss Cowan took a specimen from
the third and sixth step of the basement stairway and a
specimen from the riser between the first step of the
kitchen stairs and a specimen from the risers of the first
and second treads of the stairway between the second
floor, and from the third tread of the stairway to the second
floor, numbered from the top, five specimens all together
( R. 4 77 4), and subjected these specimens to the precipitant
test, and determined that it was human blood. What type
blood, or how long it had been there, there was no way of
determining.
Mrs. Sheppard's blood was of Group 0-RH negative
Type MS. There was no attempt by anyone, including this
technician, to type the blood found in the Sheppard home

What Was the Weapon Used in the Murder of
Mrs. Sheppard?

(R. 4758). '

As we have shown from the Pxmnina\inn of the
autopsy report, six (6) wounds on the forehead are exactly one inch apart. The wounds on the top of the head
are very small, varying from 2 inches to 5/lG of an inch.
All are ragged lacerations.
The injuries on the hands are skin scrapes, and it is
clear that they did not originate from the same source as
the wounds on the forehead and scalp.
The Court of Appeals in its Opinion finds that the
weapon used by the assailant of Mrs. Sheppard was
"blunt." This finding cannot be the result of anything that
appears in the record.
A great deal of time was spent both in the investigation by the police to determine what type of a weapon
caused the wounds on Mrs. Sheppard's head, and the result
is negative. No weapon is identified.
The Court of Appeals went beyond the record in
identifying it as a "blunt" weapon. It would be impossible
for an assailant to use a blunt weaptm and wield it in the
dark and separate the wounds exactly one inch apart. A
blunt weapon would drive the bones of the skull inward
and when it was wielded on the top of the head it would
have cracked the skull. A blunt weapon would cause a
bruise or a splitting of the scalp, not the small jagged
wounds that were found in this case. If we would be permitted to speculate, we could claim that the weapon was
light. It was not heavy enough to fracture the inner table
of the thinnest part of the frontal bone and was not heavy
( 'ugh to fracture the top of the skull.

f
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The weapons that could produce the type of wounds,'
found on Mrs. Sheppard's head are the ordinary hand:
cultivator, with five prongs, usually spaced about an inch'~,.
apart, and in the possession of everyone who has a garden,"~
-~
large or small. It is made of steel or wrought iron and;:
weighs from a % to 112 of a pound. It might have been:,.
brass knuckles, a flashlight with a hexagonal rim, or obso-\
lete type valve lifter. But this is only speculation; no one ~
knows what the weapon was.
·~~

We have related the intensive search that was made ··~
~
for the weapon. In addition to that, the Cleveland Police ,;
Department, working in conjunction with the Coroner's
office, were endeavoring to determine what the weapon
was and examined a great number of possible weapons,
some of which are in evidence and were picked up by
members of the various enforcement agencies working on
the case.
Officer Dombrowski, of the Scientific Bureau of the
Cleveland Police Department, was examining golf clubs "'l
··.~
that were submitted to him by Sergeant Lockwood (R. '
4390-91).
On July 5th the Coroner demonstrated for newspaper
photographers the manner in which the blows were inflicted on Mrs. Sheppard's body, and in the demonstration
he was using a club (R. 3232), (Defendant's Exhibit W).
There was a meeting of all the law enforcement officers at the County Morgue on July 17th, but no determination was made as to what kind of a weapon was used,
and after the meeting Chief Eaton was searching for a file,
others for a golf club, and Officer Dombrowski, during

•

, was examining an ax, fireplace tools and other
,es around the house.
of pipe, a tie rod and a club (Defendant's Exhibits
~::iY,
and AA") (R. 3295-3297).
~At the inquest the Coroner was questioning the appelabout the purchase of a knife and fishing rod at the

··-:r

z.

Company.

At the trial there was introduced in evidence (R.
,.), State's Exhibit 32, which is a pillow, stained with
He testified on direct examination, and it was the
time anyom' had hf'ard this particular item of evi• that there was an impression of a surgical instrut on the pillow and that he noticed that on July 4th.
1wever, the record shows that he returned to the appel\ on July 8th a medical bag containing surgical instruts, which was in the house on July 4th. Another bag
" ,tainiug surgical instruments was returned by him to
,appellant on July 12th. This bag was in the jeep in

garage.

·.,: He made

no examination of the surgical instruments
View Hospital to find a surgical instrument that
, ~pared with the mark on the pillow. and he did not
p of any such instrument that would provide such a
·~'•'" ..
, ·k; This testimony was on November 1G, 1954.
.The State did not close its case until December 1,
so there was ample time to produce a surgical in.ent that would compare to the mark on the pillow if
an instrument existed.

';;"'-~·,

~In answer to the Court's question (R. 3132), he stated:

"It could have been made by any other instru-

Jnent.

t
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The Court: Do I understand you to say that then
it could not have been made by anything other than a.1
surgical instrument?
The Witness: No, sir.
The Court: You don't mean that.
The Witness: No, sir, I did not mean that.
3133.)
The Court: So you don't mean to
testimony to a surgical instrument?
The Witness: No, sir."

. given valuable assistance in determining the kind of
.pon that was used. Accurate measurements and ob".,.. .tions will give an indication of wlwt weapon was
to cause a wound (R. 1777), and it is possible to in· the nature of the wound and instrument from the
of the wound (R. 1739).
the miscroscope had been used on the wound before
blood was washed away, and the use of a microscope is
in the work of a pathologist as a hammer and
·is to a carpenter, it would have disclosed any foreign
&eria.l in the wounds, such as oil, grease, dirt, paint, and
indicate to some degree what type of a weapon had
used (R. 1772), and it might have been possible, if
bad been done, to compare any paint left in the wound
... the sliver of paint picked up by Officer Drenkhan
· . ·""'uly 4th, which was never the subject of any interest
,) the investigating authorities, and which, as far as we
·W, still rests quietly in the Morgue.

The only reason that the suggestion was made
the mark on the pillow represented a surgical instrument
was because the appellant is a surgeon. Here was an attempt by a public official, who is supposed to be unbiased
and unprejudiced, setting forth to the jury on his direct
examination that the impression on the pillow was the ·
impression of a surgical instrument, and (R. 2998), giving
a detailed description of the impression that was made by
such instrument. If the appellant had to depend upon the
fairness of this witness, he would be in an unenviable
situation.

Time of Death.

The impression on the pillow, which was soaked with
blood, is nothing more than the result produced by the
Rorschach Test, which is performed by placing a drop of
ink on a piece of paper, then doubling the paper on the ink
spot. The ink spottings, when the paper is unfolded, will
show two impressions. Various conclusions can be drawn
as to what the impressions represent. This test is used in
the primary grades to measure the intelligence of children. ~
If the Deputy Coroner had been alert, objective and
scientific, and not influenced by the desire to reach conclusions that the appellant had murdered his wife, he could

'

The Court of Appeals accepts the time of <lC'alh fixed
by the Coroner at the trial. BetwePn 3:00 and 4:00

A.M.
Sheppard, a practicing physician and
·· · list in surgery for fourteen years and a member of
View Hospital (R. 5634), examined the body of
ilyn Sheppard shortly after G:OO A.M., on July 4th,
two hours before Dr. Gerber arrived. Dr. Richard Sheptestified that unless you are present at the time the
person expires, the opinion as to the time of death is at
best a guess. His opinion was that Mrs. Sheppard could

ii&
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have been dead anywhere from eighteen minutes to two
hours ( R. 5718).
The Court of Appeals, accepting the statement of the "
Coroner, draws conclusions that might have some substance if the Coroner's statement could be accepted as accurate, but the Coroner did not fix the time of death until
after July 25, 1954. He used the following methods to fix
the time of death:
1st-From his observation of the body on the
morning of July 4th;

2nd-On the report of Mr. and Mrs. Ahern at the
inquest on July 22, 1954, as to what they had eaten
for dinner, and
3rd-On the autopsy report (R. 3044).
As to the first basis for determining the cause of death,
Dr. Gerber arrived in the bedroom about 8:00 A.M. (R.
2968). He made no examination (R. 3152). The body
was removed at 10 :30 A.M. (R. 2993). He asked the undertaker and his assistant to pull the body back on the
bed because the feet were hanging over the bed. What
was the purpose?
"A. So they could move the body on to the
stretcher into the basket.
Q. The examination that you made was then
when the man from the funeral parlor arrived to take
the body away?
A. Yes, sir." (R. 3177.)
All the Coroner observed in that examination was
the fact there was the beginning of rigor mortis (R. 3046).
His second basic reasoning for determining the cause
of death was the examination of Mr. and Mrs. Ahern at

'
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~the inquest on July 21st. Through these witnesses he was
""'~~ttempting
"
to draw a conclusion by comparing what they
.. d eaten for dinner with Mrs. Sheppard's procl'ss of
· ,estion, as shown by the autopsy report.
~
The third basis for his reasoning to determine the time
Of death is the autopsy report. There is nothing in the
autopsy report (Defendant's Exhibits C-1 to C-9), that
fixes the time of death. Endeavoring to determine seven~teen days after the death of Mrs. Sheppard the time of
r,;
:;jber death certainly is very unscientific, and trying to fix
by comparing the digestion of Mrs. Sheppard with the
:ood that Mr. and Mrs. Ahern ate is theorizing from conjectures without sufficient evidence. The record is not
~ear as to whether Mrs. Sheppard ate the same portions
d the same food as the Aherns did, but the Coroner, in
arriving at his conclusions, assumed· that they did.
The hour of the meal is not clear. It was probably
9:00 P.M. (R. 2934). On direct examination (R. 3046),
he made the unaccountable, incorrect statement that from
fY;l examination of the autopsy report he determined there
: ·~ complete digestion. He did not know the kind of
·food
or the amount of food that Mrs. Sheppard had eaten
ii·
dinner, nor does anyone have any knowledge as to
bether Mrs. Sheppard ate anything after the Aherns
He states that he determined from the autopsy report
t she had digested this unknown amount of food within
"'":~e hours (R. 3046). On cross-examination it was shown
. t at the time of death digestion was still in progress
R. 3403-3406), and the autopsy report (Defendant's Ex.bit C-8), shows the definite contradiction of the Corostatement to that which appears in the autopsy
~d.
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"GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT: The gastrointestinal~
tract is lined by an intact mucous membrane from~
pharynx to anus. The stomach contains one-half~··
ounce of orange-brown muccid fluid. The small in·····
testine contains yellowish brown chyme. The colon·~
contains inepissated green-brown stool. The appen• ;~
dix is surgically absent and the cecum is bound to the''.:~
anterior parietal peritoneum."
'

~'~:"A rough approximation of the time of death may

be determined from its internal temperature at
time of the autopsy." Pntholou!I of 7'rn11111<1 (MoJ%) I page 398.

~c~.

~~·

1:_No effort

was made to determine body temperature
~·Coroner when he observed the body of Mrs. Shepor by Dr. Adelson when he performed the autopsy.

i~··,

.!be examination

"Although the fact of death is undeniable and
inalterable, establishing the time of death of persons
found dead is another matter; it is not so easily determined as would seem to be implied by a wide reading
of today's fast-paced whodunits." The Journal of
the American Medical Association, July 12, 1952,
page 1020.
"The time that has elapsed since the death of a
person, to be ascertained by examination of the body,
cannot be determined with much precision." Wharton
& Stille's Medical Jmisprndence, 5th Ed., Vol. 3, p.
393.
"Signs of death develop at different intervals and
vary widely under diverse circumstances. It is not
always possible to tell with any degree of certainty
from an examination of the body just how long an indi\'idual has been dead. The most that can be done is
to consider the circumstances and calculate their
efiect on the development of the different signs of
death. For example, it is important to know the temperature of the surroundings and whether or not the
body is clothed before the investigator can use the
loss of body temperature as a criterion for estimating
the postmortem interval. Specific rules cannot be
formulated on this subject for the guidance of an
examining physician." Legal Medicine, Pathology and
To:cicology, T. A. Gonzales, M. Vance, M. Helpern,
and C. J. Umberger, (second edition), AppletonCl'nt( Crofts, Inc. 1954.

of stomach contents is of little value

.;;'\•

ining the cause of death:
"While it may be possible from the contents of the
mach to reach fairly accurate conclusions as to how
•· uch time must have elapsed since the food was taken
into the stomach, it would be impossible to tell exactly
when death occurred, as the gastric juice, which may
·be contained in the stomach at the moment when
ath took place, would continue to digest the food in
e same manner as if it were acting in a living body.
.en, too, the condition of the digestive action of the
'deceased at the time of death would have to be taken
into consideration, and this being unknown, the re.lulls from the examination of the stomach contents,
.while valuable in other respects, would be of very
·alight value for the purpose of determining the exact
e of death." J\Icdicnl .Turisµrirdcnce. by J\Hrl'd W.
g, Ph. B., A. M. l\T. D. (Published by Bobbsrill Company), Paragraph 35, page 32.

~

must be present:

'~~-:.

.. ulf a physician has not been present at a person's
.death, so as to be able to note with exactitude the
Ume of cessation of the functioning of the heart, resPtration and central nervous system, the time which
may have elapsed since a person died cnn be ascertained only approximately, and the longer a persont
~tr''':';'..,,.
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has been dead, the less exact will such an approxima-''l
tion be.
,•;
'How long has this person been dead' is a question ~
difficult to answer at any time, whether death has j
occurred a few minutes before or weeks or months
before." Medical Jurisprudence, by Alfred W. Herzog.
paragraph 34. page 31.
"In forensic cases the question occasionally arises ij
as to the possibility of determining the time of death ''
from the examination of the stomach contents with
relation to the state of digestion. The answer to this
question may be of the utmost importance in connecting the accused or other individual with the death
under investigation. Under optimum conditions of
acidity of the gastric juice and the maintenance of a
certain degree of heat in the dead body, digestion will
proceed in the stomach and bowels after death even
up to the point of complete digestion, even if the individual be killed immediately after eating. However, the expert knows nothing as to the condition of
the gastric juice of the dead person, and cannot, therefore, state positively that any appreciable digestion "
would have taken place in the stomach during life.
If digestion be complete, one is justified in assuming
that a period of at least two or three hours had elapsed r·
since the meal was eaten. * * *
It is evident, therefore, that a direct answer to
the above question must be given in a very guarded
manner. Occasionally it is possible to give a positive
answer, one way or another, but usually nothing of a
definite nature can be determined as to the time of ~
death from the estimation of the state of gastric digestion." Legal Medicine and Toxicology, Vol. 1, p. 205,
Edited by Patterson, Haynes, Webster; W. B.
Saunders Co.

'

m the foregoing it is shown the mistake made by
Court of Appeals in accepting the statement made by
'',:Coroner that death occmTl'd betwl'l'll :~: llll :llld
00
; and then using that assertion as a basis for calcula1
\:

that they made.
Official Negligence.
We have shown that many important clues were not
ed by the police, neither was there any attempt to
a logical investigation of the murder and the many
,tances that would show that the murder was com.., by a person other than the appellant.
There are four ways in which a crime is solved:
Catch the criminal in the act;
Secure eyewitnesses who saw the crime committed by the criminal;
Confession by the criminal;
Clues which give valuable suggestions as to how
and when the crime was committed and who is
the guilty person.
'The authorities in this case madC' a supC'rfici:il invPsti·~ and arrived at a hasty conclusion. They considered
, their conclusion would be verified when they had
the appellant's confession. They had no doubt but
Z\'the confession would be forthcoming. Police are
seeking methods to force an accused to involunconfess his guilt. It is the simplest way to solve a
: and in their eagerness to get a quick and easy solu, ' of a crime, many times they are guilty of acts that
"been condemned by the courts. They were gui11y of
acts in this case, and if the defendant hml been guilty,

pb
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their conclusions and their methods would have resul~
in the solution of the crime by confession, and having:,
made up their minds that the defendant was guilty and tha1
confession was forthcoming, they made no attempt
follow the clues or to make an objective and logical anaiyJ
sis of the facts. Lawyers and courts know that it requires
cool, analytic, thorough examination and re-examinationJ
of the facts to develop the truth. At least a degree of care;
exercised by a lawyer in preparing an ordinary law suit '·
should be required of the State when a man is accused of:~'
murder and placed on trial for his life.
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firearms available in the den and fireplace tools
the fireplace in the living room, which he passed
ing out of the door to the lake side of the house."

to:

1

.14'

How did this murder happen? The appellant told how
it happened, but the court said, "we don't believe his '
story." We submit that's no solution of the murder.

1

Why did it happen? The only answer given, and that "'
no proof was produced to justify them, and which has now
been abandoned,-they were quarrelling over other women.
How did it happen? The blood spots on the door, the
walls, the position of the victim's body, the disorder of
her pajamas and the bed-clothes would give some answer,
but no examination or analysis of that situation was made.
The Court of Appeals finds that
"The manner of killing suggests a person of violence
and ungovernable passion." The appellant is the antithesis
of such a person.
With what instrument was the assault made? No
answer; nobody knows.
The Court in its Opinion states:
"When chasing the form to the beach the defendant
did not avail himself of any weapon although there

t

~;
:!

. e could use the same argument that when he went
' _,'to his wife's bedroom he could have availed him~. a weapon from one of these places. The evidence
that nothing from the fireplace or from the den
bandied by the appellant that night. It is indeed fortu19
he did not seize an instrument from the fireplace
the den when he chased the intruder that night.
.
--~·did, and if he pointed to it and if he identified it as a
... :pon that he had seized when he chased the intruder, or
1ns found in the house or 011 the grounds, it would have
brought into court as the weapon used in the assault
Sheppard, and the fact that there was no blood 011
•weapon
would be explained by stating that the appel.
illt
washed
the blood off in the lake.
. .
What was the motive? Was it burglary, enmity,
.ousy, revenge or sex attack? Did the attacker intend
.maim and not to kill, as the wounds indicate?
~:~ These questions are all unanswered. As long as the
~\«tive is not clear, the cause of the crime is obscure. \Vh;1t
an old thumb print of the appellant found on the bed
prove? It is introduced as a link in the chain of cir1111111'8.lltial evidence. All it proves is that sometime the
placed it there. It was his own bedroom and
•. bedroom of his wife, and shows that at sometime the
'"1Penant placed it there. When and how, no one knows.
.t. in no way indicates guilt. What greater evidence of
~lundering police work is there than this evidence of find·:liil .the husband's thumb print on his wife's bed and

that

lMra.
~

Pi>enant

t
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passing up the examination and the appraisal of the bloo(·
spots on the wall and doors?

have been given the opportunity to determine
.er anything was missing. In the boy's room were
painted, cast iron toys, sollll' of thl'lll cnp:lhk of
.. a weapon. A sliver of paint, it is to be remembered,
) found in the murder bedroom. The boy, Chip, was
brought back into the house to determine whether
of his toys were missing. If they were, he would have
able to tell. The only search made to determine if
' g was missing was to go through the house with
maid. Her work in the home was infrequent. The last
prior to July 3rd that she was in the Sheppard home
on June 23rd (R 2~7B, 3!J82, :rns3). She lrnd no way
knowing what changes had been made in the house or

The Court in its Opinion says:
"The evidence of the somewhat deranged condi;.J
tion of the first floor of the house would tend to show
the presence of an intruder, but if because of the manner in which it was done and the other surrounding r
circumstances no such conclusion could be reasonably:
drawn from the evidence, such condition would give
strong support to the State's case.
The defendant also argues that decedent came to
her death at the hands of a sex maniac by whom the
defendant was 'clobbered' in his bedroom or on the
stairway to the second floor and on the beach. It
would be difficult to believe that a sex maniac, after
discovery, would take time to set up the appearance
of a burglary or that a burglar would throw away the
only property found to have been taken from the
house, the green cloth bag containing defendant's
wristwatch, ring and key chain."

In the court making the statement, "it is difficult to

The word "clobbered" used in this part of the Opinion
appears nowhere in the testimony or statements given by
the appellant. The only person who uses that word is Dr.
Gerber.

erer during and after the commission of the crime?
murder is the act of an abnormal pL'rson aml his act~
g or following the murder will be abnormal.
erers who commit acts that are similar to this murder

We have set forth in some detail heretofore the fact
that the statement that the only thing taken from the
house was the green bag, with its contents, is error. To
what we have already said on this point we add that the
defendant was prevented by the authorities from making
a search of his home. He was permitted in his home on
two occasions before his arrest. On July 8th, to answer
the questions of the authorities, and on July 11th, under
guard, to remove some clothes. He was the person who

of a sex maniac." We argue that it is possible and
",bable that that was what happened. We argue that it
uired calm and deliberate investigation along that line,
that it was not done. It does not require extensive

4
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argument that medical and criminal history is replete with?;
'l
all manner of acts that result in sexual gratification.}
History records one case where sexual
obtained by blowing up trains.
There was no examination in this case, nor was it:"
given any thought of examining the bed clothes, the body, ,
the pajamas or the floor of the room to discover the·~
presence of semen. What would the clues have disclosed? ,,
The two pieces of leather, the sliver of paint, the fibers .
under the fingernails, the blood stains on the wall, the
pajamas, the location of the wounds, the nature of the }
wounds, the piece of a tooth found under the bed, which .
is neither from the mouth of the appellant nor the mouth ';~
of the victim, the footprint under the bush near the
kitchen window, the woman's footprint on the beach, the
glasses and the handkerchief found,-we do not know
because they were never considered by the authorities. ,,
Clues are inanimate; they tell little or nothing until something is done. Important clues in this case rested quietly
unanalyzed in the Coroner's office until the fact of their
existence was developed by cross-examination.
Dr. Franklin M. Kreml, Director of the Traffic Institute, Northwestern University, and the Traffic Division of
the International Association of Chiefs of Police, in the
American Weekly, September 6, 1955, relates how important the following of clues is in catching the hit and
run drivers. He relates that a girl was killed on the Delaware highway. The only witness gave the police the part
of a license number of the car that struck her and described its color. The police got a list of all the cars whose
licenses contained the numbers given by the witness and

~.
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llmiJlated them one by one until they gut to one car of a
who had an alibi. The front fender of the car was
ted but there was nothing else suspicious about the
.and a dent could happen in a thousand ways. But one
was not satisfied; he checked the car, inch by inch,
:found a bit of thread caught in the fender. He sent it
··the FBI laboratory, along with a thread from the
's coat and ~mother hit skip driver was caught.
·The use of clues in solving a murder requires brains,
IW&f!llce
and skill. The Coroner's office and the Police
..
fta.... ........... ent of Cuyahoga County, and the Prosecuting
AD.Omey's office possess all these qualifications, but they
not use them. They were neglected because they had
themselves in the position before the public that the
.endant had committed the murder; they could not lose
.~ , and were not sufficiently objective to retreat from
,,it position. Anyway, they were convinced that sooner
J;)ater the defendant would confess and their position
be justified. So the use of mental torture and abuse
resorted tu in an attempt to bring about the result
·desired instead of the use of brains. diligencp mul
While these failures pass unnoticed by the Court of
_
, they do note:
~.~·

'-rhere was over $200.00 found in various places about
j« the house, including defendant's wallet and a check
""''for a large sum of money, all of wl1ich was easily dis,, .'.covered by the Chief of Police." (Emphasis added.)
ting in this statement that there was no intruder in
ie house or a burglar because he would have taken this
1-1ly discovered" money.
Chief Eaton did not "easily
1ver" this money. Several days after the murder he

•c
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found $60.00 in the purse when he was informed by Dr.'.
~
Stephen Sheppard that there was a secret compartment in :j
the purse, and after receiving that information, he then~~
discovered the money (R. 2869).
·
There was a pocket secretary in the desk containing a:~
considerable sum of money, but he did not find it easily. It
was only several days later when again he was informed
by Stephen Sheppard where the money was and then he
found it (R. 2870).
Besides the $60.00 which Chief Eaton found several
days later in the secret compartment of the purse, the ap- ,
pellant had in the open part of the purse $30.00. This
money was taken by the murderer of Marilyn Sheppard
(R. 6406). And it can be argued if the appellant was setting up a burglary as a cover-up for a murder, the first
thing that he would do would be to dispose of all the
money in the house so that he could show that the money
was missing.
The Court also points out as a link in the chain of circumstantial evidence that, "when responding to his wife's
scream for help he did not turn on the lights, either on the
stairwa_\· \Yall on his way to the bedroom or in the bedroom. Light switches were conveniently placed for that
purpose.'' The fact that clues are neglected calls for no
mention by the court, but weight is given to the fact that
he ran upstairs without turning on the light. As has been
stated, the appellant thought the cry of his wife was resulting from a convulsion, the type of which she had previously suffered. Is it strange and unaccountable and an
evidence of guilt that under those circumstances he ran
upstairs without turning on the light? There was a night
'~
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that reflected into the hall. There was nothing
'""' - about the appellant going up the stairs without
on the light. He knew whl'rl' lo go; ht• didn't ha\'t'
.. his way. He was intent on getting to his wife's bed.. · cU quickly as possible. He could see up the stairs, and
· i'could see to the top of the stairs, and could see into his
'a bedroom from the light that was on in the dressing
Why is it now claimed that not turning on the light
'an evidence of guilt? People go around their homes
:, other people have retired without turning on the
Mothers and fathers are awakened by the cries of
children during the night, go into the room where
child is to see if there is anything wrong with
child or if it is just a cry in sleep; they don't turn on
.. Jight because the light would awaken the child, and it
fonly after determining that there is a necessity for the
'
.t that the light is turned on. At least that is our ex,,,, ·.ence, and we have lived with babies.
~,c_;;,

0

'°-

·~ The Court in its Opinion in one place states:

~'4arilyn Sheppard's wrist watch with dry blood on the
·band was lying on the f1oor near I he ch,sk".

~e picture of Mrs. Sheppard's left wrist showed the
·,impression of the wrist band of her watch in dry blond
as if the watch had been pulled from her wrist after
~· the blood had dried about the wrist band."
,,,~In determining that the mark on the left wrist of Mrs.
pard is the result of dried blood from the wrist band
;i(:the watch calls for the use of consiclerahle imagination.
!be only person who mentions that the blood on the wrist
0

•
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appears to be from the wrist band of the watch is Coroner'.~.
'i
Gerber, and he never made mention of that until he took ;
:1?,
the stand as a witness during the trial. Such an analysis '
of the left wrist of Mrs. Sheppard appears in no records ~
anywhere in the Coroner's office.
Beginning at 5:50 A. M., until 8:00 A. M., Mr. and
Mrs. Houk, Eaton, Drenkhan, Callahan, Sommers, Drs.
Richard and Stephen Sheppard, Larry Houk, newspaper ~
photographers and reporters, and a number of other un~
identified people were in and out of the den. No one saw
the wristwatch until 8 o'clock in the morning. How it got
there or when it was placed there, nobody knows. (R.
25GO).

Officer Drenkhan states (R. 271G), that the lady's ,
wristwatch was called to his attention by Sergeant Hubach
at approximately 5 o'clock in the afternoon and at that
time Hubach had it in his hand and handed it to him.
Dr. Gerber testified (R. 3080), that when he observed
the body of Marilyn Sheppard around 8:00 A. M., July 4th,
he observed some dry blood that had the impression of the l.ll
bracelet of a watch on the left wrist. At that time Marilyn
Sheppard's body was covered with blood. She had been
moved from the position that she was in originally. Who
moved the body, who picked up the arms of Marilyn Sheppard and re-arranged them on the bed, is not known, but
with the conditions that existed any disturbance of any
part of her body, or her arms, or her legs, would interfere
with the blood pattern, destroy it or alter it as it was originally.
If Dr. Gerber had made the observation that he
claimed at the trial that he did, he did not reveal it to any-

'

· ,on the 4th of July. It must be remembered that the
ation that he made of the body at 8 o'clock in the
lasted about three minutes. It would. be a singu.keen observation that could pick out of the bloody
the particular item that Dr. Gerber testified to, and if
done so and then made an observation of the watch
on the floor, he surely would have called it to some~a attention and would have made a note of the fact.
" .making the three minute observation, he states that
,came downstairs and went into the den <md then he saw
_,lady's watch lying on the floor. He did nothing about it
time or ever until after the photographs were de1ped1 and then the theorizing began. If he saw the
when he came downstairs, he did nothing about it
it was left lying on the floor until it was called to the
tion of Drenkhan by Sergeant Hubach at 5 o'clock
•the afternoon, when they were standing together in the

\the

·)1'

(R. 2716).
There was no attempt on July 4th, or at any future
, , to determine the relation between the marks on the

;,Wrist of

Mrs. Sheppard and the wristwatch band, so
~)>est that can be said about the mark on the left wrist
~Sheppard is extremely inconclusive as to whether
.111,~.
· iOt the blood marking on the wrist of Mrs. Sheppard
e.from the watch band. At least, there is reasonable
..>\i:!.'"l'
· ~t. Dr. Gerber, who was the only one who testifies to
lclaims to be an experienced investigator and a writer
lecturer of what should be done on the investigation of
.~''.\arder (R. 3309). Would an experienced investigator
tfu the manner that Dr. Gerber did as to this particular
·'Vf

'"' . t?
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Further Verification of the Fact that the Appellant was
Lying on the Lake Shore.
The report of the Coroner's office shows the presence
of sand in the pockets of the trousers worn by the appellant and in his shoes and socks. In fact, one of the shoes
and socks (Exhibit 30), were introduced in evidence by
the State. They still contained lake sand (R. 2989).
If he had thrown himself into the lake to drown himself because driven by his conscience, as argued by the
Prosecutor, he would not sink in the sand; he would not
have sand in his shoes and socks, and he would not accumulate sand in his pockets, but, lying on the beach, sand
would collect in his shoes and socks and his pockets.
J\n ex<nnination of the shoes shows that there is more
sand in the insoles and the lining than there is in the heels
and is consistent with the proof that he lay face down on
the beach because the sand would work into the toes more
and remain there than they would into the heels.
Another fact advanced by the Court showing a link
m the ehain of circumstantial evidence concerns the dog
Koko. The Opinion states:
"No mention is made by the defendant of the family
dog, although he testified that the intruder must have
been white because the dog always barks at colored
people. The defendant did not hear the dog bark, or
at least gave no testimony to that effect."
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S&ate's witness, Mrs. Ahern, was asked about the dog
Her testimony is as follows (R. 21~)3):

"Q. And the dog, Koko, did you see him?
A. I don't remember.
Q. Did you see the <log, Koko, around there
then?
A. I don't recall Koko."
State's witness Mrs. Houk (R. 3407):
"Q. When you first came to the Sheppard home on
the morning of July 4th and came into the Lake Road
side through that door, did you see the dog, Koko?
A. I remember seeing the dog go out the door. I
don't recall whether it was when we first opened the
door or when it was opened later. I don't recall seeing
the dog except when he went out the front door.
Q. Did he later come back in the house?
J\. Yes, I saw him lying on a rug in the kitchen."
The front door referred to is the door onto the
ecreened porch. Both that door and the screen door was
· open when Mrs. Houk arrived and some time after her arrival she saw the dog, Koko.
State's witness Eaton (R. 2805):

"Q. By the way, did you see the dog around there
that morning?
A. The <log was there for a while after I arrived,
then he disappeared-she disappeared. 1 don't know
where she went."

No one knows whether the dog barked or not, or
whether the dog was there.

State's witness Dr. Gerber (R. 3431):

There is very little testimony in the record about the
dog Koko from which any conclusions can be drawn.

longed to the Sheppards?
A. No, I never saw the <log."

•

"Q. Now then, did you examine the dog that be-
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State's witness, Ellnora Helms (R. 4000):

precautions, they would have
themselves considerable time and expense.
:, On July 23rd, fully equipped with all the necessary
and on the days following that we have mentioned,
' " ,o;ramination was made of parts of the Sheppard home.
",~uent intervals bulletins were issued as to what was
.. discovered .
,r~JJy the use of luminol, which was sprayed on the
t at various places in the downstairs portion of the
and in the upstairs of the garage, they obtained
ns from certain spots that might have indicated
they were blood spots. They also used benzedrine .
~"81 testified by Mr. Dombrowski that benzedrine and
.ol give reactions to other things besides blood; that
oxide gives a positive reaction (R. 4344), and that
buement steps, where some reactions were obtained,
He obtained a positive
...heavily coated with paint.
on for human blood from one spot on the basement
that had been walked over many times. Ile cut this
out and took it to his laboratory and tested it, but
the tannin in the wood would interfere with the tests

"Q. The dog was a friendly dog, wasn't she, ~
H e 1l11S.?
1.~
A. Yes, she was friendly."

f!!ices,

The foregoing is what the record shows about the dog;~
_.;f
Koko. The dog was a friendly dog that apparently didn't··~
bother anybody.

-

There is absolutely no proof that the dog was in thehouse at the time Mrs. Sheppard was murdered.

Investigation by the Cleveland Police Department
Crime Laboratory.

.

The Cleveland Police Department has a Crime Laboratory equipped with the latest and most modern scientific
appciratus for use in crime detection. It is headed by Officer
Henry Dombro,vski, who has had some training in science.
It was decided by the authorities on July 23rd to have the
Science Division of the Cleveland Police Department make
an examination of the Sheppard premises. It is to be kept
in mind that the police were in sole possession of the premises since July 4th. So this team of police officers, headed
by Mr. Dombrowski. examined the premises July 23rd,
2Gth, 30th, August 2nd and 4th, and completed their survey on August 5th (R. 4283).
As in the case of every investigation, whether in
medicine, law, science, or in any action that requires final
determination, the first activity is to secure a history.
These police scientists approached the problem of investigation, according to Dombrowski, knowing very little
about the murder and with absolutely no knowledge of
the history of the premises that they examined. If they

•

~,

r.:,:}'\,'<

ihe made.

·He

stated that oxide of iron would give a reaction
l:,)epzedrine, and that there were many samples of medi'--·
the house that contained iron. Of all the spots that
-~vered, he performed the precipitant test on only
' '. 'r(R. 4365), one was negative and the other gave a
'.on for human blood.

e'ln
""~

''Q. All the other spots that you followed through
,1

,

•!

the house, you concluded they were probably hlood,
and that is as far as you will go?

(
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A. That is right."
He made no notes of the tests he made.
It is strange to relate, but the murder room, and where~
the story of the murder could be told, was virtually avoided"~
in this so-called scientific investigation of the premises:{;
They made a visual examination of the room \Vhere Mrs.+
Sheppard was murdered, showing blood spots on the walls·~.·
and doors of different formation (R. 4552). Dombrowski .
testified that a study of these blood spots would give information as tu the angle at which the blood flew from the
body and where the murderer stood when he committed '
the crime. There was no attempt by him or by anyone
cissuciated with the investigation to draw any conclusions
from the blood spots, their location, type and size, that
were on the walls of Mrs. Sheppard's room.
No examination was made of the carpet on the floor
for seminal fluid (R. 437G). If it had been there, it would
have been discovered in a test.
They examined various implements, fire side tools and
sticks of wood around the fireplace ( R. 4322), but found
nothing that was of any assistance.
The only thing submitted to the Police Laboratory
for examination ( R. 4390), were two orthopedic wrenches
(R. 4392), and a golf club, and on August 11th, Sergeant
Lockwood, of the Cleveland Detective Bureau, submitted
several golf clubs for examination. The witness did find
one clue in the murder room on July 23rd (R. 4545). It
was a piece of tooth (Exhibit No. 76) (R. 4289), but when
it was determined that it was not from the mouth of Mrs.
Sheppard, it was set aside and nothing done about it, and
it nmv reposes quietly among the other clues in this case.

t
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determined at the trial that it was not from the
of the appellant.
'acuum cleaners are usually used in police investito pick up anything that might be on the floor in
of small clues that would escape the eye (R. 4377),
vaccum cleaner was used.
.tside of the spot on the basement step, which was
tted to the precipitant test, no notes were made
~'409), and the reactions that were obtained from the
,} and benzedrine tests give no information as to
. .er the blood spots were human or animal (R. 4387),
".how long they had been there. Blood will give a chemi_.. ......
~-,reaction for years ( R. G397).
•;,;:.,,;..Dombrowski made no check of the carpet, nor did any
member of the scientific team make a check of the
. . tin the murder room. It was a strange investigation
., t, was carried on by the Scientific Department. Thev
-tigated all parts of the house except the room where
·. murder occurred.
~'··

~

"Q. Did you ever cover the room in which 1\fari-

·1yn was murdered?
A. Not for a detailed test.
Q. Well, why did you avoid that particular room?
.
A. It was our opinion that just from the appearance of the blood in the room it would add nothing
to the investigation." (R. 4374).
Although he knew that an examination of that room
of the blood spots in the room would give exact infor.Uon as to where the assailant stood, the position he
mrU in when the blows were struck, and the position of the
~vlctim's body during the assault, the most important evi-
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deuce to be found in the blood distribution was in
murder room.
If this scientific team, before it started on its investi-l
gation, had obtained a history of the house, they would~
have saved themselves a great deal of time and expense!;
He stated that the history of the family in the house prioii'
to the investigation was of no interest to the scientific~
identification unit. They
. were informed that there was a"t
dog connected with the house (R. 4300), but they were'
never told the sex and they never investigated to find out»
wlnt the sex was. although the evidence in the trial di!r ..,
~
closed that the dog was a female, in heat at various times 1
<111d chopped blood all over the house and the garage.
. '~
Elinor Helms, a part time domestic and who was a wit- ··;t
ness for the State and had been used by the authorities in ,.,,
their investigation to discover that anything w<ls missing 'j
from the house, testified that she had been employed off
and on over a period of five years.
The dog, Koko, \vas not spayed (R. 6386), and Mrs. ,
Helms testified that the dog had the run of the house and
came in heat in the Spring of 1954 (R. 3980). At that time ;f
rthe dog bloodied up the beds, had bled all over the stair- :
\Vay, over the hall in the garage, and in the downstairs
laundry and wherever the dog happened to run.
Mrs. Helms washed the blood from the stairway (R.
3981), and the kitchen floor, wherever it was noticeable,
but there was no attempt to remove the blood from where
it was dropped on the rugs because the blood blended in
with the carpet, which was wine color.
Mrs. Sheppard at times would wipe the blood up with
a tissue (R. 3981). There was no attempt to clean the
blood dropoed in the basement (R. 3987).
_.

·~

,')ii

~

·i

'

c;··'l'hey would have further discovered that the carpet
they were examining had been on the floor since 1943.
·/Belle Brown (R. 5913). leslifiecl that she sold th<'

""1111
~. to the appellant in 1951; that the carpet was placed
''168 floor

in 1943 and was used by her family during
' entire period. The family consisted of herself, her lmsand two children. What would accumulate on the
t in that period of time can only be imagined. She
hers that at one time her husband had fallen on the
wall and cut his foot, which bled very badly; that
~~came into the house and a great deal of blood was shed
·,r,hlm on the cClrpet in the living room. She further
.ed that the carpet was never cleaned during the
it was on the floor.
.. If the police had been sufficiently impersonal in their
ia¥.ugation, they would have discovered these facts, or
'•
~.they approached the investigation in an unprejudiced
t:
.er and made proper inquiry of the appellant and the
rs of his family, the facts would reveal that the
,,,...•bad been in heat a number of times before the 4th
j~Uly and bled all over the house, and on chairs and bed
"'f1'"'
'1wsi that six weeks before the 4th of July Chip had
.~'11 pulled by the appellant; that his mouth bled, ca us.~to spit out blood in the house (R. 6391); that a
.•r>-< ·many young people had free run of the house (R.
), and sometimes they bruised themselves and caused
flow. On one occasion Larry Houk had a cut, the
~~f Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Paine had a plug in his back
,,:t'lf;
~bled; that he came into the house, where the plug
.·removed (R. 6394); that Mrs. Sheppard had very seri;trouble with her mentrnal periods and had difficulty
'•.ty, .,

Jocl·to
4
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controlling the flow of blood. This was known to the ap~
lant and to her sisters-in-law. She had this trouble in 19
and 1952. and on occasions, because of the use of medica'.;
tion to stimulate blood formation, she would have a suddsi.'
flooding, and that on some occasions she dropped blooclt
in parts of the house ( R. 6395), and in the summer of:
1952, Margaret Sheppard, the daughter of Richard Shep.~
parcl, Jr. ( R. 6396), was playing around the swings ~~
the appellant's front yai'd, when she was hit in the head.'~
receiving a very severe cut, which caused profuse bleed•'.[
ing (R. 6397); that she ran into the house, crying for!.
her mother and dropping blood in the house from
wound. All of which would have been developed in a'(
proper objective investigation, but, as we have stated over~·
and over again, the authorities were not interested in de-~
veloping anything in this case except that which would {"
substantiate the accusation made on the morning of July~:
4th.
\

~

the!

rhis is a singular finding by the Court of Appeals.
the court apparently took the trouble to make a
"Lt of the times that the appellant answered questions
·~

.ted, it does not set forth in a single instance how

\' L '

~1 an answer would be evasive.

There were 1,561
ns directed to the appellant by the prosecutor. An
tion of the entire cross-examination will show that
,ppellant, on cross-examination, answered fully every
.cant question asked by the Prosecutor, and the fact
l'
i he could not recall or remember certain details does
1-t:.:
l~justify a finding by the court that he was evasive in
~··
.amination. The Prosecutor had publicly announced
f~when he got the appellant on the stand he would
him apart", and his questions were not directed to
.opment of the truth but principally were for the
of obtaining an unfavorable reaction by the jury
appelant.
•.·. '11ie Erroneous Calculations Made by the Court
~~,~

The Claim That the Appellant Gave Evasive Answers
on Cross-Examination.

·,The Court of Appeals found:

The Court of Appeals found:
"The testimony of the defendant, in dealing with events~
that took place in his presence or the things that he~
did was characterized by the State as vague, indefinite~
and uncertain and highly ineffective and improbable.~.
During the time he was under cross-examination the ~
defendant gave evasive answers, such as 'I can't re- '.
call,' or 'I can't remember' approximately two hundred sixteen times to questions concerning facts and ·.~.
circumstances that took place in his claimed presence,
material to the issues in the case."
·'

l

4

of Appeals.

. .,_e Coroner fixed the time of death as between 3
;,8nd 4 A.M. on July 4, 1954. The first call by defend'.ant asking for help was made between 5:45 A.M. and
5:50 A.M. of that day. The defendant testified that
hen he followed the form to the beach, it was in the
k of night with some reflection of light from Cleved. At the time he came to on the beach, he
'i.estified that it was at about the break of day. It is a
matter of public information that on July 4, 1954, the
,un rose at 4:58 A.M. Eastern Standard time or 5:S8
'A.M. Eastern Daylight Savings time. The break of

•
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day precedes sunrise by about forty minutes. So that
either between the time of death fixed by the coroner,
at which time defendant testified he was in the bedroom where decedent died, having responded to her ~
call for help, and in his testimony expressed the belief .~
that she was then gone, or from the time defendant
started from the beach to the house after encounter- J
ing the form there. (defendant's testimony being the .·
only authority for this fact), from f arty minutes to .
two hours passed. There is little or no attempt to
account for defendant's actions during this period."

Q. From the city?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You mean the lights from Cleveland?
A. There are reflected lights from Cleveland at
times that shine in that area.
Q. That would show up on the beach in front of
' your house there?
A. And reflected on to the lake there.
Q. Was there any such reflection that night?
A. I could not say, sir.
Q. The lights on the roadway up that hill certainly would not have been any benefit to you down there,
would they?
A. No, sir.
Q. The very first light of dawn could have possibly been in evidence?
A. I don't know."

!

And in another place in the Opinion the Court finds:

"It was then the dead of night because when he was
following the form to the beach he said it was dark,
with some reflection from Cleveland, and after com- ,.
ing to and starting back to the house he testified day
was just breaking."
The record discloses that the conditions as to light is
not as clear as set forth in the Court's Opinion, and the
Court has used an erroneous method to fix the time when
the appellant was pursuing his wife's murderer down the
stairs. When he was chasing his wife's assailant to the
beach, it was dark but there was enough light from somewhere so he could see the person, whether it was the
first glow of daybreak or the reflection of lights from Cleveland is not certain (R. 6583-6586).
Cross-examination:
"Q. Pretty dark down there by the lake, wasn't it?
A. Yes, sir, it was dark but there was light from
somewhere though.
Q. Where would the light be there?
A. I could not say, it could be the light from the
city.

'

The Court failed to read the record accurately. If it
)iad done so, it could not have rejected the fact that it
:might be the light of dawn because the appellant clearly
lays that he could not see if there was any reflection from
.Cleveland that morning. He was stating conditions that
,. etimes occur when there is a reflection of lights of
,.eveland, but due to the fact that it was the morning of
'uly 4th the reflection from Cleveland would be dimin.ed from that on ordinary days because the factories
'.d shops that are in operation generally, and which throw
ections into the air, would not be in operation on the
·ming of July 4th.
The finding of the Court that he gives little or no exation as to his activities consequently must fall by the
'.~ight of the same argument. There is no way of account'· for the actions of the appellant from the time that he
. ,,

t
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discovered the assailant of his wife in her bedroom and tht:4
time that he called Mayor Houk except what the appellant1
tells. It is not within the province of the Court of Appeall~
to speculate on this very important issue.
.,1;
It must be remembered also that there is no way of;'.
determining the length of time the appellant was uncon• ·11
scious after being assaulted on the beach.

female and male satisfying their
appetites. The only thing the appellant gave her
way of gifts before going to California was a cheap
'With her initials nnd an ordinary suede coat-no
. '-" 1y, no flowers, none of the customary gifts were given
-:ordinarily typifies the wooing of a woman by a
The appellant did not even buy her a meal or hire a
. . • Their illicit acts were performed at no expense to
.. :.defendant. She is a woman who apparently has no in. -'. "·- .tions about sex and exhibited no shame or reluctance
l.~ussing with others her activities with the appellant.
., .. gave out interviews. posed for pictures, and indicated
1tahc was enjoying the publil'.ity attached to her appearin the case. She claimed no constitutional privilege
did not break down on the stand (R. 4830).
:;·.When the appellant visited Los Angeles in March,
-,.,...., she knew that his wife had accompanied him and
.t ahe ha<l gone north with a Mrs. Chapman. After she
-~.
, she stayed with the appellant at the home of
~and Mrs. Miller in Los Angeles and had illicit relations

4·'

Relations of the Appellant with Susan Hayes.

r~~

After the appellant took up his residence in Cleveland )
in the course of time he met a young woman named Susan''
Hayes, who was a medical technician at Bay View Hospital.
In the Fnll of 1952 she quit her job at Bay View Hospital ~
nnd becnme employed ns a medical technician in the Rose "
Building in downtown Cleveland. The nppellant was in·
timnte with this young woman. In June or July of 1953
she quit her position in the downtown office and went to :'
Minneapolis. There was no communication between the
appellant and her during the time that she was working 'f·
in that city. In September, of 1953, at the request of a Dr. j
Hnrtman. who was pathologist at Bay View Hospital, she '
returned to the hospital and worked as a technician until ;~
the early part of 1954. At that time she announced that 1
she was going to quit and take a job in California, and she ;1
left the hospital for Los Angeles in February, 1954. It will [
be noted that the appellant had nothing to do with her ,"''
various employments and her various resignations. When
she went to Los Angeles she joined her cousin, Mrs. Shabala, who was a former technician at Bay View Hospital.
The illicit relations with the appellant were ordinary,
sordid affairs. The best that can be said of them is that

f

i

· _him.
Their Acts Were Public Property.
Accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Shabala, she attended
redding in San Diego. The appellant drove them and
this trip she lost her wrist watch. The appellant
'a -note at a gasoline station about the lost watch and
''"'"' t
"''~
· days later bought her a watch to replace it. The
'was about $55. Later the watch was found by the
_ ine station attendant; he sent it to the appellant, who
t\i.m sent it to the parents of Susan Hayes, who lived
. ·~Wagar Road in Rocky River.
J;,

. 'ii)iil"' . , ~

t
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Early in 1953, while she was working downtown (R.
4854), "he mentioned something about divorce but said
he loved his wife and child very much" (R. 4854). When
he was in California he made no mention of a divorce. In
fact, any talk of divorce was very casual. "It was never ·
discussed actually, but it was mentioned" (R. 4856). After
he returned from California there were a few letters exchanged.

;f

"Q. Was there any profession of love in any of
those letters you received?
A. No." (R. 4857.)
The affair with Susan Hayes was known to Mrs. Sheppard, as we have pointed out. Everything about his relations with Susan Hayes is unconnected with the theory
advanced that Mrs. Sheppard was killed because of Susan
Hayes.
He \Vas represented during the entire time he lived in
Cleveland by Attorney Arthur Petersilge, a member of
the Cleveland Bar and of counsel in this case, and being
the intelligent and calm person that we have shown him
to be. it would have been a very simple thing for him to
join the ten or twelve thousand couples that yearly seek
divorce in the courts of Cuyahoga county. After he left
her in Los Angeles, that seemed to be the end of the affair,
and Mrs. Sheppard so accepted it and a child was conceived.
On July 4, 1954, Susan Hayes was three thousand
miles away. The police knew of the prior illicit relations
of these two people and it was built into a terrific story
that circled the globe. The appellant had endeavored to
conceal these illicit relations. Not so with Susan Hayes.
Prosecutor Parrino, Detective Schottke and a reporter

•
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f from the Cleveland Press flew to California and spent some
vtlme investigating and questioning Susan Hayes. She re:; turned with them by airplane. She broadl'ast stakmC'nts
.and posed for pictures. She returned to Cleveland with
~Prosecutor Parrino, Schottke and the representative of
the Press, and was greeted at the Airport (R. 4868), in a
manner that surpassed the arrival of a dignitary or a movie
,queen, and driven with sirens open to the office of the
Chief. She was (R. 4876), greeted by Prosecutor Mahon,
,,Chief Story, McArthur and many others. She posed for
· her picture and was taken to the Carter Hotel, where she
remained for seven days before going to the house of her
parents. As far as the newspapers were concerned (R.
'871), she was the lady of the week. She was reserved as
{ the State's last witness, the star. As she came to the court'· . room her picture was taken. During recess she was taken
to the private office of the Judge (R. 4890), and leaving,
: her picture was taken.
When the intimate relations were introduced, objec·~ tions (R. 4845), were overruled. When again they were
introduced (R. G815, 6818), they were overruled. It was
_apparent from the attitude of the Court (H. 4830), that
he was going to allow the State to explore the subject
fully. After all, wasn't the public waiting and wasn't that
?~e of the reasons for the galaxy of stars from the newspapers of the nation?
There was never any indication by the appellant to
,Susan Hayes that he would divorce his wife. The entire
·picture indicates that she undoubtedly had hopes of luring
'hlm from his wife. During the latter part of 1953 she spoke
to him about the fact that Dr. Hoversten was being di. wrced and slyly suggested tha.t he could do the saml
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When he told her he loved his wife very much, it is apparent that she abandoned the chase and shortly thereafter
went to California, but she did not neglect to leave her address.
When it was discovered that the affair ·with Susan
Hayes had taken place, the murder of Marilyn Sheppard
became a subordinate issue and it was built up, and because of this affair the appellant was subjected in the
community and the court to a prejudice that outweighed
and discounted all the evidence that he produced that his
life with his wife was happy and this affair could in no
way be a motive to murder her.
At the close of the State's case, and again at the close
of all of the testimony, the appellant moved for a directed
verdict or. in the alternative. for a dismissal of the entire
indictment. and also for withdrawal of the charge of the
first degree murder and also for withdrawal of each of the
included counts of second degree murder, first and second
degree manslaughter and assault and battery. The Court
overruled all of these motions and in its charge submitted
the case to the jury upon all counts including first degree
murder. In so doing the court committed error and exceptions were duly noted.

statutory and case law of Ohio. Revised Code paragraph

2945.04 provides:
11

..

A defendant in a niminal action is prestmwtl to lw
innocent until he is proved guilty oft lw crime ehargPd.
and in case of a reasonable doubt whether his guilt is
satisfactorily shown, he shall be acquitted. This presumption of innocence places upon the state the burden of proving him guilty beyond reasonable doubt.
"Reasonable doubt is defined as follows: 'It is not
a mere possible doubt, because everything relating to
human affairs or depending upon moral evidence is
open to some possible or imaginary doubt. It is that
state of the case which, after the entire comparison
and consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds
of the jurors in that condition that they cannot say
they feel an abiding conviction to a moral certainty
of the truth of the charge.'
"In charging a jury the trial court shall state the
meaning of presumption of innocence, and read said
definition of reasonable doubt."

State v. Newton, 59 0. L.A. 417, Syl. 1:
"In criminal cases the degree of proof necessary
to sustain a conviction is always beyond a reasonable
doubt."

State v. Winterich, 157 0. S. 414, Syl. 4:
The State Had the Burden of Establishing Each of the
Essential Elements of the Crime Charged by Proof
Beyond a Reasonable Doubt.
The principle that the defendant is presumed to be
innocent until he is proved guilty, that the State has the
burden of proving him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt,
and that this extends to proof of each and every one of the
elements of the crime charged, is embodied in both the

'

"A conviction of an alleged criminal offense can
not be predicated on general principles or mere suspicion, but must be predicated upon probative evidence of every material element which is necessary
to constitute the crime."
The elements of the crime charged in this case (namely first degree murder) were ( l) that the appellant killed
rnrilyn Sheppard unlawfully; (2) that he had the intent (
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to kill her; (3) that he killed her with malice; and (4)
that the killing \vas deliberate and premeditated. The unlawfulness of the killing is plain, but unless the evidence
was sufficient to establish beyond a reasonable doubt that
the appellant killed his wife and did so with the intent to
kill her and with malice, the motion to withdraw the count
of second degree murder should have been granted; and
unless it similarly established beyond a reasonable doubt
that the appellant killed her deliberately and with premeditation, the count of first degree murder should have
been dismissed.

Jones

t'.
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"In first degree homicide, express malice may be
indicated by facts and circumstances which show a
deliberately formed purpose to take life.
"In second degree murder, implied malice may
be shown by cruel acts, inhuman and atrocious conduct, indicating a reckless disregard of human life
though unaccompanied with deliberate design to take
life."
"Malice" was defined as early as State v. Turner,
Wright p. 20, at pages 27 and 28, which is quoted in 21
0. Jur. 38, Homicide, paragraph 11:
"Malice is the dictate of a wicked, depraved and
malignant heart. It is not necessary that the malignity should be confined to a particular ill-will towards
the person injured. It is evidenced by any act which
springs from a wicked and corrupt motive attended
by circumstances indicating a heart regardless of
social duty, and bent on mischief. Malice is said to be
express where the cruel act is done, with a sedate and
deliberate mind,-with subtle and fonned purpose.
This kind of malice is generally evidenced by the circumstances preceding and attending the transaction
complained of, as by the threats. menaces. former
grudges, lying in wait, concerted schemes to do injury,
or by an unusual degree of cruelty attending the act.
Malice is implied when killing is sudden, without any
or great prouocation; and, also, where the act done
necessarily shows a depraved heart, as the giving of
poison.''

State, 51 0. S. 331, Syl. 4:

"An intention to kill is an essential element of the
crime of murder in this state, and must be established
beyond a reasonable doubt, to authorize a verdict of
murder in the first or second degree. ::: * *"

R11fer v. State, 25 0. S. 464, at page 468:
"It is unquestionably true, under our statute, that
an intent or purpose to kill must be present in the
mind of the slayer at the time and place of the assault,
and that the assault must be made in execution of
that purpose. in order to constitute the crime of murder in either the first or second degree."

State v. Farmer, 156 0. S. 214, Syl. 1:
"Under Section 12400 General Code, an essential
element of the crime of first degree murder is an intention to kill, even where the killing is 'by means of
poison or in perpetrating or attempting to perpetrate
rape, arson, robbery or burglary."

Malice is a state of mind. 'l'wo definitions thereof are
as follows:

State v. Kincade, 20 0. N. P. (N. S.) 97, at page 103:

State v. Bennett, 5 0. D. 339 ( 1898), at page 343:

"In first degree murder, malice must be expressed
while in second degree murder it must be implied.

"Malice, in a legal sense, means a motive or purpose from which flows the act injurious to another

'

(
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ex1

person, and done intentionally and without lawful
cuse. Hatred, ill-will, hostility towards another, ~
position or purpose to injure, may be shown by d~;
larations or actions of the person committing the act.~J
State v ..Moherman, 29 0. L.A. 223 (1939), at

224:

page]
'/

"Malice in law means the state of mind manifested.,
by an intent to commit an unlawful act, or in other~
words, it means ill will, spite, grudge, envy, and·:
hatred."

!appellant. In order to sustain his conviction the record
··"~.ihow that it w<ls the appellant who killed his wife;
jf~!'e had the intent and the malice (and in onlcr to jus,j.tubmission of first degree tu the jury that lie had the
lion and premeditation).
ere is no direct evidence on any of these points.
,.. ) for the fact that the appellant was in the house at
*{time his wife was murdered, there is nothing but the
kind of circumstantial evidence upon which the
" .relied for conviction-circumstantial evidence which
i:entirely consistent with the innocence of the appellant
'flome of which was inconsistent with his guilt. There
'110 substantial evidence tu justify submitting the case
. . jury, and under those circumstances the law is plain
.t the court should have granted the motions.
~·-:..

But malice must be deliberate and premeditated.
Supreme Court explained this long ago in State v. Cardi-•.·
ner, Wright (Supreme Court), 392 (1833), at page 400:

"If the prisoner cooly (sic) formed the design to '
kill. for any time before he executed it, the act was '1
deliberate and premeditated. But if, at the time, he
was led lo form the design to kill by great provoca·
tion. heated blood, and excited passion, which con·
tinued from then until the act was done, it would not
be held deliberate and premeditated. Yet if the design .
was formed under provocation, and in hot blood, and ~
time afterwards elapsed for passion to subside and
reason to resume her empire, the pro\'ocation and hot
blood would be no excuse or palliation."
The record is bare of any proof that the appellant~
killed his wife or that he ever had the intent to kill her or
that he killed her with malice as that term is understood i
in the law, or that he killed her with deliberation and pre-·
meditation. It is true that an intent by som.eone to kill the ~··
decedent and that there was malice on the part of whoever
did the killing, may be inferred from the nature of the
wounds and from the brutal and vicious attack that was
made. Bt' ~hat is not enough to sustain the conviction of ~,

·:

~.,

1r

~:the Absence of Substantial Evidence on All Points
.Euential to the State's Case It Was the Duty o[ the
·Trial Court to Direct a Verdict for the Appellant and
Court of Appeals Erred in Sustaining the Trial

''Where the state has offered no proof tending to
':pport an essential averment of the indictment and a
tion has been made at the close of the state's case
. direct a verdict for the defendant, it is the duty of
e trial court to sustain such motion."

1

(«~

'

'

>

}ate v. Meier, 72 0. A. 275 at page 277:

''We conclude that there was no substanti;1l evi.ce connecting Bannig;111 with the commission of
·thla
crime and that the court erred in overruling
~. his
·""~;motion for an instructe<l verdict."
C
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State v. Cox, lG 0. N. P. (N. S.) 513 at page 514:

was placed upon circumstantial evidence

"As the court understands its duties in the p
ises, it is to examine with great care the evide
offered in the case and determine as a matter of la·
as to whether or not s11 bstantial evidence has ·
offered by the state against the defendant tending
prove his guilt as charged in the indictment or
one of its counts.

·

il1rred. Thus in the final argument the Prosecutor sug•. that it was possible that the appellant an<l his wife
,,}to quarreling and that he killed her in the heat of the
(R. 6923). The state attacked the appellant's
{tfS.<i:·:
""1:of what happened as being fantastic, but more fan;~':"~)y far was the theory advanced by the Prosecutor
.. ,Jain how the appellant was injured, when he stated
last few minutes of his argument that the appellant
'1Jnjured when, pursued by his own conscience, he ran
., the steps to the beach, leaped over the railing in an
pt to commit suicide, but changed his mind when he
;;jhe
cold water (R. G988). This is ridiculous, but it was
f. ,,
·best that the state could offer after five and one-half
)hs of investigation and after almost ten weeks of trial.
~e evidence which we have set forth in other por;of the brief as to the appellant's character and repu11, his training and experience as a doctor, his relation' ,:\nth his wife and the affection which they displayed
each other, their course of conduct and their acduring the month preceding the murder and the
"l;Y,hich
they had made for the next day, their mutual
,.,,
~at the coming of the baby, the nature of the ap11(':··
· ~t'a injuries, all strongly support his innocence. Was
J;~g at all in what the state presented to justify
mbmis.sion of the case to the jury?

iNre1

"If such evidence has been offered, the motion ·'
the defendant must be overruled, as the case is then)
one for the consideration of the jury, and the courtj
has neither the power nor the inclination to invade
the province nf the jury and to usurp its functions; on,
the other hand. if the state fails to prove any essential~
element of the crime charged, then it becomes
duty of the court tu so declare and arrest the case from~
the jury and to order a verdict of not guilty. Such is''?
the settled law of Ohio. Goodloi'e V. State, 82 0. s}
3li!J-375; People v. Ledwon, 153 N. Y. 10."

theJ

.;

There Was No Substantial Evidence of Appellant's Guilt,f
But There Is Substantial and Undisputed Testimony',
That Supports His Story ancl That Is Inconsistent With~
His Guilt.
~~

There is no direct evidence to connect the appellanV~
with this crime except, as stated above, the fact that he1
was in the house at the time the murder was committed.~
The state never produced the murder weapon nor did it
establish what the murder weapon was. The state never~
proved any motive and, although motive is not an essen.;
tial element of the crime, it certainly has a bearing on the
question of intent and malice and the lack of any motive
is a very material factor to be considered where reliance

(

" state had only the vaguest theories as to what
~1''lbe

.e state relied for conviction entirely upon circumevidence. It is our position that such evidence
~t sufficient to take the cnse to the jury.

(
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In order to warrant a conviction upon circumstantial
evidence alone it must be so strong and convincing as to
leave no reasonable hypothesis that some other person
than the accused is the perpetrator of the crime. Each link
in the chain of circumstances relied upon to prove the
crime must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt and
must be irreconcilable with the innocence of the accused.

State v. Summons, 1 0. Dec. Rep. 416, affirmed in 5
0. S. 325;
State v. Knapp, 50 Bull. 28, reversed in 4 0. C. C.
(N. S.) 184, but affirmed in 70 0. S. 380;
Moore v. State, 2 0. S. 500 at 507:
"And a careful judge will always instruct the jury,
that, where the circumstances are reconcilable upon
the theory of the accused's innocence, they are bound
so to treat them. It is only when the facts and circumstances are irreconcilable with his innocence that
he can be convicted."
The circumstances must admit of no other hypothesis
than the guilt of the accused. If they are inconsistent with
his guilt, then the state must fail.

Carter

l'.

The State of Ohio, 4 0. A. 193, Syl. 1:

"vVhere reliance for conviction is placed on circumstantial evidence, the jury should be instructed that
the facts and circumstances upon which the theory of
guilt is based should be shown beyond a reasonable
doubt, and when taken together must be so convincing as to be irreconcilable with the claim of innocence
and admit of no other hypothesis than the guilt of the
accused."

Locicero v. State, 14 0. L. A. 109 at page 110:
are

l'

"If for any reason the facts relied on for conviction
onsistent each with the other, and all con-
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sistent with the hypothesis of guilt and no other hypothesis, the state must fail. It seems to this court that
the request of the defendants for a charge as contained
in the case of Carter v. State should have been granted
by the court and given as requested or at least all of
the material facts in the charge requested should have
been given by the court and that it was prejudicial
error not to do so."

In other parts of the brief we have discussed the evidence that supports the appellant's story and we have considered the circumstantial evidence in some detail. We will
not duplicate that here, but we do wish to point out that
there are a number of facts in this record which are estab, llshed by undisputed testimony, in most cases from the
state's own witnesses, which are entirely inconsistent with
the appellant's guilt. Under the law announced by the
above authorities the circumstantial evidence relied upon
was not suflicient. The case should not have been submitted to the jury and the appellant's conviction should
now be reversed. These facts which are inconsistent with
the hypothesis of guilt are as follows:

1. The absence of numerous fine drops of blood
on appellant's trousers. There was only one large spot
of blood about 11/z or 2 inches in diameter at the knee,
which evidently came either when the appellant
touched the bed when he checked his wife or in subconsciously wiping off his hand after he had taken
her pulse. It is not the presence of this large spot but
it is the absence of numerous small spots of blood
which is significant. The pictures of the room which
are in evidence and the testimony of all who saw
the room establish that the blood of the munlercd.
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woman was sprayed on the walls and furniture in
hundreds of tiny droplets as though it had been
squirted in a fine spray. Whoever· stood at the bedside and beat Marilyn Sheppard to death inevitably
would have been sprayed in the same manner and his
clothing would have been marked exactly as the walls
and furniture are marked and as they are shown in
the photographs. The state's witness Mary Cowan
testified that blood can not be washed out but that its
presence can be detected by proper tests. She made
a careful examination of appellant's clothing but found
no spots of blood on his trousers, his belt, his shoes,
his socks, or his shorts, except for one large spot above
referred to. Had the appellant beaten his wife to
death, his clothing would have been dotted with
blood. The fact that it is not, is mute but unanswerable evidence that the appellant is innocent.
The state has never been able to explain how the
appellant's clothing could be free of the droplets of
blood if he had killed her as they claim. It is something that can not be explained. It is one of the prime
reasons why the appellant should go free.
2. The appellant was not bitten. He was examined carefully by a number of doctors including
Dr. Gerber. His injuries were described in detail, but
there was no evidence that he had been bitten. On
the other hand, the fact that two of Marilyn's teeth
were broken on the biting surfaces, that there was
an injury on the inside of her mouth but no external
injury, and that the broken fragments of her teeth
were found outside her mouth, under her body, and

•
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not inside her mouth, all indicate that her teeth were
broken in biting the finger or hand of her attacker.
3. The tooth chip that was found under the bed
did not belong to Marilyn. It was not shown to have
belonged to the appellant, and in fact the description
which Sam's dentist, Dr. Richard E. Koch, gave of the
injury to Sam's tooth shows that it could not have belonged to Sam. This plus the other items listed below
show that there was a third person, the murderer, who
was in the bedroom.
4. The two pieces of leather or leatherette which
were found on the floor of the room had evidently
been freshly broken off but, in spite of determined
efforts by the police who carefully examined appellant's belt and wallet and shoes and all other leather
articles in the house, it was never identified as having
come from anything of appellant's.
5. The source of the chip of paint found on the
bedroom floor was never investigated.
6. The flake of finger nail polish which was found
on the floor of the bedroom did not come from the appellant and it did not come from Marilyn. Marilyn
was wearing no finger nail polish on her finger nails.
She had polish on her toe nails but it did not match
the fragment found on the floor. However, under
Marilyn's finger nails were fragments of v:hat I\Iiss
·~i . Cowan identified as being the same material as the
'· fragment of finger nail polish found on the floor, indicating clearly that the fragment found on the floor
·.L was torn off in Marilyn's death struggle and that a
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portion of the same material was under her finger
nails.

motion has been made at the close of the State's case
to direct a verdict for the defendant, it is the duty of
the court to sustain the motion for directed verd icL"

7. Also under Marilyn's' finger nails were found
a strand of red fiber and two strands of blue fibers
which are in evidence and which the state was unable
to identify as coming from anything belonging to the
appellant or anything that was in the house.
8. On the morning of July 4th the police found a
cigarette butt in the upstairs toilet. This was not produced at the trial and we do not know what happened
to it. However, the record shows that the appellant
did not smoke cigarettes, that Marilyn seldom smoked
and that she never smoked upstairs.
9. Two disinterested third persons, Leo Stawicki
and Richard Knitter, who drove along Lake Road
early 011 the morning of July 4th testified positively
that they saw a bushy haired man answering the general description of the person with whom the appellant twice grappled, on the road in front of or near the
premises in which Marilyn Sheppard was murdered.

12 Ohio Jurisprudence, p. 621, paragraph 603:
"Upon the whole record, we are of the opinion that
there is not sufficient evidence to sustain a conviction
upon the charge that George 0. Lamprecht unlawfully
and fraudulently embezzled and converted to his own
use the check aforesaid and that the common pleas
erred in refusing to so direct the jury." Lamprecht
vs. State, 84 Ohio St. 32, at p. 49.
The general rule on circumstantial evidence is as follows:

20 American Jurisprudence, Evidence, paragraph
1217, at page 1069 and 1070:

The appellant is therefore not dependent upon one
break in the chain, There are all of the above facts which
stand undisputed in this record and which are inconsistent
with any hypothesis of his guilt. The cumulative efiect of
all of these items, together with the fact that everything
else in the record is consistent with the innocence of the
appellant, is such that his conviction should be reversed by
this Court.

"If the State has offered no proof tending to support an essential averment of the indictment and a

(

.·/\

"Where circumstantial evidence is relied upon in a
criminal prosecution, proof of a few facts or a multitude of facts all consistent with the supposition of guilt
is not sufficient to warrant a verdict of guilty. In order
to convict a person upon circumstantial evidence, it
is necessary not only that the circumstances all concur
to show that the prisoner committed the crime and he
consistent with the hypothesis of guilt. since that is to
be compared with all the facts proved. but that they be
inconsistent with any other rational conclusion and
exclude every other reasonable theory or hypothesis
except that of guilt. The facts proved must be consistent with each other and with the main fact sought
to be proved. A reasonable doubt must be resolved in
favor of the accused where a fact or circumstance is
susceptible of two interpretations. If the circumstances tending to show the guilt of the accused are as
consistent with this innocence as with his guilt, they
are insufficient. In order to convict a person of a crime,
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That is the general and accepted rule in the Si<:1te of

the facts 11n1st be inronsistent with, or such as to ex·
clude. every rPRSOllRble hypothesis or theory of in11ocenee. Of course, if ;rny of the focts or circumstances
estrililished rire <1bsol11tPly inconsistent with the hypothesis nf guilt. tlwt hypothesis cmmot be true.''

Ohio.
"The mP1e f;1ct tli:1! thl' q11c~till11 pf tlw \\'t'i~~ht pf
the evidence was presf'nted tri the i11tr'l'll1Pdi;1te court
will not pre\'en t the Su pre me Cou rl f mm l'f'\'i C'Wi ug
the judgment. If it aflirnwtivPly <1ppPars from tlw
journal entry that it was not bC1sed upon the determination o[ that question.
The Supreme Court, will, moreover, in a proper
case examine the record to ascerl01i11 whether there
is any competent evidence to support the contention
of the party \vho prevailed in the court below, or
whether tlw t·on~ct n1\P of law lws heen ripp1ie<l to
the evitlence, or whcthN the jrnlgrne11t or onlPr is
against tlw conceded fads or those established by undisputed PvidPlll'f', or is right even upon the showing
of the parties seddug lo revNse it. It will 01lso. if the
casl' is 011P in which the law requires a higher quality
or a grl'a t l'I' quantity of evidence to support the j ud gment, than is sulTicienl in ordinary cases. cousider
whcthC'r the court lwlow applied the prPper rule of
proof and \vhether t}H' evidence attained the proper
degree of probativE' force.''
3 Oliio J11ri~prndcnce, ?rnl. P:1ragr:1ph RO'i. ;it p;1gcs

The Ohio rule is as follows:
12 Ohio .711risprnde11ce, pRragraph 460, at p.

47~):

"In order to convict in a criminal case upon circ11mstcn1tial evidence, each of the several eireumstrmces relied upon to prove any essential element of
the crime must be proven by direct testimony beyond
a rpasc11wble doubt; e;:i.ch. when Rll are taken together,
must. he consistent with <11! the others, ;:i.nd not incon· :/
sistent with <111y other est<1hlished fact., <111d all, taken
tngethf'r. must point surely and unerringly to the
guilt of the defend<111t. and must be inconsistent with
any other rational supposition than that the defendant is guilty of the offense charged. Circumstantial
evidence requires great skill and judgment on the
part of a jury in considering it, in order to warrant
a con victiou.''
"In order to warrant a conviction of a criminal
offense upon ci rctm1st <U1tia l evide11ce, or by m1y f'Vidence. it is ncc0ss<1r>· that the e\·idence should be so
clear and convincing as to exclude every reasonable
doubt; and in order to warrant a conviction upon circumstantial evidence alone the facts and circumstances
must be such as to exclude every other reasonable '
hypothesis, with the single one of the defendant's
gn il t."
State of Ohio v. Butler, et nl. (App.) 43 0. 0. p.
321, ;it p. 322.
Th<1t bngu;:i.ge follows Carter

l'.

78S. 78f:.

State

1•.

Urhn!llis, l!JG 0. S. 27J. Mi 0. 0. tml, 102

. N. E. 2d

248. l~l:il (Syllrilrns):
"4. Where in a criminal case the accused has been
found guilty and sentpnccd, the Supreme Court on
appeal is not requirE'd lo mul will not ordinarily weigh
the evidence, but il will cx<1111i1w the rPcorcl to df'lermine whethPr thP r>viclPnce produced ;itt:1i11s 1.o that
high degreP of prohativP f01TP rind cPdai11ty wl1kl1 f.hP
law dc>mands lo s11ppPrt a ('011vieliP11."

State, 4 0. A. Hl3.

(

(
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ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 2.

.'the appellant, his family, father and mother, Bay
Hospital, garbled, untrue and otherwise were so puband circularized in Cuyalwg:1 County that thl'y l'S.ed a general mass opinion that the appellant was
of the murder of his wife. When he went to trial on
18, 1954, there was probably not over one per cent
)1 community that did not have or express an opinion

THE COUit'!' OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFlltl\UNG
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT, DENYING THE J\11
TION FOlt CHANGE OF VENUE AND THE l\lOTIO
FOR CONTINUANCE AND WITHDRAWAL OF A JURO
THE APPELLANT WAS DENIED DUE PROCESS, CO
TRARY TO HIS RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE I, SECTION.
10, OF THE OHIO CONSTITUTION AND THE FIFIW
AND FOURTEENTH Al\IEND1\1ENTS TO THE CoNsn.1.
TUTION OF THE UNITED STATES.

be case.

<i·

"A fair trial in a fair tribunal is a basic requirement o~
due process. Fairness, of course, requires an absence;,
of actual bias in the trial of cases. But our system of.
law has always endeavored to prevent even the prob!\
ability of unfairness." In the Matters of Lee ROJI~
Murchison and John White, Petitioners, 99 Law Edi-1
tio11, U. S. Advance Reports, page 551, at page 553. ~
b

Misrepresentation by newspapers, radio and television1'·...,,;·
produced a mass emotional excitability and a climate oP
Public Opinion which prevented appellant from having a<:
Fair Trial, contrary to the provisions of Article I, Section .
10 of the Ohio Constitution, and contrary to the Fifth,~
Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of.~
the United States.
i
The facts in the case were so publicized, especially in''
the City of Cleveland, that it was the principal subject of ,
discussion and debate not only in Cleveland but all over
the United States and various parts of the world. At the;,
time of the filing of this Brief, October, 1955, it is still a
subject of discussion and debate.
Prior to the trial, the facts concerning the murder,•'
various interpretation of the facts, rumors,

i

'

Honorable John Mahon, now Judge of the Court of
,,.
on Pleas of Cuyahoga County an<l elected to that
·.-during the trial, was the Assistant Prosecuting At~ representing the State. He stated in reply to a Mo•:;.bJ the appellant at the opening (R. 9), of the trial:
·~~_a"·-

,,;

ere isn't any question but there has been an awful
lot of publicity. As I said before, there is no question
but it has received an awful lot of publicity not constrictly to this community, but all over the State,
over the nation, and if you move this case to any
ther community in the State of Ohio they have had
.blicity in those counties comparable to the publicity
u have here in this county."
.pegmning on Wednesday, July 7th. the Cleveland
.pers, and especially the Clevelm1d Press, began a
of misrepresentation and sensationalism that is
ply unmatched in the history of American journal·~hn addition to the activities of the newspapers, the
·::"-~'!~'!'..)[
).,,, and television joined in, and constant broadcasts
.g made as to every move on the part of the mem, the Sheppard family and the officers participating
-~i

'Investigation.
.e city of Bay Village was overrun with reporters,
phers, radio and television men. The homes of the
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'

:~

Sheppard brothers and their father, and Bay Village H01oi;
pita], became objects of curiosity, and their family life }>e;;':,,
i
came the subject of general discussion and gossip. ThoU.:j
sands of people drove out West Lake Road past the Shep.;
pard home, causing a terrific traffic problem for the Bay'J
Village police.
Interviews with most anyone who would talk about\;11
the case were printed in the newspapers; interviews were
given by the police, by the Coroner, the prosecuting attor-"
neys, all of which were printed in large headlines and
broadcast generally. There was a general conditioning
the public to the effect that the appellant had committed·
this murder; that he was being guarded by his attorneys ~·
and the members of his family, who were alleged to be in·~,
terfering with the police and the Coroner's office.
The interest of the general public was raised to fever.,,
pitch. The discussion of the case was the principal subject ;
of interest throughout Cuyahoga County, and it spread :i,
from this county to the entire nation and then to various ;:~
parts of the world.
'~

of"

The trial court, in passing on the motion for a new
trial, in its opinion (page 2) said:
"It is a matter of common knowledge that the case~·.
commanded that same attention throughout the.··
United States of America. It commanded very much
attention throughout the free world." * * *
.
"Seldom indeed has there been a case about which'~
the average citizen was so confused by the published ··~
stories, or more uncertain about what the facts ac- ~
tually were."
.

We do not believe that any Court can close its eyes to . ,
the situaf·'l that existed in Cuyahoga County. We ask

,t the Court take judicial notice of the fact that due to
,. publicity, the general consensus of opinion of the peoof Cuyahoga C(ltmty. lwfon' thP :1ppt•ll:111t w:is pl:H't'd

:trial, was that he was guilty.
'In the case of State vs. Smith, lG N. P. (N. S.) 535, a
.... tin which the publicity has not the slightest compari;:; ,,:to the publicity in this case, the Court, on page 542,

... * * the

Court takes notice of the fact that in this
case, as in every other case where murder is charged
· against the defendant, and there is free publication in
:; the newspapers of claims made on behalf of the State
~;Jn regard to the alleged oflense, many people in the
tr·.~mmunity
necessarily form opinions of more or less
ff._,,.
· •.. strength to the eflect that the defendant is guilty of
: the charge made."
::'\vw1e the publicity in the case at bar was being car-

.. on, the Toledo (Ohio) Blade stated:
'' ; "As a newspaper we are rather frightened by the
,:,way in which the case * * * is being tried in the press.
lt is the function of our judicial authorities to present
the facts under the strict law of evidence to twelve
men and true and let them pass judgment on
diem, but how can that successfully be done if facts,
ors, hearsay and innuendo are all run together in
tional newspaper stories before the case has ever
~e to trial."

lood

Only a partial picture of what took place in Cuyahoga
'o/+·':Y before the trial of the appellant is shown by DeaAnt's Exhibits 1 and 2 presented on the Motion for
.
uance and change of venue (R. 118). Many thinking
cans began to view the situation in amazement.

~· ~;.
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On Wednesday, July 7th, the Cleveland News carrieclJ
the headlines:
"DEMAND SLAYING QUIZ SPEED-UP:
.,
GERBER DEMANDS SPEED IN BAY VILLAGE PROB£i
HAS QUESTIONS FOR DOCTOR."
)
t··\~

This was the day on which the appellant was attending hit~
wife's funeral and was returned to the hospital shakeu,l
sick, and emotionally upset.
.
On Thursday, July 8th, the Cleveland News headlines·
were:
"CORONER MOVES TO QUESTION 15 AS BAY MURDER~.
PROBE STALLS; GERBER GETS SUBPOENAS 'i
F'OR INQUEST"

"),

and that same day the Cleveland News editorialized on:
"BAY SLAYING PROBE SHOULD PROCEED."

This is the day on which the appellant was in conference
a number of hours with Detectives Rossbach, Yettra and
Officer Drenkhan, and to whom he related all the facts connected with his movements on July 3rd and 4th, and "an·
swered questions freely."
On Friday, July 9th, the Cleveland News
was:
"DR. SHEPPARD REJECTS LIE TEST:
RE-ENACTS HIS STORY OF WIFE MURDER."

:press

·~

On the same day the Cleveland Press carried the headline: ·~
·~

"LETTERS TO SLAIN WIFE STUDIED FOR DEATH .1
CLUE,"
~

referring to letters which were removed from the house on
Wednesday, July 7th, and which were promptly handed
over to the newspapers and published (Deft.'s Ex. 1). On
the same day the Press had an editorial entitled:
"DOC'lrn

v ARIES

STORY; BARS LIE TEST NOW."

was the day the appellant went to his home and reiirded for Officers Rossbach, Yettra and Drenkhan and
r Gerber his activities of the night of .July :~rd :md
'~1norning of July 4th, and did not fail in any way to reto any requests made by the officers. On this same
,,Drs. Stephen and Richard Sheppard were called to
. office of the County Prosecutor where they were quesseparately by Assistant Prosecutors Mahon and
· o and made lengthy statements as to their full
ledge of the happenings on July 4th, and the back.
d of the appellant, but neither one was called as a
,bless to the Grand Jury; baby-sitters, yes, but not these
!fO highly respected professional gentlemen.
t> The First Amendment to the Constitution of the
nlted States establishes the freedom of the press, and the
of the land, and the Bar, have jealously guarded
~t right because courts and lawyers know that the rights
free men are bound up with the rights tu a free press,
where the press has been suppressed human rights
·e been destroyed. However, it is also recognized that
which lacks responsibility is a perversion of the
. guaranteed in the First Amendment.
·.It is recognized by responsible editors throughout the
.'.·.ted States that the Cleveland newspapers, in the manµ·"m;.:;,:·.' which they handled this case, were interfering with
r,constitutional amendments that guarantee due proc"~ law, a fair trial, and that no one shall be compelled
:}Mt~ witness against himself. (Amendments V, VI, U.S.
.. ) The editors of newspapers and radio commentaknow full well that the mass of the people obtain their
as radio and lelevisio11, and that when

•
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they misrepresent facts to the general public they are cor- .i
rupting the public by so doing. The manner in which the ~
!,
Cleveland newspapers gave false information in this case ~
is unforgivable and has been condemned by responsible
newspapers throughout the United States.
On Saturday, July 10, 1954, the headlines in the various editions of the Cleveland News were:
"DOCTOR TO SUBMIT TO NEW QUIZ;
PROBE AID AGAIN CALLS FOR LIE TEST;
DOCTOR UNDERGOES NEW QUIZ;
SEEK CLUES IN NAIL FIBERS; SUBSTANCE FOUND
ON HAND OF THE VICTIM."

This was the day when the appellant went to the County
Jail and was interviewed privately by Officers Rossbach,
Schottke, Gareau, Yettra and Assistant Prosecutor Parrino,
and make the long statement which appears in evidence
(Ex. 48).
On Sunday, July 11th, the Cleveland Plain Dealer reported:
"DOCTOR'S QUIZ IN 9TH HOUR;
STORY UNCHANGED, GERBER SAYS."

While Gerber is quoted in the Plain Dealer in regard to
the questioning of the appellant in the County Jail, he was
not present at that time.
On Saturday, July 10th, the witnesses Stawicki and
Knitter, who saw a man in front of, or near, the Sheppard
house on the morning of July 4th, had given their information to the Police Department of Bay Village, but
the information about the important facts they conveyed
to the police was toned down and not very highly publicized.

~
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~w. On July 11th Dr. Gerber was at the Sheppard home
>f,

:with other officers, and it was the day that Mary Cowan, a
'
~technician,
was called and made some tests.
}~r. · On Monday, July 12th, the appellant visited his home
kfor the second time after the murder of his wife. This was
'uter communication had been made with the authorities,
who stated they would meet him there and admit him to
his home. He went with his two brothers and waited
around for about forty-five minutes, when Detectives Rossbach and Yettra and Coroner Gerber arrived. They were
accompanied by a great number of reporters and photog1 raphers. The appellant, under guard, obtained some of
.his clothing from his home, and a Jeep and an automobile from the garage. Everything that was removed
was searched carefully by the officers, and the automobiles
were thoroughly examined. In one of the automobiles was
. a medical bag of pebbly leather, containing surgical tools.
Dr. Gerber examined this bag and permitted the appellant
·:to take it (R. 6329). There was never any examination
of medical instruments of Bay View Hospital (R. 6330).
,
The reason for this statement at this time in con:Jiection with the delivery of a medical bag with surgical
ents will appear later in this brief.
1
'

On July 12th the Plain Dealer carried the headlines:

, "TRAIL OF BLOOD FOUND IN NEW CHECK OF HOME."

".

'is was referring to the blood specks pointed out in Miss

I;

~'HOUSE

IS BARRED;
HOSPITAL STAFF FACES QUIZ."

,

In the Cleveland Press on that day appeared the head-

<lines:

(
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·~;

"THREE MURDER KEYS; MOTIVE, WEAPON, SHIRT; .
CHARGES BUNGLING OF SLAYING PROBE;
PROSECUTOR SAYS TRAIL LEFT COLD."

.flant commented that as far as he knew the lie detector test

Now, the whipping up of the sex angle began. The·.
fact that the appellant had some association with Susan
Hayes was apparently public property around Bay Village, because it was made known to Officer Schottke on
the morning of July 4th, and, as we have stated, in a conversation with the appellant in the hospital, he spoke about
the appellant's association with a woman in California.
Nancy Ahern, a neighbor, knew about it. She had been
interviewed by police and reporters, and we have shown
that Susan Hayes was the subject of discussion between
Mrs. Sheppard and Nancy Ahern after Mrs. Sheppard's
return from California in March, 1954.
On Tuesday, July 13th, the Plain Dealer headline was:

On Wednesday, July 14th, the Plain Dealer headline

"MYSTERY WOMAN SAYS SHEPPARD VISITED HER
ON LOS ANGELES TRIP."

On the same day, again the Cleveland News headlined:
"GERBER AGAIN ASKS SHEPPARD TO TAKE LIE DETECTOR TEST; CALLS DOCTOR WELL ENOUGH;
PUSHES FOR SHEPPARD LIE TEST; DOCTOR IS WELL
ENOUGH."

There is not a bit of evidence in the record that Coroner
Gerber proposed to the appellant a lie detector test. The
only conversation about a lie detector was just before the
accusation by Detective Schottke, when the appellant was
asked if he would submit to a lie detector test, and he answered he certainly would if it was a reliable test, and
Detective Gareau said: "Well, you might as well tell us all
about it now, because a lie detector is infallible, it never
misses, and you just might as well tell us," and the appel-

(

~l\'85 far from infallible, but if it were he certainly would

e it (R. 6299).

;was:
"SAW DOCTOR TWICE, TECHNICIAN SAYS IN LOS
ANGELES,"

d a picture of Susan Hayes appeared.
On July 14th, the Cleveland Press headlines were:
"FIND T-SHIRT ON BEACH;
STAINED GARMENT SIMILAR TO DOCTOR'S;
DISCOVERY SPURS HUNT FOR WEAPON."

is T-shirt was found on that day by Jack Furr (R. 3960).

iwas stuck on a piece of reinforced wire on the concrete
~~"

..:•

~er

.,..... which extends from the Schuele property. It was unwater. The T-shirt was given to Patrolman Smith, who
it to Cleveland and delivered it to Dr. Gerber. It is
, ~- ked Exhibit 2 by the State, but was offered in evidence
~':the defense (R. 3960); it contained 110 blood stains, and
··~tis probably the reason it was never presented to the
~ant for identification. The first time hP saw i1 was
'"". it was brought into the courtroom and he made the
ent that it could be his T-shirt (R. 6404-5). The
t (R. 6297) stated that if he had wanted to de,n he had both clean and dirty T-shirts in his home,
•. 'it would have been a simple matter for him to have
· a T-shirt and put it on.
'.:On Thursday, July 15th, the Cleveland News head~~~

were:
: •ROCK' IDENTIFIED AS MUSICIAN."

~referred to a notation which was found in the appel~t'~ billfold.
f
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Another headline appeared:

PROBE GROUPS TO CONFER;
DID PROBERS BUNGLE?
McARTHUR ANALYZI~S c AS!<::
GAP IN INQUIRY."

"PAINESVILLE WOMAN'S STORY OPENS NEW SHEPPARD QUIZ."

Anyone who had anything to say about the Sheppard case
got a headline. No Painesville woman ever appeared as a
witness in this case.
On July 15th the Cleveland Press headline was:

"PROBERS IN SHEPPARD CASE ASKED TO POOL
EVIDENCE; FORM TEAM;
GERBER ACTS AFTER DOCTOR'S ATTORNEYS ASSERT FAMILY WILL NOT SUBMIT TO FURTHER
QUESTIONING BY COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S
STAFF;
MAHON RE-OPENS TECHNICIAN'S QUIZ IN CALIFORNIA: LAMENTS MURDER PROBE SITUATION;
SPEETH SEEKS COUNTY SETUP TO STOP REPETITION."

"'CRIME DOCTOR' JOINS MURDER QUIZ;
WRU SCIENTIST ENTERS HUNT AS NEWS URGED;
PAINESVILLE DIVORCEE IS HELD AS SHEPPARD
CASE WITNESS;
CHECK 'NEW EVIDENCE' IN BAY MURDER SEARCH."
':~

The "crime doctor" referred to in the headline is Dr. Alan

·.:. Moritz, head of the Pathology Department at Western
. Reserve University. The News carried an editorial prior
to this date, informing the public th<1t we had a most noted
·i Crime doctor in Cleveland, and that his services should be
i enlisted. The Painesville woman ref erred to is the same
. :·woman mentioned in a previous headline, who never was
:.called as a witness in this eC\se.
Ci

~,

-'

· On Saturday, July 17th, the following headlines ap-

JJ!ll.red in the Cleveland Press:

The "Speeth" referred to is one of the County Commissioners.
On the same day the Cleveland Press carried the following headlines:
"QUIT WEARING GUN, DOCTOR TOLD;
PROBERS RAISE QUESTION ON SHEPPARD CAR
CHECK;
SHEPPARD AGREES TO BAN;

t

crrns

The McArthur named in the headlines is head of the Detective Bureau of the Cleveland Police Department. He
gave a long interview about the case and his analysis.
On the same day the Cleveland News carried the headlines:

"FAIL TO FIND BLOOD ON T-SHIRT."

The headline indicating it might be there, but they did not
find it. As a matter of fact, a test made of the T-shirt disclosed no blood stain whatsoever, and Miss Cowan, the
technician at the County Morgue, testified that even washing in hot water (R. 4723) will not remove blood stains.
On Friday, July 16th, the Plain Dealer headlines were:

JW:Tl~CTIVF:

"SEEK MINE DETECTOR IN DEATH WEAPON HUNT;
MURDERER WILL BE CAUGHT, Dll. SHEPPARD
TELLS PRESS;
GERBER SPURS DEATH PllOBERS TO Nl;;W START."

the Cleveland News carried the

.uues:

~
.Jij1.

' .. 'BREAKS' MAKE CLUMSY SL.A YING CANDIDATE
FOR PERFl~CT CRIME;

'
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CITY JOINS COUNTY PROBE OF MRS. SHEPPARD'S
KILLING;
'CRIME DOCTOR' CHARTS MURDER MOTIVE HUNT." ''

"Q. Everybody was giving out statements about
the case, then, and up to that time it was agreed that
there would be one central place where the statements would be given out?
A. That was the idea; yes, sir."

Meeting of July 1 7.
On Saturday, July 17, 1954, a meeting was held in the
office of the Coroner, together with Messrs. Mahon, Danaceau and Parrino of the Prosecutor's office, Chief Story of
the Cleveland Police Department; Deputy Sheriffs Rossbach and Yettra; Chief Eaton of Bay Village; County
Prosecutor Cullitan; Dr. Alan Moritz of the Pathological Department of Western Reserve University; Sheriff
Sweeney; newspaper reporters and photographers, and a
demonstration of the articles that had been gathered in
the Coroner's office in connection with the investigation
was had, and colored pictures of the wounds of Mrs. Sheppard were shown. There was no discussion of the wounds,
or what caused them, so that the assembled law enforcing
agents would receive medical advice which might aid them
in the apprehension of the murderer of Marilyn Sheppard.
While the newspapermen, photographers and television men attended this meeting and were invited to it,
there was no member of the Sheppard family, or their
counsel, invited to the meeting. However, the meeting was
not called by the Coroner for the purpose of giving any
helpful information that would help to solve this murder. "
Its purpose was to get proper release of publicity. Coroner
Gerber, in answer to a question regarding this meeting,
stated (R. 3365): "I think the meeting was to get together
and to have publicity released at one meeting, and not
going to a half dozen meetings."

•

"The wounds of Marilyn Sheppard were shown in colored
(pictures, but they were not discussed. There was some
:talk about the kind of weapon used, but there was no atif tempt to relate the wounds that appeared on Mrs. Shepparcl's head, and Chief Eaton left the meeting and began a
bsearch for a semi-sharp file that would not be as sharp as
knife or a hatchet, but more a blunt type shape, a large
:'file, not sharp like a knife, but sharp enough, if wielded,
~.to make an incision, with a square edge (R. 2865-66).

"ta

::..
Other officers were looking for a golf club (R. 3366).
'Pthers did not know what to look for. As a result, a lot
:ofunrelated cudgels were picked up (R. 3366).
On Sunday, July 18th, the Plain Dealer headline
!,.

.ted:

. ·~·"ARMY DETECTOR USED IN NEW SEARCH FOR
MURDER WEAPON."
::,._,,.,

}ll.ine detector was secured and it was operated over the
:unds by some members of the armed forces.
On Monday, July 19th, the Cleveland News carried
headline:
"MURDER HUNT TURNS TO JACKET ON SOFA; SEEK
NEW CLUE IN TAN GARMENT."

j_picture of the jacket lying on the sofa was taken by
itective Grabowski on the morning of July 4th. It will
remembered that Dr. Stephen Sheppard stepped over

t
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the jacket as it was lying on the floor when he went upstairs the first time.

. ent, and Dr. Moritz had no difficulty in seeing the appel-

The Services of Dr. Alan Richard Moritz
Enlisted by the Coroner and the Police.
Heretofore in the Brief we have set forth Dr. Moritz
as an authority on pathology, and he is so recognized. He
is exceptionally qualified by education, training and experience. See Who's Who in America, Volume 28, 1954-55,
page 1911. He is at present, and was at the time of this
murder, Professor of Pathology and Director of the Institute of Pathology of the School of Medicine, Western Reserve University.
When Cuyahoga County built a new Morgue and
Coroner's Office and Laboratories, it was constructed adjacent to the School of Pathology of Western Reserve University so that the County Coroner's office would have the
advantage of consultation with that great school of pathology and with Dr. Moritz.
Dr. Moritz has had great experience in murder autopsies and as a result, has written the helpful and scholarly
findings set forth in his book, "Pathology of Trauma." It
has gone through several additions and is widely used and
quoted.
He was consulted throughout this case by the Coroner's office and the authorities and was present at the
meeting of the officials in the Coroner's office on July 17th.
On Monday, July 19th, Dr. Moritz had a long conference with the appellant at the house of the appellant's
brother, Dr. Stephen Sheppard. No attorneys were pres-

(

lant, or talking with him.
On Tuesday, July 20th, the Cleveland News carried
the headline:
"DR. MORITZ IN PARLEY WITH DR. SHEPPARD."

He did not appear as a witness.
Editorial in Press.
On Tuesday, July 20th, the Cleveland Press printed a
" cartoon on the front page of a man with a weapon, and
: captioned it: "Getting Away with Murder."
Plain Dealer Cartoon.
The Plain Dealer printed a cartoon of the head of a
~·sphinx mounted on the body of a dog with a collar around
lta neck, which represented the orthopedic collar worn by
i:Jie appellant, to give the impression that the appellant was
_: cOnducting himself like a sphinx.
Second Editorial in Press.

On the same day the Cleveland Press published an
.,, torial on the front page, headlined: "This is Murder,
"i)DY be so Polite?" The editorial discussed the fumbling
of the police and the protocol in the case:
x

0

ln the background are friendships, relationships, hired

: ".lawyers, a husband who ought to have been subjected
'.l° instantly to the same third degree to which any other
person in similar circnmsta11ces is snbjected. It is time
someone smashed into this situation." (Emphasis
added.)

•
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Isn't it astonishing that at this date in our history,
and with all the experience we have accumulated from the
activities of the forces of Communism that are controlling
three-fourths of the human race and have been boring like '
termites into the institutions of our free world, as shown
by recent investigations by the Congress of the United
States of newspaper reporters, magazine writers, television,
radio and stage writers, theatrical writers, personalities
and actors, that a supposedly responsible newspaper like
the Cleveland Press would advocate the third degree?
Can it be possible that the Communist propaganda that is
so widespread in the world has begun to affect the thinking of some of the editorial writers of the Cleveland Press?
"The procedure commonly designated as the 'Third Degree' has no place in the administration of criminal
justice. No state of facts, however desperate, no crime,
however harrowing and atrocious, justifies those who
are charged with enforcing and upholding the law in
digressing in any particular from the obligation of that
duty. Nothing justifies cursing or abusing a prisoner,
or subjecting him to long periods of physical and
mental strain."
From the opinion of Judge Horneck in the case of
Snook ii. The State, 34 0. A. 60, at page 76.
On July 20th the headlines in the Cleveland Press
were:
"SHEPP ARD SET FOR A NEW QUIZ;
DOCTOR FACES WRU EXPERT FOR SECOND TIME."

The Cleveland News carried the headlines:
"16-DA Y MURDER QUIZ HITS BLANK WALL;
BAY COUNCIL COMMITTEE READIES BLAST AT
,-- '.ICE;
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CITIZENS OBJECT TO HANDLING OF HOSPITAL
RUNS."

The appellant's connection with B;1y View Ilospit~1l,
=.due to this publicity, now began to affect the hospital. and
" people in Bay Village, caught up in the emotional excitability produced by the sensational publicity, were moving
against an institution which was serving the sick and the
injured; an institution recognized by the Stale Board of
Health, the recipient of a grant under the Hill-Burton
Act, and conducted by a Board of lay trustees, who are
•. permanent and representative citizens of the community

(R. 5015).
On Wednesday, July 21st, the News headline was:
"DR. SHEPPARD REFUSES TO TAKE TRUTH SERUM
IN MURDER PROBE."

The Cleveland Press headlines were:
"DOCTOR BARS TRUTH TEST;
CITY TAKES OVER BAY PROBE;
STORY SURE HE KNOWS SLAYER;
CAPTAIN KERR RECALLED TO DIRECT INQUIRY."

The

"Story" referred to is the Chief of Police of the City
;Of Cleveland, and Captain Kerr is the head of the IlomiNeither appeared as a witness.
Truth Scrum.
The newspapers then began to fill the minds of the
:'&eneral public with the results that might be obtained
.from the use of truth serum, and gave the impression that
because the appellant did not submit to truth serum he
._Wll hiding his guilt.
'~ J. In the cross examination of Dr. Stephen Sheppard (R
108), all the facts of this so e;1llc<l truth serum were em-,
'~

.'
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phasized, so that the jury would remember what they had
heard, that the appellant had refused to take the truth <
serum.
Truth serum is a drug, the administration of which,
while it does not interfere with bodily functions or with
emotions, affects the mind and produces therein a subconscious state. It was the drug used on Cardinal Mindzenty
(R. 5592). When we see it advocated in our own County
by so called responsible people, and the administration of
such a drug accepted by a great mass of people, with little
or no protest raised, it creates a fear for the future of our
institutions, and our liberties.
At the present time the results of the so called truth
serum are not admissible in evidence, since the technique
is not generally recognized as possessing a reasonable
measure of precision in its indications. No one can be compelled to submit to the test, because to do so would violate
the privilege against self-incrimination.
Military regulations forbid the use of the truth serum
technique for the interrogation of prisoners in wartime.
This is in accordance with the provisions of the Hague and
Geneva Conventions. (Rules of Land War, War Dept. and
Field Manual, FM 27-10-Sec. 72.)
The Council of the Paris Bar Association in 1945
passed a resolution against the use of drugs during inter- 'l
rogation. Drugs are used frequently during interrogation
in communistic-dominated countries. The American Bar
Association has not considered the subject, but if they do B
they will undoubtedly follow the findings of the Paris Bar.
While the papers in the United States that have been written on the subject are for the most part by proponents, the
oppositio( 'as not been very articulate. However, there ,,

have been many Medico Legal papers and discussions
against the use of drugs in interrogation on the continent
of Europe, where they know from bitter experience the
evil of this thing.
News Editorial.
In the Cleveland News of July 20th was an editorial:
"Time to Bring Bay Slayer in the Open."
Mayor of Cleveland Intervenes.
About this time the Mayor of the City of Cleveland,
· Anthony Celebrezze, inspired by the great publicity, informed the city of Bay Village that all the facilities of the
Cleveland Police Department were at their command and
shortly afterwards Cleveland Chief of Police Story put in
a call for Captain Kerr, head of the Homicide Squad, who
was vacationing in Florida, and who announced that when
Kerr returned there was to be harassing and extensive
questioning of the principals in the case.
On July 20th the entire Sheppard family, brothers
.and their wives, and the father and mother of the appcl.Jant, were all summoned to appear at the County Prosecu:. .s office. On that same evening, County Coroner Gerber,
:erring to the claimed refusal that the appelhmt had reto submit to truth serum, made the announcement
, .t uwe can interpret this as meaning we could expect
~-further cooperation from Dr. Sheppard in this investi'ption," and he further said that he did not intend to ac, .. . t the appellant's refusal to submit to the truth serum
,, referred to a sheaf of subpoenas in his pocket, "I have
·-~for them in the Sheppard case"; he said, "I don't know

1
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when I will have to get rough, but I am prepared to do so
the moment it will aid the investigation in any way."
i
James McArthur, Chief of Detectives, made the an- .~
nouncement that he couldn't understand how the doctor ,
would not do all in his power to aid in tracking the murderer and indicated an early step to bring the appellant to ,
the Central Police Station for questioning. "We don't in- .J
terview suspects; we interrogate them on our own ·~
grounds." At this same time the appellant was meeting ;l
with Drenkhan and Hubach, of the Bay Village Police, in i.
a long session at the Fairview Police Station, and had co- p
operated in every way possible with the various police
agencies, as we have heretofore set forth.
The Mayor of the City of Cleveland, joining the hue
and cry, announced, "If the investigation had been handled
differently from the start, we would have had a solution
by now."
On Wednesday morning, July 21st, in the Plain Dealer
it was reported that the appellant was not cooperative. At
this time the method of solving this murder had turned
to the use of drugs and the refusal of the appellant to
permit himself to be drugged was announced as an indication of his guilt. How, where and by whom the drugs
were to be administered is not clear. On this day Coroner
Gerber announced:-"The use of truth serum and quick
acting barbiturate, usually sodium pentathol, is not a
treatment but a diagnostic aid. If Sam Sheppard is anxious
to aid the authorities in the solution of the horrible death
of his wife, avoid unjust criticism and character assassination, he will submit to this test, which gave valued aid to
the armed services in World War II," just a careless, unsupport~
.atement by a public official.

Another Press Editorial.
On Wednesday, July 21st, there was a front page edi·;rial in the Cleveland Press, "Isn't this munlcr worth an
~uest?" This was due to the fact that almost everything
,.D the form of news had been rehashed and had been
['pmted over and over again and the story was just be'iming to get a little stale. A public inquest would invigte it, hence the frontpage editorial and the demand that
. ':e· County Coroner call an inquest asking him the ques1',n: "What is the answer to the question why don't you
an inquest in this murder?"
The Coroner has been in office since 1936 (R. 2596).
;'is an elective office and he has been elected since that
as a candidate on the Democratic ticket. He knows
·~~value of publicity (R. 3145). Since 1936to1954 there
·.ve been only four inquests held in Cuyahoga County,
:~ough during that period of time there have been thou.ds of autopsies in cases of murders and other deaths
were suspicious or the result of trauma.
·:In the Press of that same day headlines were carried,
~Takes Over Bay Probe."
Mayor Celebrezze called a meeting at City Hall, at-.. ded by the top members of the Cleveland Police Deent and the Director of Public Safety, and it was
v .ed that the Cleveland Police Department in the City
c,_J.eveland would take over the murder investigation.

•;
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The Inquest.
editorial appeared in the Cleveland Press
'uly 21st, Dr. Gerber reacted immediately and on that
.~Ing held a meeting at the City Hall in Bay Village.
i.
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On Wednesday, July 21st, Coroner Gerber testified
that he went to the Bay Village City Hall and met with
Mayor Houk and Chief Eaton and had a long conference
with them, had some subpoenas written out and arranged
for Chief Eaton to have one of his men serve them (R. .
3443, 3445).
Chief Eaton stated (R. 2889) that he never saw any
subpoenas; that they were never served by the men of
his department; that he doesn't recall serving the subpoenas (R. 3454, 3455); it might have been someone from the
Sheriff's ofllce (R. 2890); he was subpoenaed by someone
and he went to the inquest.
The Coroner arranged with the Superintendent of
Schools to use the gymnasium of Normandy School for
this inquest. Publication of the fact that it was to be held
was broadcast generally through the county. The persons
subpoenaed had already made statements to the police
with the exception of the Superintendent of Bay View Hospital. These statements were in the possession of either
the Bay View Police Department or the Cleveland Police
Department (R. 2892).
The office of the Coroner is regulated by Sections
313.01 to Section 313.99, Ohio Revised Code. His principal duty is to determine the cause of death, to make available to the authorities all the information that he has obtained, and he may request the Sheriff of the County or
the police of the city, constable of the township or marshal
of the village in which the event has occurred to furnish
further information or to make a further investigation and
furnish the Prosecuting Attorney of the County all necessary records relating to every death in which in the judg-

ment of the Coroner or the Prosecuting Attorney further
investigation is advisable. Section 313.09 O.R.C. The Coroner of the county under the Code is neither a police nor
a prosecuting agency of the State. Section 313.17 O.R.C.
provides that the coroner or deputy coroner may issue
subpoenas for such witnesses as are necessary, to administer to such witnesses the usual oath and to proceed to inquire how the deceased came to his death, whether by
. violence to self or from any other persons, by whom,
:' whether as principals or accessories, before or after the
fact, and all the circumstances relating thereto.
On July 21st when subpoenas were issued for this inquest the cause of death had been determined by the autopsy of Deputy Coroner Adelson, which was on file in the
Coroner's office. The persons subpoenaed at the inquest
were all members of the Sheppard family, including the
appellant, the Chief of Police of Bay Village, Officer Drenkhan, Firemen Cavanagh and Sommer, Dr. Hexter, and
' the Superintendent of Bay View Hospital. The place se,·
Jected for the inquest was the gymnasium of Normandy
'School, on Normandy Road, in the City of Bay Village.
fte County Building, in which is located the Morgue,
Coroner's offices and laboratories has an assembly room
(B. 3451), in which the meeting of July 17th was held.
county building is located in the University Center,
off Euclid Avenue, the main highwe1y in the city about
miles from the Cleveland Public Square and with
transportation in all directions. The place selected
the Coroner for the inquest was in the far western end
street. The residents of the
borhood surrounding this school are for the most
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part young married couples with children of primary school
age. The inquest was held at this particular place because
the Coroner thought it would be a good thing to have an
audience (R. 3453) and it was his desire to satisfy the
people ( R. 3452).
The conditions surrounding the inquest were rather
frightening (R. 5079). There were great crowds of people,
numerous reporters and curious onlookers, principally
young women. The gymnasium where the inquest was
held seated several hundred people and the room was
crowded. Across the front of the room was a long table
occupied by reporters; television and radio broadcasting
paraphernalia was set up in the room. Many photographers who were present constantly took pictures of the participants. The scene is shown in Defendant's Exhibits
HHH. I. J, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, submitted to the court, introduced in support of the Motions
for continuance and change of venue. Detectives Ross- "
bach and Yettra were present and acted as bailiffs. Prosecutor Danaceau acted as advisor to the Coroner. The room
was set up so that the witness had to face the audience.
There were two microphones on the table, one for the
Coroner, who conducted the examination, and the other
in front of the witness, so that what they had to say could
be heard throughout the large room. When Dr. Stephen
Sheppard and the appellant entered the building they were
searched (R. 5681), in full view of a large crowd of people.
The inquest continued all day Thursday, July 22nd, Friday, July 23rd, and Monday, July 26th.
Attorneys Petersilge and Corrigan were present at
the inquest, but it was the holding of the Coroner that .,

•

they could appear only as spectators and could make no
objections of any kind whatsoever (R. 3459).
The Coroner lrns the fixed opinitn1 that he cm1 ask
any kind of questions that he wm1ts to and that no one CC1ll
object.
Well aware of the fact that the appellant had been
publicly accused of the murder of his wife as well as the
accusations that had been made against him by the Coroner himself and Detective Schottke and others, he subpoenaed the appellant to appear at this town meeting and
asked him questions. He was televised and photographed
and what he had to say was broadcast and given the widest
circulation in the newspapers. There was an attempt by
the Coroner in his questions to compel him to confess his
private sins, sins that a man reveals to no one except a
' priest or a minister of God, or in his private petition to

God himself.
It is stated with some unction that when the appellant
on this occasion was questioned about his relations with
Susan Hayes that he lied under oath. It is obvious what
,.
ftbe purpose of these questions wen>. They were not to
.de~nnine the cause of death. There was no causal conjiection between the acts of the appellant with Susan Hayes
the murder of Marilyn Sheppard. That now is ad.,. .tted. The relations of the appellant with Susan Hayes
, known generally, and well known at the time to the
C!ofoner and the police. The purpose was to inject the sex
Uate into the examination. The questions undoubtedly
inspired by the agencies of publicity that were pres.et at the hearing. The sex angle would make the day's
happening a top story. Umler the circmnstances. the

,Were
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Coroner went beyond the bounds of decency and fair play.
The appellant was not obliged to speak for the purpose
of titillating an audience in the Normandy School or to
furnish sensational reading to the public.

California, two pages to dreams and nightmares, two pages
to describing the room where Marilyn was murdered, two
pages to an accident thal he had a year before, and examination of several pages on the appellant's childhood dis-

The appellant could have refused to testify at this
rigged up inquest and claim the right that every citizen
has under the Constitutions of the United States and the
State of Ohio. He did not do so, knowing his innocence.
He faced a hostile crowd and a biased public official and
testified under oath for five and one-half hours.

eases.
A number of pages of questions go into considerable
detail about the purchase of a hunting knife at the May
Company by the appellant, questions relating to his swimming, skiing and boxing ability and the ownership of the
dog Koko; six pages were devoted to an examination in
regard to the injuries that he received and his stay at Bay
View Hospital. Of the 162 pages of examination, 76 pages
are devoted to the exmninaliou of Dr. Sheppard and his
activities on the 3rd and 4th of July. No question was left

Coroner Still Advancing the Theory of Pregnancy
As the Cause of the Murder.
It is to be noted that in the examination of the appellant and in the examination of his brother, Dr. Stephen
Sheppard, the Coroner was still endeavoring to develop
the theory that Mrs. Sheppard was murdered by the appellant because she was pregnant and that the pregnancy
could not have been produced by the appellant because he
was sterile. In the examination of Dr. Stephen Sheppard
(R. 3745), inquiry was made by the Coroner seeking information about the sterility of the appellant. The record
of this inquest covers 578 typewritten pages. 162 pages
are devoted to the testimony of the appellant, 16 pages are
devoted to an examination by the Coroner of the witness'
education, his marriage and a detailed examination about
the birth of his first child in California, how it occurred,
who the doctor was, if his wife had trouble, etc. Three
pages are devoted to questions about divorce, two pages
to a party that took place in 1952, 11 pages to the trip to
Californil · · March and his relations with Miss Hayes in

unanswered.
No protest was raised by the appellant in this examination, no matter how unfair it was or how unrelated
to the murder of his wife. He would not admit that he
had illicit relations with Susan Hayes, an<l for that, strange
. as it may seem, he received general condemnation. At
·least he will always know that it w<ls by no wonl of his
. that the woman's reputation \Vas destroyed.
The Cleveland newspapers gave full coverage, word
by word, to all the testimony, with the usual opinion forming headlines. In the Press on Thursday, July 22nd, the
first day he testified, the headline in the Press was, "Dr.
Sheppard Had Planned Divorce."
Nothing was overlooked by the newspapers, especially
the Press, to malign the appellant. On this day they printed
an account obtained from a police officer who had been
on guard when the doctor was confined to Bay View Hos~(
11, relating that on the <lay of his wife's funeral, musical
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records were played in the appellant's room.
musical records were, of course, is not stated. Someone·~
must have brought him a record player and some records.
Music expresses in perceptible form the melodies of
lamentation. "The harp is also turned to mourning and i
1
my organ into the voice of them that weep." Job 30; 31. "
The Friday headline in the News was: "Sheppard De-··~
nies Tryst With Woman Technician," and on the same day 1
the Press headlines were: "Sheppard Denies Affairs, Sobs :f
On the Witness Stand, Ends Two Days' Testimony at In- j
quest, Mayor Predicts Second Woman." Saturday, Plain·~
Dealer Headlines were: "Sheppard Kin, Gerber Clash ~·
Over Witness' Views on Other Women; Sister-in-law Irate :as Coroner Suggests Wife Was Unhappy. Calls Doctor's
Act Amorous." "Woman Physician Pictures Behavior at
Party," and refers to interview had with a Dr. Dorothy
March, of Los Angeles, who did not appear as a witness.
On Friday the inquest was adjourned to Monday, July
26th, and on Saturday the Cleveland Press carried the
headline, "Marilyn's Father Testifies. Study Return Here
of West Coast Girl." All the newspapers were carrying
many pictures of Susan Hayes, and the Coroner made the
announcement on that day, "I want to know why Miss
Hayes quit as hospital technician and other women employees ended their employment there."
No women employees of Bay View Hospital were
called as witnesses in this case, and the most casual inquiry would have developed that Miss Hayes quit her employment at Bay View Hospital because she wanted to go
to California and that the appellant had nothing to do with
her resignation.

l
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of People Write to the Coroner About the Case.

An indication of the wild emotionalism that had
'pped the public is shown by the action of the Coroner
fcin July 26th when he asked the Cleveland Press to pass
~e word along to the hundreds of people who had written
~him letters about the Marilyn Sheppard murder case and
;asked the Press to give those people his thanks. He also
tliOted that most of the correspondence reaches the same
·;.,.'!!
'~conclusion about the case.

Continued Headlines.

r"'· The headlines in the Cleveland News on July 24th,
':;;ynth a picture of Susan Hayes, were: "Find New Version
l:;f-·~;,·

'of
.,

Sheppard Coast Visit Part of Story Contradicted by
·~uple. Quiz Woman Technician on Coast About Visits
.~/Dr. Sam. Find New Version of Sheppard Coast Visits."
:, On Sunday, July 25th, the Plain Dealer carried the
''.eadline, "Mayor Houk Reveals He Voluntarily Took Lie
·;~t in Bay Probe. Friend of Doctor Reported to Have
me Through With Flyin9 Colors."
The inquest wns concluded on Jul\' 2lith.
~ . Again the opinion forming headlines appear in the
papers. The Cleveland News on Monday, July 26th,
'heppard Wanted Divorce, Friend of Family Testifies."
· friend of the family or anybody else testified in this
. , that the appellant wanted a divorce from his wife.
In the Cleveland Press the headlines were: "Reveals
rd Discussed Divorce. Neighbor Testified Marilyn
Her About Mate's Talk."
On Monday, the headline in the Cleveland Press,
·Tges Sheppard Arrest. Check Home for Missing T~·

a
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Shirt. Slain Doctor's Wife Revealed Dates of Doctor.
Talked of Divorce."
All the headlines that we have set forth were on the
front page and in large type.

The three-day session had been a stellar attraction
for the young women suburbm1ites, attired i11 shorts aml
sun dresses. "It was better than the Kefauvl'r hearings,"
they reported.
Police Chief Story Tracks Down the Weapon.

Appellant's Attorney Forced Out of Hearing.
In the Plain Dealer of Tuesday, July 27th, the headline was: "Corrigan Ejected Amid Cheers . .Move Follows
Running Clash With Gerber."
"Women Applauded When Sam's Attorney Was Forcibly Ejected From the Hearing. Gerber Was Hugged and
Kissed by the Spectators After He Recessed the Three-Day
Hearing. Women Clustered Around Rini, Patted Him on
the Back, and Others Clasped His Hands."

The search for the weapon had continued and after an
intense investigation by Police Chief Story he announced
that the investigation had uncovered a salesman for the
May Company who was prepared to testify that the ap-,. pellant had purchased two hunting knives and a fishing
; rod at the downtown department store some time prior to
his wife's murder, and "we're trying to determine what
happened to the fishing rod."
No salesman for the May Company ever appeared as a
'~witness. There was no evidence that the appellant ever
-· made any purchases at the May Company and beyond
:. Story's announcement that was the last that was ever
_heard of the fishing rod as a weapon, but it added to the
\,general picture of the defamation of the appellant before
.-1

The foregoing indicates the hostility that was rampant
at the inquest.
The reporter who was taking the record of the hearing
had been employed by both the Coroner and the attorneys
for the appellant under the usual practice of splitting the
cost of record between the parties. During the examination of Mrs. Dorothy Sheppard, wife of Richard Sheppard,
there was disorder among the spectators, showing great
hostility to the witness. The attorney requested the reporter to note in the record the fact of the disorder.
Coroner Gerber instructed the reporter not to make the
entry, whereupon the attorney insisted that inasmuch as
the reporter was employed by him he was entitled to have
the entry made. Thereupon, the Coroner ordered the
County Detectives, Rossbach and Y ettra, to take hold of
the attorney and put him out of the room, and they did so,
"amid cl{ "s."

!~trial.

Homicide Detective Kerr Flies From Miami.

In the Cleveland Press, July 2Gth, also is a story about
Detective Kerr flying home from a Miami vacation and
Jeached en route by the Press before he took off, he had
this to say:
,;:=-.

"If there were immediate arrests, the case would have
.. been solved in four hours. In homicide investigations
we treat doctors and lawyers and everyone alike."

"

; · At the conclusion of the inquest Dr. Gerber saicl, "I
. uld order Dr. Samuel H. Sheppard held for cidion by the
and Jury."
4
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The Plain Dealer interviewed Kerr on his way back "l
to Cleveland, and in that interview he said, "This would~
have been a one-day wonder if they had made an immedi-j"
ate arrest. We have had these cases. It should have been':
finished up in four hours. It is a disgraceful situation that·~
Bay authorities did not arrest Dr. Samuel Sheppard. If ~
that procedure were followed, we would never solve a
murder. Chief Eaton's know-how is better than 95 per~~"
cent of the policemen I know. He was strictly passing the
buck in this case and was afraid to make an arrest." This
appeared on July 27th, and on the same day Common ,
»i
Pleas Judge Arthur Day would not discharge the Grand
Jury, as originally planned. The jury possibly could consider the Sheppard murder.
Susan Hayes Flies to Cleveland.
The Cleveland Press headlines for Tuesday, July 27th,
were:
"INDICTMENT OF DOCTOR NEAR. SUSAN HA YES TO
BE TOP WITNESS IN GRAND JURY PROBE.
GIRL ADMITS AFFAIR. FLIES HERE TO TESTIFY.
SHEPPARD l.VIAY FACE A NEW QUIZ ON STORY."

and on the same day the Cleveland News had the following headline:
"SUSAN HA YES FLIES HERE FOR QUIZ"
"STORY TESTS NEW SUSPECT IDEA"
"TECHNICIAN ARRIVES AT AIRPORT EARLY TONIGHT"
"MISS HA YES IS DEFENDED BY HER MOTHER"
"FIGURE IN SHEPPARD CASE CALLED VICTIM OF
CIRCUMSTANCES."

4

Jlld on Wednesday, the Plain Dealer had the headline:
"SUSAN TELLS STORIES TO THE POLICE"
SIGNS STATEMENT AFTER REVEALING DETAILS OF
AFFAIRS WITH SHEPPARD."

0

Another Press Editorial.
On Wednesday, July 28th, the headlines in the ClevePress were:
.;, "ARREST SHEPPARD NOW, CITY TELLS BAY POLICE."
"DOCTOR LIES, SUSAN TELLS OF GIFTS. LOVE LIFE
IS BARED. SUE GLAD IT IS OVER."

On the front page of the Cleveland Press appeared an
'torial,
"WHY DON'T THE POLICE QUIZ THE TOP SUSPECT?"

"You can bet your last dollar, the Sheppard murder would have been cleared up long ago if it had involved an average person. They'd have hauled in all
· the suspects to police headquarters. They'd have
grilled them in accepted straight-out way of doing
police business. They wouldn't have waited as much
as one hour to bring in the chief suspect, much less
f, days, much less weeks. Why <lll this fancy highlevel bowing and scraping and super-cautious mon, key business? Sure it happened in suburban Bay
Village rather than the ordinary neighborhood. So
what? What difference would it make?
When they called the Cleveland Police in, every. body thought that this is it. Now we will get some
place. Now we'll have vigorous, experienced, big: time action. They'd get it solved in a hurry. They'd
'.have Sam Sheppard brought in, grill him at Police
, .Headquarters like the chief suspect in any murder
case. But they didn't. And they haven't.

•
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In fairness, they've made some progress. But}
they haven't called in Sam Sheppard, now proved'
under oath to be a liar, still free to go about his busi·;
ness, shielded by his family, protected by a smart lawyer who has made monkeys out of the police and au· ,,
thorities, carrying a gun part of the time, left free to·~
do whatever he pleases as he pleases. Sam Sheppard·~~
still hasn't been taken to Police Headquarters.
What's wrong in this whole mess that is making
this community a national laughing stock? Who's·'
holding back, and why? What's the basic difference;
between murder in an ordinary neighborhood and one;~
in a Lake Road house in Bay Village? Who's afraid
of whom? It's just about time that somebody got to .,
producing the answers and producing Sam Sheppard ·
at Police Headquarters."

l

Another Press Editorial.

In the Plain Dealer, Thursday, July 29th, the headlines were: "Decide Today to Arrest the Doctor.
Weigh Evidence."
Cleveland News of the same day:
"SHOWDOWN MEETING.
MURDER ARREST,"

WEIGHS EVIDENCE

and in the final edition of that paper on that day was the
headline:
"PROSECUTOR BARS ACTION ON MURDER. PUTS
CASE UP TO BAY. WON'T REQUEST PROBE BY~··
THE GRAND JURY."
.

In the Cleveland Press were headlines on that day:
"BLAST BAY ON 25-DAY STALL. ARREST DELAY
HIT IN BAY COUNCIL. MAYOR AND
CRITICIZED FOR STALLING."

'

. And on Friday, July 29th, the Cleveland Press head"WHY ISN'T SAM SHEPP AHL> IN .I AlL ?"

Another Press editorial:
"QUIT STALLING. BRING HIM IN."

· '· (Emphasis added.)
"Maybe somebody in this town can remember a
~ .. parallel for it. The Press can't. Not even the oldest
~ police veterans can, either. Everybody agrees that
,. Sam Sheppard is the most unusual murder suspect
ever around these parts. Except for some superficial
questioning during Coroner Sam Gerber's inqiwst, he
·.;. has been scot free of any official grilling into the circumstances of his wife's murder.
"From the morning of July 4th, when he reported
his wife's killing to this moment, 26 days later, Sam
... Sheppard has not set foot in the police station. He
· .has been surrounded by an iron curtain of protection
that makes Malenkov's Russian concealnient mnatenr: ish. His family, his Bay Village friends, which in:, elude its officials, his lawyers, hospital staff, have
~combined to make law enforcement i11 this co1111ty loo1c

<.lilly.
"The longer they can stall in bringing Sam Shepd to the police station, the surer it is he will never
:ii.Jet there. The longer they can string this whole affair
out, the surer it is that the public's attention sooner
~~ later will be diverted to something else, and then
'the heat goes off, the public interest is gone, and the
;oose will hang high .
.'"':i.I'
~if ''This man is the suspect of his wife's murder. No-.y yet has found a solitary trace of the presence of
body else in the Lake Road house the night or
·i>:

'{4¥..,
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morning his wife was brutally beaten to death in her
bedroom; and yet no murder suspect in the history of
this county has been treated so tenderly, with such infinite solicitude for his emotions, and with such fear of
upsetting the young man.
"Gentlemen of Bay Village, Cuyahoga County and
Cleveland charged jointly with law enforcement:
This is murder. This is no parlor game. This is no
time to permit anybody, no matter who he is to outwit, stall, fake, or improvise devices to keep away
from tlie police or from questioning. Anybody in his
right mind knows the murder suspect should be subjected to questioning at a police station.
"The officials threw up their hands in horror at the
thought of bringing Sam Sheppard to the police station for grilling. Why? Why is he different from anybody else in any other murder case? Why should the
police officials be afraid of Bill Corrigan or anybody
else for that matter, when they are at their sworn
business of solving a murder? Certainly Corrigan
will act to protect Sam Sheppard's rights. He should.
But the people of Cuyahoga County expect you, the
law enforcement officials, to protect the people's
rights. A murder has been committed.
"You know who the chief suspect is. You have the
obligation to question him, question him thoroughly
and searchingly, from beginning to end; and not at
his hospital, not at his home, and not in some secluded
spot in the country, but at police headquarters, just
as you do everyone suspected in a murder case.
"What the people of Cuyahoga County can't understand and the Press can't understand is why you are
showing Sam Sheppard so much more consideration
as a murder suspect than any other person who has ''
ever been suspected in a murder case. Why?"

'
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After the appearance of this editorial there was a
hastily called meeting at the City Hall, at which were present Director of Public Safety MeCurn1iek, Chid Story.
Chief of Detectives McArthur, and Detective Kerr, and
·the Mayor of the City, Anthony Celebrezze, who made the
angry announcement that "We feel that we have not received the full cooperation of Eaton and Houk. Unless
: Houk shows more aggressiveness, the Cleveland Police
··.will be compelled to finish their job," and McCormick declared, "We want Dr. Sheppard arrested so we can talk to
The Grand Jury foreman declared that he and all
:.: members of the panel had been instructed by Judge Arthur Day to stand by, to wait for a special session, and the
· Mayor of the City of Cleveland further announced that,
.,We are getting impatient about all the dilly-dallying in
this case. It was agreed when we took over the investiga. lion that we would be in full charge with the exception of
making the arrest. It is all right for the Bay Village people to consult their lawyers, but there is 110 point in us
, ataying in the case if the reco1m11e1Hfoliot1s of our llomicidP
,Squad concerning this man are not followed.

The Arrest of the AppeHant.
On the night of July 30th, the appellant was arrested.
,,Be was at his father's house, where he had been staying
since the 4th of July. There was a gathering around the
bome from early in the evening, a disorderly crowd, verg~lng on a mob. The ground around the home of Dr. Sheppard, Sr., was crowded with people, with reporters mid
nhotographers. The homP is approximately 2SO feet hack

•
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from the highway. There was a screaming and shouting
mob on the property between the highway and the house.
Finally the officers appeared for the arrest (R. 5683-5684).
People were looking in the windows and taking flashlight
pictures through the windows (R.G337). When the police
arrived, Dr. Sheppard, Sr., requested the grounds to be
cleared and they succeeded in clearing away so that the
automobile in which the appellant was placed could proceed out on the grounds. The crowd mounted the porch
and lined the driveway as the appellant, manacled to one
of the officers, started on his way to the City Hall of Bay
Village (R. 6338). Groups of cars followed the car in
which the defendant was a prisoner. On arrival at the
City Hall, a great crowd of people had assembled; young
people running around, photographers and reporters and
onlookers. The appellant was taken from the car and .;;:
placed in a large room and then was brought before the
President of the Bay View Council and in the presence of
a great many people, including photographers and reporters, he was arraigned on the warrant that charged
him with the first-degree murder of his wife.

Appellant Not Permitted to Secure Counsel.
He asked that he might be allowed to consult with
an attorney and was informed that he could see an attorney in jail. The reporters and photographers were notified
but the appellant was not permitted to notify an attorney
(R. 6342). He was brought to the County Jail at about
11:30 that night and placed on the fourth floor. It was Friday night. The regulation for the fourth floor of the
County Jail for the visiting hours is between 1:00 and 3:00

4
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on Friday. Consequently, the appellant could not see any
visitors until the succeeding Friday.

The Night Arrest and Confinement on the Fourth Floor
of the Jail Was a Studied Plan to Secure a Confession.
The rumor was that the appellant was a dope fiend
;: and all that had to be done to break the case was to throw
the appellant in jail and hold him incommunicado from
his brothers and his attorneys and that his craving for
dope would cause him to confess (R. 2706). That is the
. reason why the fourth floor of the County Jail was selected
for his confinement.
In Communist China the method adopte<l by the
. ··.authorities in the arrest and confinement of appellant is
called "Progressive Justice."
The police now proceeded to make good the accusa, tion made on July 4th; to secure a confession from the ap. pellant by the use of mental abuse.
On Saturday morning, July 31st (R. 6345), he was
taken to the eleventh floor of the County .Jail and con·7.fronted by Chief of Police Story. Dr. Greene. the police
·.physician, and Dr. Spencer Braden. n neuro-surgeon.
·.·.These are the men the Court of Appeals are probably referring to when they use in their Opinion the word, "doc, tors" for the State. He was then taken back to the fourth
.8oor and grilled by police officers. The method outlined by
.Head of the Homicide Department, Captain Kerr, on Mon~day, July 26th, was beginning to take form.
The first police that came were Schottke and Gareau,
·the men who had accused him of the murder on July 4th,
and they questioned him from 1:00 P. M. until nfter fl:OO

'
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P. M. When they finished, Detectives Loncher and Becker
came in. He was given a hasty supper and they questioned
him from 6:00 to 9:00. Then they were followed by Detectives Lockwood and Doyle, who questioned him from ~·
9:00 P. M. to 10:00 P. M., and then came Detective O'Hara
and McHugh, who questioned him until midnight. The
officers tried to trip him with such questions as, "How did
you turn on the light as you went upstairs?" They would
ask him about matters that he knew were not correct, and
he would have to correct them and give them the facts.
Schottke and Gareau talked about his activiti.es with
women, what his wife would say, and that he had not told
the truth about his relations with Miss Hayes, and they admitted they would do the same (R. 6345-6349).
Schottke told appellant he had tried in every way to
involve Dr. Stephen Sheppard in the case but up to that
time had not been able to find anything against him and
that when the appellant would prove there was anybody
else in the home, he would consider it, and the appellant
stated he was in a poor situation to prove anything.
The next group of officers. Loncher and Becker. were
the most vigorous. Their line of questioning was similar
to Schottke and Gareau; they tried to get him to agree to
things that he did not say. Becker insulted his family and
his profession.
Becker used profanity and intimated that appellant·
was the most low-down individual he ever encountered
1
and made insulting remarks about his family and brothers.
Officer Lockwood in his questioning said to him, "Doctor, how can you possibly put up with this ordeal?" whereupon the appellant answered that he had faith in the truth

4
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and faith in God, and that Marilyn was with him, and
with that faith he could take anything.
When O'Hara and Mdlugh mriYed. tlwy wen' Ycry
vigorous in their questioning and called him a low down
s.-of-a-b.; that he had ruined Bay View Hospital and the
Mayor, and that they had definite evidence that other people were involved in this thing, and the appellant was trying to cover up for an accomplice; that they had never run
into anyone as low down as the appellant.
They further informed him they had run tests on his
clothing, shoes and sucks of different kinds and made tests
as to whether there would be any sand present after a
certain period, and that there was no sand in his shoes or
in his socks. They asked him about the T-shirt, and he replied that if he had attempted to cover up anything it
would have been a very small matter to get a clean T-shirt
out of the drawer and put it on. They talked continuously
what efTect it would have on Sam's child, nnd said people
·would point to him and say his father killed his mother.
.They made every effort to make the appellant confess to
;'.'.-the
murder of his wife.
,,,
;~ Each group seemed to have a story except Lockwood
his partner, about some man who killed his wife or
e person who killed someone, and had been found not
.ty because of temporary insanity. They all told the
Uant they did not have any evidence of prC'meditated
er and they could practically assure him of indict, .t for manslaughter if he would agree to confess.
:::During the questioning the first day, there were pie•
presented to him by the various officers of his wife,
tht house, the rooms, the beach; they would take pictures
0
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and suddenly throw out a picture of his wife as she lay
murdered in her bed and force him to look at them.

head and saying, "Down, down, down." Appellant during
this questioning told them he could not do it, that Marilyn
was going to have a baby; they then questioned ll1P fact as
to whether he was the father of the baby. They e:rCT1nined
for traces of hypodermic needles to ascertain whether he
was a dope fiend, and questioned him about taking dope.
They left about 8: 30 Sunday evening.

The County Sheriff Ejects Appellant's Attorney from the
Jail so that the Questioning by the Police Can Continue.
On Sunday, August 1st, he was given an opportunity
to see his attorneys (R. 6366). About 1:30 in the after·
noon he was in conference with Mr. Petersilge and
Schottke and Gareau came to the jail. The Sheriff told
Petersilge he would have to go, and both the appellant and
the attorney protested but to no avail; the Sheriff told
Petersilge to get out, and after he was put out of the jail,
Schottke and Gareau questioned him from 1:30 to 4:30.
The Ordeal Continues.
Appellant subjected himself to the questioning because he wanted to give any and all facts that he could
that related to the murder of his wife. He informed them
that they were not trying to solve the murder, all they
were trying to do was to pin something on an innocent
man. They questioned about his background, school, college, medical work, and so on. After they left, Boyette
and Loncher appeared. They sat and watched him eat. He
was not sent back to his cell to eat, but the food was
brought into this room where he was being questioned,
and what he had to eat had to be eaten in front of them.
They questioned him for some time and would say,
"Sam, why did you do it, why did you kill your wife?" and
then would make motions indicating the manner in which .
appellant had purportedly killed his wife, by lifting the
hand and pumping it down as though they were hitting a

•

On Monday, August 2nd, he was questioned by Offi. cers McHugh and O'Hara and then by another officer and
a Detective Doran. Doran talked to him about having a
steak dinner that night, said he had been a track athlete,
for the purpose of getting on a basis of friendly conversation with him. He told him he was going to a ball game
that night and asked the appellant how he would like to
. come with him and how nice it would be out on the lake,
and discussed the fact that if he were indicted for man. slaughter he would be out on bail and enjoy life. (R. 6349~. ..0378).
:'·,,:"
~

~

.

,,·Not a Word of Rebuttal of the .Foregoing Testimony.
#;,The purpose of all the qtwstloning wns to SC'l'ttrC' n

-,;~¢)

.•

'ession from the appellant (R. 6349-6378). Not one of
officers, except Schottke and Gareau, appeared as
r!f!esses. They appeared in the State's case in chief, but
not called to deny the testimony of the appellant.
...M,,
'
of Detectives McArthur and Detective Lockwood
;~t .the trial table throughout the case but did not take
-~tand. There is not a word of criticism in the Opinion
')be Court of Appeals of the un-American conduct of the
. ''' ties in this case.
·~

r,_;;:... - -
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Justice William 0. Douglas, of the United States Supreme Court, at page 240 of his recent book, "An Almanac
of Liberty", states:
"The police have always been less inclined to use their
wits than their fists. From the beginning confessions
were exacted from suspects by use of every conceivable form of torture. Men were stretched on the rack,
their thumbs twisted off, their fingernails pulled out.
They faced blinding lights while relays of police questioned them for hours. Hitler introduced a devilish
device of drilling a hole straight through a tooth.
Every person has a breaking point, beyond which, he
will, though innocent, confess to any crime to get respite from pain. * * * Criminals must be detected
and punished. But due process of law is a mockery
when the torture chamber is substituted for a public
trial before a calm and dispassionate tribunal." (Emphasis added.)
In the case of United States ex rel. Santo Caminito,
Relntor, Appellant, vs. Robert E. Murphy, etc., Respondent-Appellee, 222 Federal Reporter, 2nd Series, page 698,
the appellant. serving a life sentence at Auburn Prison in
New York State for murder, was released on a writ of habeas corpus. What the Court said in that case is particularly applicable to the situation here (Page 701):
"All decent Americans soundly condemn satanic practices, like those described above, when employed in
totalitarian regimes. It should shock us when American police resort to them, for they do not comport
with the barest minimum of civilized principles of
justice. It has no significance that in this case we must
assume there was no physical brutality. For psycho-"'
Zj =~al torture may be far more cruel, far more symp1' ,1tic of sadism. Many a man who can endure beat-
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ings will yield to fatigue. To keep a man awake
beyond the point of exhaustion, while constantly
pummelling him with questions, is to degrade him, to
strip him of human dignity, to deprive him of the will
to resist, to make him a pitiable creature mastered
by the single desire-at all costs to be free of torment.
Any member of this or any other court, to escape
such anguish, would admit to almost any crime. Indeed, the infliction of such psychological punishment
is more reprehensible than a physical attack; it leaves
no discernible marks on the victim. Because it
is thus concealed, it has, un<ler the brutalitarian regimes, become the favorite weapon of the secret police, bent on procuring confessions as a means of convicting the innocent. * * *" (Emphasis added.)
Page 702:
'· "Aristotle, thousands of years ago, wrote of torture
'that people un<ler its compulsion tell lies quite as often as they tell the truth, sometimes persistently refusing to tell the truth, sometimes recklessly making a
false charge in order to be let off sooner. We ought to
be able to quote cases, familiar to the ju<lges, in which
this sort of thing h<ls actually lrnppened. Vve must S<1~'
that evidence under torture is nol trustworthy, the
fact being that many men whether thick-witted. toughskinned, or stout of heart endure their ordeal nobly,
while cowards and timid men are full of boldness till
~·they see the ordeal of these others; so that no trust
*'can be placed in evidence under tor lure.' In the lGth
.. century, Montaigne said that tortures 'seem to be a
·.test of endurance rather than of truth. For why
:~should pain rather make me say what is, rather than
·force me to say what is not? * * *The effect is that the
)nan whom the judge has put to the torture, that he
. s'may not die innocent, is made to die both innocent
>land tortured.'
C
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"It is imperative that our courts severely condemn
confession by torture, the so-called 'Third Degree.'
To treat it lightly, to condone it, encourages its continued use, with evil effects on the police: The oflicial
who utilizes the Third Degree, since he violates statutes and the Constitution, is himself a criminal; and
his infliction of torture on others brutalize him." * * *

practice is unknown in England where, to our shame,
they call it the 'American method.' There are those
who say that Americ~m conditions eompcl such oflicial resort to crime lo catch and convict criminals.
The absurdity of such a view is evidenced by the fact
that our most effective American police force, the
FBI, abjures this execrable method and, in its school
for state and city police, teaches that the 'third degree'
is both detestable and inefficient. Because proof, in
court, of its use is most diflicult, the only real hope
for its eradication lies in the educative influence of
such police as the FBI, so that all our American policemen will be trained to detest it. * * *"

Pages 703-704:
"That principle the police traduce when they act on
the theory that, to discharge their duty, they have the
authority to dispense with a suspect's constitutional
privileges because they believe him guilty. For it is
not the {unction of the police in our democracy to detennine a man's guilt.
Trials fairly conducted have, alas, led to the con- '
victiou of some innocent men. All such tragedies cannot be avoided even in the best contrived of legal systems. But surely we dare not permit tragedies of that
sort to result from confessions by torture. One shudders to think what happens to an innocent man sent to
jail. Bitter, resentful, he may become an apt student
of the hardened professional criminals he meets in
jail, and thereby be converted from innocence into
real criminality. If he withstands such a conversion,
he will. as a marked man, when released, have a hard
struggle to earn an honest living. If again charged
with crime, he will encounter a serious difficulty at a
trial: If he takes the witness stand, his previous conviction will count against him; if, on that account 1
he does not testify, his silence will adversely affect l
him. And let it not be forgotten that police zeal to con- j
1)ict an innocent man means often that the guilty man ·
escapes ptmishment. (Emphasis added.)
We have here at some length expressed our abhorr' ~ of confession by torture for this reason: That I,

The inroads on the Bill of Rights and the constitutional privileges of Americans is causing such concern that
.the Senate of the United States has decided to begin hearings sometime in October to review the erosion of constiwtional privileges and to aid in the investigation have
uested citizens from all walks of life to furnish informato the Committee appointed by the Senate for the
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The Appellant Was 'fakl'n From thl' .Jail and
Subjectecl to Personal Indignities.
',The appellant was taken out of jail on the morning of
t 2nd by the police to the detective headquarters of
.~ Cleveland Police Department, and subjected to Ber.,__ ' pictures and fingerprinting; the Bertillon pictures
in the afternoon newspapers.
:.On Monday night, August 2nd, at 7:00 P. M., Officers
ch and Yettra from the Sheriff's office and Detec".,Boyette and Loncher of the Cleveland Police Depart;J't/1.i

. -~
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ment manacled him and drove him around the river flats
of the city for some time. Upon inquiring as to what was
going on and where he was going, they said, "You'll find
out," and he finally discovered his destination was the
Cleveland City Hospital (R. 6374).
On his arrival at the hospital he was taken to the Xray Department where he met Dr. Braden, the doctor who
had talked to him in the jail with Chief Story, and the
Cleveland Police Surgeon, Dr. Greene. He had no acquaintance with these doctors; there was present also a Dr.
Slade and a technician.
They removed all his clothing, and then had him remove the orthopedic collar he was wearing, and took Xrays of his body. The appellant informed them that at that
late period X-rays would be of questionable significance.
The three doctors examined him, one by one; as one would
examine, the others would watch. They subjected his entire body to neurological examination, checked for areas
of numbness, the reflexes, stuck pins in him in various "
places, and went over him from head to toe. They compelled him to move his arms, legs and body. Clncl insisted
on moving his neck, which was still painful. He was returned to his cell in the County Jail at about 11:00 P. M.
This was all without the knowledge or authorization of his
counsel.

lawyers of the rights of the police. The Clevelancl Plain
Dealer, on the day that the habeas corpus was filed. Mon~: day, August 2nd, carried the headline: "Lnll'!fl'rs Deloy
> Quiz of the Doctor," referring to the fod that the habeas
corpus proceeding would necessitate the appellant being
removed from the Jail to the courtroom.
On the same clay they carried the headline: "Detectives Held up by Two Visits." This headline and the ac, count following it again informs the public that the law,·. yers are interfering with the police right of questioning.
It must be remembered that all this time the defend'~. ant had been formally charged in an nffidavit with first
degree murder and the delay of the quiz referred to relates
to the incident where Attorney Petersilge was forcibly
ejected from the jail by the Sheriff and his deputies while
, be was in conference with his client for the first time after
~.the arrest. Throughout this period, the attempt of the at, tomeys to give the appellant the representation that he
.wu entitled to was misrepresented to the public as an at·1empt upon the attorneys to interfere with police rights.
···~ :: On Monday, August 2nd. the' C\t'\'t'bnd Press c~HTil'd
following headline:
. "CORRIGAN TACTICS STALL QUIZZING."

On the same day the Cleveland News carried the
~

police report of Detectives Schottke and Gareau
was made on July 4th. It was printed in full in the
eland News. (Deft.'s Ex. 2 on Motion for change of
.ue.) When the defense attempted to obtain the report
refused. It was in the possession of the Coroner,
upon request by the appellant the Court ruled the
1ner did not have to bring it in (R :non- t1). We had

Writ of Habeas Corpus Filed.
On Monday, August 2nd, a writ of habeas corpus was
filed, which was denied. The filing of the writ of habeas
corpus, which is still available in Ohio to anyone held in
'
custod' was represented to the public as an invasion by the '
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the unusual situation where the report was available to the
newspapers, but not available to the appellant.
On August 3rd these headlines appeared in the Cleveland Press:

"SHEPPARD WON'T TALK; MURDEH QUIZ IS HALTED;
DOCTOR READS DURING PROBE."
"SHEPPARD ON TALK STHJKE;
STORY PLANS TO END QUIZ OF SLA YINL;;
SUSAN RELAXES TO RECORDS WIIILI~ A WAITlI'~G
POLICE CALL;
POLICE ABANDON DOCTOR QUIZ;
MARILYN'S MURDER HAS LI<~F'T TOWN TALKlNG
FOR A MONTH."

"MARILYN'S RELATIVES TELL OF OTHER WOMEN;
REVEAL MARRIAGE TO DR. SHEPPARD MARRED 4
YEARS;
FIND KILLER'S BLOODY TRAIL;
KERR AND GERBER CHECK CLUES AT THE SHEPPARD HOME."

On August 5th the Cleveland Press carried the following headlines:

The relatives who were giving out statements to the newspapers were Dr. Keith Weigle, a cousin of Marilyn on her
father's side, and Mrs. Keith Weigle, his mother, the sister
of Thomas Reese, Marilyn's father. They did not testify.
Various statements that were issued by these people about
the appellant and his relations with his wife were given
publicity, although the evidence disclosed that neither of
them had any great contact with the appellant and his
wife.
On August 3rd the announcement was made by the
Cleveland Press that the appellant would be indicted and
stand trial for the murder of his wife. Whether the newspaper had advance information on the fact that the indictment was to be returned, we do not know, but the announcement was verified on August 17th, when the appellant was indicted. In fact, in every move made by the appellant there was an announcement in advance by the
newspapers what the judgment would be and the prognostications were one hundred per cent correct.
On Wednesday, August 4th, the Cleveland News carried the following headlines:

"WOMAN TELLS POLICE OF DATES WITH SHEPP ARD;
REVEALS AUTO RIDE IN THE PARK; TELLS OF DATING SHEPPARD;
HUGGING AND KISSING DATES REVEALED BY
MARRIED WOMAN IN HOCKY IUVEH;
REVEALED ALSO THAT WOMAN'S HUSBAND
STATED HE SLAPPED HER BECAUSE SHE TOOK
A WALK IN THE WOODS WITH UR. SAM."

The woman referred to is Mrs. Julia Lossman of Rocky
River. There was a large picture of Mrs. Lossman on the

fr-ont page of the Cleveland Press.

Mrs. Lossman was not
called as a witness, but over the objeelion of counsel. the
\.appellant was questioned about his relations with this lady.
10lely for the purpose of prejudicing the jury and furnish·~ sensational copy to the newspapers. Mrs. Lossman was
patient of the appellant and was a patient during the time
-,,
~e prosecution made inquiries about her. Objection was
made for that reason.
Mr. and Mrs. Lossman were friends of the Sheppards.
;.\t one time they took a trip together to Detroit in Mr.
Loaman's yacht. On this trip they docked at Put-in-Bay
\(R. 6469). During that stop Mrs. Loss1mm and the appel-

a
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lant took a walk in one direction, while Mrs.
and Mr. Lossman took a walk in another direction (R.·!.
6490) and when they returned, Mr. Lossman made some
comments that were untrue and became angered; the mat-A
ter was settled and the party proceeded on to Detroit. On~
another occasion Mrs. Lossman called the appellant during!'
the day and they drove to Metropolitan Park, where Mrs.·~
Lossman kissed the appellant.
,;;
All the facts in this matter were known to Mrs. Shep-:
pard and she and the appellant agreed that the best thing·~
they could do would be to decrease their social activities {
i
with the Lossmans so that no occasion would arise that .;
would give cause for criticism (R. 6497). There is no~
evidence that there was any quarrel between the appellant ·.fand his wife about Mrs. Lossman.
"To be admissible in a criminal trial, the evidence must .
be relevant to the criminal act charged against the de-:•~
fendant. The only competent evidence is that which .~·. ,
tends to prove the innocence or guilt of the defend- ;1i
ant." General Electric Co. v. International Union, etc. J
52 0. 0. 458, at page 459.
On the same day this story appeared it was accom-,
panied by the following headline:
"INFATUATED, HOUSEWIFE DECLARES."

On August 5th there appeared the following headline:;
"LINK FIVE WOMEN TO THE DOCTOR;
MURDER PROBERS TELL OF AFFAIRS."

There is no evidence of that kind in the record, nor did the
murder probers who are mentioned in the headline appear
as witnesses.

c
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On Friday, August 6th, the Plain Dealer carried the
dline:
,t•r~ "ROADBLOCK BY SBEPPATID LAWYEHS IllT."

· - The Cleveland News on that day carried the headline:
"SHEPPARD GAY SET IS REVEALED BY HOUK; BAY
MAYOR TALKS AGAIN IN MURDER QUIZ;
t HOLD DETROIT NURSE IN SIIEPPAitD PltOBE;
. MARGO BARES FRIENDSHIP WITH DOCTOR."

,.On August 6th the Cleveland Press headline was:

L

'""BLOOD
.
IS FOUND IN GARAGE; KILLER TRACED TO
,.

THE GARAGE."

~; On August 7th the following headline appeared in the

"

"RIPS DRUG THEFT MURDER THEORY;
• FEDERAL AID ACCOUNTS FOR ALL NARCOTICS;
DOCTOR FEARS PREJUDICE IN BAY; ASKS SHIFT
OF HEARING IN ARREST."

Effect of Propaganda .
original contention of sterility and the murder
_)h's. Sheppard because of pregnancy had been aban,aed
long before the tri<ll. It was replaced by the claim
'it>
~tMrs. Sheppard was murdered in a qtrnrrel with appel. ,\over other women. The record is absolutely devoid
quarrel between the appellant and his wife. It is
te with evidence to the contrary. The physical eviin the autopsy report also nullifies any claim of
ls. According to the autopsy report, the digestion of
~Sheppard was normal.

t should be borne in mind * * * that an emotional
disturbance may have a profound effect on intestinal
mobility. Fear or anger may delay the emptying of

'
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the stomach for many hours." Pathology of Trauma,;'
by Dr. Alan R. Moritz, M.D., Page 402.
,

On Sunday, August 8th, the Plain Dealer carried the
dlines:

This is also the testimony of Dr. Sheppard (R. G400).
It is axiomatic that if a statement is repeated over and
over, even if it has no basis in fact, it will be accepted as
a fact by a great segment of the people.

"ADMIRER REFUSES LIE TEST;
STUDENT BALKS AFTER TALE OF SUSPECT IN
SHEPPARD CASE."

On Monday morning, August 9th, the Plain Dealer
headline was:

"Nor need we be surprised that men so often embrace
almost any doctrines, if they are proclaimed with
a voice of absolute assurance. In a universe that we
do not understand, but with which we must in one
way or another somehow manage to deal, and aware
of the conflicting desires that clamorously beset us,
between which we must choose and which we must
therefore manage to weigh, we turn in our bewilder·
ment to those who tell us that they have found a
path out of the thickets and possess the scales by ,
which to appraise our needs.
.

~

"VICTIM'S KIN HITS SHEPPARD ACTION."

'l'bere appeared a long interview by some close relative,

-~

pving information about claimed mistreatment of Mrs.

Sheppard by the appellant. No one appeared as a witness,
and there is not a word of testimony that shows any mis' treatment by the appellant of his wife.
, .
On that day the papers contained pictures of the
{Coroner and his assistants moving from the house the bed,
;·the blood-stained doors, the door from the appellant's
at\ldy and some carpet, all of which were taken to the
:County Morgue; the following headline appeared in the
Plain Dealer:

"Over and over again such prophets succeed in con·
verting us to unquestioning acceptance; there is
sccircely a monstrous belief that has not had its day
and its passionate adherents, so eager are \Ve for safe
footholds in our dubious course."
Judge Learned Hand in "A Plea
of Dissent," New York Times Magazine, Feb.
5, 1955.

:i:;'.h;.P

"HOLD SHEPPARD'S ITEMS FOR COURT;
·GERBER HOPES TO RECONSTRUCT TilF: MURDF.R
SCENE."

reason for this action on the part of the Coroner \Vas
shown. Why he did it, nobody knows. The Coroner
that he took those articles to the Morgue for ex.lion, but found nothing significant to aid in the dell'DW18tion of who had killed Mrs. Sheppard (R. 3436).
furniture was eventually returned to the Sheppard

We believe the statement of this renowned . ~
applies with force to the situation that existed in the pub· \
lie mind in this case.
On August 7th the News carried the headlines:
"FIND TRAIL OF BLOOD TO SHEPPARD CELLAR;
POLICE TRACE KILLER'S PATH WITHIN THE HOUSE;
MYSTERY MARGO IS NOT DETROIT NURSE."

the Cleveland News con-

(

...

.-

.

,.,,,

'
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"ASK JURY ACTION IN MURDER QUIZ;
STORY IS 11\IPATIENT WITH DELAYING LEGAL TAC·
TICS,"

referring to the fact that the appellant had filed an affidavit ·t
of prejudice in the Common Pleas Court.
&
On Tuesday, August 10th, the Press carried the head· ii
lines:
"CARAVANS OF CURIOUS SNAG LAKE ROAD DAILY; ·
RECHECK MURDER EVIDENCE;
POLICE CONFIDENT OF EVIDENCE FOR SHEPPARD
TRIAL."

The Cleveland News headlines on August 10th:
"SEEK MURDER CASE SHORT-CUT TO JURY;
STORY IRKED BY CORRIGAN, SAYS CULLITAN."

This again refers to the fact that there was to be a hearing
on the affidavit of prejudice.
In the Cleveland News on August 10th the headlines
were:
"SECRET MURDER EVIDENCE IS FOUND BY POLICE;
NEW EVIDENCE IS FOUND, POLICE CLAIM."

If they found it, it's still secret.
The Cleveland Press, Wednesday, August 11th, head-,
lines were:
"SIXTH WOMAN IS LINKED IN DOCTOR QUIZ."

On August 14th the Plain Dealer carried the headline:
"IRATE HOUK CONFRONTS STEVE, CALLS HIM A'('
LIAR."

This ref erred to a meeting between Mayor Houk and Dr.
Stephen Sheppard.
The Cleveland News on that day carried the head.,
lines:

.

t

"CHECK MORE DOCTOR'S DATES;
NAMES GIVEN TO DETECTIVES BY IIOVEltSTEN."

Affidavit of Prejudice Filed.
On Saturday, August 7th, the appellant filed in the
•Common Pleas Court a petition for change of venue on
the ground that Gersham Barber, the president of the
;Council of Bay Village, before whom the preliminary
hearing was set on the warrant, was prejudiced.
Hearing on the Affidavit of Prejudice.
The hearing on the affidavit of prejudice was before
Honorable Frank J. Merrick, Judge of the Court of Com:mon Pleas of Cuyahoga County, and the case is numbered
~7601, special dockets of the files of that court. The affi.davit
set forth that Gersham M. Barber had set a pre.,... )~ary hearing on the warrant that was issued by him
.'r August 9, 1954, at the Bay Village City Hall.
_;;_.The affidavit sets forth that the crime for which the
1pellant was arrested happened on July 4, 1954, and al. ,ugh the accused was constantly in the city of Bay
e until July 30, 1954, the warrant was issued at 9:15
on July 30th and the accused was hurried before
M. Barber. He refused to wait for counsel for
1pellant to arrive, although he knew they were on
~; that prior to July 30th said Gersham M. Barber
i}f,•
.de statements, both public and private, indicating
'µion of the guilt of the appellant, and criticized the
.......'of
arrest of the appellant as "silly." He also stated
,.
,,accused had received preferred treatment at the
.·:the officials of the city of Bay Village, and in
had exhibited his bias an<l prejudice.
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Decision.

According to the Revised Statutes, a person arrested
on a warrant is entitled to :1 preliminary hc>nri11g, hut when
the hearing commenced, after all the formal prnl'l'cdings
that had gone before, much to the surprise of eYeryone.
Mr. Danaceau asked for a continuance. This continuance
was granted, and no evidence having been presented, the
appellant was released on bail fixed in the amount of
$50,000.
The prosecutors and Judge Day, the associate of
Judges Merrick and Thomas, proceeded to have the case
presented to the Grand Jury. During the day pictures of
all the grand jurors were printed on the front page of the
Press.

At the hearing before Judge Merrick it was found
that Mr. Barber was disqualified, and an opinion rendered
in that case stated, in part:
"The nature of the charge and the wide public interest
in the case immediately commands that where geographical jurisdiction does not control, a competent,
fair and impartial judge should be designated. I have
asked my associate on this bench, Hon. William F.
Thomas, to accept this assignment by transfer. He
has acceded to my request. I am happy that he is
available and willing to perform this arduous task."
(Emphasis added.)
The Preliminary Hearing Was Wrecked.
On Friday, August 14th, Judge Thomas called all '
counsel together in preparation for the preliminary hear- "
ing, and on Saturday, August 15th, Judge Thomas and
all counsel viewed the Sheppard premises. The headline •·
of the Cleveland News on that day was as follows:
,-;
"JUDGE THOMAS INSPECTS HOME WHERE MARILYN
WAS KILLED."

The preliminary hearing was set for Monday, August
lGth, in the Criminal Courts Building, where at that time
Common Pleas Judge Arthur Day was presiding, and the
courtroom which he occupied adjoined the courtroom in
which the preliminary hearing was set before Judge
Thomas. All the principals in the case assembled there
for the hearing. Appearing in behalf of the State was the
Solicitor of the City of Bay Village, Richard Weygandt,
and Assistant County Prosecutor Saul Danaceau.

t

.!

Judge Thomas Criticized.

On August 17th, following the release of the appeJlant
on bail, the headlines in the Plain Dealer were:
"TIIREATI<:N TO QUIT SHEPPARD PROBE;
McARTHUR SHOCKED AS SHEPPARD LEAVES JAIL'';

and there followed the statement that McArthur threat-

".IDed to pull his

men off the Sheppard cast'. st:lting. "I nm
~ed"; and Homicide Detective Kerr s1w.pped, "l guc:::;s
law and order are for poor people." Prosecutor Cullitan
." .... ...
·.remarked, "I never heard of it in my twenty years here."
tant County Prosecutor Danaceau criticized the judge
granting bail.
. On Monday, August 16th, an<l Tuesday, August 17th,
'•Grand Jury heard witnesses. All the activities were
_, _tined in headlines. The News headline of August
~or.

-"cdi.was:
1
·'.:

-SUSAN TE:LLS GRAND .JURY OF ROMANCE WITH
SHEPPARD;

•
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PROBERS CALL BABY SITTERS."

The Cleveland Press headline was:
"SUSAN TELLS JURY OF DR. SAM;
AFFAIRS CITED AS BACKGROUND
MURDER;
GRAND JURY GETS MURDER QUIZ;
INDICTMENT IS SEEN TOMORROW."

IN

WIFE'S~'

The Indictment Was the Result of Pressure
on the Grand Jury.
See Deft.'s Ex. 3 on the Motion for new trial.
is a record that was taken before the judge who presided
in the trial of this case, when application was made before
him for release of the appellant on bail. Mr. Burt R.
Winston on page 65 of that record testified that he was
foreman of the Grand Jury. The hearing before the Grand
Jury was held on August 16th and 17th and the indictment was returned on August 17th at the unusual hour
of 5:00 p.m.

~
,

\
·

"Q. Mr. Winston, when you returned the indict- .
ment you made the statement that 'pressure on us '
has been enormous'?
A. That was part of the statement I made.
Q. Did you make that statement? (R. 69.
Hearing.)
A. Yes.
Q. What was the pressure that was placed
you?
A. Only curious people who wanted to know 'i
what we knew on the Grand Jury.
..
Q. Who were the curious people, and where did 1
you talk to them?
A. I cannot name them; they are myriad.

•

Q. Where did they talk to you?
A. On the street, on the phone, in clubs that I
belong to.
Q. Were you called at your office?
A. Yes.
Q. Were you called at your home?
A. Yes.
Q. When you said 'pressure on us was enormous,'
when you made that statement, you were referring,
of course, to the Grand Jury, weren't you? A. Yes.
Q. And you knew that the kind of pressure that
was placed on you had been placed on other members
of the Grand Jury, hadn't you?
A. Yes."

Appellant Arrested on Capias.
:»,Immediately following the indictment a capias was
ed for the appellant by Judge Arthur Day, although
.:•
t.;knew that the appellant had been freed on bond of
,000 by his associate, Judge Thomas. The appellant
,,arraigned before Judge Day on August 20th, accom)?d by the usual publicity.
11,.;...i-;

The Names of the Petit Jurors Published in
Advance of the Trial.

;'The venire of the persons who were to serve as petit
was drawn by the Clerk prior to the day fixed for
_and as provided by law. We then witnessed an unaituation. The names and addresses of all the
tive jurors were published in all three Cleveland
.pers. We have shown the terrific publicity throughcommunity that was in advance of this trial. There
"'jj;<!l''
·,'QC> one that could escape its impact, not only in Cleve-

"

;tbe
•

•
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land but throughout Ohio, and perhaps the United States
and the world. The publishing of these names was not
accidental. In our memory of forty years at the bar we
do not recall a similar situation. By the publication of the
names of the jurors in this way everyone who knew them
had an opportunity to discuss the case with them and express their opinions, and probably say what they would do
if they were on the jury. The newspapers had taken a particular stand and they were now in the same position as
the authorities. They had to save face and the only way
that face could be saved in this situation was by securing a
conviction of the appellant, and every method, subtle and
otherwise, was used to that end.

his speech is found in the Journal of the American Judi-

The Trial.
"When the courtroom is invaded by an army of reporters with cameras, sound recording devices and
television equipment, no judge, with all the power of
the law at his command, can maintain the order and
decorum which are essential to the intelligent discharge of the court's proper functions. Under such
circumstances he might as well try to hold court in a :
circus tent \vith the circus going full blast."
The fc•regning qur:ite is from a spetch before
:\~c:ric?n .Jur3i<::a+1Jr<: Snc'.c:+y by Hnnnr2ble Philbrick M~
Coy, Judge of the Superior Court of California, Los Angelel.
County, and co-author with Orrie L. Phillips, of the boo~
"Conduct of Judges and Lawyers." At that meeting h~
engaged in what could be called a form of debate wi
N. R. Howard, Editor of the Cleveland News, a direc· '
of the Associated Press, and former President of th'
American Society of Newspaper Editors. The full text

•

cature Society, Volume 7, No. 6, April, 1954.

On the day the trial opened, October 18th (Defendant's Exhibit 4), Motions for change of venue, continuance
, and withdrawal of a juror were filed. That evening Radio
·Station WHK broadcast a debate at 9: 30 P.M. between
Forrest Allen, of the Cleveland Press, and James Collins,
: the City Editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and the
subject of the debate was as to which newspaper deserved
the most credit for the indictme11t of llw <1ppellnnt.

During the debate (page 33 of Exhibit 4), a Mr.
,Seeger asked Mr. Allen: "You are making your defenses
on the basis of what the Press did was good investigative
, reporting, so I ask, 'Do you think so,' and then, too, 'If so,
;What did it produce?'"
Allen: "I think the Press' handling of the Sheppard
··story produced the trial that we have got over there today
:because I don't think the officials were going to do anything about it."

Opinion-Forming Headlines During the Trial.

Sidney Andorn, a noted Cleveland columnist and
;'~.'commentator, on October 22, 1954, wrote in his

;1'jl·:.c.

• (R. 89):

·J,/

Jii·;WJ7 solid days of this delicious dish, and right now
are demanding more. You, the public, are the
·: who have been circulating unending streams of
ie8 about this brutal killing. Some of them are
YiOr stories, most of them are lascivious, and we
about juvenile delinquency! * * *

.,, l

•
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"What is there about it that frenzies us into an
orgy of salacious sensationalism, or more to the point,
what is there about us who are frenzied? Does Cleveland need mass psychiatry?"

"Woman Juror Seated, Has Delayed Trial As Delay Move Fails."

During the trial the same opinion-forming headlines
as had characterized the newspaper coverage from July
4th were continued, as appear in Exhibits 1 and 2, on Motion for Change of Venue. In part they are as follows:

"Dressed in one of those navy blue drape-type
suits with carefully knotted blue knitted tie, Sam
Sheppard could play Romeo to any Juliet, or better
still, little boy to mother type."
"One of the cliches of murder trials, 'expressionless' fits Dr. Sam perfectly."
"Sometimes he puts hand to his cheek, or strokes
his lean jaw; for the rest he is virtually emotionless."

Press, October 18th:
"PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE ATTORNEYS CLASH "
VIOLENTLY;
DR. SAM'S FACE AN EMOTIONAL MASK;
DR. SAM BURIED HIS FACE IN HIS HANDS;
A CORPS OF ABOUT 60 OUT OF TOWN NEWSPAPERMEN COVERING THE CASE."

"Andrew Tully called it: 'A show that would .~
pack the Yankee Stadium.'
"Tully said: 'Dr. Sam is billed by the Prosecution
as a kind of Babe Ruth of the Boudoir.'

:lain Dealer, October 19th:
.:•

11

DR. SAM IS STOLID AS TRIAL BEGINS;
FACE REMAINS AS MASK AS JURORS
QUIZZED."

ARE

s, October 19th:
}~"SUSAN HAYES STIRS CLASH AT TRIAL TABLE."

"SHEPPARD LOSES DELAY FIGHT."

Plain Dealer, October 18th:
"SHEPPARD BEGINS FIGHT FOR LIFE;
BIG NAMES TO BE AT THE MURDER TRIAL;
PRESS CORPS TO CONVERGE ON TINY COURT-

·~

ROOM."

"Courtroom drama will be sketched by Jenkins of
the New York Journal. It will go into 12 Hearst news- .
papers."
"Columnist Dorothy Kilgallen will cover for the
Journal American; Russ Harris of the Chicago News; ..
Art Everett of the New York Associated Press Head- ·~
quarters."

t

"SHEPPARD COURTROOM IS TENSE FOR DRAMATIC
WHODUNNIT."

;Continuing the propaganda for convicting and the
)tion of the public and the jurors who were either
in the box at that time or were to be called, the

4
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Cleveland Press on Saturday, October 23rd, displayed an
eight column streamer across the top of the page:
"BUT WHO WILL SPEAK FOR l\IARILYN."

"It's perfect, you think at first, as you look over
the setting for the Big Trial.
The courtroom is just the size to give the feeling
of coziness and to put the actors close enough to each
other so that in moments of stress the antagonists can
stand jaw to jaw and in moments of relaxation can
exchange soft words of camaraderie.
Modern enough for this 'See-Hear' age, with the;
microphone, the loud speaker on the walls, and the
blazing lights for the TV cameras before and after.
court sessions.
.
Yet somberly dignified enough to carry the au-1
then tic decor of the traditional court of juctice.
Almost inadequate, old-fashioned hanging light ;;
fixtures. Dark furniture. A high bench for his honor,
the judge. So high that if he slouches a bit just his .:.
head is visible.
A bit of plaster has fallen from the ceiling over
the clerk's desk. The unrepaired spot gives a touch
of the dignity of age.
And at the floor at the end of the trial table-a
cuspidor.
Ah, you think, only a master arranger would
have remembered that.
'The cuspidor. Put it here.'
Perfect, you think at first, a masterpiece of setting the stage for the Big Trial.
Then it hits you. No, there's something missing.
What?

r

*

*

*

*
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Ah, the cast. Superb, you think at first.
And complete. Not a chC1raclPr missing.
And so real, you think. Just like you would ex.:' pect to see. Why if you didn't know these were people
\'4:and this was a real setting, you would think you were
.:~·!watching a drama on television or a mystery play at
the theater.
His honor, the judge, a quaint Welsh accent.
Quick, mobile, features that can pass so rapidly
through sternness, annoyance, patience and charming
';friendliness.
..
And the chief counsel for the defense. Granite
-faced, shaggy haired. Now disdainful, now quizzical,
1W coaxing, now threatening, now bored.
These provide the perfect background for the
perfect character of all, the accused. Was there
,
more perfect typing? Was there ever a more
'perfect face for the enigma that is the Big Trial?
'
Study that face as long as you want. Never will
JOU get from it a hint of what might be the answer
when the curtain rings down on this setting and on
characters. Is he the one? Did he do it?
Plus, of course, the other charadPrs. Tlw ae's two brothers. Prosperous, poised. His two
llllters-in-law. Smart, chic, well-groomed. His elderly
,ther. Courtly, reserved. A perfect type for the
' ',triarch of a staunch clan.
Yes, you think. They wouldn't be more true-toif this Big Trial were a television drama.
Then it hits you again. No, there's something. someone missing .
. ~ Whatisit? Who is it? Who'sstillofistage? Wait, ~rhaps for a cue to come on.

'

*

*

*

*

*

. In the hallway outside the courtroom you stop to

•

to Detective Chief James McArthur. He's an old

t
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timer at Big Trials. So you ask him. Isn't there someone, something missing?
'Sure,' says the detective chief. 'There always is.
I'll tell you.
'It's the other side, the representatives of what in
this case will be officially known as the corpus delecti, ~
in other words the body of the crime, in still other
words-Marilyn Reese Sheppard.'
There is no grieving mother-she died when
Marilyn was very young.
There is no revenge-seeking brother or sorrowing sister. Marilyn was an only child.
Her father is not here. Why he isn't is his own
personal business. What then, you wonder, will be the other side?
It will be there, Inspector McArthur reassures.
He opens a thick brief case he carries daily to the
courtroom.
'Here,' he says, 'are the statements and resumes
of testimony that will be given by the state's witnesses.
Here are the theories and details of the evidence found
by dozens of detectives in weeks of work.
'Here is the complete story of Marilyn Reese
Sheppard. How she lived, how, we think, she died.
Her story will come into this courtroom through our
witnesses. Here is how it starts: Marilyn Sheppard, .{
nee Reese, age 30, height, 5 feet, 7 inches, weight 125 '
pounds, brown hair, hazel eyes. On the morning of
July 4 she was murdered in her bedroom.* * *'

*

*

*

*

*

Then you realize how what and who is missing
from the perfect setting will be supplied.
How in the Big Case justice will be done.
Justice to Sam Sheppard.
And to Marilyn Sheppard."

4

More Opinion-Forming Headlines.
i:~

FPress, October 25th:

.~;::

"MARILYN'S FATHER WILL TAKE THE STAND."

A long story, headed "This Was Marilyn, Her
Joys and Her Fears," with many pictures of Marilyn
Sheppard, the family life, and intimate matters relating to Marilyn Sheppard.

hess, October 26th:
Ten pictures of Sam Sheppard's hands. Every
edition carried pictures of the appellant.
, October 26th:
"DR. SAM SOBS IN COURT AS MARILYN'S KIN DIES."

tober 27th:
: : "BAY MAYOR REVEALS INSIDE STORY."

, October 27th:
Picture of Marilyn.
iber 27th:
..}"SUSAN HIDES UNTIL TRIAL ORDEAL."

Picture of Susan Hayes.
~·October 29th:

..PROBE OF JUROR HOLDS UP TRIAL;
HALT TRIAL AS JUROR IS PROBED."

October 29th:
ORALS CONVICTION OF JUROR REVEALED;
.a.RIAL IS ADJOURNED TO FIGURE OUT WHAT TO
DO IN THE SITUATION."

.

Picture of Juror James Manning and statement
that he was convicted on a morals charge 11 years

-:.~,·

4
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News, October 30th:
"SMOG OVER JUROR BLOCKS TRIAL FUTURE."
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,News,
November 8th:
'{;:
"AHERN SAYS SAM WORE T-SHIRT."

News, November 1st:
"STATE REJECTS SHEPPARD DEAL TO
TRIAL."

''TELLS ABOUT SHEPPARD RIFT;
AHERN HEARD DOCTOR EYED DIVORCE."

Press, November 1st:
"JUDGE TO OUST SHEPPARD JUROR; CASE
ADJOURNED UNTIL WEDNESDAY MORNING, {"
WITH THE QUESTION OF JAMES MANNING'S \
RIGHT TO SIT AS A JUROR STILL UNSETTLED."''

Tuesday, November 2nd~
Pictures of Hoversten.
(Home edition)
"HOVERSTEN BARES DIVORCE TALK."

Final edition Press, November 2nd:
"HOVERSTEN BARES SAM'S DIVORCE TALK;
WILL TESTIFY ON QUARRELS BY SHEPPARD."

Plain Dealer, November 2:
"MAYOR RAPS STORY ON JUROR MIX-UP."

November 3:
"JUROR DISQUALIFIED IN SHEPPARD TRIAL."

Press, November 4th: (Headline)
"LOVE LETTERS TO SUSAN BARED;
STATE ASKS DEATH FOR SAM."

Press, November 4th:
Sketches of wounds on Marilyn's head.
News, November 4th:
Headline calls Dr. Sam "love slayer"; asks death.
News, November 6th:

"D(

, November 9th:
" "HOUK SAYS RICHARD ASKED 'DID YOU DO THIS,
SAM?'"

, November 9th:
"SAM ASKED DIVORCE; MRS. AHERN SAYS HIS AFFAIRS TROUBLED MARILYN."

"DR. SAM DENIED KILLING TO BROTHER, HOUK
SAYS."
1
"

CONFESS IF YOU DID IT,' MAYOR HOUK TOLD
SAM."

esday, November 10th:
.~LD SAM 'CONFESS IF GUILTY';

·. HOUK SAID: 'FRIENDS WILL STAND BY YOU.'"

, Wednesday, November 10th:
1R. SAM, WIFE, DISAGREED OFTEN, MRS. HOUK
SAYS."

LICE LABORATORY CREW READIES ATTACK ON
DR. SHEPPARD."

' · November 12th:
'R. SAM'S PROWLER STORY HIT."

SAM IS A COURTROOM CRY-BABY."

•
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Press, Tuesday, November 16th:
"SAM'S FIRST ACCUSER TESTIFIES;
GERBEit HAS AN ARMLOAD OF EVIDENCE."
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Plain Dealer, November 23rd:
"ASSERTS STEVE COACHED DR. SAM."
~'Press, November 23rd:

News, November 16th:
"SURGICAL TOOL MARKED PILLOW,
GERBER SAYS."

"CITES FINGERPRINTS CLEANED UP;
EXPERT DESCRIBES ERASING OF CLUES."

News, November 23rd:

News, November 17th:
"HIT DEFENSE BURGLAR PLEA;
CALL HOVERSTEN TOMORROW."

"MURDER HOUSE WIPED CLEAN; FEW CLUES LEFT,
JURY TOLD."

~~Press, Wednesday, November 24th:

Press Editorial November 17th:

"INTERVIEW WITH A RELATIVE OF DR. SHEPPARD."

"MARILYN FOUGHT KILLER: GERBER."

"Marilyn called Sam a Jekyll-Hyde."

Pictures of various surgical instruments.

Friday, November 19th:

"Expert describes 50 blood stains found in Sam's
home."

"HOVERSTEN SAYS STEVE GAGGED SAM;
CHASED HIM FROM BEDSIDE."

Press, Friday, November 19th:
"DR. STEVE UNDER FIRE; BALKED
SCHOTT KE;
PUT GAG ON SAM, SAYS HOVERSTEN;
PAL CHASED OUT OF ROOM;
TOLD BROTHER NOT TO TALK."

"Dr. Hits Sam Injury Story."

,.

'ews, November 29th:
"Hits Dr. Sam Injury Claim."
, November 29th:
"Sam's Injury Slight-Hexter."

News, November 19th:

, November 30th:

Brings names of two women into Sheppard murder trial.

"Tells of Marilyn Type Blood Downstairs in
Sheppard House."

November 22nd:

ember 30th:

"TESTIFIES SAM ADMITTED LIE."

"Lab Worker Says Human Left Stains."

News, Monday, November 22nd:
"HOVERSTEN REVEALS WARNING TO SAM:
STORY STRAIGHT' ";
"THRRE IS TALK OF DIVORCE BY SHEPPARD."

•

Exhibit 2.
s, Wednesday, December 1st:
.

11

SUSAN READY TO TELL STORY."

'
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Press, December 1st:
"SUSAN CONFRONTS DR. SAM;
WIFE'S KIN DENY DR. GENTLE."

News, December 1st:
"SUSAN ON THE STAND TELLS OF 2-YR.
WITH DR. SAM."

Press, December 2nd:
"SAM'S BURGLAR PLEA REJECTED."

Plain Dealer, December 2:

"'SAM FAKED INJURIES' IS PARRINO'S CHARGE."

· Dealer, December 10th:
"SAM DENIES DISCUSSING DIVORCE."

, December 13th:
"SAM ADMITS DATE UPSET WIFE."

s, December 13th:
"DR. SAM ADMITS TWO MORE ROMANCES DURING
MARRIAGE."

"SUSAN ADMITS TRYSTS WITH DR. SAM."

Many pictures of Susan.

DETAILS; ADMITS MARILYN

Press, December 3rd:

UNHAPPY."

Picture of Julia Lossman.
.ber 13th:

"PARRINO RIPS DR. STEVE'S STORY OF SCENE ON
MURDER MORNING."

News, December 3rd:

:"BLASTS SAM FOR HINDERING QUIZ."

Pictures of Margaret Kauszer, Los Angeles.
"Had Dates With Sam."
Picture of Julia Lossman.

Dorothy Kilgallen casts Steve in an
Angel" role.
Plain Dealer, December 4:

Tuesday, Dec em her 14th:

"TRIPS DR. STEVE ON NEW VERSION OF LOOK AT
"·'
THE BODY."

Press, December 6th:

Picture of Margaret Kauszer.
:::December 15th:

"HITS STEVE COVER-UP FOR SAM."

.TE ASKS DEATH FOR DR. SAM."

Press, December 6th:
"DR. STEVE FALTERS UNDER HAMMERING."

Press, December 8th:
Picture of Sheppard family on December 25, 1953.
News, December 8th:
~·).~.",

"BUILD-UP OF DR. SAM STARTS."

4

:' ~- .

'ATE CHARGES DR. SAM WANTED WIFE TO KNOW
J'.OF HAYES AFFAIR."

•
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News, December 16th:
"STATE'S LAST WORDS: 'SAM FAKED
TO COVER UP MURDER.'"

News, December 17th:
"JURY DEBATES SAM'S FATE."

Press, December 17th:
"JURY DEBATES SAM'S FATE."

Press, December 17th:
"JURY WEIGHING DR. SAM'S FATE."

Press, December 17th:
"JURY DEBATES ON SAM; WEIGHING LIBERTY OR
DEATH."
"DR. SAM JURY STARTS VOTING."

Press, December 20th:
"DR. SAM EXPECTS HUNG JURY."

News, December 21st:
" 'DECISION IS NEAR,' JURY HINTS."

Newspaper Pressure During the Trial.
The presiding judge during the term was a candidate
for re-election to his office in November, 1954, and although there were two other judges assigned to the Criminal Division of the Common Pleas Court at the time, he
set the case for October 18th, 1954, to be tried in his
courtroom.
On Thursday, October 14th, as shown by Defendant's Exhibit 3 on Motion for change of venue, the judge
had a meeting in his courtroom with representatives of!
various newspapers and press associations, television and·~
radio station representatives. It indicated the wide cov-

f
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'age that was going to be given to the trial. Neither the
1ppellant, nor any of his counsel, was present at that
,::--eeting.
During the days before the trial and after this meet'lng, the Court had erected inside the bar a long table for
ltJie use of reporters; one end of that table was within six
es of the last chair in the jury box; a microphone was
,talled in front of the witness chair connected to three
. ,ud speakers in the courtroom. The size of the courtroom
• 52 feet by 21 feet. This was the first time in the history
Cuyahoga County that such apparatus was erected in a
oom and there has been none since this trial.
There are four rows of benches outside the bar for the
of the public. The first three rows of benches were as.ed to newspaper photographers, radio and television
nnel, and the Court had the names of the persons
ted on the seats at regular intervals so that they would
;OW where their places would be. The only part of the
om available to spectators was the last bench in the
'OOm, seating about 14 people. These were occupied
.hers of the family of the appellant and the family
:~deceased, Marilyn Sheppard. Defendant's Exhibits
0, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, and 77 are pictures of the set:the courtroom and some of the conditions that preduring the trial.
.· .e Court established the rule that the admission of
··~~,'persons to the courtroom was to be by card. Asi'i'-.. to newspaper, radio and television personnel were
•rooms of the Courthouse floor, including the ast room, where cases are assigned to other rooms
In these rooms the radio and television stations
~·

'
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and newspapers had private telephone lines installed and
all other necessary equipment to carry on their work.
Space in the assignment room was assigned to the Chicago
Tribune, Chicago Sun, New York Herald Tribune, AkronBeacon Journal, New York Journal, Associated Press,
Pittsburgh Post Dispatch, New York Post, New York
Daily News, International News Service and United Press.
Also erected in the room were special telephone
booths and telephone equipment which was used to forward with dispatch the reports of the trial. Rooms were
also assigned to radio commentators on the third floor of
the Courthouse. This is the floor on which the jury deliberating rooms are located. One such room located next to
the room occupied by the jury that tried this case was used
by Radio Station WSRS, and broadcasting continued from
that room throughout the trial, and during the time the
jury was in that room during recess, and during deliberations of the jury (R. 1-25).
Assembled in the hall outside the courtroom were
photographers from the Cleveland Press, from the News,
from the Plain Dealer, and photographers from the International News Association, United Press, Associated Press,
Life Magazine, and others from various television stations
(R. 1792). They were there for the entire trial. Erected
outside the courtroom were television cameras and lights.
(See Affidavit on Motion for New Trial.)
A motion was made that the table be removed from
inside the bar and that the signs placed on the benches be
removed and the order of the court allowing admission to '
the courtroom by card be rescinded (R. 1-20). At the
opening of the trial (R. 120), motion was made for a con- ,

'

tinuance and a motion for change of venue, all of which
were overruled.
The defendant had subpoenaed numy witnesses to
give evidence to support the motion for change of venue.
The Court decided he would not hear the witnesses but
would hold the matter in abeyance, and then proceeded to
impanel the jury.
While it is held in Ohio that whether an accused in a
criminal prosecution is entitled to a change of venue is in
the sound discretion of the Court, we believe from the facts
in this case that the Court abused its discretion in overruling the motions.

"If freedoms of press are so abused as to make a fair
trial in a locality impossible, the judicial process must
be protected by removing the trial to a forum beyond
its probable influence."
Shepard & Irvin v. State of Fla., 341 U. S. 50-55; 95
Law Ed. 740, at page 743.
The Supreme Court in the above case, referring to
·•· prejudicial influences outside of the courtroom, stated the
''.following:

* * but prejudicial influences outside of the courtroom, becoming all too typical of a highly publicized
,, trial, were brought to bear on this jury with such force
, that the conclusion is inescapable that these defendants were pre-judged as guilty, and the trial was but a
,,, legal gesture to register a verdict already dictated by
, the press and the public opinion which it generated."
p. 742.

'iii.-<•

tr ....

o statement could be

more applicable to the situation in

instant case.

•
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We have shown heretofore the publishing of certain facts
and information, none of which was offered at the trial,
and the same rational explanation for the non-production
of all the statements that have been issued by the authorities in this community about the appellant is that they
were false.

and the Judge, Prosecutor and Detective McArthur, who
was seated at the trial table, were all televised.
On Sunday night, November 22nd (R. 3723) in the
broadcast of Bob Considine, a feature writer and news
commentator whose articles are published in many news··· papers throughout the country, and whose comments are
heard on many radio stations, including WHK in Cleveland, announced over the radio a comparison between the
appellant and Alger Hiss, who received notoriety because
of his betrayal of a trust as an official of the United States
Government, and compared the denial of the appellant to
Officer Schottke, to the denial of Alger Hiss when he was
confronted by Whittaker Chambers. Considine did not go
into the fact that Hiss at the time he made his denial was
.; strong mentally and physically and standing in an office
'·.room in New York, while the conversation between
• Schottke and the appellant was while the appellant was in
bed in a hospital room shortly after an assault had been
itted upon him, in which he was seriously injured.
The Court stated (R. 3724) that he had not heard of
broadcast; that "somebody usually tells me about
things, but that is one they missed. Well, I don't
,,,.
, we can't stop people in any event listening to it; it
";~matter of free speech, and the Court can't control any-

"Newspapers in the enjoyment of their constitutional
right may not deprive accused persons of their right
to a fair trial. These convictions, accompanied by such
offense, do not meet any civilized conception of due
process of law." p. 743.
The prejudicial, and certainly inexpedient conditions
that were present at the beginning of the trial in this case
on the first day grew as the trial progressed. (See Deft.'s r
Exs. 1 and 2 on motion for new trial.)

State v. Dickerson, 7 N. P. (NS) 193;
State ex rel. v. McCarthy, 52 0. S. 363.
The motions for change of venue and continuances are
repeated throughout the trial. In renewing the motion on
Monday, November 22nd (R. 3719), it was called to the
attention of the Court that since the trial started, the halls
and rooms surrounding the courtroom had been filled with
reporters, television operators and photographers; that
each morning the appellant was brought into court at least
ten minutes before the beginning of the trial and for a
period of time was subjected by many photographers and
television cameras, against his will, to be photographed
(R. 3719).
On November 22nd there were erected in front of the
•
Courthouse television cameras from Station WNBK and '
were t~~"e when the jury was entering the Courthouse,

, The Court was requested to inquire of the jury regardthe effect that broadcast had upon them, and the Court
: "We're not going to harass the jury every morning."
"The Court: It is getting to the point where if we
it every morning we are suspecting the jury. I
.have confidence in this jury, a1H1 we must have eonfi-

~·do

'

Harried Dad Borel
as Mom Aids She,:
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dPnce or the jury system is of no vnlue
;rnyhody.
Mr. Cnnigan: The jury Rre hunwn beings,
this situation nrnund here is unprecedented in the
tory of trials in the United States.
The Comt: You clRim this trial 1s
dented?
l\fr. Corrigan: There is a murder case going
down here in the next room; a man's 011 trial for fi
degree murder, m1d there is not a line in the n
paper about it.
The Court: All right."
The Court refused to make any inquiry, nor did he instruct~;
the jury.
The motions were renewed on November 2Gth (B.:f~
48(i(i) and Appellant's Exhibit GG was introducP<I. TIUI\
exhibit shows prejudicial statements issued by
of the famil~, of Marilyn SheppRrd (R. 42G7).

f04l MOM to come horn" from
the r..blt of Nancy M11ncini 11nd 111•1

The Press Enters the Home of a Juror
During the Trial.

...... In the

In a cleverly calculated method of influencing
jury, the Cleve\;md Press sent a reporter and a photog.~
r;ipher tn the hfJlne nf Lois 1\fancini and interviewed M~:
Mancini's mother and Mrs. Mancini's husband and chU.:l
dren. and pictures were taken of all the members of ~J'
family inside the Mancini home, shtnving the activities~.
the family while thC'ir mother was serving on the jury,
the pictures were printed in the Press and the stories ot!
the difficulties of the family. while the mother and wife:
was serving on the jury were related in full. The pictures'
and tlH' account were puhlished on Th~mksgiving Day so
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1y could not fail to come to the attention of the other
bers of the panel and it could not help but be a subof discussion among the members of the jury, and the
of the Court to take any action against them indi..
to the jury the approval of the Court of this unwar;~ted, unlawful and unheard of action on the part of the
eland Press. When it was called to the Court's attenon reconvening after Thanksgiving Day, the Court
ed it aside with the statement, "I don't know what to
'*'1·:·
about it."
Walter Winchell.
On December 8th it was called to the attention of the
,_urt that Walter Winchell, the well known radio comtator and newspaper columnist, on his Sunday night
'~on broadcast, which was heard by millions of peoand which was carried by the radio in Cleveland, stated
.ta woman named Carol Beasley, of Nashville, Tennes"'~' who was under arrest for robbery in the City of New
~k, had announced that she was the mistress of the ap'
t and he was responsible for the birth of her child.
·u
pe of the jurors said they heard the broadcast (R.
~:., ). When it was called to the Court's attention he re-~ that he thought it was outrageous but he didn't see
''~t it had to do with the trial.
~-These events and others that occurred throughout the
'"·
__ 'were made the subject of a motion for a continuance
.\.'_.
, _withdrawal of a juror, all of which were overruled.
''.It took the Judge a long time to arrive at the concluthat it did have something to do with the trial. On
:
-·~ldnesday,
September 7, 19!15, the Judge dispatched a
::;,:...
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for :,

scathing letter to Winchell, denouncing him
cast during the time of the trial. "I wanted
how revolting the thing was," Blythin said. " .
vicious things he blasted over the radio an~~
when a man was on trial for his life." Cleve:
Dealer, Thursday, September 8, 1955, Greater ~
Final, page 8.
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On Wednesday, November 24th, the Cleve.~
carried a double column headline on the tton·
follows:
l*'
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This rash and mind-conditioning account was c
for the purpose of vilifying the appellant in the mint''
the jury and the public. It is not justified by any evid~~
1·
produced at the trial.
·
We again call the attention of the Court to the
mony of Mrs. Lavelle Miller, a close friend of Mrs. S:
pard, who visited with her alone on the Wednesda:

Ii

. :I

I

1

t

7 Cents

Phone CHerry 1-1111

"Two days before her death Marilyn Reese Shf
told friends that her accused husbaqd, Dr. SaJil'
Sheppard, 'was a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' * ',1
of Mrs. Sheppard's 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde'~
ments was made to Bay Village Mayor J. S,If
Houk as recently as last June, the Press leaf
* * *(Emphasis added.)
~,J
.t•
"Mrs. Sheppard used the 'Jekyll-Hyde expressio:
quently in confidential conversations during thi
several years,' friends and relatives told the
investigators."

t

Home
32 Pages

Then follows a story printed on the most promine
on the page as follows:
..

.
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"SAYS MARILYN CALLED SAM A 'JEKYLL-
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.ursday before the murder, and on which occasion Mrs.
bppard told her of her pregnancy and she was radiantly
.~
1ppy (R. 6009).
, Two days before the murder was Friday, July 2nd.
'~~t was the day on which the three brothers and their
,,.ves were having a joyous reunion at the home of Dr.
. ~phen Sheppard, and there was exhibited great joy at
;~ coming birth of the child, and the group was informed
··Mrs. Sheppard that the child, if it were a boy, was to
Stephen Allen Sheppard, after the brother,
!>

Photographs of the Jury.
The jury was constantly televised and photographed .
. ictures of jurors appear in the Press and News October
l9th, and the Plain Dealer, October 20th; in the Press and
"
News, October 20th; in the Press and News, October 21st;
.the News, October 22nd; in the Plain Dealer, October
:nd; in the Press and News of October 25th; in the Press
.d News, October 26th; in the Plain Dealer, Press and
ews, October 27th; in the Press and News of October 28th,
. .d on the 28th, the picture of Susan Hayes was set up
'~'.th the pictures of the jurors. In the Plain Dealer of Oc.."ber 28th were pen sketches of the jurors; on October 29th
ere pictures and descriptions of each juror; in the News
and Press of November 1st were pictures of the jurors;
Press, November 2nd, jurors' pictures. November 3rd in
fthe News and the Press were pictures of the jurors at the
~eppard house, visiting the premises. On November 4th,
, pictures of the jurors and the helicopter's pictures
the house and the jurors visiting the scene.

•

'
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November 4th, the News, pictures of the jurors, an1
on Saturday, November 6th, pictures of the women juroJ;li:
over the headline, "Women' Jurors Give Color to Drabl
j
Grim Scene at Murder Trial," and description of the!
various women jurors, how they dress, how they looked,
etc. They were being glamorized.
On December 17th, pictu'res in the News, pictures oil
jurors arriving in court, and the Press, pictures of all the!,,
jurors. December 20th, in the News, pictures of the five\
women jurors taken alone and separated from the seven:,,
men jurors, who had their pictures taken in a group.
In the Press, December 20th, was pictures of thb jury
at meals. This was during their deliberations, and on Tuesday, December 21st, picture in the News of the jury sep- '
arated, six in one group and six in the other, also during .,
deliberations (Exhibits 1 and 2 on Motion for New Trial) ... 1
View of Premises.
A Motion of the Prosecuting Attorney (R. 1618) for
the jury to view the home and the grounds of the appellant
was made. The Motion was granted. The jury was brought
back and seated in the jury box and were subjected to at
least a dozen photographers and television cameramen.
They mounted themselves op chairs, the Judge's bench
and various parts of the room. All this was done outside
the presence of the appellant, and the Appellant's Exhibits 63, 64, 65 entered on the Motion for change of
venue and continuance were introduced to show this situation (R. 1634). This occurred about noon on November
3rd, and the jury was then dismissed for the day. The
Court reconvened, with the jury present, on November

'

·;for the purpose of being taken to the home of the
1pellant.
. r. The Court's bailiff was Edward Francis. It is the rule
·'1::the Common Pleas Court that when a jury is sent to
'ew premises they are sent in the custody of the Court's
•;bailiff. They have never been sent, in the experience of
~unsel in this case, in the custody of the Sheriff. How;ever, in this case the rule was changed and the Court said

,.

<to·the jury:
"The bailiff of this Court, Edward Francis, will go with
you, but you are not in his charge; you are in the
charge of the sheriff,"

rand in the custody of the Sheriff the jury visited the appel7Jant's home (R. 1621).
~-!i'' When the jury arrived at the home of the appellant,
~the place was surrounded with reporters and photogral~-;
phers and radio and television personnel. They surrounded
~e house and grounds and took many pictures of the
jurors, which were published. During all the time that
~the jury was on the premises making the view, a heli~,eopter engaged by the Cleveland Press, carrying Press
(cameramen, continued to fly over the home with a great
{:deal of noise and racket, and during which time many
', pictures were taken which were published in the Cleve,;.[;'

:,.,··

~·

;;_land Press.
Fair Trial and a Free Press.
,
We believe that we have shown a situation that is not
:paralleled in American journalism. The newspapers outtllid~ of Cleveland generally were astonished and alarmed
1t1ihe manner in which this murder case was covered by

(
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the Cleveland newspapers. The method was condemn'
by outstanding editorial writers all over the United Sta
We set down a few:
'
The Toledo Blade, Wednesday, December 22nd, in
editorial entitled "Free Press and Fair Trial":
"At this distance, som~ 100 miles from Clevelani-_..,
it looks to us as though the Sheppard murder case w
sensationalized to the point at which the press m
ask itself if its freedom, carried to excess, doesn't in..
terfere with the conduct of fair trials.
The hue and cry raised in Cleveland newspapers
after Marilyn Sheppard was found murdered ~ould 1
not help but inflame public opinion even as it pointed}
the finger of suspicion. One of the papers, which vir•1~
tually demanded the arrest of Dr. Sheppard, almost~.
had a vested interest in his conviction. (Emphasis J
added.)
During the long-drawn-out trial the Cleveland .
papets and a good many others treated it like a 1
Roman holiday. With a man's life at stake, they com- J
peted with one another in whipping the evidence up '
into one sensation after another. Skeletonized sum-·.
mations of lengthy testimony came pretty close to .
drawing conclusions from it.
Day after day the public, and the jurors,
treated to opinion-shapi1g headlines, such as:
Quit Stalling and Bring Him In
Sam Declined July 4 Lie Test
Says Dr. Sam Talked Divorce
Testifies Sam Changed Stories
Charges Sam Faked Injuries
Says Marilyn Called Sam a 'Jekyll-Hyde.'
In either event, there was considerable criticism
of the way this story was handled which came not
a~
from judges and lawyers but also from the ,
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public. And we think that it is justified, because we
;~o not believe that the rights of a free press are para~·;· mount to that of a fair trial.
,
After all, a fair trial, involving the age-old struggle of the individual against all-powerful government,
. is the most basic, the most essential of all human
1 ;rights.
From the dawn of civilization mankind has
)ooked to it as the first line of defense against oppresJi ; sion under any form of government. Before the other
powers of kings and tyrants were questioned, the
:: . right of courts to do justice between them and their
'Jc subjects was demanded and sometimes accepted.
f.d;,.
In modern times even dictatorships, of the man
"·~:·, on horseback or of a collectivized people, have at least
", pretended to keep their hands off the courts so that
they could at least appear to hand down judgments
according to the law and the evidence.
And should American newspapers do less today?
The freedom of the press, gained in the last century or so as the democratic concept evolved, is not
. , an absolute. It is much more like a social tool to be
' used wisely and responsibly for the public good. And
l_,"~"newspapers employ it to their peril when they inter?..
. pose themselves between the people and their courts
and undertake to try cases in print before, or as, the
evidence is presented to the jury."

i:1

~..;

On May 21, 1955, at the Diamond Jubilee of the Ohio
State Bar Association the Toledo Blade was awarded the
J'irst Journalism Award for "Outstanding Contributions
j
> the Administration of Justice. John C. Durfey, of
Springfield, President of the Ohio Bar Association, in mak, . this First Award cited the accuracy with which the
»iedo Blade has reported questions of legal news and par~ly its 'enlightening participation' in the natiol
~~
--r,
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wide struggle for constitutional rights and civil liberti1
for all men. Its coverage of major murder trials, such! .,
that of Dr. Samuel Sheppard' in Cleveland * * * we ,,
among the factors considered, he reported. However, th.
editorial policy set forth in an editorial, 'Fair Trial-Fr, '
Press,' which appeared in the Blade December 22, 1954,
was the foremost consideratiorl in deciding the award/~··
Mr. Durfey said. (From the records of the Ohio State'.
Bar Association, Capitol Annex, Columbus, Ohio.)
jJ

The DeKalb New Erie, Dekalb, North Carolina, Thurs-\
day, November 4, 1954:
·:'
"Regardless of how the Samuel Sheppard murder;
trial in Cleveland comes out, one thing is certain. The\
public is being fed in dime novel fashion the minute.
details and in language that would do justice to the '
coronation of a king.
.
Another thing is as certain also. By the time the J
trial i~ completed, it will not make too much difference {
to Dr. Sheppard's character whether he is declared in--~
nocent or guilty. And so for Juror J. R. Manning.
His character is being tenderly shredded by the
barbed wires of publicity. If he has spent more than 1
a decade in repentance and atonement, those efforts :1.
are wasted now.
We do not know w~ether or not Dr. Sheppard
is guilty or innocent. That is not the point. What is
of far more importance to a far greater number, is it
fair and just to make a carnival out of an occasion,
when that occasion is a legal effort to ascertain ,
whether or not a man shall die? We believe it is unfair
and unjust.
~.
This whole matter touches on a phase of our free- i
dom that is desperately important."

•

News Week, January 3, 1955, carried an article en"Disgraceful":
.W'<.,:
:·
"Nearly 30 years ago the late Adolph Ochs, publisher of the New York Times, issued a definitive
lit statement on newspaper coverage of murder. When
":. ~ asked why the usually crime-wary Times was playing
up the sensational Hall-Mills slaying, he explained:
'The yellows see such stories only as opportunities
for sensationalism. When the Times gives a great
amount of space to such stories it turns out authentic sociological documents.'
Sensationalism or sociology, the story of Dr.
Sam Sheppard has consumed an astonishing amount
of newsprint since the early morning of July 4, when
the young osteopath reported that someone had
bludgeoned to death his pregnant wife in their fashionable home in a Cleveland suburb. The story snowballed to such an extent that, after Dr. Sam's trial
began in mid-October, one-third to one-half of the
nation's newspapers were front-paging daily developments.
'frf.
Was such feverish coverage justified? In Clevefr, land, Louis Seltzer, editor of the Press, whose July
')(.; editorials 'Someone Is Getting Away With Murder'
d· were a big factor in getting Dr. Sam arrested, had
a clear conscience: 'This is the first time in a generation that a murder case appeared to embrace all the
classical elements of mystery, sex, effort to thwart
justice, and intrigue* * *. We at the Press did an
honest, forthright journalistic job in bringing the
case to justice.' The night of the verdict, the Press
sold 30,000 extra papers."

'oo,

. The Progressive, Madison, Wisconsin, January, 1955:
tii
"Both papers publish handy indexes on Page One
to direct traffic to the many fruity bits of trial cover'
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age elsewhere in the paper. The Press excels
daily compendium of 'sidelights,' or program notes.
In both papers, the trusty 'Sidebar is the city editor's"
best friend (Sidebar: a subsidiary story, often of a
light or humorous character, illuminating some incidental aspect of the news). Thus you read that
Judge Blythin takes the most comprehensive notes\·
of any of the principals; that a smile flickered across·;
the face of Juror Barrish when Witness Ahern told;
how his wife sat on his lap; that two Texas ladies, in;
Cleveland for a convention, visited the trial and so- l.
ciably gave reporters their views on women as jurors. ·
What the ladies are wearing, how visiting lawyers.
appraise the technical performance of prosecution ·
and defense, anecdotes and random impressions-all
are set down in a relaxed, gossipy way, as if the event
were a ball game or a gala concert.
The Press almost always reports the trial in .,
terms of Dr. Sam's reaction to it. Thus on Tuesday
he 'scowled and reddened' at the testimony of Mrs.
Ahern. On Wednesday his face 'reddened' at the '$
testimony of Mrs. Houk. On Thursday the death
photos of his wife, which were shown to the jury but\
not to him, gave him a 'bad time,' and an imported
Scripps-Howard expert reported that Dr. Sam
'couldn't take it'-he 'put one hand to his face and:'
looked down at the floor. His lips moved. He gulped~.
hard. His body jerked n~rvously.'
And so it went, week after week. That the 1
public was eating up the story, the Cleveland papers'
never doubted. One week a barber from Pennsyl-.
vania, wearing a green vest and white gloves with the
fingers cut out, picketed the Courthouse. He was
jailed for contempt, but later released in custody of
his relatives. This was also the week when a dis-~
turbed woman was led away after trying to get into

(

r,

the courtroom with a 'message from God.' It was the

.. 1, · week when a Cleveland man was jailed for mailing

lfo1 cryptic

letters to jurors, and when Rabbi Rudolph
~'k Rosenthal devoted his Friday night sermon at Temple)! '·On-the-Heights to the trial and its coverage.
jrlt
Rabbi Rosenthal denounced 'the vast amount of
""-:fr,. space, utterly disproportionate, that trails through
' tr the pages of our dailies, sensational materials hardly
,,,.-t calculated to teach a higher appreciation of fellow
•,;y human beings.' He likened the papers' handling of
~;. f the trial to a 'Roman circus.' Concluding on an
· optimistic note, he remarked, 'It is our hope that
i'> the newspapers will prove to be their own best
'"t censors.'
As the rabbi found out, self-censorship in Cleve·~., land would just have to wait till the Sheppard trial
·was over."

';•~

The November 1, 1954, issue of The Coordinator, a
,~~i-monthly news letter of the American Bar Associa.on, carried the following:
,f'PRESS SOUNDS ALARM ABOUT SHEPPARD TRIAL
PUBLICITY.

,!,

Some sections of the press are worried about the
sensational publicity according the Dr. Sheppard trial
Jn Cleveland. Editor & Publisher, leading trade paper
1f the Fourth Estate, says in an editorial in the
October 23 issue:
'Newspaper reporters, photographers, editors,
~1~( TV and movie cameramen seem intent on creating
r:tc a circus of the Dr. Sheppard trial. If the coverage
-~~continues in the same sensational vein of the
.,il!t _opening days, it could set the cause of courtroom
~iphotography back 20 years (even though they
operate in the courtroom only when it is not in
session) and do irreparable damage to the news-

l:

.
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papers' fight against the charges of "trial by newS!!
~"'
paper. ''
'The trial is certainly of wide national interesf
and the judge so recognized it by agreeing to tun}.'
over practically all the spectator seats to newS:
paper and radio reporters. Pictures are permitt~ 1
while the court is not in session. But it seems tJ·
us that in exercising these rights and privilegesf
the working press has created a spectacle that ce~
tainly will not reflect to the advantage of the press
as a whole, meaning all media represented there,~
and provides ammunition to the critics. All the 'l
old-fashioned sensational techniques have been-i
dusted off for this trial including the "sobsistei" ap-~
proach. It is not too late for newspaper editors,\.
and editors of other media, to stop the practices
which can only redound to the discredit of all
media.'"
The Newspaper Institute of America, 1 Park Avenue,··
New York, in commenting on the Sheppard trial, stated: .
"Coverage of the Sheppard murder trial in Cleveland
has been a disgrace to American journalism and
brought back all the traditions of yellow journalism."}
Commenting on the charges in the December 4th,
1954 issue of Editor & Publisher, Editor Robert U. Brown
agreed, with one qualificatiod. Brown thought "the guilty
parties are a small minority of the daily newspapers and
confined almost exclusively, to some, but not all, in the i
large metropolitan cities." "A trial for murder is supposed
to be a serious business," Brown wrote, "but as the Sheppard trial has lagged in developing headline revelations,
reporters have resorted to interviewing jurors' families,
inter( ·ving each other, analyzing the case on the basis of

.ence not yet admitted, interviewing personalities on
courthouse steps for a television program, etc."
"l'Edwin M. Otterbourg, past president of the New
1'k Lawyers Association, a member ex officio of its Comon Fair Trial and Free Press, a member of the
USe of Delegates, a past chairman of the Committee on
. uthorized Practice of Law, states in the American Bar
:rnal, October, 1954, page 838:
11

'.hee
1

.
"In our democracy, for a lawyer, a judge, a news,p.~~· paper or anyone else to deprive any man of a fair
trial is a dangerous and deadly thing.
To attempt to sway a court and jury for political
" or other improper motives both before and during a
., trial is an unjustified and contemptible interference
·,in the administration of justice."
"In 1937, under the chairmanship of Newton D.
Baker, former Secretary .of War under President
Wilson, a committee composed of distinguished repre·;:;,,sentatives of the American Newspaper Publishers
;i :· Association, the American Society of Newspaper
~tr Editors and the American Bar Association, met and
'( considered the entire problem involving the right to
r? a fair trial and the freedom of the press."
, The report stated that newspapers and other media
,. publicity have three primary functions, to-wit: The
mination of news, the guidance of public opinion,
,i.i-__.. the conduct of a commercial business. That as to the
'd,.,."the profit of the business depends upon its returns
. \·'·
·~ advertising, which in turn rise or fall with the in:; ~e or decrease of a paper's circulation."
!The report further stated:
i

.. . "It therefore becomes necessary for us to recognize as a limitation upon publicity the exclusion

{f
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anything that would tend to corrupt the judgment
of the jury by introducing prejudice or substituting
somebody else's uninformed judgment which they
are expected to render."
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In 1954 in his book, "The Art of Advocacy," by Lloyd
Paul Stryker, a noted trial lawyer, published by Simon &
Schuster, pages 212, 213, he stated:
"The only place for the trial of a case is in the
courtroom and yet, how often do we see the newspapers trying the defendant on their own, independ- .,
ent of the court and jury. What is printed in the press
is ultimately seen by the jury, no matter what jud\cial
injunctions may have been made.
A trial by newspaper is in every way an ex parte
one-sided affair in which all the safeguards of justice
which the courts of the United States and England
have worked out through the centuries are ignored.
But prejudicial influences outside the courtroom,
becomjng all too typical of a highly publicized trial,
were brought to bear on this jury with such force
that the conclusion is inescapable that these defendants were prejudged as guilty and the trial was but a
legal gesture to register a verdict already dictated by
the press and the public opinion which it generated."
Mr. Otterbourg addressed the Prosecuting Attorneys
Association of Ohio, at the ~otel Statler, Cleveland, on
December 11, 1954. This address was made while the case
of the State of Ohio vs. Sheppard was in progress. In that
speech, which was published in the Bulletin of the Cuyahoga Bar Association for January, 1955, he stated:
"Before the current trial referred to commenced,
a leading newspaper in one of your important neighboring cities said:

(

'As a newspaper, we are rather frightened by the
way in which the case * * * is being tried in the
press. It is the function of our judicial authorities to
present the facts under the strict laws of evidence to
12 good men and true and let them pass judgment on
them. But how can that successfully be done if facts
and rumors, hearsay and innuendoes are all run together in sensational newspaper stories before the
case ever comes to trial?"
The newspaper articles contain predictions of
forthcoming testimony long before it has been offered
in court, and some of them print testimony which was
stricken out at the trial by the Court. Personal likes
and dislikes are highlighted by constant characterizations of both testimony and of witnesses; thus, certain
testimony is characterized as being 'most damaging'
and other as being 'shaky' or being 'gingerly' and 'unwillingly' given. Even in an account of the trial, it
has been reported that copies of certain exhibits have
been mailed out by the district attorney's office, and
to whom and for what purpose.
In this reckless competition for copy, it even
happened that a reporter was sent to the home of a
juror while the trial was going on to take photographs
of his family, home surroundings and the like!
They have no more right to do these things than
they have to invade the secrecy of the ballot box by
asking a voter what he did."

Honorable Herbert Brownell, Jr., Attorney General
of the United States, addressed the Federal Bar Associa,-;, tion in Washington on Friday, September 24, 1954; his
. subject was: "Fair Trial With a Free Press," and in the
:, course of his remarks he stated:
"The press has been left free to criticize the work
and administration of judges; to condemn the court

•
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system and seek its reform; to report on matters pending in civil and criminal courts; to inquire whether
attorneys are conducting ,themselves as their Canons '
of Ethics require.
Only one restriction has been imposed by the '~
courts, and this has not been upon the exercise of '.
freedom of the press, but merely against abuse of it. ·
The press may not impair or subvert the process of t
impartial and orderly decision either by court or jury.
It may not influence or intimidate judge or jury be- '
fore they have reached their own independent judgment. It may not divest the Court of control of the
proceedings. So far as is possible, guilt or inno9ence
of the accused must be determined on the basis of the
facts testified to in court, not by opinion, rumor, insinuation, suspicion and hearsay outside of court
which the accused has no chance to rebut or deny;
or which a trial or appellate court has no chance to
consider."
And in another part of the speech he stated:
"Many of us have often deplored and condemned
the 'police state' and 'People's Courts' in Communistcontrolled countries as a farce on justice. 'In the mass
trials of Communist China thousands of accused are
disposed of by the roar of the People's Courts-KillKill-Kill.' How well these Communist trials recall
to mind the trial of Socrates as described by Plato. '
Then it was the Athenian mob to whom the accusers
made impassioned pleas in the arena of legal battle.
Evidence to their liking was greeted with applause; '
catcalls expressed their disapproval. It was the same
mob that rendered the verdict. (Remember the inquest.)
If the words 'fair trial' are to remain as a meaningful symbol of our free people and government,

•
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·hr. trial by newspaper must not be permitted to take the
i!:i ' place of trial by jury in this country.
Our legal traditions are a precious heritage. We
must not lose or abandon them during the storm of
public passion that attends a widely publicized trial.
Our courts are the mighty, ultimate fortress of our
great freedom. We must not compromise their effectiveness or impair their influence upon the people.
;i:.lv·. Our integrity and high standards as members of the
~iA. bar are our best stock in trade. We must not sell them
~~.. short for an unworthy purpose or abet trespass on the
[~., basic rights of an accused."

l~~~ From an address by Honorable George H. Boldt,
''United States District Court, Western District of Washing, ton, before the Judicial Administration Section of the
American Bar Association, August 16, 1954:
"Ordeal by Publicity is the legitimate great grandchild of Ordeal by Fire, Water and Battle. The
physical harm of those ancient adjuncts of trial was
more direct and severe than that of their present-day
descendant, but it is likely that the mental and spiritual injury to the litigant and the damage to society
;1
generally resulting from the violence of unnecessary
~·· publicity are immeasurably greater."
)';·, .
"A further point deserving of special mention is
,r~·'· the misconception of judicial proceedings which will
rt!:· arise in the public mind if we permit trials to be
'<..
programmed somewhat in the manner of wrestling
matches, with or without sponsor."
"Few, even of those joining in clamor at a given
.:µioment, in their calmer judgment would really want
court to be even remotely influenced in its judg,.. _ments by opinion outside the courtroom. How could
:~)he people retain faith and confidence in courts if
tir courts so obviously seemed concerned with the hour-

a

(
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to-hour opinions of radio and television spectators,
even newspaper readers?"
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.,

oi

·printed as articles in various periodicals. A summary
1lume of all of the survey was printed and published by
i1University of Chicago Press in 1954. It is called "The
ierican Lawyer-A Summary of a Survey of the Legal
i!ii
fession."

The American Bar Associ'ation, when Canon of Ethicil
35 was adopted, the Committee Report included the\
{""~
following:
··

1

•

··-.~·,

"The committee is unanimous in believing that the
highest interests of society require a system of judi- l
cial administration which without fear or favor will
protect the rights both of society and persons accused
of breaching its peace. We are likewise unanimous in l
1
believing that all extraneous opinions which tend to
create favor, prejudice or passion should be rliminated."
62 A. B. A. Report 853, 1937.
At the close of World War II the American Bar Asso- ,
ciation's Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the
Bar proposed a study of subject for the purpose of improv- !,
I
~
ing professional standards. In 194 7 the Carnegie Cor- ;~
poration of New York made a grant of $100,000.00. The;~
American Bar Association appropriated $50,000.00 and'
authorized its President to select a group of lawyers and
laymen who would constitute an independent council having complete charge of the survey of the legal profession.
These sums were later supplemented by other sums from~
the American Bar Associati~n and the Carnegie Founda-,

1

tion.
The personnel of the Council was selected, and the '
survey was made covering a period of seven years. The
materials of the survey were published in 175 separate re-'.i
ports written by the survey team of over 400 men and.
women. Of these many reports 12 are in book form, 6;
statif <tl tomes are in IBM typed form, and the rest haveJ

i, Pages 277, 278, 279 and 280:
"* * *
.

What is it that the bar seeks to achieve by preThe answer is relatively
~J·;'. simdple, however difficult it may be to gain the desired
·en.
Due process of law in America is based on a
concept as old as the Magna Carta. That concept is
an integral part of our Constitution and governs the
trial of every case in every court. The spirit of the
practice under the common law dictates that the
parties must have notice,. an opportunity to appear
.• and present their cases, an impartial tribunal, and a
, trial before a court of competent jurisdiction.
·;
It is in the public interest that every person shall
b.1. have a fair trial unchallenged by outside influences
' . as to the result. It is in the public interest that the
,·:~bar shall insist that its members adhere to those
tstandards of professional conduct which alone will infi sure due process of law. And it is in the public inh'.' terest that the bar whose members are officers of the
· court shall insist that the courts take every action
necessary to prevent any departure from this fundamental concept.
If we accept these things as the legitimate purt pose of the bar, what is it that prevents the accom:"'plishment of that purpose? One answer to that ques·'. tion is trial by newspaper. With the development of
modern means of communication, a vice which has
J:. plagued the administration of justice for more than

.!'* venting trial by newspaper?

•
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two centuries could well be the vice which will destroy
due process of law.
,
It must be said to the credit of the bar that, al·
though to some extent it has endured the vice of trial
by newspaper, it has not embraced it-nor does it intend to. Fortunately, the vast majority of lawyers,
including those in public office as prosecutors, respect
the fact that they are members of a profession engaged in rendering a public service and adhere to the
principle declared in Canon 20.
But, unfortunately, in our times as in the past,
there are those members of the bar who so far forget
their trust as to believe that trial by newspaper is no~
wrong. If they do not actually seek publicity for their
clients' affairs and for themselves-and many dothey at least succumb to that segment of the press
which caters to sensationalism for commercial gain. ,.
This is a marriage of the worst and most irresponsible
elements of two basically responsible and high-principled institutions.
Trial by newspaper, as we know it in this coun- ·
try, is virtually unknown in England. The public
there has long accepted the control of the press by the
courts in such matters. The English law of constructive contempt of court has been successful in preventing all attempts to prejudice the trial of either civil
or criminal cases. In no cas• in England has it been
suggested that a party has been prejudiced by his
inability to appeal for public sympathy before his
case is heard in court, nor is there any real hardship
on either the newspapers or the public. As the trial
must be open to the public, and as it can always be fully reported, there is no danger that the doctrine of con-.
tempt of court can interfere with the fundamental
principle of open justice, openly administered .

•
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Why is it that we have not achieved the same
" result in the United States? The newspaper editor
answers, 'Freedom of the press,' a constitutional
.~'" guaranty unknown in England. Have not our senses
been dulled to the true meaning of freedom of the
press? 'The liberty of the press,' said Chancellor
Kent, 'consists in the right to publish with impunity,
truth, with good motives, and for justifiable ends,
·' whether it respects government, magistracy, or individuals.' Even the right of a newspaper to report
the trial of a case in open court is not absolute; certainly neither a newspaper nor an individual has a
right to prejudice a case, to misstate it, or to hold any
party to it up to scorn or ridicule.
Justice Felix Frankfurter wrote:
'Freedom of the press, properly conceived, is
basic to our constitutional system. Safeguards for
the fair administration of criminal justice are enshrined in our Bill of Rights. Respect for both these
indispensable elements of our constitutional system
presents some of the most difficult and delicate
problems for adjudication when they are before the
Court for adjudication. It has taken centuries of
struggle to evolve our system for bringing the
guilty to book, protecting the innocent, and maintaining the interests of our society consonant with
our democratic professions. One of the demands of
a democratic society is that the public should know
what goes on in the courts by being told by the press
what happens there, to the end that the public may
judge whether our system of criminal justice is
fair and right. On the other hand, our society has
set apart court and jury as the tribunal for deter. mining guilt or innocence on the basis of evidence
adduced in court, so far as it is humanly possible.'

i·

I

1
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The conflict between the right of free speech and
the right of every litigant to a fair trial by due process is not insoluble. The issues have not yet been adjudicated by the Supreme Court of the United States,
but it can be hoped that the day will come soon when
that will happen. Meanwhile, the bar has done its
share of talking about trial by newspaper but so far
has done little to abate the evil. It is not without
power to act while waiting for the Supreme Court to
reach some conclusion on the power of the states,
and Congress, to safeguard the fair administration of
justice.
Through co-operation of the press with the bar,
the public must come to see that there is no b~sic
conflict between the rights of the press under the
First Amendment and those of litigants to trial by
jury and due process of law; that the constitutional
guaranty of a fair and public trial is for the benefit
of the litigant and not to give entertainment to the
public. ,There must be a change in the climate of public opinion with respect to the administration of justice. Through adherence to its own high standards
of professional conduct and through a sustained program of education, the bar must create a public demand for evenhanded justice for all litigants, unobstructed by trial by newspaper."
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"tt>e influenced. The trial judge subsequently instructed the

(fli.ry to

~\Vas

disregard the articles, and motion for a new trial
denied. In reviewing the case the Illinois court said:

~~~·,
"It
fw ·citizen

would not be unnatural for any law-abiding
reading those articles to be incensed and exf;:£>i ~ited with ~he desire to see. that perso~ severely punfJ.t:0. 1shed, and it would be a wild assumption to say that
:Q.;
twelve ordinary people so incensed could completely
ignore these emotions and try the defendant without
any conscious or unconscious prejudice." Illinois
v. Hryciuk, Supreme Ct. Illinois, Nov. 18, 1954; 125
N. E. (2d) p. 61.

In the case of John D. Pennekamp and The Miami
~'Herald Publishing Company, Petitioners, v. State of Flor}ida, 328 U. S. 331, at page 365 (90 Law Ed. 1295, 1313),
iJustice
Frankfurter stated in his concurrent opinion:
·•·
,
"The press does have the right, which is its professional function, to criticize and to advocate. The
whole gamut of public affairs is the domain for fearless and critical comment, and not least the administration of justice. But the public function which beb longs to the press makes it an obligation of honor to
()i exercise this function only with the fullest sense of
!J responsibility. Without such a lively sense of respon. sibility a free press may readily become a powerful
instrument of injustice. It should not and may not
~ attempt to influence judges or juries before they have
1· made up their minds on pending controversies. Such
a restriction, which merely bars the operation of ex: traneous influence specifically directed to a concrete
.. case, in no wise curtails the fullest discussion of public
".issues generally."
",

x

The Supreme Court of Illinois set aside a 1939 rape
conviction on the ground that \he defendant was denied
his constitutional right to an impartial jury because the
jury read, during the course of the trial, inflammatory
newspaper stories concerning the defendant. Upon ques- ~
tion, on the morning following the publication, each juror ,
conceded he had read one or both of the articles about the
defendant, but each juror also said that he could and
would i i "re what he had read and not allow himself to '

.}>

·~·In the case quoted and at the same page the Court
'~,the following:

'
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"See the skeptical remarks of H. L. Mencken,~ •..
stout libertarian, on the efficacy of journalistic s1frestraint:
'
'Journalistic codes of ethics are all moonshin''
Essentially, they are as absurd as would be codes O:
street car conductors, barbers or public job holderS!
If American journalism1 is to be purged of its pres!i
ent swinishness and brought up to a decent lev
of repute-and God knows that such an improve;;1
ment is needed-it must be accomplished by
devices of morals, not by those of honor. That ~·
to say, it must be accomplished by external forces,';
and through the medium of penalties, extetiorly,
inflicted.' Quoted by LeViness, in Law and the
Press, The Daily Record, Baltimore, March lf.~
1932, p. 3, col. 1, 4.
,,

In fact, he made no effort to control it.
·number of occasions it was necessary for counsel to
""' privately with the Court in chambers on points that
f issue in the trial. On such occasions when said
~~ce was held behind the closed door of the Judge's
.·.~er, there would be a great rush of photographers,
mnr!ers, radio and television personnel into the room
. , adjoined the Judge's chambers. So great was the
er that crowded into the room that it was necessary
wch occasions for counsel to push their way out so
:.they could again regain their place in the courtroom.
'' counsel had secured their exit, then a great number
~persons as described would crowd into the Judge's
.her to inquire as to the purpose of the meeting .

The author of the article, Mr. LeViness, a Baltimore
Sun reporter turned lawyer, followed the quotation j
from1 Mr. Mencken with this comment:
-~
'This puts the problem, as far as Court and police news goes, squarely back where it belongs: in'
the lap of the judiciary. The courts must set the;
standards; the better journals will follow joyously;
and the gum-chewers' sheets must be whipped into J,
line. The solution is fearless jurists, not afraid of the.,
double-edged sword of contempt process; intelli-J
gent jurists, able to e~ercise this power in the best, J
enlightened public interest.' "

. Delaney v. United States, 199 F. 2d, page 107, 1st syl-

.-~.

1

the

"Legal trials are not like elections, to be won through
the use of the meeting hall, the radio, and the news-.
paper." Bridges v. California, 314 U. S. 252, at 271
(86 Law Edition 192).
i
The Court in this case gave no serious consideration to
the terrific situation that was surrounding this appellant

t

l'

m

.·

, ... f,

'

!WI:

, ,.
"Prosecutions for receiving payments with intent
tito have defendant's decisions and actions as a Collec':.,~.tor of Internal Revenue influenced on matters re\,garding collection of income taxes and for making
·(flilse certificates of discharge of tax liens. From judgments of conviction in the District Court for the DisHrict of Massachusetts, Charles Edward Wyzanski, Jr.,
:J., defendant appealed. The Court of Appeals, Ma'gruder, Chief Judge, held that the trial court's denial
.of defendant's third motion for continuance of the
trial for a reasonable time until the prejudicial effect
6£ nationwide publicity of such charges and other
hliarges against defendant as the result of open conlf,~essional subcommittee hearings wore off so far as
~·'to permit a trial free of hostile atmosphere and public
:P.econception of defendant's guilt, was reversible
···t&,or.
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Judgments vacated, and cases remanded for further proceedings."
It is interesting to note that the publicity about which
the appellant complains not only affected him but also cast ,.
a shadow on his entire profession, so much so that on January 19th, 1955 we witness Representative Gorman, of cY
1
Cuyahoga County, introducing in the Ohio Legislature
House Bill 118 to prohibit the practice of major surgery
by osteopaths.
The Court of Appeals was entirely undisturbed by the
conditions described in this Brief. It made note of the fact
that the conditions did exist, but beyond that there is no
word of criticism or condemnation in the Opinion of the
Court.
To allow the Opinion to stand would be tantamount to
turning the trial of a criminal case over to the agencies of
publicity, 1'ewspapers, magazines, radio and television. A
precedent has been established. Will this Court allow it to
stand in the State of Ohio? The Opinion sets forth:

"The record shows that the case from the date of
Marilyn Sheppard's death until after the verdict was
returned and motions for a new trial were filed and
heard, received unusual coverage by press, radio and
television. No case in this community ever attracted
such public interest or reJeived so much attention by
news disseminating agencies. Some of such publicity
unquestionably was intended to spur on the investigation and was highly critical of the defendant and went
so far in some instances as to have been designated by
other newspapers as an attempt to try the case in the
public press before he was indicted. All this is argued
by the defendant as establishing the court committed
an phuse of discretion in refusing to continue the case
to' .:er date or to order the change of venue."

· ut The Court then disposed of the error in the following
guage:
,fL

"The jury having been impanelled, as provided by

~: law, and sworn to afford the defendant a fair and imW~i partial trial and to come to its verdict by a considera-

~

tion of th.e ev~dence submitted ~n op~n court without
· any outside mfluence or cons1derat10n, and where
::~ there is no claim of misconduct on the part of any
~~., member of such jury during the trial, there can be no
ground to claim a mistrial because of continued publicity publicizing the events of the trial and other re~.;;'"~ lated matters."

\ii

This situation is so fraught with evil that it is demand( Ing the attention not only of the bench and bar of the
'-, United States but all thinking Americans, including great
~ lditors of newspapers, who are apprehensive of the disijntegration of constitutional rights.
. A The position taken by the Court of Appeals that the
~·swearing of the jury solves the question is to disregard the
existence of the problem, especially in this case. The subject is well considered in the following quotations from the
~~Minnesota Law Review, Volume 39, No. 4, March, 1955,
~·J
,. at pages 435 and 436:
~:j}(

r~

"The problem of prejudice is most acute in jury
trials where sensational treatment of a case may tend
~\~'
-~~· .":':
to prejudice the thinking of the community and even
the jury members if objectionable material finds its
~:f;; way into their hands. In the case of an especially
~~;'. ' brutal crime, where the pre-trial publicity has been
if~.
quite extensive, a community could be so incensed
~~,,. that a jury might be afraid to render any other ver,,~H diet except one of 'guilty.' If this were the case, coun,i.t:·• sel for an accused might have no other choice but tr-~:
waive a jury trial and have the case tried before
o':~~

'.

..

....
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r
~American courts have established the test that a pub:~Jication to be contemptuous must be one which poses

'i::

court. The problem of jury influence by the press isl
very serious, because data not admissible in court,
because of the rules of eviClence will often be foundil
in news reports. If steps can be taken against at·:
tempts to influence a juror by means of a note handed
directly to him, should the courts ignore communica- ;
tion with the jurors of a similar nature, merely because the views of the author are in the form of a
printed column?"
Footnote, p. 435:
"23. One writer stated that a court's ignoring of external prejudicial factors in the trying of a qase
would be comparable to a surgeon spending much
time sterilizing his instruments and preparing for
a clean operation, and then ordering the windows
thrown open for the dust and dirt to come in just
as he is to make his incision. Rifkind, 'When the
Press Collides with Justice,' 34 J. Am. Jud. Soc'y
46, 49 (1950) ."

~'

"* * * There has been no Supreme Court of the
United States decision dealing with prejudicial publication affecting a jury case. * * *"
Pages 439, 440:

'

,a clear and present danger of a substantive evil of
r.extreme seriousness and of an extremely high degree
tof imminence. The English on the other hand label as
{'contemptuous any publication 'reasonably calculated'
l to interfere with the administration of justice, and no
i\;'lactual interference need be shown. * * *
"This tight English restriction on the press takes
effect as soon as the first legal action is taken on a case.
During the trial the English take great care that the
tribunal delivers a verdict which has been reached
only by deliberation on the evidence given in court by
nthe parties. Publications are punishable which dam" :agingly allude to potentially admissible evidence, or
<·which contain prejudicial, inadmissible evidence, or
; . which consist of comments on the merits of the case
5, 'planted' by counsel."
1

,

At p. 439:

"* * *Nevertheless, no~study of free press and fair
trial would be complete without mention of the presently existing English views on the subject, not only
for comparative purposes, but perhaps with the idea
that some of their well-used concepts might aid us in
solving our dilemma.
"The English judicial system is notably more strict
than the American system in dealing with published
comments on pending litigation. We have seen that
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l

~'

"The ;judicial system has the power to take certain
, ,, procedural steps by which the prejudicial effect of
. comments already published might be avoided. One
ct~ of these methods is a change of venue before the jury
- has been impaneled. This remedy, however, is not as
effective today as it might have been in the past due
to the existence of widespread radio, television, and
r
newspaper coverage. Thus courts have refused to
,, grant change of venue in well-publicized cases on the
~··ground that there is no guarantee that the site to
I·
» which the trial may be moved would not be as biased
::.as the original community. Counsel for an accused
may also have a difficult time proving that an impartial jury could not be obtained; for the mere fact
Mhat newspapers have given widespread publicity to
.the forthcoming trial is not necessarily regarded a~
h

•
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sufficient to establish that a fair trial could not be ha4. 1
in that community. A decision in this vein by th,\;···
courts does not take into account the underlying prejudice that might be present in jury members drawn.1
from the community most intimately involved. There-~
fore it seems that changes of venue should be liberally .
granted where an attorney feels that his client might
have a better chance of a fair trial in another com- i
munity, so long as the opposing party is not prejudiced by the change.
"Another method of minimizing the damaging ef- ,
fects of pre-trial publications is by a request for a
continuance until the publicity has died down. If the
prejudicial material finds its way into the hands of ··
the jury after a trial is in progress, the members might
be discharged and a continuance granted until another
jury can be impaneled. * * *
"Two other means could be used by the courts in
avoidinp already published material which might be
prejudicial-cautioning jurors not to read the papers
or listen to the radio and locking the jurors up during
the trial. The first of these methods might prove ineffectual while the second would be quite undesirable."
Page 442, fn. 66:
"'To prevent that maq (the juror) from reading
papers will result in his death from frustration. You
might just as well ask Katherine Hepburn not to read
her press notices following an opening night.' Rifkind,
supra, note 23, at 51."
Disorder During the Trial.
There was constant moving in and out of the courtroom by the great number of reporters that were occupy-

'
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'the table inside the bar and the seats just back of the
,. . "The Court: Will you wait just one moment, gentlemen, let's have perfect order until we have these
· · · " matters disposed of." (R. 531.)
~- ·
"The Court: Ladies and gentlemen of the panel·'' let's have quiet, please-We will adjourn until 1:15
this afternoon." (R. 1168.)
"The Court: Just one moment, please, will you
- folks in the rear be kind enough to be very careful in
moving? It just cuts off the speech and makes the
situation impossible. We will have to have quiet."
(R. 2280.)
,,}:)

~·

f'·
~

"Counsel: I can't hear, your Honor, there is so
-., ·much noise in this Court room.
The Court: Can we have quiet in the rear, please.
We will have to restrict the movements in this court
room unless we have quiet. We just cannot continue."
(R. 2326.)
"The Court: Before we proceed further, it has
been brought to the attention of the Court that some
·. persons have undertaken on their own behalf to examine some of the exhibits in this case. Will all persons be kind enough to be warned now that there is
no one to touch the exhibits or get near to them dur'.' ing the progress of this trial other than counsel in the
; case. Please observe that from now on." (R. 3075.)
..
"Counsel: Will you allow me to finish my questions before you all laugh. Put it in the record that
the audience in the rear, the reporters, television men
laugh in this case where a man is on trial for murder
for his life." (R. 3276.)
"Mr. Corrigan: Will you put in the record that at
:this time the audience broke into loud laughter?
~:.

(
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Mr. Danaceau: We object to that.
any loud laughter.
"'lt
The Court: Yes, the Court will say it was nQt
loud laughter. Certainly there was some laughter.''.
(R. 4498.)
"Mr. Corrigan: Now, let's have some quiet back
here, will you, gentlemen 7
The Court: Yes, let's have quiet, gentlemen." (R:
4532.)
"Mr. Corrigan: Was when? I could not hear you."
(R. 4850.)
"Mr. Corrigan: There seems to be so much poise
back here, your Honor, people going in and out, the
door slamming. Can't we have a little quiet?
The Court: Unless we can have this movement
decreased, the court will have to close that door." (R.
6251.)
"Mr. Mahon: May we have an answer?
Mr. Parrino: We can't hear, Doctor.
Mr. Mahon: We can't hear you." (R. 6260.)
"Mr. Corrigan: There is so much noise out there.
The Court: I don't know where it comes from.
Mr. Parrino: It is in the hall, Judge. I will see if
I can quiet them down.
Mr. Corrigan: Tell them to be quiet." (R. 6779.)
In the foregoing is an in<lcation of the conditions that
existed in this courtroom during the trial.
During the five days of deliberations and during the '··
deliberations the jury was in a room that was up one flight,
about twenty steps, from the courtroom. The door from
the courtroom to this flight of stairs was generally open.
During the deliberations the courtroom and corridor outside was filled with curious onlookers, reporters, television

(
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d radio commentators and photographers. During this
· e card games were in progress in the courtroom, groups
1
~re visiting, a great number of people milled outside and
1
fu.Side the court, and the courtroom and corridors re~unded with laughter, loud talk and noises. The floor of
f{h~ courtroom and the corridors became stained and dirty
f,BP.d strewn about were papers, cigarette butts, empty cups
and various litter.
A brief sketch of the conditions in and around the
'eourtroom during the trial and during jury deliberations is
i .contained in the Affidavit of Counsel filed in support of
f.···-·
~9ie Motion for New Trial. It is made under the solemn
. oath of counsel in this case.

Affidavit in Support of Motion for New Trial.
.
"Now come William J. Corrigan and Fred W. Garmone,
~·Attorneys for Sam H. Sheppard, the defendant, and in
· support of the Motion for New Trial, being duly sworn,
)., say:
ti/ ,, "That the judge in this case several days before the
day of trial met with newspaper reporters, newspaper
,tphotographers, television personnel and radio commen~ tators and arranged the courtroom in such a manner that
'~the representatives of the press, radio and television were
~·given preference to the space in the courtroom. He also
~:·caused to be built and erected inside the bar a long table,
._.;which extended across the courtroom, and approximately
twenty newspaper reporters were assigned seats at this
t table. One end of the table was within three feet of the
box. Outside the bar there are four rows of benches,
which are for the use of the public during trials. Each of
' 11 these benches will seat about twenty persons. The Court
; issigned the first three rows to the personnel of the press,
~~tadio and television and in advance of the trial caurrl

t
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printed slips to be made with the names of such personnel .
printed thereon, and said printed slips were pasted at regu...lar intervals along said row of benches so that said personnel ref erred to would know which place was assigned
to him or her. The last row was reserved for members of
the defendant's family and members of the family of the
deceased Marilyn Sheppard. The Court established a rule
that the admission of other persons to the courtroom was
to be by card. The Court also assigned to said newspaper,
radio and television personnel all the rooms on the courthouse floor, including the Assignment Room, where cases
are assigned, to other courtrooms for trial. In these rooms
said radio, television and newspaper personnel had prifate
telephone lines installed and other necessary equipment to
carry on their work. Space in the Assignment Room was
set over for the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun, the New
York Herald Tribune, the Akron Beacon Journal, The
New York Journal American, the Associated Press, The ,.
Pittsburgh Post Dispatch, The New York Post, The New
York Daily1 News, The International News Service and the
United Press.
"There was also erected in that room special telephone
booths and telegraph equipment, which was used to forward with dispatch the reports of the trial.
"Rooms were also assigned to radio commentators on
the third floor of the Courthouse. This is the floor on
which the jury deliberating rooms are located. One such
room located next door to the lury that was impanelled in
this case was used by Radio Station WSRS and broadcasting continued from that room throughout the trial and
during the time that the jury was in the room next door,
and during recess, and during the deliberation of the jury.
"During the entire time of the trial a great number of
photographers, both television and newspaper, stood on
the steps of the courthouse, on the stairs that lead from
the gro1ind floor of the courthouse to the second floor and

t

'

along the corridor on the second floor from the top of the
stairs to the entrance of the courtroom. When the mem. hers of the jury came to court, when they arrived for lunch
OJ' retired at the end of the trial day, they passed along
, the way above outlined and were photographed and tele' vised many times, all with the knowledge of the Court.
l ·=' "On a number of occasions it was necessary for counsel
.; to confer privately with the Court in chambers on points
. ·that were in issue in the trial. On such occasions when said
conferences were held behind the closed door of the
.: Judge's chambers, there would be a great rush of photographers, reporters, radio and television personnel into
~the room which adjoined the Judge's chambers. So great
was the number that crowded into the room that it was
necessary on such occasions for counsel to push their way
(out so that they could again regain their place in the court~ room. After counsel had secured their exit, then the great
·: number of such persons as described would crowd into the
Judge's chamber to inquire as t~ the purpose of the meeting.
"Each morning the defendant was brought into the
courtroom approximately ten minutes before trial opened,
~at which time he was surrounded by photographers and
television operators and was photographed and televised
I~y times.
'.~.:."Many times during the trial there was constant moveiment in the part of the courtroom occupied by said re.; porters, radio and television personnel. They kept going
, jp_and out and changing places and relieving one another.
~. ~;. "Pictures of the jurors were printed in the newspapers
r·;and were shown on television in the evening. Newspaper
tPictures were taken in the home of one juror by a Clevelpnd Press photographer and printed in that paper along
an account of how the juror's family fared while the
'r was in court. The fact was called to the attention
the Court, but no action was taken.

fith
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"The Court permitted photographers to come into
courtroom and take pictures of the jury panel. The Co
permitted photographers to go into the jury room and tak
individual pictures of the members of the jury. Th
pictures were printed in the newspapers.
"Television cameras were set up inside the courthouse''
with the knowledge and consent of the Court. During the~
trial the Court was part of a television program that took'{
place on the steps of the courthouse in the morning at ii
time when the jurors were arriving. This program was,
arranged by a reporter named Fabian, a representative."'
of the Scripps-Howard newspapers. The Court stood
across the street and watched until he received a sigl\al and
then walked over to the courthouse steps, mounted the
steps and had a conversation with said Fabian while the;
television cameras operated.
"On one day while the jury was leaving the courthouse,
a man appeared on the Courthouse steps, carrying a sign
referring to the case of Sam H. Sheppard. Counsel for the'
defendant took this man and the sign before the Court and
requested that he be charged with contempt. Several days
later when counsel was not present, this person was released.
"For months prior to the trial news in the Cleveland
newspapers were slanted against the defendant. A front
page editorial appeared in the Cleveland Press demanding~
his arrest and urged he be subjected to the third degree~
Day after day the public an1 jurors were treated to opinion-shaping headlines such as, "Quit Stalling and Bring
Him in"-"Sam Declined July 4 Lie Test"-"Says Dr.
Sam Talked Divorce"-"Testifies Sam Changed Stories""Charges Sam Faked lnjuries"-"Says Marilyn Called""Sam A Jekyll-Hyde."
"Statements were made by the Chief of Police, Inspector of Detectives, Head of the Homicide Squad, members
of the Prosecuting Attorney's office, which were adverse .
1

4

'!).condemnatory of the defendant. Affiant says that none
"d persons testified in the case.
i..•'The defendant in his testimony stated facts bearing
'n his questioning by Cleveland detectives. That eve.g the following headline appeared in the Cleveland
ews:-"Kerr calls Dr. Sam a bare faced liar." The
,rr" referred to is Captain David Kerr, Head of the
eland Homicide Squad. Again, affiant says that said
.err did not testify in the case.
·~1,"The jurors in their voir dire examination testified they
['9ad Cleveland newspapers and most of them had a Cleveland newspaper delivered into their homes.
. "'•"The jurors received the case at 10: 30 A.M., Friday,
ember 17, and deliberated until 4: 30 Tuesday, Decem(ber 21st. This included deliberation on Sunday, Decem''ber 19th, from approximately 10: 30 A.M. to 6: 00 P.M.
,br•· "During the deliberations the jury was ordered sequesand placed in the charge of two male officers of the
,;Court. During the period of deliberation the jurors were
Jtaken by the officers to their meals and at night were lodged
the Carte1· Hotel. During the time the jury was allowed
;,to separate and no female officer of the court was appointed
~to· supervise the female members of the jury.
··~n "On one occasion the jury was separated and photo·..phs taken of such separated groups. One photograph
taken of the women members of the jury in one group
.
another photograph showed the male members of the
·lµ'Y in another group. The photographs of the groups as
1arated were printed in the newspapers. Affiants say
.t in order to arrange such groupings, communications
'W.ere made with the jury. Other photographs were taken
Pf,the jury while at their meals, coming to the courthouse
. leaving the courthouse.
,-? "Affiants further say that during the five days of de, tion and during deliberations, the jury was in a room
.t ·Was up one flight of about twenty stairs from the

lm
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courtroom; that the door from the courtroom to this fli
of stairs was generally open; that during the deliberati.O
the courtroom and the corridor outside was filled wi
curious onlookers, reporters, television, radio commen
tors and photographers. During this time card gam .
were in progress in the courtroom, groups were visiting, 1''
great number of people milled inside and outside of th
courtroom, and the courtroom and corridors resound
with laughter, loud talk and noises. The floors of th
courtroom and corridor became stained and dirty, ani
strewn about were papers, cigarette butts, empty papet;
cups and various litter; that the atmosphere that existed
during the trial and during the deliberation of tqe jury~
was not conducive to profound and undisturbed delibera.:}
tions.
~
"In support of this Motion, affiants attach hereto a.
Transcript taken on the hearing for bail, which is marked
'Exhibit 1,' and clippings from the Cleveland newspapers~
marked 'Exhibit 2,' and said exhibits are made a part hereof as though fully set forth herein."
The Court disposes of this and other errors with the;
general statement:
"The proceedings were regular in every respect and
the claims of error are therefore overruled."
·
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~·

~holding of the Court of the Eighth Appellate District as

"The Constitution of this state has vested its judicial power in the courts and charged the judges of our
_court system with the obligation of administering
';justice without fear or favor, without respect to persons, and free from distractions or disturbances that
are inimical to judicious conduct, looking only to the
. best interests of the litigants whose rights are the
: , subject of a proceeding. The rules of courtroom con: duct must be such as to remove it from the distrac 7
· fJ~ tions and disturbances of the market place and to
·~ i.,. maintain as nearly as possible an atmosphere conducive to profound and undisturbed deliberation. The
''t;f'.~ right to trial in a courtroom conducted and maintained
., in an atmosphere that bespeaks the profound and
' dignified responsibilities with which those who are
..' conducting its proceedings-dealing with human
~_';rights as they must-are charged, is basic. A court in
· enforcing reasonable courtroom decorum, is preserving the constitutional and unalienable right of a liti" gant to a fair trial, and in preserving such right, the
:. court does not interfere with the freedom of the press.
· A fearless and untrammelled judiciary is a necessary
bulwark in protecting liberty under law and in preserving the rights of the people."
'.rt,.

,.
"

"An affirmative duly is imposed on a trial court
by Section 13442-2 General Code to control all proceedings during the trial in order to prevent bias or
prejudice against the accused or prejudice against the
accused or denial to him of a fair trial." Syllabus 1,
(1), State v. Farmer, 46 0. 0. 391, 90 0. A. p. 49.
;

,;; This case involved proceedings and an arraignment in
ost empty courtroom. All that were present other
h the court were two lawyers representing the defend·,the
,,, prosecuting attorney and a few reporters. During
.t!, 1µ,"raignment a picture was snapped of the defendant.
·,J" 1 :·.

,,If._;

~.

-·.

In the recent case of State v. Clifford, 162 Ohio St.
370 at p. 373, the Supreme Court adopted in its Opinion,

•
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ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 3.

'j, ·.the existence of this institution gives the man of

THE APPELLANT WAS DENIED DUE PROCESS OF

'
ii
It is clear that the appellant was denied due p:'"
of law.
Honorable Thurman Arnold, in the Annals 6
•
American Academy of Political and Social Science,~t
1955, discusses "Due Process and Trials." At page (
states:

"* * *

'1;
:'t

I am then going to speak about the tendency,
ticularly strong in times when men fear and~.
dissenting ideas, to degrade the process of fair, 1.
by maintaining its trappings and facade while at 1
same time abandoning its fundamental requireme1t

***

And over them all, keeping each contradicta
social attitude in its proper place, there must :~f
spread the philosophy of justice. That philosophy.·
never be defined. To put it in words only createS
confusion which is always found in learned trea·· '
on jurisprudence. The only way that it can beco:
real and make itself felt is by the ceremony of a
by due process of law. Justice Holmes once said
law was not a brooding omnipresence in the sq..
was wrong. It is and must be a brooding omnip '
ence in the sky.
'
The ideal that every man is entitled to a fair
impartial trial is the cornerstone of civilized gov· ·,
ment. * * * The American trial is our only pub
ceremony which symbolizes the idea that the rights~·
the individual are superior to the convenience or e· .
the security of the sovereign.
Only an infinitesimal proportion of our cit'
eVP'f become participants in a public trial. Neve

t

irs a sense of security both from attacks from his
.~ws and intermeddling by the government. For
it people it is the criminal trial that overshadows
tother symbols as the dramatization that this is a
~ent of law and not of men. It represents the
d,ty of the state as the enforcer of law and at the
_e ..time the dignity of the individual even though
""l)e an avowed opponent of the state, a dissenter or
·~_c,al, or even a hardened criminal. * * *
~.. •• *
·};The importance of the illustration here is the ex,.,Ji to which the American trial represents to the peof who read about it in the newspapers the spiritual
·· .es of a nation.

·:: - Only in the drama of a trial can the people of a
.lion find symbolized the heaven of justice which lies
.•!yond the insecurity, cruelty, and irrationality of the
_day world. If a government destroys or damages
!St
heaven of justice it does irreparable harm to the
"':•""I:'
.cture of society.

**
* * * Political attacks on a

'f,*

judge because of unular decisions cannot be made. This is because
· >"ugh people know there are mistakes in the judicial
icess the institution as a whole is fundamental to
·"'~,society and must not be made the subject of at-

:Ck. * * *

.,,.!i;;

•'I:-~.

** *

~· The

degradation of a fair trial got its greatest imiln'.ough our justified hatred of the Nazis. One
.tial element of a fair trial is an impartial tribu. '·:, Yet it was the United States which instituted, in
:boration with Soviet Russia, the Nuremberg

'
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trials where criminals were judged by their enemies.;
No doubt they deserved what they got. But this is not·
the test of a fair trial. A trial by due process is a procedure which protects the worst possible offenders. ·~

***

Liberals who supported this kind of procedure in ..
Germany are now complai:qing about it at home. The ,
lesson they should learn is that he who degrades the
American ideals of fair trial should not be surprised
if the procedures he approved contrary to that great ~.
ideal are taken over by his enemies and used to de1
stroy him. There is a certain poetic justice in the fact :.
that President Truman, who instituted the prodeed- ·~
ings which convicted Dorothy Bailey on secret evidence, should find himself branded by the Attorney
General of the United States on the basis of equally
secret papers. The trouble is I do not like poetic justice. I believe that nothing but real justice dramatized 9Y our institution of due process will give America back the moral leadership which this sort of
proceeding has so greatly impaired."
"Protection of Human Rights Under the United Statet:i
Constitution" by Noel T. Dowling, The Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, Jan.
1946, p. 96:

**
* * * in

"*

addition, the sweeping declaration that
no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law.
This last, or due process clause, is the greatest of
all the instruments in the hands of the courts for the
protection of the people. It has pliability enough for
adaptation to the modes and needs of the changing "
times, and it enables the courts to annul (in the Ian-

(
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_, :1

hr:.
..

guage of the cases) unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious governmental action. It comes down to us from
Magna Charta of long ago, freighted with the best of
the common-law tradition. But in determining what
is or is not due process of law, the courts are not limited to common-law ideas. 'We are not to forget that
lands where other systems of jurisprudence prevail,
the ideas and processes of civil justice are not unknown.' The characteristic principle of the common
law, the Court has observed, is 'to draw its inspiration
from every fountain of justice.' "

"Exact procedural requirements prevent prosecutors, judges and juries from taking short cuts. They
stand as barriers to hasty, inflamed community action. They are some guarantee that a man's day in
court will be a real and genuine opportunity to defendant and not a mere ritual to conceal a predetermination of guilt." From c;i.n address by Mr. Justice
William 0. Douglas of the United States Supreme
Court before the 194 7 anniversary meeting of the
Rhode Isiand Bar Assn. Providence. October 29,
1947. American Jud. Soc., Vol. 31, No. 6, p. 166.
"Procedural fairness, if not all that originally was
meant by due process of law, is at least what it most
uncompromisingly requires." Shaughnessy v. U. S.,
345 U. S. 206, 97 Law Edition 956 at p. 969.
"* * * 'Due process,' unlike some legal rules, is not
a technical conception with a fixed content unrelated
to time, place and circumstances. Expressing as it
does in its ultimate analysis respect enforced by law
for that feeling of just treatment which has been
evolved through centuries of Anglo-American constitutional history and civilization, 'due process' cannot
" ..,.... be imprisoned within the treacherous limits of any
~;+;,.,, formula. Representing a profound attitude of fair-
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ness between man and man, and more particularly;
between the individual and government, 'due process':i
is compounded of histor.y, reason, the past course of
decisions, and stout confidence in the strength of the\
democratic faith which we profess. Due process is not
a mechanical instrument. It is not a yardstick. It is~
a process. It is a delicate process of adjustment ines-·
capably involving the exercise of judgment by those:'
whom the Constitution entrusted with the unfolding_,
of the process." Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Com. v.~
McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 95 Law Edition 817 at p. 849. '.

Harry Sacher, et al., Petitioners v. United States of
America, 343 U.S. 1; 96 L. Ed. 717, at p. 724:
I
"To summon a lawyer before the bench and pro- ;~
nounce him guilty of contempt is not unlikely to prejudice his client. It might be done out of the presence
of the jury, but we have held that a contempt judg- .
ment must be public. Only the naive and inexperi-'
enced would assume that news of such action will not
reach the jurors.''

Rochin v. California, 342 U. S. 165, 96 L. Ed. 183,
at pp. 188, 189:
"These limitations, in the main, concern not restrictions upon the powers of the States to define
crime, except in the restricted area where federal au- ·
thority has preempted ftie field, but restrictions upon ~
the manner in which the States may enforce their pe- .~
nal codes. Accordingly, in reviewing a State Criminal ·.i
conviction under a claim of right guaranteed by the ~
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, ~
from which is derived the most far-reaching and most j
frequent federal basis of challenging State criminal-~
justice, 'we must be deeply mindful of the responsibilities of the States for the enforcement of criminal '

(

laws, and exercise with due humility our merely nega. ·.. tive function in subjecting convictions from state
. :. courts to the very narrow scrutiny which the Due
. ·Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment autho-~h rizes.' Malinski v. New York, 324 U.S. 401, 412, 418,
l'~i 89 Led 1029, 1036, 1040, 65 S Ct 781. Due process of
law, 'itself a historical product,' Jackman v. Rosenbaum Co. 260 U. S. 22, 31, 67 Led 107, 112, 43 S Ct
9, is not to be turned into a destructive dogma against
. : the States in the administration of their systems of
~H criminal justice.
However, this Court too has its responsibility.
Regard for the requirements of the Due Process
Clause 'inescapably imposes upon this Court an exercise of judgment upon the whole course of the proceedings (resulting in a conviction) in order to ascertain whether they offend those canons of decency and
fairness which express the notions of justice of English-speaking peoples even toward those charged with
the most heinous offenses.' Malinski v. New York,
supra (324 U. S. at 416, 417, 89 Led 1039, 65 S Ct
781). These standards of justice are not authoritatively formulated anywhere as though they were specifics. Due process of law is a summarized constitutional guarantee of respect for those personal
immunities which, as Mr. Justice Cardozo twice wrote
for the Court, are 'so rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental,'
Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U. S. 97, 105, 78 L ed
674, 677, 54 S Ct 330, 90 A. L. R. 575, or are 'implicit
1
~H
in the concept of ordered liberty.' Palko v. Connecti:~J:~,. cut, 302 U.S. 319, 325, 82 Led 288, 292, 58 S Ct 149.
., - ·~·
The Court's function in the observance of this
settled conception of the Due Process Clause does not
leave us without adequate guides in subjecting State
(\' criminal procedures to constitutional judgment. In
Ill<
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dealing not with the machinery of government but~~
with human rights, the absence of formal exactitude,!
or want of fixity of meaning, is not an unusual or eve: '
regrettable attribute of constitutional provisions.~
Words being symbols do not speak without a gloss. O~
the one hand the gloss may be the deposit of history.'.'!
whereby a term gains technical content. Thus the requirements of the Sixth' and Seventh Amendments,
for trial by jury in the Federal courts have a rigid,,
meaning. No changes or chances can alter the content
of the verbal symbol of 'jury'-a body of twelve men
who must reach a unanimous conclusion if the ver- .i
diet is to go against the defendant. On the othe~hand, ~.
the gloss of some of the verbal symbols of the Consti- ;,
tution does not give them a fixed technical content. -~
It exacts a continuing process of application."
<

Irvine v. California, 347 U. S. 128; 98 L. Ed. 561 at
p. 577:
"Since due process is not a mechanical yardstick,
it does not afford mechanical answers. In applying the ·
Due Process Clause judicial judgment is involved in
an empiric process in the sense that results are not
predetermined or mechanically ascertainable. But
that is a very different thing from conceiving the re- ·
sults as ad hoc decisions in the opprobrious sense of
ad hoc. Empiricism implies judgment upon variant
situations by the wisdo~ of experience. Ad hocness
in adjudication means treating a particular case by itself and not in relation to the meaning of a course of
decisions and the guides they serve for the future.
There is all the difference in the world between disposing of a case as though it were a discreet instance
and recognizing it as part of the process of judgment, ,
taking its place in relation to what went before and
further cutting a channel for what is to come.

(
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The effort to imprison due process within tidy
fo categories misconceives its nature and is a futile en.,. deavor to save the judicial function from the pains of
):I' judicial judgment. It is pertinent to recall how the
1
_ · Court dealt with this craving for unattainable cer·,. tainty in the Rochin Case:
'The vague contours of the Due Process Clause do
fl' not leave judges at large. We may not draw on our
···~- .:1 merely personal and private notions and disregard the
:o. limits that bind judges in their judicial function. Even
.. though the concept of due process of law is not final
¥" ·' and fixed, these limits are derived from considerations
, :i; that are fused in the whole nature of our judicial proc~.:"'- ess. See Cardozo, The Nature of the Judicial Process;
The Growth of the Law; The Paradoxes of Legal
Science. These are considerations deeply rooted in
reason and in the compelling traditions of the legal
profession. The Due Process Clause places upon this
Court the duty of exercising a judgment within the
narrow confines of judicial power in reviewing State
convictions, upon interests of society pushing in opposite directions.' 342 U. S., at 170, 171.
Nor can we dispose of this case by satisfying ourselves that the defendant's guilt was proven by trustworthy evidence and then finding, or devising, other
means whereby the police may be discouraged from
· using illegal methods to acquire such evidence.
This Court has rejected the notion that because a
wi' . conviction is established on incontestable proof of
guilt it may stand, no matter how the proof was secured. Observance of due process has to do not with
questions of guilt or innocence but the mode by which
.: guilt is ascertained. Mere errors of law in the conduct
.!f:t · of State trials afford no basis for relief under the
,. ; Fourteenth Amendment, and a wide swath of discretion must be left to the State Courts in such matters.

t
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But when a conviction is secured by methods which
offend elementary standards of justice, the victim Pk1
such methods may invoke the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment because that Amendment guaran-,
tees him a trial fundamentally fair in the sense in ·
which that idea is incorporated in due process. If, as
in Rochin, 'on the facts of this case the conviction
of the petitioner has been obtained by methods that i
offend the Due Process Clause,' 342 U. S., at 174, it is ··~
no answer to say that the offending policemen and ,~
prosecutors who utilize outrageous methods should be
punished for their misconduct. (Emphasis added.)
Of course it is a loss to the community w~en a
conviction is overturned because the indefensible
means by which it was obtained cannot be squared
with the commands of due process. A new trial is
necessitated, and by reason of the exclusion of evidence derived from the unfair aspects of the prior
prosecution a guilty defendant may escape. But the
peopl~ can avoid such miscarriages of justice. A
sturdy, self-respecting democratic community should ,
not put up with lawless police and prosecutors. Our
people may tolerate many mistakes of both intent and
performance, but, with unerring instinct, they know
that when any person is intentionally deprived of his
constitutional rights those responsible have committed
no ordinary offense. A crime of this nature, if subtly *'
encouraged by failure tot condemn and punish, certainly leads down the road to totalitarianism."

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 4.
ONDUCT OF THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, APrPROVED BY THE TRIAL COURT, WHICH PREVENTED
,/A FAIR TRIAL AND WHICH WAS IN VIOLATION OF
~1 THE RIGHTS OF THE APPELLANT UNDER THE
'~ FOURTH AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF
Jit'THE UNITED STATES.
le

1

'

,di The

Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the
1nited States provides:
i;-·

'~''The

right of the people to security in their persons,
;'u: houses, papers and effects, against unreasonable
·~
· searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no
;s_,,.:
~· . warrant shall issue, but upon probable cause, sup~t · ported by oath or affirmation, and particularly de.
scribing the place to be searched, and the person and
things to be seized."

,,.·, .·,

It is unnecessary to incorporate in this Brief the his;: torical reasons for the establishment of the Fourth Amend~·Jiient in the Constitution of the United States, nor is it
'{,necessary to expand the Brief by showing the constant
rgliard maintained by the courts for the sanctity of the
[home. It was well said by a lawyer in a trial of a case long
';ago that, "A man's home is his castle."
['( Robert Frost, in his poem, "The Death of the Hired
'.;Man," describes: "Home is the place where, when you go
·~there, they have to take you in."
.~ l
We witness in this case a proceeding that is unparal, leled in the history of the State-the seizure of the appel1'. lant's home, and his possessions and those of his child, and
(retaining
possession until after the trial was completed.
,.,
},The appellant and his counsel knew, because of the general
~"situation in the community, that it would be disastrous for
.~

(
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him to attempt to secure the return of his home.
not need a great deal of imagination to know that imm,
diately charges and counter-charges would be levelled at
the appellant and his attorneys, claiming interference with,i
the rights of the police and the Prosecutor and the Coroner,1
and, moreover, it was also the belief of the appellant that a·~.
search was being made for the ,purpose of gathering clues::
that might lead to the apprehension of the criminal that·~
murdered his wife.
-.
The record shows that the police completed their investigation of the home on the 5th of August, and the :
Coroner had removed from the home all the article~, including furniture, that he considered would be of assistance to him.
The appellant had no access to his home except on the
two occasions that we have mentioned, on both occasions
under guard.
1•

~,

The appellant was arrested at 10:00 P. M., July 30th,
and except for one period of twenty-four hours, when he
was released on bond by Judge Thomas, he has been in confinement ever since.
He was indicted for first degree murder on August
17th and arraigned on Friday, the 20th.
On Monday, the 23rd of f-.ugust, counsel and the appellant concluded, in order to properly prepare the defense
they must have access to the home, which was being held
by the authorities. Of course, at that time there was no
possibility of the appellant having access to his home. He
would not be released from the jail, so the access to the
home and the preparation of the defense devolved on his
attorneys.

t

~·On

Monday, August 23rd, Defendant's Exhibit 13 was
': ed on Chief Eaton. The exhibit is as follows:

"Mr. John Eaton,
· Chief of Police,
~: - Bay Village, Ohio.
' Dear Sir:
As you are well aware, my wife, Marilyn, was
murdered July 4th, 1954. Since that time my home
and the grounds surrounding it and all my personal
property has been in the possession of the police.
I have not been back to my home, except when
accompanied by police officers. Both myself and my
son have been deprived since July 4th of the possession of my home.
No permission was given by me to anyone to take
over this control.
I did not interfere with your possession in any
way, or attempt to gain possession of my home, or
protest about the action, because I desired to give the
authorities every opportunity to make a complete examination of my home, its contents, and the premises
surrounding it, in the hope they could discover some
clue that would lead to the murderer of my wife.
At the present time, as you know, I am in the
County Jail, accused of being my wife's murderer.
This accusation is absolutely false. I am informed that
certain furniture and other personal property have
been moved from my home, without my knowledge
or consent.
I am also informed that the premises have been
roped off, and that my home is now distinguished in
that way from other houses in the neighborhood and
has become the subject of curiosity, and that thousands have stopped and stared at my home.

(
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~~

My child's personal belongings are in his:
and it now becomes necessary to prepare
school, and in order to' do so, he must have ace
his home. You have now been in possession;£~.
days, which is ample time to make any necess~
spection. Inasmuch as my imprisonment prev1
me from personally looking after my property, I\
requesting my attorneys to act for me.
,{
I, therefore, demand that you turn over to~·
attorneys any keys that you have to my home;,~
that you give my attorneys a list of all personal
ty that has been removed during the time that
have been in possession. My attorneys are: I
Petersilge, Fred Garmone, and William J. Corri
This demand delivered to you by any one of
shall constitute delivery by myself.

pro

Respectfully yours,
(Signed Sam H. Sheppard)

·~

It developed that the keys were in the possession
,f Eaton until the 28th of August, and then they
ed over to the Prosecutor (R. 6064.), and that
'\:ember 10th the keys again came into the possession
~- . Eaton (R. 6069), and he stated that he had them
~~ in court. Thereupon, the appellant demanded
~turn of the keys to his home. The return of the keys
".:1bjected to by the Prosecutor (R. 6070), and the
. then stated that he would order the keys into court,
)1 issue a proper subpoena." The Court was then
,_,\f'.
,ed that a proper subpoena had been issued and as a
1of this subpoena, Chief Eaton was in court with the
:whereupon the Court stated (R. 6071):
1

J

"All right, they are here, and they will stay here."
J
ii

Counsel then stated:
.,. "They belong to Sam Sheppard'',

1

Service of the foregoing demand acknowl
this 23rd day of August, 1954.
(Signed) John Eaton
Chief of Police
City of Bay Village, Ohio."
The Demand was refused on the instruction of
Prosecutor (R. 2848).
'
1,.
The further attempts to secure possession of the hoi ·
failed and when the State had completed its case
rested and had 110 further use for the home for inves' ·
tive purposes, in fact the State had no further use for
home from the 5th of August, the appellant endeavo
to secure the keys in open court, and for that pur
subpoenaed Chief of Police Eaton to bring the keys in·

(

e court replied:
"No, sir, they belong to the police at the moment."

'.~Then
. , the following

took place:
,,. "Counsel for the Appellant: They have got the keys
and they have no use of them. They have had posses·.on of the house since July 4th.
.
Prosecutor Danaceau: Is this a trial or is this just
li show house?
:'
The Court: The keys are in possession of the po'.lice officers and they are going to remain there until
they ~re removed legally.
:,
Counsel for the Appellant: I have removed them
ihere in this court room this morning. The very pur, ,. ,se I brought this man here was to have those keys
_;:.,,~.

(
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Prosecutor Danaceau: The only purpose is to state
this show and nothing else." (R. 6071.)
"Prosecutor Danaceau: As long as you are putting
on a performance I will talk about it, sir."
and again,
"All you are doing is putting on a show, nothing
else.
Counsel for Appellant: I am an American lawyer, ,.,
maintaining rights in this court room.
The Court: Mr. Corrigan, please show some respect for the court.
Counsel for Appellant: I have every res~ect in
the world for the court but I must insist that the court
should come to my assistance in this matter.
The Court: The court will not come to your assistance except when he believes you are correct and
right." (R. 6073).
"Counsel for Appellant: I have the keys.
1
The Court: You know very well you are not right
in this case.
Counsel for Appellant: I know I am right.
The Court: All right, the court will rule in any
event and his ruling will remain that the keys belong
to the police at the moment.
The Court to the Officer: Leave the keys with me."
The Court of Appeals ~n its Opinion made a finding
as follows:
"There was also some discussion before the jury
about the defendant demanding the return of the keys
to his house, which he claims was necessary for him
to have in making out his defense. This claim is
countered with proof that the defendant, or his representative, was at liberty to go to his house at any

'
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time on request when in the company of a police
officer."
No reason is advanced to justify the unlawful conduct
of the Prosecutor and the authorities, and that is because
no reason could be advanced.
The objection of the Prosecutor to the delivery of the
~. keys when the State had absolutely no further use for
them, indicates only one thing, a desire to embarrass the
appellant in the proper presentation of his defense and to
,, keep counsel out of the house during the trial. The Court
joined in this program of interference by failing to demand
of the Prosecutor the reason for the non-delivery of the
keys to the attorneys for the appellant. They advanced
" no reason to him for their conduct. All the State's attorney
did was to object to the delivery of the keys and then
make disparaging remarks about counsel for the appellant.
That appeared to satisfy the Court.
The Court in this part of the trial revealed that he
was not impartial. He revealed a bias toward the appellant
in the presence of the jury and, without reason, joined
. in the objection of the State. By this act the defense was
. prevented from securing very material evidence which
·~had been neglected by the police and which will be dis·; cussed in full under the Assignment of Error which has to
do with the overruling of appellant's Motion for a new
trial on the ground of newly discovered evidence.
It is significant to note that this seizure of the home
of the appellant, like other invasions of the appellant's
rights, meets approval by the Court of Appeals. Will this
;.~:urt allow that ruling to stand as the law of the State of
ihio?

(
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.in the death penalty. A large segment of the people
· :jrahoga County and every other county in the State
't believe in the death penalty.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 5.
THERE WERE IRREGULARITIES IN THE PROCEED
OF THE COURT BY WHICH THE APPELLANT :1W.
PREVENTED FROM HAVING A FAIR TRIAL.

The impanelling of a jury in a case where the pe_,~.
'"
may be death in the electric chair requires the u .
care on the part of the trial judge not to indicate the po:
bility of concealed or unconscious bias to the prospecti"
., jurors. He must not only be impartial, but he mustr
careful not to give any appearance of partiality, especi.
in a highly publicized case such as this was.
.
It is known to all judges and lawyers that the j~ry
always on the alert to discover how the judge is consid
ing the evidence and what his opinion is of the case.
jury recognizes that counsel on either side of the table~.,
advocates and with all the ability they possess are en.; 1
deavorin~ by every manner of presentation of the eviden~~
their cross examination and their argument, to sway the,_
••Y•
jury to be favorable to the side of the case that they repre-1
sent. The jury is always looking to the judge for guidanc·
To the jury he is the personal exemplification of the la-W,'~.
:1
He rules on the law and instructs them on the law. His .,i:
the patient task to see that ultimately justice is done.
,,
lrf,~

"Because of the deference which jurors pay ~
expressions of the trial judge, he must refrain fro _
even the 'lightest word or intimation' which may'·
tend to prejudice the defendant in their minds!t
Starr v. United States, 153 U. S. 614, 626; Quercia u;
United States, 289 U. S. 466, 470; Bollenbach vh
United States, 326 U. S. 607, 612.
Challenges in a first degree murder case include the''
right
•he State to challenge anyone who does not be-o•;

'r

o matter what the intelligence or fairness of the
tive juror, he may be set aside because of his
' .on on capital punishment. As a result, only part of
'tizens of the County or State are permitted to serve
'case of murder in the first degree. Other citizens are
by this rule, unless the Prosecuting Attorney in
·udgment, does not see fit to exercise the challenge.
on on trial charged with murder in the first degree
".cted to those jurors who state at the outset of the
~and before they hear any evidence, that they are not
,,.,, -.ened by any inhibition that would prevent them from
ing the death of the person on trial.
-~·The

trial judge in this case questioned each juror
·~cerning his belief in the death penalty and whether he
;;t
·~e could join in such a verdict, and when there was a
· .tive reply or hesitancy, the juror was excused by the
lilt. Such proceeding by the Court could not help but
;~ the jury that the case on trial was one that could
, i;-. the death of the appellant. It is argued that the
ut had the right to do what he did. That is undoubted'tfue in the question of certain challenges for cause, but
.eh the court exercises the challenge for cause in a first
.I
>•
murder case because of non-belief in the death pen:'. the effect upon the minds of the jurors that remain in
"panel and hear that challenge made by the judge is
' ly different than if the challenge is made by the
tor, and well knowing the general effect of this
-.ging by the judge would have on the minds of tlj,

'
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jurors, the appellant objected and the objections were
overruled.
,
We have set forth heretofore the conduct of the Court
when the appellant had the keys of his home subpoenaed
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into court.
The Court evidenced a desire for speed and did not at
times appreciate what defendant's counsel was endeavor- '
ing to elicit in cross examination.
In the examination of Dr. Adelson, the importance of
which we have already developed in this Brief, at the end '
of the day counsel asked for an adjournment, and 1the
Court replied:
"I am wondering if we could not finish. I think a whole
day is enough to determine the cause of death."
In this case it was not enough to determine the cause
of death, and, as we have already pointed out, the cause of "
death has x'iot been found.
"The Court: We have tried many people here for
their lives and I have not known a case in which we
took a whole day to determine the cause of death.
Mr. Corrigan: The jury is tired, and I don't want
a jury that is tired out in my examination. (R. 1890.) ,.
The Court: What we are doing here most of the
day, unfortunately, is nClt determining the cause of
death. We are going into an entire school along certain lines."
This was all in the presence of the jury.
"Mr. Corrigan: Do you want me to go over with
your Honor to show what I have done today in this
matter? (R. 1891.)
The Court: I am not discounting what has been
ac' 'lplished, but I do say there is a good deal of

water gone over the dam today that does not point up
at all with what Dr. Adelson is here to prove.
Mr. Corrigan: I say it is half past four, your
Honor, and I am tired.
The Court: I am telling you, if we are going to
drag on in this case, we are going to work Saturdays
from now on. All right, we will adjourn now until
9:15 Monday morning, and will you ladies and gentlemen be good enough to observe the caution which the
court has expressed to you and do not discuss this
case at all?"
"The Court: Mr. Garmone, she has already stated
that she did not, so let's quit on that, please. The
Court is getting impatient with the repetition all the
time and we just must discontinue that kind of dash.
We will never get through with this case if we don't."

· During the examination of Officer Dombrowski, surely
,>;;an important witness, he was requested to bring to the
court room pictures that he made in various parts of the
~house, and when that request was made:
jf.

t-"~·}

"The Court: Well, Mr. Corrigan, we can't go on
. ·; with this witness forever. We will have to somehow
or another get through with this witness.
Mr. Corrigan: Well, he has not got his pictures
here. (R. 4582.)
·
The Court: Well, in any event, we are making
too much of a ritual of every little bit of movement
and I don't think we ought to take that time. It is not
fair to these jurors, nor fair to anybody.

'1'..t

*

*

*

*

*

Mr. Corrigan: Now, your Honor, I am here to
J,m; defend a man for murder.
t:r

'
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The Court: I know, but we try other
cases, too. We have to try other people as well.", ... ,~·
The Court by its questions attempted to minimize tlii
effect of the testimony of Elenore Helms.

"
"The Court: Could I have one question. You have,
referred to the washing of this blood. Do I understand!
that was about somewhere 'near the month of April?.{
A. Sometime in April or the last of April.
· d'
The Court: It was always in that period of time..
(R. 4003.) Had nothing to do with the 4th of July or~
.J
anywhere near it?"
uii
There was an objection to the question and the Cburtt.
withdrew it, but the damage had already been done.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 6.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING
ACTS ()F THE TRIAL COURT IN THE IMPANELLING.·
OF THE JURY.

As the impanelling of the jury continued, the activities of the newspapers, television and radio increased, so
that the important general elections took second place to
this murder case. The persons seated in the jury read
newspapers, heard radio broadcasts and saw television
programs connected with the tase.
Elizabeth Borke, Juror No. 2, when she was first examined said she had read nothing about the case but the
Press was delivered to her home and she heard the
Winchell broadcast hereinbefore referred to.
Juror No. 1, Howard L. Barrish, had read the newspapers, in fact he stated he had read up about the case so
that he wnuld be acquainted with the facts; his mind could

'

1.nelp but be filled with the prejudicial publications
· set forth. When he was asked (R. 86), "Now at this
l .do you feel that this man is presumed to be inno~~," his answer was, "No, sir, I don't have any opinion
~is innocent or if he is guilty."
~-I
br'. He also testified he would give more weight to a police
-.~er's testimony than he would to a layman. He was
_,. .enged for cause, and the challenge was overruled.
~4-.t In view of the fact that the appellant's extra-marital
...
.vities were so highly publicized, and it was known that
relations with Susan Hayes would be impressed upon
. ~jury, the defense had a right to examine the prospective
·.L,
· rs and obtain their reactions to that type of testimony,
use it is well known that in the minds of some people,
~ deviation is worse than murder. Illustrative of the
~e. of questions along this line is one addressed to
1J>n>spective juror Edward L. Verlinger, who was seated
· Juror No. 3:
"Q. Suppose the evidence was produced that the
defendant had some affairs with another woman or
other women during his married life, would that preju. dice you against him or create in you a sense of ill'tr"-· will toward him so that you would disregard the proof
~".' necessary to convict him of first degree murder?" (R.
';~. 217.)
~:- Objection by the State was sustained.

?~1 :.- The Court of Appeals in its Opinion states:
U•

"In the form in which the question was asked it
" , was objectionable, and that it asked the juror what his
·; conclusions would be upon considering such testi. ~ .mony, the question as framed was very difficult to
.:{:/! .
1':", un dersta n d ."

'
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It is difficult to understand how the Court of Appe.
arrived at that conclusion.
,
The purpose of question:s along this line was to d~
velop the thinking of the prospective jurors on the subj
so that information could be obtained on which to base
challenge for cause or a peremptory challenge.

<

~

I

"Syl. 1. The purpose of the examination
prospective juror upon his voir dire is to determine\
whether he has both the statutory qualification of aj
juror and is free of bias or prejudice for or againstl
either litigant.
,·~
..\•
Syl. 2. The scope of the inquiry will not b~ con-'
fined strictly to the subjects which constitute grounds
for the sustaining of a challenge for cause."
Pavilonis v. Valentine, 120 0. S. 154.
In Dowd-Feder Co. v. Truesdell, 130 0. S. 530, the~:
Supreme, Court of Ohio allowed prospective jurors to be
questioned about having possible interests in an insurance .
company. In that case the following principle was laid
down:
P. 533: "The right to examine prospective jurors
on their voir dire is granted to litigants in order to
enable them to select a jury composed of men and
women qualified and cclmpetent to judge and determine, without bias, prejudice or partiality, facts in
issue. For the proper exercise of that right, the Legislature has deemed it wise to give to litigants the right ;;·
of peremptory challenge and challenge for cause. This
former right is to be exercised at their discretion and
free from any limitation or restriction. Any rule of
law which denies a litigant reasonable latitude in the .
examination of prospective jurors as to their qualifica~ in order to enable him to exercise such per- ;

tl

__ ;mptory challenges judiciously and intelligently, deprives him of a substantial right.
ir . "* * * The overwhelming weight of authority
P,.olds that where parties apparently act in good faith,
;· {~onsiderable latitude should be allowed in the inter'~F'Togation concerning the competency of prospective
·jurors to try the facts under investigation." (Emff 1 phasis added.)
"Hale v. State, 72 Miss. 140, 16 S. 0. 387:

~

."* * * The office of the peremptory challenge is to protect the defendant against those legally competent,
;>~, ..but morally or otherwise unfit or unreliable, to try
~: the particular case, and to deny a full and fair examination of a juror in order to wisely exercise the per.· emptory challenge would be practically to nullify the
right, for of what avail would a peremptory challenge
JJ be if exercised at random or blindly without reason?
! The right to peremptory challenge is the last previous
, safeguard of a fair trial left to one capitally charged
~;, before he puts life and liberty in the keeping of his
sworn triors. It is not enough that a court, honest,
able, impartial, has pronounced the 12 competent and
.,,,-.-•1' qualified to pass upon the awful issue involving life
~1 ·:and death. It is not enough even after this, that the
'.J defendant may further challenge any of the competent
12 for cause. It is only enough when he has been per:;:;.':. mitted to challenge peremptorily, within the limits of
;·- the law, when in his judgment, it is expedient or advisable to do so. And, that his right to challenge per;'.'-t': · emptorily may be a real instrumentality in his hands
;~~: for securing a fair and impartial jury, he must not be
tv · required to exercise it blindly, and without due op,~ portunity for determining upon what juror wisdom
·: indicates he should employ it."

p:.
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This statement of the principles applies
force to the case at bar.
'l
The extent to which inquiry has been allowed.r .
other courts in criminal prosecutions shows that the.(
quiry in question here is within the bounds of proper qu
tioning for determining the exercise of a peremptory
I
lenge.
In Potter v. State, 86 Tex. Crim. Rep. 380, 216 S.
886 (1919), a prosecution for criminal libel where""'
defendant had printed an article severely criticizing
Jews, it was held error, where it appeared that fou11 or
of the jury panel were Jewish, not to allow counsel to
that if it developed on the trial that the defendant prin··•·
an article severely criticizing the Jews, they would be pre·"
udiced against him.
1!
In many cases, courts have allowed jurors to be aske.
about membership in secret organizations, such as thl
Ku Klux Klan, whose objectives were antagonistic to
defendant, that although such membership was not gro
for disqualification per se, they were permissible to make 1
more intelligent exercise of the right of peremptory c
lenge. Bethel v. State, 162 Ark. 76, 257 S. W. 740 (1924,:
See cases cited in Anno. 31 A. L. R. 411 and Anno. 1
Am. St. Rep. 567.
'
.
These cases reveal the extent to which courts hav~'
allowed examination of prospective jurors in order u;
allow wise exercise of the peremptory challenge-a funda-~
mental and substantial right under our system of j~
prudence.
Prospective Juror Verlinger stated that he knew the
case had received tremendous amount of publicity in the'

thl,

'

apers, radio, television; that he had read the head··.Since he had been called as a juror; that once he had
\'i.
· •past the Sheppard house and had noted people
it.
''\Thomas J. Solli was seated as Juror No. 4 (R. 312).
·.ad read about the case and listened to the radio and
·ion.
,;Louise K. Feuchter was seated as Juror No. 5. She
about the case, heard radio comments, said she
]cl not help but read something about the case; it was
.~.before her eyes ( R. 364). She saw pictures of the
. t, his family, and Susan Hayes in the newspapers

f;ead

~6).
'"'Jdelvin C. Holliday was seated as Juror No. 6; said he
'formed an opinion of his own as to the guilt or innor:; of the appellant (R. 385); that he had discussed the
?•:::with other people and heard it discussed at work;
t that a great many people drove out to look at the
_,,.and had talked with people who had driven out
(R. 401), and he had noticed the tremendous pub~ ~e case was receiving (R. 403); that the corridors
Jull of reporters and photographers, and every time
~ed around your picture was taken. He saw the
of Susan Hayes and read statements by her.
_jAnne W. Foote was seated as Juror No. 7. She replied
:answer to questions that she had read about the case in
, • ·apers, heard it on the radio and saw it on television;
"i,discussed
the case with other people, and the Press
......
Plain Dealer were delivered to her home. She had
., • ~icles in these papers and statements made by the
imellant prior to his indictment by the Grand Jury.

(
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Beatrice F. Orenstein was seated as Juror No. 8.
also had read newspapers, heard comments on radio
television about the case; knew there was a tremendo .
amount of publicity, and that it was going on while tb'
jury was being impanelled. She also noticed that the Co
House and court room were full of reporters; she had b
reading about the case ever since she had been called as
juror; her name was published in the newspaper. Sh~)
knew of the manner in which Mrs. Sheppard was m .
~~;
dered; saw pictures of Susan Hayes and stories rel~ting to~
her background, and recalled that Susan Hayes had re-~.
vealed to a Press reporter and the general public ti'iat she~
was intimate with the appellant.
Margaret E. Adams was seated as Juror No. 9 (R.,,;.,
492). She had read about the case, had talked about itJ
did not think she had ever expressed an opinion about it1 r.
;;
but had read about it continuously in the Press and Plain·~
Dealer ~ince July 4th. She stated: "Well, a lot of places '{
you go people are talking about it, and I certainly dis- 1
cussed it"; she had several calls after she was called as a ·
juror and she saw pictures of Susan Hayes and read the.
statement of Susan Hayes.
Grace L. Prinz was seated as Juror No. 10. She said;
she read about the case in t~e newspapers and knew about
Susan Hayes from the papers and knew that she had made
a public statement regarding her relations with the appellant.
Gerald L. Liederbach was seated as Juror No. 11. He
works in the Post Office and in a furniture store in the
evening, where they have the television turned on. He
saw television programs relating to the case, read about it
in tit ewspapers, talked to many people about it; many

..
'.<i:.1

'"1ple expressed opinions in his presence; he knew there
:,a great deal written about the case; that since he had
,..e to the courthouse he had noticed the situation that
'isted there; that the place was filled with newspaper re'· ';ers and photographers; that some of them were out-ofreporters and news commentators, making the case
,.\:8USe celebre (R. 638).
J; Lucille Williams was seated as Juror No. 12. She read
newspapers, heard comments on the radio, and knew
·e was tremendous publicity about the case.
The motion for change of venue and continuance was
· ated, and it was called to the attention of the Court
mt both the Prosecutor and the defense had received
Jelephone calls about Mr. Solli, Juror No. 3. The informagiven to the State was that Solli had made the statet that he would not vote for the electric chair and the
ormation given to the defense was that he would vote
.. the electric chair if he got on the jury.
'r:

)on
...

-~

:

Betty Marie Parker (R. 598), was called as a prospec. juror, and after a very lengthy examination a chal'B.'ge for cause by the defense was finally granted. The
~"ct that counsel asked her very searching questions and
. eloped her bias and prejudice after a long examination,
··~used newspapers to print that counsel must have had a
·.pe line into Mrs. Parker's home, or that her telephone
was tapped. This was untrue, but illustrates what we have
i.
',pointed out before, that every method suggested by the
'"e minds of the reporters was used to produce bias and
itejudice against the appellant and his counsel in the
mmds of the jurors and the public that the jurors were in
''intact with constantly during the trial of the case.
·I<..

t
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The State excused Grace Prinz, Juror No. 10,
Marie S. White was called to replace her. She had read
newspapers and discussed the case; the papers were d1"
livered to her home; she had heard opinions expressed (
852); she received telephone calls, read all the detail
accounts, and discussed it at her bridge club (R. 837). ·
Margaret Adams was, challenged by the defense (
881) and Victor Filimon was called to fill that seat. He
had read all about the case and discussed it with oth __ .
people (R. 888). The Press and Plain Dealer were d~)
livered to his home; he saw numerous pictures; saw th
situation around the Court House; first heard dbout thi'
case in Pittsburgh and had read about Susan Hayes. He~
was seated as Juror No. 9.

.echanic at the Keith Weigle Motors for about twenty
. Keith Weigle is the father of Dr. Keith Weigle, and
• wife is the sister of Thomas Reese, father of Marilyn
...eppard. Keith Weigle and some of the relatives of Mrs.
i:>4heppard on her father's side had been making derogatory
~}remarks about the appellant which had appeared in the
ifiewspapers, and which have been herein set forth. One
.~f the members of the family is Thomas Weigle, who apli>eared as a witness.
,~.
Dorothy Lee lived with her father and one of her
~brothers is named Keith, after her father's employer. The
t'
iease had been a subject of conversation in her home and
was discussed with her by her brother-in-law, a Mr. Mc~·Norton, who is married to her sister (R. 1074). She had
~read items about the case since she had been called as a
~.juror (R. 1089) . In the case. of this young woman, the
~"~urt again restricted an examination on what were per~µnent subjects. The following question was addressed to

Court adjourned until Tuesday, October 20th, when~·
the following appears in the record (R. 910):
"I desire the record to show that when the jury
came in the room there were at least 15 photographers
in this room, on benches, on rails, on the judge's
bench, flashing pictures of the jury, and there were'l
moving pictures taken of the jury."

~;-·+.

r;,.i"t

~/

her:
"If a doctor of medicine is called upon .to testify
on a given set of facts or issues that may arise in this
case, and on the other side, an osteopathic doctor is
called upon to testify as to the same set of facts or
issues, would you believe the doctor of medicine, or I
mean would you give his testimony greater weight
than you would the osteopathic doctor?" (R. 1092).

,,

The next peremptory challenge was exercised by the;
State, and Juror Liederbach was excused; Genevieve A.;
I
Pelsey was seated. She had read all about the case; he~;'
it on radio and saw it on ~elevision, and discussed it with'
the girls in the factory where she worked.
q
The defense excused Marie White, Juror No. 10, and
Frank Marovec replaced her. He also heard about the case.
and read about it in the newspapers; he was seated as Juror
No.10.
Melvin Holliday, Juror No. 6, was excused, and his
plat was taken by Dorothy Lee, whose father was a;.

Fi

·~~Objection
by the State to this question was sustained. This
\;i~
..

l

Juror was challenged for cause (R. 1100):
"I feel that Miss Lee should be excused for cause.
She made the statement between the 19th and 20th
of October which was after the Court had put the panel
under oath and told them they were not to talk to any-

(
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body about this case, or permit anybody to talk .
them about the matter, a Mr. McNorton talked wi'.
Miss Lee and the conversation took place after he
picked her up and they got into an automobile .
went to the hospital where her sister gave birth
twins."
The conversation with Mr. ~kNorton was continued at,~.
later date. It developed on examination that McNort~
had expressed to this young lady an opinion, not once, b~'J
twice (R. 1104). The challenge was overruled.
~·
The defense excused Mr. Filimon, Juror No. 9, and
James C. Bird was called. He said he read about ~he case}·
in the newspapers; had heard radio comments, heard dis- "'i
cussions of it at his place of business; that there was a
tremendous amount of publicity (R. 1130) ; he was conscious that since he came to the court room and waited to
be called, his picture had been taken; that he had seen
picture~ of other jurors in the paper; he had read the headlines (R. 1131) and that where he worked he came in contact with about 45 or 50 employees, had heard people dis- :'
cussing the case, read about Susan Hayes and saw her picture in the paper.
The defense excused peremptorily Dorothy Lee, Juror.
No. 6. That was a peremptory challenge which the de-,
fense should not have had' to exercise. We contend that ·,
the challenge for cause should have been sustained.
Fred Brown was the next person seated. He also
stated (R. 1103) that he knew about the case; had discussed it with other people. He stated he worked at Station
D of the Post Office; that there was discussion around the
station about the appellant, and the members of the ap- J
pellant's family, and opinions were expressed by fellow
worl( ..

..~~At this point, Mr. Solli, who had been seated as Juror

k•4, arose and asked to be excused because he felt sick,
William C. Lamb was called and seated as Juror No. 4.
..1£ had read about the case, heard it on radio and televihn, and discussed it with neighbors, friends and acquaint,,, .ces, and people discussed it in his presence. He stated
R. 1232) that from the time the murder had been com. '.tted there had been a great deal of publicity about it, and
was continuing in increasing tempo.
i·,

"Q. Do you understand that there have come into
this court house not only the outstanding reporters of
the Cleveland papers, but a galaxy of stars from newspapers throughout the United States, you know that,
don't you?
A. Yes.
Q. You have seen such names as Dorothy Kilgallen, Tully, and Bob Considine, have you heard those
names?
A. I have heard them all, yes."
He stated his picture was taken in the court room and
'that everybody who was on the jury had their pictures in
.e papers (R. 1233).
.:f The defense excused Mr. Brown, Juror No. 6, and his
· ce was taken by James R. Manning, who related that
."'-,1
he
was in the real estate business, had three boys, aged 13,
4 ,,.
and
He was asked if he had been a witness in a case
tl>efore and he replied that he had not. He had read about
l.'.
i;the Sheppard case, and heard it on the radio, and had dis1.
'eussed it with others.
f Genevieve Pelsey, Juror No. 11, was excused by the
.State, and Frank J. Kolaritis was seated as Juror No. 11.
tBe stated he had heard about the case on television, and
'
ifhen
summoned his name appeared in the papers;

t ··

t!O,
~

6.

.i:j
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Press was delivered to his home; he worked at the Harshaw;
Chemical Company and discussions were had where h1 :
worked. He recalled the mariner in which the murder w, '
described. His fellow workers discussed the case in hiJ,
presence; he saw pictures taken in the court room; he had
discussed the matter with his wife, and had read about-~
Susan Hayes.
,,

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 7.

~

After the jury was seated, the motions for continuanc~ _
and change of venue were renewed (R. 1352).
"~
It is apparent from the foregoing that every member l,,
of the jury had been exposed to all the tremendous pub- ~·
licity, had all expressed opinions and heard other pbrsons .
#1
express them, and that they could not help but be affected ,~
by the situation presented from the beginning of this case
(R. 1354). There was hardly a person on the jury who
could be recognized as acceptable and to whom a lawyer .
would not address a peremptory challenge.
There was a discussion (R. 1357) as to how many
alternate jurors should be called, and it was agreed there
should be two. The original panel was not exhausted. Of
the original panel, Joseph A. Kazmarek said he had read ,
about the case, discussed it with fellow workers, and he ,,
was seated as Alternate Juror No. 1, but was excused by
the State (R. 1386).
John C. Smith was calleb as the next person to fill the
place of Alternate Juror No. 1. He stated that he knew all
about the case, had listened to reports, had discussed it,
but he was passed for cause and seated as alternate juror
No. 1. He was peremptorily excused by the defense.
..
It should be remembered that Kazmarek and Smith J
were of the original panel. When they were excused there
were [ · alternate jurors chosen on that day, as the balance
of th~ ~iginal venire was exhausted (R. 1435).

TRIAL COURT KNOWINGLY DISRUPTED THE JURY
~~rAND THEN PREVENTED THE APPELLANT FROM EX• ERCISING A CHALLENGE.
~¥

Juror Manning.
w,.~ 1'

After the jury was sworn and before any alternate
fiurors were chosen, the State decided they did not want
~:liiror Manning and thereupon devolved a plan, with the
'lmowledge and the assistance of the Court, whereby the
JiSefulness of Manning as a juror was destroyed.

!t~. "Strangely, the only prospective juror whose private
·-,

life was shown to have been touched by sin was made
the horrible example of the law's concern for chastity.
And it was horrible. A juror, whose offense of years
ago, though repulsive, was submitted to a process of
inquiry which rendered .the buried past stark nude
and the apparent thing accomplished resurrection of
his decency a bitter futility. Not often does justice
have to crucify an involuntary juror to arrive at a
just verdict." Editorial, New Albany Tribune, New
Albany, Indiana.

On Friday afternoon, October 29th, there was a discussion between counsel and the Court (R. 1442). The
Court had issued a venire for extra jurors and they apP,eared in the court house on October 29th. After the dis/Gussion, the Court called the jury into the room and
:'stated to them (R. 1444):
v: ...
"We have developed this morning a little matter of
procedure. At this point we are going to explore the
question involved, and we will excuse the jury until
"' 1:30 P.M."

...

After the jury returned they were again excused until
,¥onday, October 31st. The reason for excusing the (
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on that Friday afternoon was that Prosecutors
Danaceau and Parrino took up with the Judge the qua··
cations of James R. Mannh~g, who was seated as Jurcf
No. 6. He had been sworn with the panel to try this caselj
The Court was informed by the prosecution that Mr. Mani
'
ing had not told the truth when he said he had not been
a witness in a case; that in 1943 he had been arrested on a
morals charge and had been fined and sentenced to th~~·
workhouse; that his sentence had been suspended. There;
·'
was no attempt on the part of the prosecutor on Friday to~
exercise a challenge and the case was continue~ until
Monday, October 31st.
· ,
Throughout Friday afternoon, Saturday, Sunday and·~
Monday, the newspapers, radio and television were~:
crowded with stories about James R. Manning. His picture
was printed in the papers, and on Monday, November 1st,.'
the Pres~ announced that the Court would discharge him.
The Court was fully cognizant of all that was going on in
regard to this particular juror. The Court had been
visited by the minister of Mr. Manning, and the Court had
read in the paper the fact that he was going to discharge
Manning, although up to that time no challenge had been,
made. It is perfectly apparent that what the prosecutors
had decided to do was to all~ him to sit until an alternate '
juror was obtained, and then to challenge Manning, which
was what they did.
November 1st, with this situation known to the Court,
the Court proceeded to impanel alternate jurors. The first ;
one of the new panel called was Jack W. Hanson, who }'
testified that he had read all about the case in the news- ·
papers, heard it on radio, discussed it at various times; ,

i

l

~

~

ce he received his notice as a prospective juror he had
d about it; spoken to other people about it, and they
·pke to him; that he was a foreman in a factory, and that
~inions were discussed in the factory and at social gather·~
:gs and in clubs to which he belonged; opinions were
,ressed by his mother-in-law, who lives with him; his
·expressed opinions to him; he had read about Susan
.yes, and he was seated as Alternate Juror No. 1.
.1'
~"'· Betty J. Richter was called (R. 1513). She had met

:~e appellant and his wife. She, however, stated that their
.cquaintance was very slight, and the fact that she had
·•n • acquaintance with them would make no difference in
~er determination of the case. She was questioned over
over again whether or not she would vote for the
'Chair in a proper case, and she stated that she would (R.
537):

..and

"The Court: Could you, Mrs. Richter, in spite of
your associations, whatever they were, in a proper
case, and assuming that all your fellow jurors and
you were in unison in the matter, could you, if they
,. felt from all the evidence that Sam Sheppard was
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of murder in the
first degree, and the jury together did not deem it
proper to recommend mercy, would you join in a
.,. verdict of guilty if you knew at the time that would
mean taking his life?"
There were some objections (R. 1538) and the Court
ted: "Let's not argue about it now. The Court has
ed, and the objection will be overruled. Now, do you
.derstand the question?" Her answer was, "Yes, I do."
"The Court: All right. Have you an answer to it?

(
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A. Well, like as I said before, my acquaintance
with them was so slight that I don't think-I know. ~t·
would not interfere with my opinion.
.
.
The Court: That does not answer the question.:
You listen to the question."
-~

There was some argument between counsel, and the 1:
Court said: "The Court has ruled, and the Court will per~,
mit the question to be answered. Let her answer." Her
answer was "Yes." Mr. Danaceau challenged for cause;
the challenge was objected to. The Court excused Mrs.
Richter (R. 1541).
.
The action of the Court was absolutely unwardnted :~
because there was nothing in the answers of Mrs. Richter :1
that warranted the Court to excuse her for cause.
':
The next juror called was Lois H. Mancini, who said
she had read about the case in the newspapers, heard the ;;}·
radio comments, and saw it on television; discussed it with ::
other people, and had formed opinions about it; that she
had two opinions (R. 1563); that she had changed them
from time to time and had no opinion at the time she was
questioned. She said she had expressed opinions about
the appellant's guilt or innocence, and that it was a general
topic of conversation; that opinions were expressed to her
by others, and opinions may ,have been expressed to her
by her mother, a Mrs. Fisher, who lived with her. It will '
be noted that this is the juror at whose home the photo- '"
graphs were taken and an article written relative to the
situation at her home during her absence, hereinbefore
referred to.
Mrs. Mancini and Mr. Hanson were sworn as alternate
jurors. It was on Monday, November 1st, after these two

t

. ors were sworn, that Prosecutor Mahon made his appli. 'on that James R. Manning, Juror No. 6, be discharged

,. m the jury .
"'"' The Court adjourned from November 1st to Novemrier 3rd, as November 2nd was Election Day and there was
~#-!;
.o court session.
.,

,:·

The situation which was then existing is reflected in
!*1ie statement of the Court when he discharged the jury on
.e evening of November 1st (R. 1591):
' "You understand, ladies and gentlemen, the entire
community has had through news media of this kind,
that kind or other, and discussions by people who
really know nothing about the case probably, and
there have been all kinds of things floating around;
there is no dispute about that anywhere. You will
get only the facts here that you are to consider in the
determination of the case. Let's forget all about what
has been floating around in the community."
On the morning of November 3rd Juror Manning was
!placed on the stand (R. 1594), and stated:
1ti
'~

;.

"I thought I answered truthfully every question that
was asked me and what was in my past I thought had
been investigated; that it was a matter of public
record; that it had been so far removed from the
present that it was considered to have no bearing on
the case, and that is my honest belief.
The Court: I want you to know that the paper
or papers last Friday carried a story that the Court
had discussed the matter with your pastor. These
reports are untrue; your pastor came in and the
Court informed him that he would not discuss the
matter at all."

(
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The Court inquired of Juror Manning as to whether
he had testified in the 194~ incident and Manning
swered:
"I believe I did, sir; I don't know; yes, I did.
The Court: So actually when you answered the!.
question 'no' to the Court and counsel, that answer.~i
was not actually true? 1
')
Manning: As a layman I did not know what it
meant; I see now, but it was not true."

£,jury, but after what has happened I would not be able
to sit in the box with the other jurors, be able to sit
in the case and be unbiased, unprejudiced, or unemotional, is what I am trying to drive at mainly. If
that keeps up, and I will be on the jury, I think I will
be a sub-headline as long as the trial goes on. I will
definitely have a nervous breakdown in a very short
time, and in fact, I feel I am just about ready for one
right now."

He further stated (R. 1596) that he had gotten into
an emotional state of mind through the bringing up of the ,
past that he thought had been checked and clearE!d, and
that his wife had told him that what happened in 1943 ')
was being broadcast on the radio. He stated that it had
happened eleven years ago and since that time he had ;
lived an honorable life, and was the father of a family.
The defense objected to Mr. Manning being excused.'
1
He said that as far as he knew about being sworn in the
case in which he was involved, he believed he was sworn
by the bailiff; as he recalled, they all went into the Judge's
room and sat around and there was a rather informal discussion of the matter and the Judge inquired about the
whole thing privately; there was no formal hearing in,
i
the court. Manning said
1600):

;• The Court then ordered Alternate Juror Hanson to
:\ake Mr. Manning's place. There was further discussion,
~·'
j'fld finally (R. 1616) after he had ordered Mr. Hanson to
'~e Manning's place, the Court stated to Mr. Manning:
J!ou are relieved from further service in this case," and
JM::inning was excused.
"~.~;;.
(R. 1617) The motion for change of venue and conttinuance was overruled and the jury panel now being re(fill.ed
by the excusing for cause by the State of Mr. Man.
~·ning, the defense had one challenge left and challenged
Hanson, and the challenge was overruled. There were
. 9tions that a juror be withdrawn and the case continued,
·hich were overruled.
J.
It was called to the attention of the Court that the
s on November 1st had carried the headline that the
.~urt would excuse Juror Manning.

+

(l

i

"When I came down here for jury duty I thought
I was doing what a public-spirited citizen in this ·
country would do. That's the only idea I had when
I came down. It interfered with my work, my earning,
a living, I didn't give a second thought to that. I came ·1
down here, and if I was chosen I would serve and
serve in the way I spoke, absolutely unbiasedly. I
tried to be absolutely unbiased and unprejudiced in
1
(
1<:ing with other people, even speaking outside the

~';!

';fr·

"Mr. Corrigan: Did you see that headline,
Judge?
The Court: Oh, I saw it.
Mr. Corrigan: Well, how is it that the Cleveland
01 , Press has your decision on Monday, Judge, to oust
· . the Sheppard juror?
,,
The Court: Mr. Corrigan, you will have to ask
the Cleveland Press * * * "

t
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See McDonald vs. Skidmore, 266 App. Div. (N. Y.)'
869, re the setting aside without sufficient cause of two·
jurors who had been sworn, 'as error.
There is only one method in Ohio by which the court
may remove a juror and put another in his place. This is.
in the case where alternate jurors are impanelled. As·1i'
stated in Revised Code, Sec. 2313.37, when alternate·
jurors are impanelled and sworn:

" (A) that he has been convicted of a crime which
..... ,. by law rendered him disqualified to serve on a jury."
~ R. s. 2313.42.

"If before the final submission of the case to the .
jury a juror becomes incapacitated or disqualified he l
may be discharged by the judge, in which case, or if a
juror dies, upon the order of the judge, said addltional .·~
or alternate juror shall become one of the jury and J
serve in all respects as though selected as an original '!
.
"
~r:
JUror.
!!
i';j

The above relates to both civil and criminal matters. "I
In the Criminal Code, Sec. 2945.29, dealing with only'~,,.
criminal 1trials, we find the following:

"If before the conclusion of the trial, a juror becomes sick, or for other reason is unable to perform
his duty, the court may order him to be discharged.
In that case, if alternate jurors have been selected, '
one of them shall be designated to take the place of
the jurors so discharged * * *."
From the above it is se'n that the reasons for which '
a single juror may be removed without requiring the dismissal of the entire jury are the juror becoming (1) incapacitated, (2) disqualified, (3) sick, or (4) for some
other reason is unable to perform his duty.
It is specifically stated in the section relating to chal- .
lenges for cause in criminal cases that challenges shall
also be allowed as in civil cases (Sec. 2945.25). One of the
chall~
s for cause to a juror in a civil case is:

."'This leads us to the question of what type of crime
· nfranchises a juror. It is answered in Sec. 2961.01:
"A person convicted of a felony in this state,
unless his conviction is reversed or annulled, is incompetent to be an elector or juror, or to hold an
office of honor, trust, or profit. * * *"
Section 2961.02 deprives a person, convicted in another state of a crime punishable under the laws of this
;~te ~y impris.o~ment. in the Ohio Penitentiary of the
1same rights of c1tizensh1p.
\.I Cl

Furthermore, the felon's rights of citizenship may be
restored if he has been on probation, under Section
~~2951.09:

* * At the end or termination of the period of probation, the jurisdiction of the judge or magistrate to
hi··. impose sentence ceases, and the defendant shall there. , .. , upon be discharged. If the defendant has been con, victed of or has pleaded guilty to a felony, the judge
· r' of the court of common pleas may restore the defendant to his rights of citizenship, of which such convict
may or shall have been deprived by reason of his
conviction under Section 2916.01 of the Revised Code,
and if the court makes such order of restoration to
citizenship, an entry of the same shall be made on
the journal of the court in the action in which the
. conviction or plea of guilty was entered. * * *"
"*

,.

·r-

It will be observed from the above statutes that no-

fJhere is conviction of, or pleading guilty to, a misf.j~eanor considered as dis-enfranchising a person. The
l~
·~

(
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Legislature did not consider it necessary to provide means;'
to restore the rights of citize~ship to a misdemeanant
they were never taken away from him.

,.ving been arrested a long time before, the State con'·'
.ded that he might, because of that fact, be sympathetie
i'.another person who had been arrested. It would have
a reason to exercise a peremptory challenge, but havpassed the peremptory challenge the State adopted the
II?"
·· 1utlined method to get rid of Manning, which was correctly
I&
~acterized by the New Albany Tribune as "horrible."
..Does this whole proceeding indicate that the Court was
l
acting as fairly and impartially to the appellant as it was
1wards the State?
The refusal of the Court to allow the appellant to
ercise the peremptory challenge on Juror Hanson, who
'1as seated in Manning's place, is disposed of by the Court
tQf Appeals in its Opinion:

The Supreme Court of Ohio, in Browning v. State,f
120 0. S. 62 (1929) has said upon this question, in the
third part of its syllabus:
"3. A person who has been convicted of an offense'
in another part of the United States, the penalty of
such offense is imprisonment in a penitentiary of such
state, and who has served his sentence, and has not
received a general pardon from the governor of such ·
state, is not thereby disqualified as a juror ib this
state, where the crime of which he was charged and
convicted in such other state would not, if it had been
committed in this state, have required an imposition
of a sentence to one of the penitentiaries of this
state."
Juro'r Manning was not disqualified.
We have stated that the Court joined in the method
by which the State eliminated Juror Manning from the
panel after Juror Hanson, who was more than acceptable, ·
was seated as an alternate juror. The Court in its Opinion
found that to be true. It is stated in the Opinion:
"The Court having knowl,edge that the State was going
to object to Juror Manning, although sworn as a
juror, proceeded to impanel the alternate jurors and
after the alternate jurors were sworn, Juror Manning
was then asked if he had testified in the 1943 incident

* * *"
The basic reason for the discharge of Manning was
not ber<=iuse he was unfit to serve in the case but becaus~

~

l

,-J,,oc

., "After a jury is sworn and charged with the delivery
of the defendant the trial is commenced and unused
peremptory challenges cannot thereafter be used."
The law is not that inflexible. The trial court found
a way to come to the assistance of the State so that Juror
.Manning was excused, but there was no room in his mind
~
'to give assistance to the appellant.
It was incumbent upon the Court in this case, which
,had received and was receiving so much publicity, to adIvance to the securing of a fair and impartial jury with the
,f utmost care.
The trial of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were
!,executed on June 10, 1953, for the crime of having con:spired to commit espionage on behalf of the Soviet Union,
.'attracted nation-wide attention and received great publictlty. Judge Irving Kaufman, before whom that case was
'tried, took the greatest care to eliminate any prospective
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juror who might show the slightest indication of bias
intolerance, and questione1 them to even a greater e · .
than requested by defense counsel. When there was 1,
slightest doubt of a juror's complete objectivity, Judi
~f
Kaufman excused the juror. Although the defense w1
limited to twenty challenges, the Court permitted the d;
fense to exercise thirty if they so desired ( 108 F. S. 789.

it

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 8.
1,,

THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
ACTION AT THE TRIAL COURT IN THE PRJfSENTA.!
TION OF COLORED SLIDES.
· ;.

The Court of Appeals states in its Opinion:
"The defendant was not prejudiced by the manner of
showing of these pictures."
There was error in the presentation of enlarged
colored lantern slides of Mrs. Sheppard's head and hands.
Color pictures of Mrs. Sheppard's wounds were taken
(R. 1684) after the blood was washed off. They were:'
developed three or four days later, and were of no assist.:.~
ance to Dr. Adelson in preparing his autopsy report, which~
was written on July 4, 1954.
From the negatives of the color photographs there
were later developed six ~lack and white photographs,
which were introduced in evidence as State's Exhibits 1 to ~
6. With the Deputy Coroner's explanation of the wounds, 1
and the black and white photographs, the jury had before
them as full an explanation as the Deputy Coroner could
give, but there was drama to be added, and evidence introduced, which was highly prejudicial and unfair to the
appellant. It was not for the purpose of aiding the jury to
-~

(

, rmine the nature and the extent of the wounds reiived by Mrs. Sheppard, but was entirely for the purpose
"'presenting a horror picture, which at the very outset
the trial would build up in the minds of the jurors an
.. · ·avorable opinion of the appellant.
. There was erected in the court room opposite the jury
'AJlcreen approximately six feet by six feet; about fifteen
1
feet from this screen there was placed a projecting ma1:·
t,chine which projected a picture four feet by four feet (R.
;:,;691), and exaggerated colored pictures of Marilyn Shepl,Pard's head and hands were projected on this screen (R.
tl692-9); colored pictures of the full face, head, shoulders
, and neck of Mrs. Sheppard were shown, a colored picture
; of the left side of her head with the hair cut away and the
"fY,ounds exposed, an exaggerated colored profile of the
A:.:
right side of the face; an ex~ggerated colored picture of
her right hand, and an exaggerated colored picture of the
skull of Mrs. Sheppard with the scalp removed, all four
··feet by four feet in size. This magnification of the wounds
of Mrs. Sheppard was entirely out of proportion with the
·~real wounds which appeared on her head.
... ,,
It is generally accepted that photographs may be introduced in evidence, but they must have a reasonable
•tendency to prove or disprove some material fact in issue,
and even in ordinary photographs it is held:
"It is always essential to the right to introduce
a photograph in evidence that it have a relevant and
material bearing upon some matter in controversy at
trial, and the party offering such evidence should give
proof of its relevancy to the issue before the jury. A
photograph which is entirely irrelevant and immaterial to any issue in the cause, and which is of such

•
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a character as to avert the minds of the jury to im~
proper or irrelevant considerations, should be ex1·
eluded from the evidence~ The determination of th'
relevancy and the materiality of a photograph is left
to the sound discretion of the trial judge. PhotographS
that are calculated to arouse the sympathies or th~
prejudices of the jury are properly excluded, partic·
ularly if they are not sub'stantially necessary or in- ,
structive to show material facts or conditions." 20
American Jurisprudence, Par. 729, at page 609.

It was entirely unnecessary and of no aid or assistance to the jury in determining the facts about the injpries
to Marilyn Sheppard to have a picture show in this case.
During the showing of these slides, with the room in
total darkness, Dr. Adelson, with a pointer gave a lecture
with ease and capability that came from his experience as
a teacher of forensic pathology at Western Reserve University. The entire demonstration was highly prejudicial to
I
the appellant, and the admission of this evidence was an
abuse of discretion on the part of the trial judge.
These enlarged colored pictures added nothing to the
total evidence. They were not admitted as proof of any
question of fact. The fact that Mrs. Sheppard was murdered was admitted. A detailed description of her wounds
were given by Dr. Adelson. Tyere was no attempt to prove
that his testimony in that respect was not correct. The
colored slides were not essential to prove where the wounds
were or the nature of them. The colored slides, no doubt,
shocked the jury, stimulated the emotions and aroused
compassion for the poor dead woman murdered in her
bed.
The pillow that has been referred to and a picture of
the pill( was introduced in evidence, and passed for in-

·~tion by the jury. Then the courtroom was darkened
'~R. 3001), and a screen was erected in front of the jury

nd a colored picture of the pillow was thrown on the
~·screen. There were also colored pictures of the two watches
!\!:•.
. own on the screen, enlarged, as were the colored pic~.~es that were shown during the testimony of Dr. AdelWe objected to this demonstration. It did nothing
"but add color to the case. It was entirely unnecessary and
~~as objectionable for the same reason that we objected to
'tthe showing of the enlarged pictures during the testimony
P of Dr. Adelson.

'f'son.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 9.
THE COURT ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE ACTION OF THE
,. TRIAL COURT IN ALLOWING THE ADMISSION OF
HEARSAY TESTIMONY.

,,
In answer to questions addressed to Nancy Ahern by
{the State, she testified to hearsay evidence and statements
made by the deceased Mrs. Sheppard not in the presence
the appellant or in the presence of anybody but the
~itness herself (R. 2147):

of

"Q. Now, Mrs. Ahern, during the time that you
knew Marilyn Sheppard, especially during the last
four or five months, do you know of any marital difficulties between Sam Sheppard and Mrs. Sheppard?"
Objection by the defense overruled.

"Q. When did these marital difficulties first come
to your attention?
Objection by the defense overruled.

t
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The Court of Appeals disposes of this claim of error
saying in its Opinion:

And at page 2149:
"Q. These marital difficulties that you menH"
when did these take place, when did you discov1
those, before or after the trip to California?"
Objection by defense overruled.

' -~'Statements such as were given in evidence or testified by Mrs. Ahern as a statement by the decedent are
., always admissible to show that the statement was
made to establish the state of mind of the parties
where their relationship is material to the issues in
the case."

1'

She was permitted to state that she learned
things after Marilyn's trip td California.
"Q. Now, will you tell the jury what
Sheppard stated to you?"
Objection by the defense overruled.
(R. 2150):

"Corrigan: You allow the conversation of
dead woman with this woman?
The Court: Yes. How are we going to refuse it?
The Court: It is a conversation with Mrs. Ahern ..
Corrigan: We have now a situation, your Honor,
wheire a woman is repeating the conversation with a
woman who is dead."
She was then permitted to testify (R. 2152) that Mrs.
Sheppard said that he, Dr. Sheppard, returned from Los
Angeles with Dr. Chapman. "The Sheppards were Dr.
Chapman's house guests, I believe Dr. Chapman told Mrs.
Sheppard that Sam was thinking about a divorce and told
'Chappie,' as she called hinl, about it on the trip to the
ranch where Mrs. Sheppard was staying with Mrs. Chapman. Dr. Chapman and Dr. Sheppard discussed it and
Dr. Chapman convinced Dr. Sheppard that he and Marilyn
were right for each other and that they should try again."
Motion was made that this conversation be stricken
from the jury and it was overruled (R. 2153).

'

How it can be admissible "to show the statement was
_:made," we are unable to comprehend. It is a perplexing
:pnding made by the Court of Appeals to allow the admis:~~on of hearsay evidence.
i~, The second reason given in the Opinion is "to estab( lish the state of mind of the parties." The state of mind of
~Marilyn Sheppard on the morning of July 4th can be gath~eel only from the record, ~which shows that she was
f happy and contented and "very much in love with her
husband" at midnight, July 3rd.
.J*'v~ The state of mind of the appellant on July 3rd up to
~--the time that he fell asleep shows that he was happy and in
love with his wife. The state of mind of the appellant on
{$'.
\"the morning of July 4th is gathered from the record. In
'.neither instances advanced by the Court of Appeals is their
·:!> justification for the admission of this hearsay evidence.
Without waiving our objection and for the purpose of
showing that the witness was giving slanted testimony, her
attention was called to the fact that she had testified at the
Coroner's Inquest on August 22nd, and that the version
that she had given in her examination at that time of this
~nversation was different than the version of the conver~: sation to the Court and jury in this trial. At the inquest
she stated (R. 2235):
t
;"

r
l

~·:
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a third person out of the presence of the accused,
" .d especially with a person who is dead, are not admis-

"Marilyn mentioned one day that Dr. Chapman had
told her that Dr. Sheppard had talked of asking for a
divorce and that on the ~ay up to the ranch Dr. Chap-;\
man and he talked it over and it was quite a long ·
chat, and that Dr. Sheppard came to the decision that
Mrs. Sheppard was the one for him and the one that
was right for him, and tl:iat he was going to try to ,
make a fresh start, and apparently that was his deci- ·
sion. He decided to forget about the divorce that had
been in his mind, Dr. Chapman told Mrs. Sheppard.
This she mentioned to me one day."

The statement that this witness made at the Cor~ner's
inquest was that the decision against divorce was the decision of Dr. Sheppard. The testimony she gave in this .
t1
trial as to the statement was that Dr. Chapman had con- ·
vinced Dr. Sheppard not to get a divorce. It indicated how
this witness slanted her testimony to fit the occasion.
It sh<i>uld be noted also that she said that Mrs. Shep- ,
pard on that occasion informed her of the affair he had
with the woman in California, and that she considered that
affair was all over (R. 2237).
Re the admission of this testimony of Nancy Ahern,
see Geller v. Geller, 115 Ohio St. 468; Boeckling Co. v.
Schwer, etc., 122 Ohio St. 40; New York Central Railroad
Co. v. Stevens, 126 Ohio St. 395.
"Syl. I. Testimony of a witness as to a statement
or declaration by another person is hearsay testimony
where that statement or declaration is offered or used
only to prove the truth of the matters asserted therein." Potter v. Baker, 162 0. S. 488.
These statements of Nancy Ahern violate the fundamental proposition of American law that conversations

(

' ".ble.
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 10.

,~COURT

OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN ALLOWING THE
(,~;, REMOTE AND UNRELATED TESTIMONY OF ESTHER
'· HOUK.

'r

The Court in disposing of this Assignment of Error
'~tated in its Opinion:
"In view of the highly controverted state of the record
as to whether or not the defendant sustained an injury
to the back of his neck and head, we find no error in
the admission of this testimony."

.
We have ref erred at length in this Brief to the errors
~ of the Court of Appeals in the matter of the appellant's in:l juries. Without attempting to review what we have al'~~ ready said, we claim that the reasons advanced by the
~ Court of Appeals for the admission of this testimony lacks
sound reasoning.
Esther Houk (R. 2466), related a visit to the home of
the appellant in the Spring of 1954, and there was some
discussion about an automobile accident in which her
sister was injured, and her sister had a conversation with
the appellant, which pertained to an automobile accident
·* in which there was no obvious personal injury, and the
appellant told her that a head injury could be easily
~. claimed which was denied by the appellant. The con'i; yersation had no relation to the murder of Marilyn Shep~
'
·)~ard and was introduced solely for the purpose of damag~ '~

'

_,,!•

r.

~

...._

-~~~

t
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ing the appellant in the eyes of the jury and to make it,~"
appear that the appellant was the kind of a doctor tha~'
was not above the defrauding of an insurance company~
1
They did not even bring in the woman with whom the, ,,
conversation was had.

.d Mrs. Lossman, which the appellant denied. It had abOlutely no bearing upon the case and was presented by
1e prosecuting attorney solely to arouse bias and preju,:.:.ce in the minds of the jury.
,,.,~;

ASSIGNMENT OF 1ERROR NO. 11.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
ERROR OF THE TRIAL COURT THAT PERMITTED
CROSS-EXAMINATION ABOUT MARGARET KAUZOR
AND JULIA LOSSMAN.

iTBE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
. , ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT PERMITTING UNFAIR
CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE APPELLANT.

The Court of Appeals found:
"The defendant also claims as error a question directed to the defendant cross-examination which assumed that the defendant killed his wife, to which
the defendant answered, 'that is absolutely untrue
and unfair.' The question was proper under the cir''.' cumstances."

The Court of Appeals in passing upon this A~sign
ment of Error finds:
"Defendant also complains about the extensive crossexamination of the defendant about Margaret Kauzor
and Julia Lossman."
Nothing further is said about this claim of error.
Whil~ the appellant and his wife lived in California,
and prior to 1951, Mrs. Sheppard made several trips back
to Cleveland. While she was away, the appellant became
acquainted with a family named Kauzor (R. 6481). One
of the members of that family was Margaret Kauzor.
Upon cross examination by the prosecution there was
a studied and unsuccessful effp rt to show that the relations
of the appellant and this young lady were improper (R.
6461-64).
We have already discussed the cross-examination of
the appellant about Mrs. Lossman (R. 64 73-6497). It
covers twenty-four pages of cross-examination, all admitted over objection, and all for the purpose of showing
there were some improper relations between the appellant

t

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 12.

An entirely false impressfon as to how the appellant
sustained his injuries, and which was baseless as far as
the evidence is concerned, was contained in the following
.. question (R. 6637):
"Q. And that after you had killed her you had
rushed down to that lake and either fell on those stairs
or jumped off the platform down there and out to the
beach, and there obtained your injuries?"
,
We have shown previously in the brief how ridiculous
t such an assertion is. The indignant and spontaneous answer by the appellant was:
"A. That is absolutely untrue and unfair." (R.
6637.)
,;,

His answer describes with greater force than any

~·statement we can make how unfair and prejudicial this
~:

"" type of examination was.

t
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ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 13.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
RULING OF THE TRIAL COURT THAT PERMITTED;)
LIE DETECTOR TESTIMONY BY THE WITNESS, HOUK. f,

Shortly after the murder there was considerable publicity about the fact that the defendant had not taken a lie·
detector test. He had stated to the officers on the first day
that if he was sure of the efficiency of the lie detector test,
he would submit himself to it, but that his understanding
was that it was not a reliable test. Throughout the summer up to the time of trial and during the trial the failure
of the appellant to take a lie detector test was highl~ publicized and the newspapers developed in the mind of the
public, of which the jury was a part, any reluctance to submit to a lie detector test is evidence of guilt. It was further
developed by this publicity, and unfortunately it is still·
the general opinion, that the lie detector machine is infallible. I
In the case of J. L. Parker, etc., Appellee, v. Mary
Frcindt, Appellant, Ohio App. 118 N. E. 2d 216, the Court
held:
"that the results of tests made on an apparatus called
the polygraph, and known as a lie detector, are inadmissible in evidence dmfng the trial of a cause in a
court of law in its present state of development and
operation, general and specific recognition, and public
acceptance.''
On August 8, 1954, the New York Times stated on its
editorial page that " 'lie detector' is a bad name for what
technicians call a polygraph. No machine can detect a
lie." It was further stated in the editorial:

(
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"Atomic Energy Commission's Oak Ridge plant
employees were tested for seven years to discover
security risks, but the polygraph was given up partly
" because it offered 'only indeterminate marginal increase in security beyond that afforded by established
measures; and partly because it undermined morale.'

***

"Even the experts agree that there are only 50 to
100 technicians out of a total of 500 or 600 who are
thought to interpret the wavy lines that mean 'true'
or 'false' to a technician. This being so, it is easy to
understand why polygraph evidence is not good
enough for higher courts, and why European police
heads have no faith in it."
The Federal Bureau of Investigation rejects the instrument as being unreliable.
Blood pressure rises on relevant questions in lie detection-sometimes an indication of innocence, not guilt.
"One of the criteria classified, as indicating deception, consists of a sharp or sudden rise in the person's
blood pressure following the asking of a relevant
(crime) question. The great majority of examiners
give this particular response more credence, as indicating falsehood, than they do any other single response."
However, in the development of a new questioning
technique it was discovered that the automatic classifying
of blood pressure rise as a deception response was a gross
error. Richard 0. Arthur, "Journal of Criminal Law and
Criminology and Police Science," Vol. 46, No. 1, May,
·June, 1955, p. 112.
Eugene E. Levitt, Research Professor of the State University of Iowa, in the Iowa Law Review, Volume 40,

r-
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3, in discussing the "Scientific Evaluation of the Lie D
tector," on pages 457 and 458 of said Review concludes: 1l

it.take a lie detector test was an admission of guilt. The
'.'.estion addressed to Houk by the Prosecutor:

)b

"It can be said that experiments with the lie d,_,

tector have been few and they yielded essentially con~
flicting and ambiguous results. Promise for furth~
experimentation is poor, due to certain technical diffi-l
culties. The applied re~ults with the polygraph cani
not be accurately evaluated at this time for a number)
of fundamental reasons. The potential factors makingi
for error are numerous, inclining the careful observe;~
towards the view that the magnitude of such error i.S-;
considerable. Reliable assessment of the lie detector:;:
awaits standardization of procedure and the eJtablish•.
ment of a comprehensive set of minimum educational,
and background qualifications for examiners."

"Q. Did you, Mr. Houk, submit to a lie detector
1: test?
Objection.
The Court: Let him answer yes or no.
Objection.
~
A. Yes."

fr~, In view of the circumstances surrounding this case,
. .~~ admission of such evidence of itself was so prejudicial
.to require a reversal.
";·The Court of Appeals in disposing of this Assignment
){•Error stated:
,.t-

"The simple fact that a test was made by agreement
~~. of the witness under the circumstances could not
~~- prejudice the defendant's case."
. I'

The basis for the great propaganda about lie detectors
is not that it is a method of solving crimes but it is a machine that is manufactured and sold for profit. The manufacture~s of the machine have had greater effect on the
public mind as to the efficacy of this machine than the ,
scientists. The general public receives their information i
through the newspapers. Very few of them read scientific
journals or law reviews.
Inadmissible testimony concerning the lie detector
was allowed in the questic.y1ing of the witness, Houk (R. ,j
2331). It was erroneous to allow such testimony, not only~
on the ground that it was hearsay but it dealt with a subject
matter that had absolutely nothing to do with the defendant, and had for its sole purpose the impressing upon the
jury the fact the appellant had not taken a lie detector ,
test and to have the jury follow the general impression
that 1-.ad been established in Cleveland, that the failure

4

'~lr We claim that the deliberate purpose of the prosecu~n

in this matter was to prejudice the defendant's case

'by the use of this testimony.
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 14.
COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT WHEREBY RECORDS
OF THE CORONER'S OFFICE WERE WITHHELD FROM
THE APPELLANT.

There had been filed with the Coroner a copy of the
'Police report which was made on July 4, 1954, and which
., ~lltained a record of the investigation. That it was a pub~ record is shown by the fact that it was made available
~ the newspapers and published in full in the Cleveland
'·~~ on August 6, 1954. When the report was requested,

t
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·· police report that had been given to him by the Po{, lice Department is not error."

the Coroner replied that he would bring it in if the coudJ
\~
ordered him to do so. We made such a request of the courj•
but the court refused to order this report into court.
'·~/•

t

.:1

~

"The Court: All right, that is certainly not a parf1
of the Coroner's record, a copy of the report that he';,
gets from the Police Department. The court will only~
order the Coroner to bring in anything that is public i
record.
:
Mr. Garmone: Well, how can your Honor tell!
what he has to offer, whether it is classified as a pu~l
lie record or not? (R. 3250).
.··~
The Court: We will not do that part of it by the
process of elimination. We will do it by regula~ order..
Now if you have anything specific to be brought in,
the court will agree to it."

··~

The Coroner had also been requested to bring in the
work sheets of the laboratory technician, and on November 18th he was asked if he had brought the work sheets,
and he bid "no." Again it was insisted all the records be
brought to court (R. 3292), and the Court stated: "All
his public records are here, that is as far as we can go for
the moment." The witness further stated (R. 3293): "I ·
have not brought the work records, nor have I brought the
copy of the police report." He was then further requested
to produce them in court ard answered: "If the court so
directs, I will." Then the Court stated (R. 3294): "These
are not public records, of course." The Court of Appeals in
passing on this assignment of error finds:

j

"The records referred to were the work sheets of the
technician of the Coroner's office. These papers are
not of the character 'public records' and no error was
committed by refusing to direct their production in
( 'rt. The failure to order the Coroner to produce a

Earlier in this Brief we have discussed the report of
e technician and we have shown that the existence of
.
y valuable clues was not reported and the informa')on concerning those clues was developed by cross,
ination and by compelling the technician to produce
eertain records from which she compiled the laboratory re1rt, which contained the shocking error "that no signifi'•ant fibers or hairs noted." The development of these
.facts are strong argument against the finding of the Court
[bf Appeals. It must be remembered that very often rights
,of inheritance and claims under insurance are determined
Tby
the findings made in the Coroner's office. It is unf'
~.thinkable to establish a rule whereby records of the Coro:ner's office will not be available for proper examination.
•!>!
/We have the very unusual situation whereby the Court
It
iCI~rmined that papers and work sheets connected with
\the examination of Mrs. Sheppard's body, work sheets that
~concerned the microscopic report and the laboratory re'port were withheld from the defense by the order of the
.
.ieourt.
)

,}ih

In the case of State vs. Sharp, 162 Ohio St. 173, this
"court has held:

'

,,;._,,

Syl. 1. "Under Section 2855-11 General Code
(Sec. 313.10 R. C.), the records of a Coroner are public records and are open to inspection by the public."
We believe the finding of the Court of Appeals is in
~dlrect conflict with the decision of this court in the above
~uoted case. Shall it remain as the law of the State of
!Ohio that a Coroner can refuse an inspection and an (- -
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Objection by the State sustained.

vestigation as to the methods or means by which he mo:
rived at a result? Shall it remain that a public official cari'.
refuse to allow such an investigation by pointing to the)
holding of the Court of Appeals in this case? As we have'
stated, it puts a premium on inefficiency; it restricts proper ,
cross-examination and may add up to dishonesty on the
part of a public official.

Objection by the State.
"The Court: I don't think we have that problem
here at all."
,-

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 15.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT RESTRICTING THE
APPELLANT ON CROSS-EXAMINATION OF
HEX·
TER.

on..

The Court of Appeals in passing upon this Assignment
of Error stated:
"Whatever restriction the defendant suffered by the
Court's sustaining the objection claimed by error was ;:
fuliy corrected by subsequent questions which were
fully answered."
The finding of the trial court is in direct conflict with
what appears in the record.
Dr. Hexter, a witness for the State, examined appellant at the request of the police. The appellant, as a result
of the injuries he had rec~ved, suffered shock, which is
roughly defined as either a rapid or slow draining away of
energy, depending upon what effect the shock had upon
an individual. This witness testified when he observed
him that he was not in shock, and he was being cross
examined on the subject. To test his knowledge he was
asked the question (R. 4530):
"Well, what makes a person tired? What makes
•

"Q. Do you know?"
Objection by the State sustained.
"Q. I am talking about shock now. I have a right
to inquire what this man knows about it."

> jury tired at 4 o'clock in the afternoon?"

Objection to any examination of the physician along
I, the line of what makes a person tired, and the Court said:
'.;~tul don't think we have that problem here at all," and
objection to any examination of the physician along the
line of what makes a person tired was sustained by the
Court.
(R. 4532) "The Court: The Court knows he gets
tired."

The Court did not understand the significance of the
questions or why they were being asked.
Counsel-to the Court (R. 4533):
"He says he was not in shock. This physician
stated that Sam Sheppard was not in shock and I
want to show that he was in shock, and I want to
know what shock is, and I want to find out if this
physician knows what shock is.
The Court: He says he was not in shock when
he saw him.
Counsel: What is shock, your Honor, do you
know?
The Court: I have an idea, but I won't discuss it
here because no one would believe me probably.
Counsel: I want to discuss it for the benefit of
these twelve people.

'
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The Court: Oh, no.
Counsel: I want to question this physician so that''
I can determine whether or not it is a correct conclusion that he came to, that he was not in shock. The
Court is preventing me from doing that.

(R. 3679): "Q. So from your observation and
from the course of your investigation at that particular
time, this young man offered you the fullest cooperation, Mr. Schottke?"
Objection by the State sustained.

Q. (To Dr. Hexter) Then if you are not compe-,
tent in the field of shoe~ and if you have not read '
anything about shock or have not read what you said
to me was a great authority on shock, do you say to
this jury that Sam Sheppard was not in shock?"

.. ;(I
,~,THE

.
"

~tJ.

This question was based upon previous testimony ·~
from this witness about his unfamiliarity with the fj.eld of
shock.
Objection to the question by the State was sustained.

The Court of Appeals in its Opinion found:
"The questions to Officer Schottke asked for conclusions of fact and State's objections were properly sustained.''
We have shown in this '3rief the tremendous amount
of publicity that was given to what was claimed noncooperation of the appellant with the police. Schottke was
being cross-examined on the question of his conversation
on the 4th of July with the appellant.
(R. 3678): "Q. So he was willing to co-operate
with you to the fullest extent on that day?"
Objection by the State sustained.

'

!'

COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN HOLDING THAT THE
POLICE REPORT MADE BY SCHOTTKE ON JULY 4TH
WAS NOT AVAILABLE TO THE APPELLANT.

The Court found:
"The failure to order the Coroner to produce a
police report that had been given to him by the Police
Department is not error. This report is the same one
that was later received in evidence, and while the
Court's ruling holding the Coroner need not produce
a police department record is correct, its latter introduction would cure any possible error."

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 16.
THE COUUT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE'
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN THE RESTRIC.
TION OF THE CUOSS-EXAMINATION OF OFFICER
SCHOTTKE.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 17.

The Court has not read the record accurately. The
report that was introduced in evidence that is referred to
in the Court's Opinion is not the report that appellant was
, endeavoring to obtain. The report that appellant was endeavoring to obtain was a long report that was written by
~; Officer Schottke and which was given by either the Police
~·
''Department or the Coroner's office to the Cleveland News
and which was published in full in the Cleveland News on
August 2, 1954. It appears under that date in Defendant's
Exhibit No. 1 on a Motion for a change of venue and continuance. When appellant tried to obtain this report, its
production was objected to on the ground that it was
1
¥private and confidential (R. 3756). The report that the
J· Court refers to that was received is not the report that
was referred to in the examination of Schottke.

f

•
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So we have the interesting situation that a report that,.
was available to the newspapers is not available to a man.l
who is on trial for his life. '

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 18.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
RULING OF THE TRIAL COURT IN REFUSING TO AL.' \
LOW EVIDENCE OF SIMILAR ACTS IN BAY VILLAGE. ·1
1

The Court of Appeals in ruling on this Assignment of ·
Error states:
"We know no theory of law that would m1ke such
testimony competent in this case."
The Court of Appeals had no difficulty in establishing
new rules of law adverse to the appellant. There is no
human activity that is not covered by the law and no situation can arise where the law is helpless to give relief. The
law iS constantly extending its guardianship over the
changing and new activities of mankind and giving to
situations that are constantly arising a proper application.
It is established that similar offenses by a person on
trial for a particular crime may be introduced to show
motive and intent and to draw reasonable inferences from
the fact of the commission of similar offenses, and so in the
ordinary activities of life,t when similar acts occur and are
so near in time to an established act, we are justified to
draw reasonable conclusions from them.
The evidence discloses that there was a vicious, criminal person operating in the vicinity of the Sheppard home.
On July 7, 1954, the home of Lawrence G. Carman (R.
6083) was burglarized. The Carman home is a mile and a

•
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fl{Uarter east of the appellant's home and on the same
·.ghway.
, In September, 1954, Miles Davis, a young man, was
Blone in his room. His parents had gone away. His home
.I
in the vicinity of the Sheppard home. It was night
r~hen he heard a noise in the house (R. 5882). Investigat]~g,
.,.. he discovered a large man, who attacked him with a
;. weapon. Davis was able to ward off the assault and the
tP.ttacker escaped but dropped his weapon, which was
\ turned over to the Bay Village Police Department. This
occurred in September, 1954.

iis

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 19.
mE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN PREVENTING A
JUROR FROM DIRECTING A QUESTION TO APPELLANT.

The appellant was willing to answer the juror's question.
Juror No. 2, Mrs. Borke, interrupted the examination
of the appellant by his counsel.
"The Juror, Mrs. Borke: Mr. Corrigan, can I ask
Sam a question (R. 6291)?
Mr. Corrigan: Go ahead.
The Juror, Mrs. Borke: Dr. SamInterruption by Mr. Mahon and Mr. Danaceau:
Wait a minute now.
Mr. Mahon: Just a moment. You better ask the
Court.
Juror Mrs. Borke: Judge, can I ask the doctor a
question, please?
The Court: No, that is not permitted.
The Witness: (Appellant) Can't she?"

(
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Objection by the State sustained.
"Q. (R. 2061) Is it not a fact that he worked hard
and slept hard?"
Objection by the State sustained.
"Q. Is it not a fact that Sam's going to sleep in the
middle of a party was not unusual?"

We claim this was error on the part of the Court.
5 Jones Commentarie,s on Evidence, page 4539:
"The privilege of examining the witnesses is ;.
extended to jurors and may be exercised by them to ~
draw out or clear up an uncertain point in the testi- '
mony. (19) It has even been said that jurors should
be encouraged to ask questions ( 20). They should
not, however, be permitted to take the examination of
witnesses out of the hands of counsel and to question
witnesses at length ( 1) nor should they be permitted
to interrupt the orderly conduct of the cause with un•
necessary questions."
The exercise of the right to ask a question by the
juror was prejudicial to appellant. He welcomed her
question, and the question and answer might have developed one of the most effective points.

Objection by the State sustained.

'.i:

The appellant's testimony was that he was an exr µ-emely heavy sleeper. That appears in the State's case in
~the statements that he made to various officers. The verification of that fact was important to the defense and the
"'i' Court's action in not permitting these questions to the
'"~witness Ahern was damaging to the defense.

~

~· THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
" ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN REFUSING TO
PERMIT DR. ADELSON TO EXPRESS AN OPINION
ABOUT THE CAUSE OF THE WOUNDS ON THE HANDS
OF MRS. SHEPPARD.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 20.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
COURT'S ACTION WHERE HE REFUSED TO ALLOW
THE WITNESS, DON AHERN, TO TESTIFY THAT THE
APPELLANT WAS A DEEP SLEEPER.

The wounds on the hands of Mrs. Sheppard are, as

In contrast to the action of the Court affirming the
ruling of the trial court on the hearsay of Nancy Ahern,
the Court affirmed the <ftion of the trial court on the , ,
ground that it was opinion evidence. It is not opinion evidence; it was fact evidence. It was calling for the observations that were made by Ahern, who was closely associated
with the appellant.
Witness Don Ahern was asked the following question:

t

"Q. (R. 2057) And did you know the reason for
Sam Sheppard sleeping for various times in his own
'.)Use and in the presence of guests?"

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 21.

~
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Coroner but not all of them are the results of blows from
instrument, particularly the abrasion on the hands, break~.
ing of the teeth, and the swelling of the eyelids, which we,
have shown are the result of struggle with her assailant. 1

,,·On December 2nd, when the jury was dismissed for
day, the Court said: "Ladies and gentlemen, we will
.• 1w adjourn until 9:15 tomorrow in the morning. In the
".eantime, please do not discuss the case, not even among
:purselves."
:'1!; ·Counsel then requested the Court as follows: "If the
,Cqurt please, may I ask the Court to instruct the jury that
~~e is a lot of stuff appearing in the newspapers about
,;~case and there are a lot of people talking about this
,.9\Se around town. Can I have an instruction to the jury
'that they do not read these newspapers, they do not allow
l~~one to talk to them about the case,'' the request was
~.:
~interrupted by the Court (R. 4803), who said: "The Court
·~has already done so on several occasions. The Court will
'·repeat it again." Now note the instruction that he gave
on this important matter was: "I suggest to you that you
rdo not read the papers, or listen to the radio or other kind
'i;of comments, and certainly not have any discussions what1,
·soever, not even with the members of your family. In the
:final analysis you will feel very much better and you will
,.;~;th,en be better by not doing it." (Emphasis added.)
"'-kJ.
h.rt The judicial admonition to jurors that they should not
read newspapers is recognized as substantially an idle
Oorm. Henry W. Taft, in an address on May 1, 1944, to the
1Association of the Bar in New York, entitled, "Lectures on
i~gal Topics," said:

Dr. Adelson is a pathologist, competent to give atf
opinion, and being a public official, any testimony that ;i
would be helpful is available to either the State or the1i
appellant. It was for the purpose of developing factual''~'I
testimony so that the misconception that even was arrivecF,
at by the Court of Appeals would be cleared up. For thatJ $
reason Dr. Adelson was asked the following question (R: iJ
1838):
I
':£>)
"Q. On the right hand you have five abrasions?
A. On the back of the hand, that is right.
Q. It indicates a struggle, doesn't it?"
Objection by the State sustained.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 22.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN WHICH IT IS
CLAIMED THAT THERE WAS FAILURE TO PROPERLY
ADMONISH THE JURY AT THE TIME THEY SEPAUATED.

The Court of Appeals :rentions this Assignment of
Error but does not discuss it.
The Court's usual instruction, when there was an adjournment was: "Please do not discuss the case, ladies and
gentlemen" (R. 3766, 3921). No stern warning to a jury
that was going home every night and exposed to terrific
publicity and the clattering talk that was present everywhere.

'

'·&;

"'

·1·

"In spite of such warnings, what the newspapers say
does leak to the judge and jury, and in proportion as
the case excites public interest it affects their deliberations."
We have already set forth the statement of the Court
:',in response to request by counsel that he was not goin'
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harass the jury by giving them instructions over and ove~;
again, but we think it must be recognized that a court~
this case could not be too careful in instructing the jury;
and firmly impressing upon them the necessity of not
being influenced by the conversations, the gossip and the'
terrific and opinion-forming publicity that was being;
published and broadcast in Oleveland during the trial.

v Peart vs. Jones, 159 Ohio St. 137, syllabus (1):
,.., tl ~'Preservation
r

·

•ll

Even on the last day of this highly publicized case and
as the Court dismissed the jury after argument overnight,
and before completing his charge, the instructions that he
gave them were in the same vein as characterizld the
instructions of the Court throughout the case: "You will ·
be careful not to discuss this case or reach any point what.,. ·
ever where you are seeking or securing any information ·~
or notions or statements from anybody about it" (R. V
6986).
'i
Sect,on 2315.05 0. R. C. provides that when jurors
are allowed to separate, "the court shall admonish them
that it is their duty not to talk to or suffer anyone to address them upon any subject of the trial, and that it is their
duty not to form or express an opinion thereon until the
case is finally submitted to them."

'

of the integrity of jury trials requires
that jurors, at all times during the trial of the case in
which they are so serving, be protected against contact by anyone or conversations with anyone (Other
than contacts and conversations normally incident to
the trial itself), such as would tend to influence their
verdict."

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 23.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN OVERRULING THE
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR WHICH CLAIMED COERJi; CION OF VERDICT.

There is more than one way of correcting a verdict.
; Sometimes the manner may be very artful.
'"
This jury received the case on Friday, December 17th
.. at 12: 20 P.M. They remained in session until 10: 30 P.M.,
•
~. when they were conducted to the hotel. They met Satur:~ day, December 18th, at 9: 15 A.M. and remained in session
~.until 10: 00 P.M. They were in session Sunday, December
.·19th from 10: 00 A.M. to 6: 00 P.M.; Monday, December
20th, from 9: 15 A.M. to 10: 15 P.M., Tuesday, December
21st, from 9: 15 A.M. to 4: 30 P.M., when the verdict was

"Admonish" means to warn, to advise and to exhort.
This case, and especially,at the time that the jury was
dismissed, at the conclusion of the closing argument of
the State, with newspapers carrying headlines across the
front page, with the radio filling the air throughout the
night and television programs about this case flashing on ~
the screen, demanded strict and careful compliance with 1
the law.

i''

.
~I
~

t

returned.
The jury had their meals either in the hotel or at a
restaurant and were enjoying the comforts that the Judge
said they would, and at the expense of the County.
'·
The verdict was returned on Tuesday, December 21st,
four days before Christmas. It is not unlikely that the
.~pproach of that holiday had an influence on those jurors
who were voting for the acquittal of the appellant, to
change their votes to guilty.

'
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"No juror should be induced to agree to a verdict'
by a fear that a failure to so agree would be regard~
by the public as reflecting upon either his intelligenci
or his integrity. Personal considerations should neveri
be permitted to influence his conclusions; and the1
thought of them should never be presented to him as
a motive for action." State v. Bybee, 17 Kans. 462, ·
quoted with approv~l in Zimmerman v. State, 12 i'
Abs. 140, at p. 142.

. hom, as gathered from the background, disclosed in the
oir dire examination, had never enjoyed the comforts of
~Clo'wntown hotel at no expense.
.;-:,•"

. · Section 2945.10 Revised Statutes, provides:

·.~J

"t"·

2.f. ·

' ri."_.).

"G. The Court after argument is concluded, and
before proceeding with other business, shall forthwith charge the jury."

.

1!~

The trial court was the presiding judge in the Crimi.nal Branch of the Common Pleas Court. In addition to
i~fj.I:J.g the trial judge in this case he conducted the very
~ ~urdensome task that falls to a presiding judge of the
¢minal court of this County, and during recess, at the
&iaoon hour, in the morning before court and in the afterr( ~oon after court, he received reports, arraignments, passed
sentence, and issued instructions and orders governing
~.pie operation of the Crimirial Court of this County. He
' d\d
...... it continuously through the trial of this case.
After being give the partial instruction above referred
to on Thursday, December 16th, the jury re-assembled on
the morning of December 17th, at which time the Judge
It. ~"'ve his charge in writing requested by defense on Det~ber 13th (R. 6449).
m~
The language of the statute is clear and requires no
(citation to determine what it means. There is no provision
'~flaw whereby a court can split its charge on one day and
~ve the rest of the charge on the next day. The part of
. ~e charge given on December 16th was in violation of the
',, . .
. provisions of the same section which provides that when a
T.~. charge in writing is requested it must be given.
;;i~ There are a few reported cases in which the court did
<~ot charge as provided by the statute.
··\

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 24.
,.;:

ii";;

THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRM;fNG THE;
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN PARTIALLY,~
CHARGING AT THE CLOSE OF ARGUMENT AND IN.,
NOT REDUCING THE ENTIRE CHARGE TO WRITING.

It is claimed that the trial court erred in not charging
the jury forthwith when final argument was completed on
Thursday morning, December 16th. At the conclusion of
1
the ar gument (R. 6985) the Court dismissed the jury until ·
9:00 A.M. Friday, December 17th. He gave partial instructions as to what the law provided when a jury is
charged and the conduct of the jury after receiving the
charge. He then proceeded to inform the jury that they
should come on Friday morning prepared to stay all night,
and that they would be kf pt as guests of the Court in the
comfort of a downtown hotel.
An exception was taken (R. 6987).
The instruction to the jury was certainly an indication
to the members of the jury to continue their deliberations
beyond Friday so that they would "remain in the comfort
of a downtown hotel" (R. 6986), and "as the guests of the
Court and its officers" (R. 6987), which was, without a
dor·+. very enticing to the members of this jury, many of

f
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In Kahoun v. State, 33 0. A. 1, it was held:
"Syl. 4. The Court'.s refusal to charge the jui_
after the conclusion of argument and adjournment·
court until following morning at which time charge
was given held not error under Section 13675 G. C.1
providing that court, after conclusion of argumeni;
and before proceeding with other business, shall'l
forthwith charge the jury, where no new matter waS~
taken up by the Court before giving of charge."
1

However, following the rule that every syllabus must
be considered in relation to the facts on which it is based~
an examination of the facts in that case discloses that the'
court announced the syllabus in this particular case, be-'
cause in the trial of the case counsel for the defense an- '
nounced that he did not desire to argue the case, and
"the Court was probably taken as much by surprise by
the refusal of defendant's counsel to argue the case as
wa~ the Attorney General, and perhaps at that moment was not prepared to give his charge; but there
is nothing in this record which shows that the court
did any other business. He simply postponed giving
the charge until the next morning, presumably that
he might gather his thoughts together and perhaps
prepare his charge in writing so that he might give it
to the jury." Kahoun 1,. State, 33 0. A. at page 30. ·

'

Another case that condones the failure to charge as ·
provided in the statute is the case of Balzhiser v. State, 10
Abs. 666. This case has no syllabus touching on this subject matter, but on p8ge 669 of the opinion, relative to the
fact that the court did not forthwith charge the jury, it is
stated that the only interval between argument and charge
was a short recess.

•
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Certainly the facts presented by the two cases noted
,_;;o different from the facts in this case that they do not

.y.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 25.
COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
FAILURE OF THE TRIAL COURT TO CHARGE ON
cc . ASSAULT AND BATTERY AND ASSAULT.

;t' State of Ohio v. Cochrane, 151 Ohio St. 128, 2nd
"""'·Uabus:
,.,.
"If in the trial on an indictment for murder it is
, possible under the evidence to acquit the defendant of
· murder in the first degree, of murder in the second
degree, and of manslaughter because the evidence
fails to establish beyond a reasonable doubt a causal
connection between the criminal agency and the
cause of death or because the evidence fails to establish any other essential element of such offenses, it is
competent for the jury where the evidence warrants
.it, to find the defendant guilty of assault and battery
only, and under such circumstances it is error to the
prejudice of the defendant to refuse a request to
charge on the lesser offense of assault and battery."

-: State of Ohio v. Muskus, 158 Ohio St. 276, syllaus (1):
"Murder in the first degree in the perpetration of a
robbery may include the lesser offenses of murder in
the second degree and manslaughter, and where, in
the trial of a defendant for murder in the first degree
in the perpetration of a robbery, there is substantial
evidence tending to support a charge of murder in the
second degree or manslaughter, the court should
charge the jury on murder in the first degree and on
the included lesser offenses."

'

I
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ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 26.

1ls not

necessary to elaborate on the point because it has
:. ·n:fully covered in this brief.

THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING '
CHARGE OF THE COURT ON REPUTATION
CHARACTER.

The Court charged (R. 7006):
"Some evidence has been given in this case co~ . .
cerning the claimed gemeral conduct and reputation o~
the defendant, and it is proper to present such evi
dence for your consideration. It is not admitted ~
cause it furnishes proof of guilt or innocence, but ..,
cause it is a matter of common knowledge that people
of good character and reputation do not ~enerall~
commit serious or major crimes. Such evidence, if believed, may be of some help to you in your considera-;
tion of the total evidence and the situation as a whole.
The Court wishes to caution you, however, that good
character and good reputation will not avail any pe,r-:!
son charged with a crime against proof of guilt beyond!
a reasonable doubt." (Emphasis added.)
·~

Exception was taken to that part of the charge and the
Court was requested to charge as follows (R. 7014):
"Evidence of reputation and character shall be.
considered by the jury in connection with all the other.
evidence in the case, and if the evidence of good repu-~
tation and character, taken in consideration with the 1
other evidence, raises~a reasonable doubt of guilt, the
defendant may not be found guilty."
The Court refused the charge.
It is clear that the Court did not appreciate the weight
that is to be given to evidence of character and reputation. j'
Following his instruction, the jury would not be required:'
to consider this evidence. The evidence on this point was
hight" important to determine the issues in this case. It

.." : "The weight which is to be given to evidence of
."'!:. good character is a question for the jury under all the
circumstances involved. The weight does not depend
upon the grade of the crime, but rather upon the co1
,11 , . gency and force of the evidence tending to prove the
~··.~ charge, and the motive shown to exist for the commisr;.: ,:_sion of the crime by the accused. Sometimes evidence
·· , of good character is of great weight and importance in
'1 ra·~:. repelling a criminal charge. This is especially true in
~Ilf'" cases of doubt; * * *its weight is not confined to
;:..a .. doubtful cases, however; it may of itself create a
·
doubt. * * *"
"Good character is no excuse for the commission of
crime. But if, after considering all the evidence, including that of good character, the jury entertains a
,.. reasonable doubt as to 'defendant's guilt, they must
give him the benefit of the doubt and return a verdict
of not guilty."
12 0. Jur., Sec. 320, page 332.
"It is now generally agreed that evidence of the defendant's established reputation for good character, if
it is relevant to the issue, may alone create a reasonable doubt in the minds of the jury as to the defendant's guilt where without it the other evidence may be
convincing. Such proof must be considered by the
jury in connection with all the other testimony and
not independently thereof, and the guilt or innocence
of the defendant must be determined from all the
testimony. The fact that an innocent person may
sometimes be placed in a position in which evidence
of his previous good reputation may be the only evidence with which he can oppose a criminal charge
has been assigned as a reason for the modern

l ' ".
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* * * The value of such evidence varies according to.
circumstances or the character of the inculpatory evi;j
dence. The matter may be summed up by saying thatj
the weight to be given in a particular case to evidence'.
of good character is to be determined by the jury in
the light of all the other facts and circumstances in
the case. The jury should consider the nature of the
offense with which the defendant is charged. In cases.

C/j ~,crime; but it is a circumstance bearing indirectly on

the question of the guilt of the accused, which the jury
"];are to consider in ascertaining the truth of the
charge."

.IV"

The syllabus of the case is as follows:

1,~•'i
'a.,

1 :.

in which the inculpatory evidence is cirrumstantial i,
or leaves a question of guilt in doubt, evidence of good ~
character is ordinarily of greater importance than in.;
cases in which the evidence is direct and positive. '1
Even when there is no dispute as to the act ch11rged, '°I
evidence of good character will have some bearing on
the element of malice or intent. * * *"
20 Am. Jur., Sec. 1219, pp. 1073-74 (Emphasis
Added).
In the case of Harrington vs. State, 19 Ohio St., 2641
the Suprtkme Court at page 269 makes the following statement:
"The reasonable effect of proof of good character is
to raise a presumption that the accused was not likely
to have committed the crime with which he is charged.
The force of this presumption depends upon the
strength of the opposing evidence to produce conviction of the truth of the ~harge. If the evidence establishing the charge is of such a nature as not, upon
principles of reason and good sense, to be overcome
by the fact of good character, the latter will, of course,
be unavailing and immaterial. But the same will be
true of any other fact or circumstance in evidence,
which, after receiving its due weight, does not alter
the conclusion to be drawn from the other evidence
in the case. Good character is certainly no excuse for

4

"In a criminal c~se, i\ is error to charg: the Jury
that proof of the prisoner s good character is entitled
to less weight where the question is one of great and
atrocious criminality, than upon accusations of a lower
grade. The presumption of innocence which it raises
varies in force with the circumstances, but not with
the grade of the crime charged."

.

The established law as to the weight and effect and
z the manner in which character evidence is to be considered
', by the jury certainly bears no relation to the charge of the
~· Court in this case, where the jury was instructed "that
such evidence, if believed, may be of some help to you in
,, your consideration of the total evidence and the situation
as a whole." (Emphasis added.)
~~

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 27.

It'

."'t mE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
•1

TRIAL COURT'S CHARGE ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVlDENCE.

This case admittedly being based solely on circum,, stantial evidence, it was the duty of the Court to define
carefully and clearly the law on circumstantial evidence.
The charge on the issue is confusing and misleading, and
is not a correct statement of law (R. 7004-5-6), and is
l · commenced by the Court with the following:
"the chopping down of a cherry tree that belonged to
a man named Smith by George Washington."

4
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He further charged as follows (R. 7005-6):
"* * *where circumstantial evidence is adduced, it, to-!
gether with all the other' evidence, must convince you1
on the issue involved beyond a reasonable doubt, and
that where circumstantial evidence alone is relied up-·
on in the proof of any element essential to a finding •
of guilt, such evidence, to?ether with any and all other.
evidence in the case, and with all the facts and circum-l;
stances of the case as found by you, must be such as
to convince you beyond a reasonable doubt and be
consistent only with the theory of guilt and inconsistent with any theory of innocence. If evidence is
equally consistent with the theory of innocencr as it
is with the theory of guilt, it is to be resolved in favor
of the theory of innocence. * * *"
The requested charge which was refused was as follows (R. 7015):
"Where reliance for conviction is placed on circumstantial evidence, the jury is instructed that the facts
and circumstances upon which the theory of guilt is
based should be shown beyond a reasonable doubt,
and when taken together must be so convincing as to
be irreconcilable with innocence and admit of no other
hypothesis than guilt."
This requested charge is the first syllabus of Carter
vs. The State, 4 0. A. 193, "'nd is the accepted charge by
the courts of this State on circumstantial evidence.
The general rule on circumstantial evidence is as follows: 20 American Jurisprudence, paragraph 1217, at
pages 1069 and 1070:
"Where circumstantial evidence is relied upon in
a criminal prosecution, proof of a few facts or a multitude of facts all consistent with the supposition of

t
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guilt is not sufficient to warrant a verdict of guilty.
In order to convict a person upon circumstantial evidence, it is necessary not only that the circumstances
all concur to show that the prisoner committed the
crime and be consistent with the hypothesis of guilt,
since that is to be compared with all the facts proved,
but that they be inconsistent with any other rational
conclusion and exclude every other reasonable theory
or hypothesis except that of guilt. The facts proved
must be consistent with each other and with the main
fact sought to be proved. A reasonable doubt must
be resolved in favor of the accused where a fact or
circumstance is susceptible of two interpretations. If
the circumstances tending to show the guilt of the accused are as consistent with his innocence as with his
guilt, they are insufficient. In order to convict a person of a crime, the facts must be inconsistent with, or
such as to exclude, every reasonable hypothesis or
theory of innocence. Of course, if any of the facts or
circumstances established are absolutely inconsistent
with the hypothesis of guilt, that hypothesis cannot
be true."
The Ohio rule is as follows:
12 Ohio Jurisprudence, paragraph 460, at p. 479:
"In order to convict in a criminal case upon circumstantial evidence, each of the several circumstances
relied upon to prove any essential element of the
crime must be proven by direct testimony beyond a
reasonable doubt; each, when all are taken together,
must be consistent with all the others, and not inconsistent with any other established fact, and all, taken
together, must point surely and unerringly to the guilt
of the defendant, and must be inconsistent with any
other rational supposition than that the defendant is
guilty of the offense charged. Circumstantial evidenre

t
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requires great skill and judgment on the part of a jury
in considering it, in order to warrant a conviction."
We have shown by the Affidavit that was filed in support of the Motion for new trial, the turbulence during the
trial and during the jury deliberations. The attitude of th~
Court towards the appella11t \vas emphasized when the'·
. - :_ ~ ~2-. ----:._--=--:-7': -..-.~ =-- ~~-:- :-- 7~ :~- :..._~ =:':_
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days· deliberation, returned its yerdict at 4: 30 P. M..
not necessary to amplify on the terrific nerve-ratkingt
perience of the appellant, especially during the five' ~
and four nights while he remained in his cell awaiting
verdict. He was brought from prison into the co
jammed in the manner that we have already described;
verdict was read by the Court; the stunning effect of it~
the appellant can only be imagined, and then the Court·"
mediately, without giving the appellant a chance to
cover from the shock or to collect his thoughts, ord
him before the bench, asked him if he had anything to
why he should not be sentenced, and immediately, in
presence of the jury sentenced the appellant to life •
prisonment.
After the verdict w!s returned, there was edito
comment throughout Ohio and the rest of the Unit"
States. We select just two of these editorials that illustra1,,
the reaction to the verdict and the great general inte ·
there was in this case.

The Journal Tribune, Marysville, Ohio, December
1954:

(

"AN EDITORIAL
"SHEPPARD VERDICT STRIKES AT AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS."

"When the verdict of the Sheppard jury was announced the newspapers for the most part reported
that the defense attorneys and the Sheppard family
were stunned and shocked at the result. It would
have been more accurate to have said that the whole
state of Ohio was stunned and shocked."

,1,he Asheville Citizen, Thursday, December 23, 1954:
";t;
•• .

"THE SHEPPARD CASE

' · -"A second degree murder conviction has closed
...e Sheppard murder case for the time being, though
ffiardly on a note of public satisfaction. The verdict,
"t'bunt on the merest circumstantial evidence, must
-~ike many persons as utterly preposterous.
'
Dr. Samuel (the "Sam" of the tabloids) Shep'pard may have dispatched his pregnant and evidently
.loving wife in the brutal manner related. But Ohio
..~pparently applies strange construction to motivations
... d evidence. The state did not establish a motive
. .at anybody in his adult right mind and unaddicted
soap operas could possibly credit. It did not pro.uce a murder weapon. On the other hand, it intro.iJIUCed evidence of doubtful relevancy from witnesses
pho might have been bounced out of the ordinary
'"' urtroom. Ohio justice, if that is what it is, wears a
ange countenance indeed.
a Of course, Dr. Sheppard was not really tried for
.urder. He was tried for manifold and specified sins
(and indiscretions which, while offensive to society, do
.~ot rate a murder rap. And in this the irresponsibles
· 1f American journalism had such a heady fling as they
.ve not enjoyed since the days of Hall-Mills, Snyderand Daddy and Peaches Browning-his'
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orgies of the press excusable only because they happened in the madcap 1920's.
One is reminded df William Randolph Hearst's
famous cablegram to his correspondent in Cuba in
1898: "You furnish the pictures and I'll furnish the
war." The Sheppard case was a set-up for the sob
sisters and the little minds who write suggestive
headlines. So, despite the defendant's convincing
show of innocence on the stand and under the bright
lights of a skull session with Cleveland Detectives, the Lothario-doctor-ne'er-do-well was a gone goose
from the time the trial got into its second week. For
12 men and women who were more a Greek !Chorus
than a trial jury gave back just what they were fed
out in as notorious and vulgar a travesty on justice as
ever affronted the dignity of the law in America."
1

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 28.
THE COf.JRT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN OVERRULING THE
MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL.

In proper time the appellant filed a Motion for a new
trial. The Court had instructed the jury (R. 717), that
"you are not to permit anyone to speak to you about this
case in any way, shape or manner. You are to have no
communication with anyon' else and you will be under
the care at all times of the bailiff who will be with you."
Section 2945.32, Ohio Revised Code, provides as follows:
"When an order has been entered by the court
of common pleas in any criminal cause, directing the
jurors to be kept in charge of the officers of the court,
the following oath shall be administered by the clerk
c( '1e court of common pleas to said officers: 'You :·

. do solemnly swear that you will, to the best of your
ability, keep the persons sworn as jurors on this trial,
from separating from each other; that you will not
suffer any communication to be made to them, or any
of them, orally or otherwise; that you will not communicate with them, or any of them, orally or otherwise, except by the order of this court, or to ask them
if they have agreed on their verdict, until they shall
be discharged, and that you will not, before they
render their verdict communicate to any person the
state of their deliberations or the verdict they have
agreed upon, so help you God.' Any officer having
taken such oath who willfully violates the same, or
permits the same to be violated, is guilty of perjury
and shall be imprisoned not less than one nor more
than ten years."
Section 2945.33, Ohio Revised Code, provides as follows:
"When a cause is finally submitted the jurors must
be kept together in a convenient place under the
.. charge of an officer until they agree upon a verdict,
'' or are discharged by the court. The court may permit
the jurors to separate during the adjournment of
court overnight, under proper caution, or under supervision of an officer. Such officer shall not permit
a communication to be made to them, nor make any
himself except to ask if they have agreed upon a verdict, unless he does so by order of the court. Such
officer shall not communicate to any person, before
the verdict is delivered, any matter in relation to
their deliberation. Upon the trial of any prosecution
for misdemeanor, the court may permit the jury to
separate during their deliberation, or upon adjournrl,. ment of the court overnight."

(
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The jurors were permitted to separate and to co.
municate with outsiders by telephone during their deli
erations. The Court on ruling on this Assignment of
ror finds:
{J,,

· ough the bailiff (R. 7055), nor did he know where the
-~aration took place (R. 7056). He said: "I don't know
''..·here the picture was taken; it could have been taken at
jhe Carter Hotel; it could have been taken outside in front
•bf the hotel, but I don't recall how the picture was taken,

EtRi
1

"There is some claim that the jurors were allowed
to separate and communicate with outsiders by tel~
phone during their deliberations. A photograph was ~
taken of the jury in the dining room of the Carte~ 1
Hotel. Their separation was only sufficiently far apart
to enable a separate picture of the men and women to.
be taken. The jurors remained in their respective im- f
mediate presence except for sleeping purpo~es. All ,
telephone communications were to members of the
family of the jury and there is no evidence that these
telephone calls, made in the presence of the bailiff,
were anything but proper."
There are a number of misstatements in that finding
that WE] will point out.
The jury consisted of seven men and five women, but
during the entire time of their deliberations they were in
charge of two men bailiffs-no woman bailiff was designated. During the time of deliberation there was a separation of the jury. It follows that the male members were
separated from the female members at night, and said fe- ·
male members were entiref y without guard.
The jury was separated for the purpose of photographs by the newspapers, as shown in Exhibit 2, on the
motion for new trial. James C. Bird, the foreman of the -·
jury, was called to explain the separation of the jury which
was shown in the Cleveland News on December 20, 1954.
He could not explain how the groups became separated,
and stated that any separation made of the jury was made

'

'
,~orwhere."

(R. 7060.)
;;.. :. Another picture, overlooked by the Court of Appeals,
''.Y,as taken of the jury in a private room in the Carter Hotel
.;;(R.
7061). This also appears in Exhibit 1, and shows a
t;\,.
,,;..separation of the jury.
}P. The finding of the Court of Appeals that the separai tion was only sufficiently far apart to enable a separate
' picture of the men and women to be taken is not found in
f the evidence.
Edgar L. Francis, one of the bailiffs in charge of the
, jury, was called and testified that he did not know where
~ the pictures were taken; that there were so many pictures
,. taken he could not remember the particular pictures that
were introduced on the motion for new trial. Photographers were all over snapping pictures (R. 7074); that
when the pictures where the jurors were separated were
:taken, it was done without consulting the Court, and the
rpicture showing the group all together was also taken
without consulting the Court; and that he did not know
~; of any arrangements with anybody whereby the pictures
were to be taken, except the one picture showing the
jury at breakfast (R. 7077).
He stated that telephone calls were made by the jurors
~from Mr. Steenstra's room, who was the other bailiff in
·.charge of the jury; that there were also telephone calls
made from his room by the jurors (7083); that no record

f
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was made of the calls that were made from Steenstra's
room or those from his room. The conversations he heard
were by the person making the call, and that he had no
knowledge of what was said to any of the jurors by the
person to whom the call was made (R. 7086). He has no
knowledge who the jurors talked to from Steenstra's
room.
The separation of the jury was contrary to law and
contrary to the instructions of the Court, and prejudicial
to the appellant. The telephone communications with outside parties by members of the jury are so prejudicial as to
require reversal, especially in this particular ca~e, which
was the subject of county-wide conversation and opinion
forming publicity.
In the case of Dillon v. the State, 5 0. L.A. 103, after
the jury retired a member of the jury obtained permission
from the trial judge to answer a telephone call and she
I
was escorted to the telephone by a bailiff and talked in the
presence of the trial judge, but not in the presence of the
accused and his attorneys. The Court held that:
"Although the judgment will not be set aside on the
ground that a juror was allowed to talk over the telephone, the action of the Court in permitting it is improper for while h~ heard the conversation of the
juror, he could not :Know what was being said by the
person talking to her. A communication made by a
juror under those circumstances should be made
where court and counsel may hear all."
So careful have the courts of Ohio been in observing
this rule that only on two occasions does it appear to have
been violated, in the case of Dillon vs. State, quoted herein,

t

the case of Hepp vs. State, 46 Ohio App. 360, in which
·the Court held:

1 ap.d
f

"Permitting jury, after commencement of deliberations,
to separate for the night without supervision of officer,
held prejudicial to the defendant's substantial rights."
53 American Jurisprudence, Paragraph 903, page 648:

"It is the intention of the law to guard jurors from
outside influences both during trial and during their
deliberations after the submission of the case to them.
The jury should not communicate or discuss the subject matter of the litigation with any of the parties or
their counsel or witnesses in the case, or communicate
concerning the case with any third person. It is the
duty of a trial court, particularly in the trial of criminal cases, to see that the jury are not exposed to contact and do not communicate with outsiders during
the progress of a trial, at a view, and also after retirement to the jury room to deliberate. Since the primary purpose of keeping the jury together during the
trial is to prevent communications reaching them except through the properly guarded channels of the
law, after submission of the case, and retirement, the
jury should deliberate and discuss the case as a body.
From time immemorial it has been a part of our system of criminal trials under the common law in all
capital cases to sequest the jury from the rest of the
community."
· . 53 American Jurisprudence, Paragraph 907, page 652:
"During a trial, at a view, or during deliberations,
jurors may not communicate, either orally or in writing, with any outsider concerning the case in which
they are sitting. In capital cases especially, the jury,
from the time of being sworn until deliverance of their
verdict, should be kept as free as practicable from all,

t
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even appearances of, opportunity for cummunica ··
with outside parties, or receiving communicatio;
from them. Indeed it 'is a juror's duty not to all~
himself to hear conversations concerning the case hl
is sitting in. He is guilty of misconduct if, without per·''
mission of the court and apart from his fellows, he
holds a telephone conversation with an outsider.
{,.
Of necessity there are many innocent communications with jurors, such, for example, as communica- _
tions with waiters during the course of a meal, or with i,
physicians attending the jurors. A reversal or new,;
trial will not be ordered because of a conversation be- ,
tween a juror and a third person which is of.._ harm-f
less character and unrelated to the case. On the other·:
hand, conversations between jurors and outsiders 1
about the case, not shown by the state to be nonprejudicial, and, sometimes, admittedly unconnected
with the case, may vitiate a verdict, constitute grounq
for a new trial, and, if a new trial is denied, necessitate
a reversal of the judgment."
Conclusion.
To sustain the conviction it was necessary that the ·
evidence showed that the appellant "purposely and mall-;
ciously" killed Marilyn Sheppard, Sec. 2901.05 0. R. C.
:·
The conviction being based solely on circumstantial \
evidence, the proof must 1'e beyond a reasonable doubt
and must be so convincing as to be irreconcilable with appellant's claim of innocence and admit of no other hypothesis but the guilt of the appellant. Carter v. State, 4 0. A.
193 (syl. 1).
Except the absence of the T shirt and the fact that
the appellant was in his home at the time his wife was
murdered, every other item of evidence introduced by the

'
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.te could be connected with someone other than the
Uant. No weapon has been identified and no motive
shown.

Motive.
"Motiv~ is not an element of the crime of homicide

.;:

required to be established to warrant a conviction.
Proof of motive does not establish guilt, nor want of
lL"r· proof of motive establish innocence. If the guilt of
· f?;· the accused be shown beyond a reasonable doubt,
, it is immaterial what the motive for the crime, or
-- whether any motive be shown. In doubtful cases the
.: element of motive may be quite material in the
· determination of the guilt or innocence of the
accused." Fabian v. State, 97 Ohio St. 184, at page
189.
~&:>

"The fact that the defendant bears a close relationship to the deceased and that he loved his wife are important facts to be considered by the jury as showing
the absence of motive for the deed and the improbability of defendant committing so unnatural a crime."
Warren on Homicide, paragraph 206.
The reasonable rule on Motive is stated in Corneil v.
'tate, 10 0. L. A. 137, at page 139:
': "In doubtful cases the element of motive may be quite
ii material in the determination of the guilt or innocence
of the accused * * *
It is true that motive is not an element of the
crime which is required to be established to warrant
a conviction, but we know that human action is
usually voluntary and is prompted by some interest,
,,
and therefore the question of motive necessarily forces
· · ;,· itself upon the mind of the investigation of every alleged criminal act; and in determining whether it wa!'l

t
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proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the defend
placed a bomb in the automobile with the intent
for the purpose of killing Barnes, the proof to es~
lish that charge being entirely a matter of inferen
we cannot help give much weight to the fact that
defendant had no motive or reason for committmi,
such crime against his friend."
..,

th.

I

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 29.
THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE~
ACTION OF THE TRIAL COURT IN OVERRULING THE,'
MOTION OF THE APPELLANT FOR A NEW TRIAL ON~
THE GROUND OF NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE.
',

.

~

Within the time provided by law, the Appellant filed
a Motion for a new trial on the ground of newly discovered
evidence. The motion was overruled by the trial court"
and a separate appeal was filed. The newly discover~''
evidence introduced on the Motion for a new trial shows
conclusively that the appellant did not murder his wife. i
It was the act of a third person, who left his signature in '
blood on the wardrobe door of the murder room.
The newly discovered evidence further disclosed that
the murderer was left-handed, where he stood when he
committed the crime, the manner in which the blows were,l
delivered and verified the possibilities advanced that the·~,
murder was the result of a ~ex attack, and that Mrs. Shep- ·~·
pard's assailant was injured in the attack.
After possession of the house was obtained on December 23, 1954, counsel succeeded in enlisting the services .:
of one of the leading scientists of the United States in the '
field of criminology,-Dr. Paul Leland Kirk, who is in
charge of the Criminalistic Section of the School of Criminologv of the University of California. This school is con~

(

'ned with the training of police laboratory technicians,
.in1e laboratory technicians and the scientific investiga'n of crime. Many of the State Crime Laboratories, (Ohio
one), are staffed with graduates of this school, which
Jyes a degree of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
t and Master of Criminology.
Dr. Kirk is eminently qualified. He was graduated
.;} with the highest honors from Ohio State University in 1924
with a degree of Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry; in 1925
was awarded a degree of Master of Science in Chemistry
'by the University of Pittsburgh. In 1927 he received a de,t,,
~·\lee of Doctor of Philosophy in Biochemistry from the
[:University of California. He was an assistant in Chemistry
~~at the University of Pittsburgh during 1924 and 1925, and
'';'~taught Biochemistry at the University of California in 1926
((~and 1927. He was Research Assistant in Biochemistry at
't'fthe University of California in 1927 and 1928 and Research
t{ Associate at the University of California in 1928 and 1929;
was successively Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate
,!' Professor of Biochemistry at the University of California
{;'from 1939 to 1945. From 1942 to 1943 he was on leave to
~~;,the Radiation Laboratory directed by Ernest C. Lawrence.
;:~This was the first organization devoted to atomic energy
r~,dcresearch. From 1943 to 1944 he was connected with the
fdetallurgical Laboratory of the University of Chicago,
which was a branch of the Manhattan Project, concerned
with the development of plutonium, and from 1944 to 1945
i./ was Technical Specialist, Hanford Engineering Works,
~, Richland, Washington, in charge of Microchemical Re~t:i search and Development in connection with the manufac§· ture of the atomic bomb fuel, plutonium (explosive), used
~~t Nagasaki, Japan. From 1945 to 1948 he was Profesr-

ti
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of Biochemistry and Criminalistics in the University •ofi
California, and Professor of Criminalistics, School of Crim-'"
inology, at the University of' California, from 1954 to the
present time; member of the Medical School of Faculty\
of the University of California from 1926 to 1950; Ass~ .•
ciate Professor in Physiology, Hopkins Marine Station :&1
(Stanford University) 1935; ftom 1935 to the present time
engaged in investigative work, principally on behalf of the ·
agencies of the State. He is a consultant to numerous';
agencies, including the State Crime Commission of California, the Army, Atomic Energy Commission, an.d numerous industrial concerns with investigative problems;
He has been accepted as an expert witness in Criminalistics
for various Federal and State Courts, including the Federal and State Courts of California, Federal Court of Nevada, Federal Court of Oregon, State Court of Arizona, Fed-.
eral Court of Idaho, and the State Court of Louisiana.
I
He is the author of at least one hundred fifty original
papers in scientific literature, and many of said papers are
on Criminalistics; is the author of "Quantitative Ultramicroanalysis," 1950, publisher: John Wiley & Company;
"Density and Refractive Index"-"Their Application to
Criminal Identification," 1951, publisher, Charles C.
Thomas Company; "Criminfl Investigation," 1953, publisher, Interscience Publishing Company. This work has
international circulation among state and governmental
agencies in the United States and foreign countries, and
is a guide to the use of physical evidence by persons engaged in law enforcement.
He is the Associate Editor for Police Science of the
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science,
whic1 · the official publication of the International Asso-

.
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taation of Arson Investigators, the Illinois Academy of
[Criminology, the Society for the Advancement of Crimi,.Jidlogy. He is Associate Editor of Mikrochimica Acta,
·!!hich is an international journal of microchemistry, pubflished in German, English, French and Italian.
He is Vice-President of the Microchemical Commission of the International Union of Pure & Applied Chemistry, a member of the National Research Council Committee
on Analytical Chemistry; a member of the American
Chemical Society Committee on Weights and Balances, a
member of the Belgian Royal Academy, the American
~. ~hemical Society, the American Association for the Ad. van.cement of Science; the American Society of Biological
Chemists, and the Society for the Advancement of Criminology.
We set forth the foregoing detail because the findings
of this eminent scientist are dismissed by the Court of
Appeals with such terms as "guess work" and "sheer
supposition," and the attempt to discount his scientific
findings by quoting excerpts from the book by Leone
Lattes, entitled, "Individuality of the Blood."
Dr. Kirk's book on "Criminal Investigation" is used
as an aid and reference book by the Office of the County
Coroner (R. 4722); by the Cleveland Police Department
(R. 4354-55), and the Medical Legal Courses taught at
Western Reserve University (R. 2752).
Dr. Kirk consented to make an examination of the
premises and of the facts and circumstances surrounding
this crime;
•

j.

"but with the specific understanding that his work in
this regard was to be entirely objective and his determinations would be without bias or prejudice to ,, ·
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case of the State of Ohio or the defendant, and that J
his work was to be on no other basis. He further
states that no instructions or suggestions were made
to him as to what to find, or what not to find, by the
attorney representing the defendant, or by any other;
party interested in the cause of the defendant; that:~,
his investigation, examination and research would be ·
strictly impersonal, and that the facts would be r~ ·
ported exactly as he found them to be." (Affidavit of
Paul Leland Kirk, page 4.)
Dr. Kirk, being engaged in teaching at the University
of California, could not come immediately, but di~ come
to Cleveland as soon as possible and made an examination
of the physical evidence connected with the murder of
Marilyn R. Sheppard during the period January 22-January 26, 1955. He then returned to California and performed a number of experiments in his laboratory testing·
the significance
of the facts which he found in his examina1
tion and investigation while in Cleveland. These experiments took time and it was not until April 26, 1955, that
we were able to obtain his affidavit, detailing what he had
found. Promptly thereafter we filed the Motion for new
trial and in time allowed by the statutes.
His original affidavit, including Appendices A through
J and the 46 photographs at~ched thereto as exhibits, all
made a part of the affidavit, shows the thorough and painstaking nature of his work. It presents new facts which
were not available at the time of the trial and which establish that Mrs. Sheppard was murdered by someone
other than this appellant.

•
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Dr. Kirk's Affidavit Sets Forth New Evidence
Material to the Appellant.
~b.
.
.
.
>fi . The State tried appellant for the murder of his wife
1;·1·
~upon the theory that he had the exclusive opportunity to
f'.kill her; that there were three people in the house when
,;the Aherns left and there were only two alive the next
1morning, one being the boy Chip, who could not have
committed the crime, and the other being appellant. The
. State utterly disregarded the fact that the rear door was
unlocked and claimed there was no evidence of forcible
entry. The State introduced the statement of the appellant, as part of its case, and has shown by that evidence
there was an intruder in the house.
The only thing produced by the State with certainty is
that the appellant, Marilyn and Chip were in the house
when the Aherns left and that when the Houks arrived
in the morning Marilyn was dead and the other two were
living. So the State maintains that because of this fact
the appellant must have committed the murder and then
poses the question, "If he didn't who did?" The affidavit of
Dr. Kirk strikes at the very root of the State's case, because
. . it establishes that there was a third person present in the
~· murder bedroom at the time of the murder. This is supported principally by two things:
First-that a large spot of blood on the wardrobe
door, which could not have come from impact spatter
or from back throw of the weapon, is the blood of a
third person who was neither Appellant nor Mrs.
Sheppard.
Second-that the murderer was left-handed. Appellant is right-handed.

(
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There are also numerous other subsidiary and supporting facts which are developed by Dr. Kirk's analysis, 2
which we wish to point out to the Court in summary form~
bclow.
~

The Large Blood Spot on the Wardrobe Door.
\

When Dr. Kirk was at the Sheppard residence during)
the period January 22-January 26, 1955, the condition of.
the room was the same as when it was turned over to the·.~
defense on December 23, 1954, affidavits of Drs. Stephen ;j
A. Sheppard (Affidavit No. 3), and Richard N. Sheppard
(Affidavit No. 4). The blood spots on the walls, dbors, radiator cover, windows and curtains had not been removed
by the police. The original blood pattern was therefore ·
available for study.
The testimony of Detectives Michael Grabowski and
Henry Dombrowski was that from a study of the blood
spots, it is possible to determine how far the person was
away from the place where the blood landed, and the angle
at which the blood was thrown onto the surface and other
information from the secondary splatters which surround
the blood spot, but that the police did not make any anal- '
ysis of the blood pattern in order to determine those s,
things (R. 4071-4072). This room was avoided by the in- .
vestigators (R. 4374). Dr~ Kirk did study the blood pat- .
tern in the murder bedroom and from that study, together·~
with his subsequent experiments, determined:
~

1. That during the beating the attacker stood close to
the bottom of the bed on the east side and balanced '
himself with one knee on the bed.
2. That Mrs. Sheppard was struck with low angular ·
blows.
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3. That the weapon swung to one and one-half feet
from the wardrobe door during the striking of the
blows.
4. That Marilyn's head was on the sheet during most
if not all of the beating.
5. That Marilyn's slacks had been partially removed
from her before the murder.
6. That the blows were struck by a left-handed person.
7. That the largest spot of blood on the wardrobe
door could not have come from impact spatter or
back-throw of the weapon.

'

The photograph shows the blood-free area and the
large blood spot on the wardrobe door. Photograph and
measurements by Dr. Kirk.
The spot on the wardrobe door measures about one
inch in diameter at its largest dimension, was much larger
than any of the other drops and is clearly discernible on
the photographs (Exs. 1 and 16). After Dr. Kirk's experiments had established that a spot of this size could
not have come from the back-throw of the weapon or from
impact spatter, he determined that the spot called for
further study. He therefore requested that this spot, together with a small spot near by, be removed from the
door and sent to him. This was done by Dr. Virgil Haws,
a pathologist, and he then made further tests which compared these two spots with known blood of the murder
victim which he had removed from the top mattress cover.
In other words, he performed the same tests on three
samples of blood, the first being the known blood of Mari. lyn Sheppard from the mattress cover, the second being
' the small spot from the wardrobe door, and the third be(··
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the large spot from the wardrobe door.
.
blood from the small spot on the wardrobe door tested the~;
same as the blood from the mattress, and was the blood ofi
Mrs. Sheppard. He found that the large spot of blood, al.o
though belonging to the same general blood group 0 did
not react the same as the other two samples; that there ~
were distinct and significant differences in the reactions of ;,,
the blood from this large spot which established that it was.,,
not the same as Mrs. Sheppard's blood. He had previously
tested the blood of the appellant and found that his blood 1.
was group A, probably A2, and that the large spot defi1
nitely was not the blood of the appel1ant.
He performed agglutination tests, and determined that .
in every instance and with tests for both A and B factors,
agglutination was much slower and less certain with the
blood from the large spot on the wardrobe door than it was
with the qlood from the small spot on the door or the blood
from the mattress. The agglutination of blood from a pregnant woman such as Mrs. Sheppard is more rapid than·
from non-pregnant persons. This gives added significance
to the fact that the agglutination of the very large spot
from the wardrobe door was delayed. This shows clearly
that it could not have been Mrs. Sheppard's blood or it
would have reacted rapidly •s it did with the 'ifher two
spots (Affidavit of Paul Leland Kirk, page 20; Affidavit
No. 8 of William J. Corrigan, page 4, paragraph 8).
The delayed agglutination of the blood from the large
spot on the wardrobe door in testing for A and B factors
is significant in another respect. A and B factors are ordinarily more readily determined in dry blood than is the M
factor, so that the universal grouping can be determined
I

(

~

ire readily than the presence of the M factor. The Coro~s

office found enough dry blood on the watches of the
~pellant and of the murder victim to determine that in
~th instances the blood contained the M factor, but was
t· .ble to determine the universal blood group of that
1lood. This is not consistent with the blood on the watches
~g Mrs. Sheppard's, whose blood group was determined
~y.
Nor was it Sam's blood, which was A2. The only
L
~ ._ ilanation is that the blood on the watches was from the
)ame source as the large spot on the wardrobe door and was
ii'.·
'.the blood of the intruder (Affidavit of Paul Leland Kirk,
~
·page 21; affidavit of William J. Corrigan, page 4., para. graph 10).
The Murderer was Left-Handed.
.

The appellant is right-handed (see affidavit of appelq~nt). The analysis of the blood pattern, together with the
{ "1hsequent experiments performed by Dr. Kirk, show that
tthe blows must have been struck by a left-handed person
because
"Such blows could be struck in two ways only.
"l. By a right-handed person striking vertical
blows, and situated slightly to the left of Marilyn
Sheppard's head, i.e., toward the hall doorway. This
is not possible, because the attacker did not intercept
blood spots at this location; and vertical blows would
have placed some blood on the ceiling.
"2. By a left-handed person, situated at the known
. position of this attacker, striking either angular or
\~ur. vertical blo:ivs, (th~ latter excluded)·,, This is ~om
~1
pletely consistent with observed facts. (Affidavit of
.,,.~'41.;.
J~F Paul Leland Kirk, page 17.)
1

(
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Additional Facts Developed by Dr. Kirk.

reb

There was a great deal of supporting evidence d
veloped by Dr. Kirk. We will not attempt to repeat it
in this brief, but wish to merely mention some of the prin
cipal points which he established. These are:

1. That the original motive of the crime
1
sexual.
1
2. That the victim obtained a firm grip with her~
teeth, and that the defensive reaction of the attacker<
in dragging away was violent enough to break theJ
teeth.
3. That Marilyn's teeth were broken outJard. !
4. That blood welling from the resulting wound~
was thrown in a very large drop on the wardrobe ·.
door.
5. That the weapon used to beat Mrs. Sheppard ~
was not over one foot in length and had on it an edge j
quite blunt but not protruding; that this edge was al-. "'
most certainly crosswise to the axis of the weapon and }'
could have been the flared front edge of a heavy flash .. i
light.
6. That the weapon was not similar in any serious
respect to the alleged impression of a surgical instrument on the pillow case nor to any of the large variety
of possible weapons th~t had been suggested by the J
Coroner or by the police.
\·
7. That a spot on the lower sheet near the east '
edge of the bed in which the blood is highly dilute and ·
hemolyzed, shows that the blood was present in spattering drops before the other diluting fluid was pres- '
ent; that this is shown by the fact that the blood was
carried laterally with the flow of the diluting fluid -~
and that the original spots are still evident; that there !
'(
not enough diluting fluid subsequently imposed

>.

to soak through to the mattress or pad; that this kind
of spot was consistent with what would have hap_pened if appellant had come up from the lake as he
related and had pressed his wet knee on the mattress
while taking his wife's pulse, and that this would also
account for the large spot of dilute blood on the knee
of appellant's trousers.
8. That material found by Dr. Kirk on the floor
of the bedroom was a red lacquer of the kind commonly used to coat small objects and could conceivably be chips from the murder weapon.
9. That the sand in the defendant's pockets and
socks and in the insoles and linings of the toes of the
shoes could not have come from wading into the lake
to wash off, but is consistent with appellant's account
of how he was knocked out on the beach and came
to being wallowed back and forth by the waves.

When the jury heard this case there was direct evit.dence that there was an intruder in the house, as shown
k'Ly the statement of the appellant introduced in evidence
'~.hy the State, but the position of the State was that that
;1,1tatement was false and should not be believed. The
~ppellant could only argue, among other things, that some. 1>.e else committed the murder because of the absence of
•,he droplets of blood on the appellant's trousers, from
'tile presence in the room of such unexplained items as the
}two pieces of leather or leatherette, the chip of nail polish
and the chip of paint on the floor, the tooth chip found
' .der the bed, the red and blue fibers found under Mari's fingernails, from the cigarette butt found in the uptoilet, and from the woman's footprint on the beach,
,.
.~footprint under the bushes, as well as from the testit:P'.·

11

; , __
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mony of Stawicki and Knitter that they had seen a h
haired man in front of an9. near the Sheppard residen1
early on the morning of July 4th, and from the fact
Mrs. Sheppard's teeth were broken and there was an ah
sion on the inside surface of the lower lip and there w ·'·
no wound on the outside of her mouth. Dr. Kirk not onl:
has discovered a number of new facts which support th~
appellant's statement, but has for the first time produced.
direct evidence other than that given by the appellan·
t!i
that someone other than the appellant was in the rooml
l
at the time of the murder and that the murderer I (unlike;
appellant) was a left-handed person.
~I

Dr. Kirk Confirmed by New Evidence the Theory Ad·;~
1i
vanced by the Defense that the Murder was Probabl7>i'
the Result of a Sex Attack.
t."'i
I

•:

At the trial it was suggested that Marilyn Sheppard,,
might have been killed in a sex attack; it was also devel~~;.
oped on the cross-examination of the Coroner that the
murder could have been the act of a schizophrenic
3355). There is also in the evidence the suggestions that~
the murder might have resulted from jealousy or revenge,i
The investigation and, examination by Dr. Kirk de-'·
veloped new evidence that shows that this murder follows
the accepted pattern of a murder during a sex attack.

(84

"1. The original motive of the crime was sexual.
Examination of the slacks in which the victim was
sleeping shows that they were lowered to their approximate final position at the time the blood spatters . ·.
were made, as discussed above. Leaving the victim.I
in the near nude condition in which she was firstJ

'

.

1found

is highly characteristic of the sex crime. The
,,vrobable absence of serious outcry may well have
j been because her mouth was covered with the attack' er's hand.
2. The victim was not moved after being beaten.
., r This follows from the fact that her head was at the
' same point as the center of the blood spot pattern.
t::~ Since her legs protruded under the lower crossbar
~H>f the bed, it follows that she had drawn up her legs
'.!in a defensive action, and moved downward during
j..,the early stages of the struggle. At the time of death
or unconsciousness, her muscles relaxed and the legs
.;~traightened to a position similar to that in which
1
' she was found." (Affidavit of Dr. Kirk, pp. 28, 29.)
There is no challenge by the State of the important
'.dings of Dr. Kirk. The Police Department, the Coroner's
·,~,the widely advertised M~dical-Legal Department of
·~em Reserve University, the Department of Pathol" )1eaded by Dr. Moritz, who was associated with the
';.Gsecution from the beginning, with all the power behind
.~prosecution, were helpless in meeting the findings of
~··-'

·~Kirk.

... 'The Court of Appeals in its Opinion makes reference
i.<ihe fact that,

"
"Dr. A. J. Kazlauckas, physician and expert, who
/:·:had spent many years as a Deputy Coroner, was in

r~

~st the employ of the defendant. He examined all the
·~~;_, articles of property pertaining to this case in the pos· ~;\session of the County. Coroner, together wit~ the au-

§.s topsy

report, conclus10ns of laboratory findmgs and

':~X-rays of Marilyn Sheppard and yet made no effort to

make any scientific examination of the premises. He
. was not even present as a witness during the trial."

•
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No X-rays were presented of Mrs. Sheppard by thi
County Coroner. If they exist, they are, like much of thi'
other evidence in the case, still locked in the Morgue.
There is no basis for the statement appearing in thi-·
Opinion that Dr. Kazlauckas is an expert. He was not con1
suited as an expert in criminalistics or criminology. He ha8;
ii
no standing in that field. He was consulted in the same1
manner that a number of physicians were consulted by the:'
defense,-in order to secure possible information that1
'·~
would be of assistance to the defense. He was not called as:.
a witness because he contributed nothing. The e1amina-1
tion of the murder room required the services of a criminologist, not a doctor who had performed some autopsies.'.
The only answer filed by the State to Dr. Kirk's affi.J
'
davit was the affidavit of Dr. Roger W. Marsters, who was";
in charge of a blood bank at the University Hospitals, and~:i
has exp~rience in fresh blood, and whose affidavit does not
show any particular qualifications in the absorption grouP:
ing of dry blood. The technique of grouping fresh blood iS'
entirely different from that of grouping dry blood. Dr:,
M<lrstcrs is not a criminologist, claims no competency
that field and has neither the training nor qualifications tO
challenge Dr. Kirk. His affidavit is not based on any fac~
tual knowledge but is confided entirely to one point in Dr.,,
Kirk's affidavit, where, without sufficient information,
knowledge and background, he attempts to criticize the
facts developed by Dr. Kirk concerning the blood spot on
the wardrobe door. His affidavit does not take into con-:
sideration the fact that the blood of Marilyn Sheppard was_\'
that of a pregnant woman. He apparently had no informa-:~
tion on this point.
,
~

I

m
:

•

~ ~

"'" "It is well known that agglutination of cells in the
presence of blood from a pregnant woman is more
,"«.Tapid than for non-pregnant persons. Agglutination
. '~~ in presence of known blood from the bed on which the
\rictim died was even more rapid than was that of the
.1:rcontrols, which was found also with the lower spot
'from the wardrobe door. Both were in very marked
'·:., , contrast to the very slow speed of agglutination of the
: identical serum-cell system containing extract of the
il~)arge spot. All were determined simultaneously with
~ . the same serum, cells and equipment, and all were re~· !:peated for verification with the same results." State"1' ment of Dr. Kirk. (See Affidavit No. 8, paragraph 8,
-; page 4.)

:r

Most of Dr. Marsters' affidavit is devoted to pointing
· .i that the tests which Dr. Kirk made are difficult to
., 1ntrol and that if he did not make the tests accurately,
~if he permitted foreign substances to get into the exf~r·
'periment, the results would not be decisive. He also states
~t Dr. Kirk apparently did not use a proper background
!bf'
O!ltrol, so that the test might have been thrown off by the
:r,fesence of paint, fingerprint powder or other substances
'" m the door.
:. So far as the latter point is concerned, Dr. Marsters
clearly wrong. Dr. Kirk did use a control. The second
'""\
food spot, the smaller one which was taken from the
~~drobe door, was the control spot. This was close to the
. i'. e spot and if there was any background contamina,on. from paint, fingerprint powder, etc., the same contt pnination was present in that spot. The fact that this
er spot reacted the same as the blood from the mat, cover, but that the large spot reacted differently than
·~ther of the other two spots, and that it was not the sam(
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blood group as Sam's, shows conclusively that it was
blood of a third person.
,
As far as the suggestion is concerned that Dr. ~
might not have made the test accurately, there is no re~:
son to believe that an outstanding authority like Dr. KirJe
'1
would fail to take every precaution and to be absolute!~
..
correct. Of course, Dr. Matsters does not know what Drl
Kirk did, has not seen his notes of the experiments, and..
cannot determine from this distance how accurately he
weighed the stain. Dr. Marsters never saw and never''
made any tests himself of this blood and neither did any·,.
of the other experts in the Coroner's office or in the Police
Department. During the entire five and one-half months·
that they kept possession of the house, they had ample;
opportunity. They failed to do anything about it, and the'
best that they can do, now that Dr. Kirk has made the§
tests "lhich they should have made, is to suggest that
be he was careless.

( 4) The opinion that the large spot could not
have come from the murder weapon was guess work
,
·,,
since
the weapon itself was unknown;
1
,~~ 1
(5) The statement that the large spot came from
':f. .
the bleeding hand of the assailant is sheer supposiM1,
;·
tion·
J(i:;.fr.
'
"'
(6) The impossibility of performing experiments
to approximate the facts and circumstances of the occurrence involved .

~·

)

may-]

.

The Court of Appeals in affirming the trial court held.
that the newly discovered evidence was of no value be- '
cause:

( 1) "It included matters that could have been~

offered at the trial had due diligence been exercised;,
(2) "most of thl facts involved had been given.·
to the jury at the trial";
( 3) The conclusion that the assailant was a left- t
handed person was argued to the jury and at the trial, f
and besides, not a subject for opinion evidence since it ~
was a conclusion for the jury alone to draw in the ;
exercise of its common sense and ordinary knowledge
from the facts and circumstances as shown by the
'idence·
'

.

The important findings of Dr. Kirk are buried by the
in a mass of verbiage. There is no evifdence
in the record that the assailant of Marilyn Shep.
.,pard was left-handed. If it appears only in the argument,
::'.as stated by the Court of Appeals, that could have no
,¢;· •
·~.effect on the jury. How could it be a conclusion for the jury
~:,to determine that the assailant was a left-handed person
'~;_when there was no evidence on that point? It was evi. dence developed solely by the research of Dr. Kirk. And
h,ow could the jury "in the exercise of common sense and
ordinary knowledge" conclude whether the assailant was
left-handed or right-handed without testimony to that
effect?
;:i:

r. <;ourt of Appeals
;,.

t_,, .... •l.J

The unique character of the blood spot was not de1ected by the prosecution investigators, who presumably
used "due diligence" in not making an investigation of
the murder room. Nothing but an extensive investigation
could establish its difference to other blood.
The Court of Appeals' Opinion states seriously that
. this expert would not be allowed to testify about other
·'t matters as the result of his investigation. That appears
to us to be completely erroneous. He certainly would be

•
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competent to testify as an expert who had studied the evt!
dence, could give the result of his experiments and as such[
expert, give opinions. When the case of the State is anal~,
yzed, it amounts basically to this; that the defendant wa&1~
alone in the house when his wife was murdered and he'
must have killed her unless he can produce someone else,~
and adhering to that theory of the murder, much of the
most important evidence was disregarded.
Dr. Kirk's affidavit gives weight to the theory ad- <'i
vanced by the appellant that the teeth were broken not )
by a blow, but by Mrs. Sheppard biting the hand that was··
clasped over her mouth. For this bitten hand the 1State
offers no explanation.
The statement by the Court of Appeals that it was
impossible to perform experiments to approximate the
facts and circumstances is the same as saying that in order "
to satisfy legal requirements, a scientist such as Dr. Kirk,
I
in order to be able to testify to experiments, would have
to perform his experiments on July 4th when the body of
Marilyn Sheppard was in the bed, but he could not do it
then because nobody knows what the weapon was. This
expert witness certainly should be a better judge of similarity of conditions than an appellate judge since it is the
expert's business to make hi~ investigation complete and
to check into and consider all the factors they raise.
The Court of Appeals refers to certain factors, such as
the effect of humidity on the coagulation of the blood. That
would change the findings of Dr. Kirk. Did they disregard the fact that this scientist would take into consideration all the factors that they could think of?
The Court criticizes the use of so many different types
of poss.
weapons and also the fact that the identical

@pon used in the assault on Marilyn Sheppard was not
:e: in the experiments.
~1.The Court of Appeals holds that the evidence pro-

ed on this Motion for new trial is of no value;
r~d

; ·:
1. Because it could have been offered at the trial
'~,: . had due diligence been exercised. We will reserve the
''
.discussion of this point until later in the Brief.
2. Because most of the facts involved have been
given to the jury at the trial. This is an admission
by the Court of Appeals that not all the facts were
given to the jury at the trial.
3. The conclusion that the assailant was a lefthand person was argued to the jury at the trial, and
besides, it was not a subject for opinion evidence since
it was a conclusion for the jury alone to draw in the
exercise of its common sense and ordinary knowledge
..
from the facts and circumstances as shown by the evidence. This is an admission that there was no evidence of lefthandedness at the trial, but the Court in
its Opinion finds without evidence that the jury, by
some intuition, could have reached the conclusion
reached by Dr. Kirk after he spent weeks performing
~j:· · tests in every possible manner before he would commit himself.
4. The opinion that the large spot could come
from the murder weapon was guess work since the
weapon itself is unknown. The Court of Appeals in its
Opinion on the Motion appeal identifies the weapon
as a blunt instrument. Now it comes forward in this
Opinion with the fact that nobody knows what the
weapon is and, therefore, no experiments can be performed that would throw light upon the murder of
Mrs. Sheppard until the exact weapon is discovered.
The statement that his work is guess work is a charge
that this scientist violated the basic requirements ,-
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his profession. Scientists such as Dr. Kirk do not~
rive at conclusions by guess work, and it is a finding':
by the Court of Appeals that they are more scienti.'
fically equipped to determine the results of Dr. Kirk's
experiments than the scientist himself.
'~
5. The statement that the large blood spot came.,
from the bleeding hand 9f the assailant is sheer sup-~
position is another finding by the Court of Appeals l
that disregards the evidence of the wound inside Mrs.,. .
Sheppard's mouth and the fact that her teeth were
broken outward and there was no sign of injury on 'i
the outside of the mouth of Mrs. Sheppard, all of 1
which was confirmed by Dr. Kirk in the experlments
that he performed.
6. The impossibility of performing experiments.\
to approximate the facts and circumstances of the occurrence involved. This is the same as saying that if
you have a difficult police problem involving a mys-· ~
teri<;ms death, that no attempt should be made to ·
scientifically determine what happened.
The Court of Appeals in support of its Opinion quotes ·-.:.
the case of Frank Perkins v. State of Ohio, 5 O.C.C. 597,
where it was held error to permit a witness to give testimony as to the probable relative position of the parties at
the time the fatal blow was struck, and that such testimony is mere opinion of the,witness, based upon the facts
proven and which the jury is capable of drawing proper
inferences as the witness. This is not a mysterious murder case, it was a fight between two men which resulted
in one being murdered by the other as the result of being
struck by a club. It is a decision that was made in 1891.
The advance in criminalistics since that day has been extraordinary.

4

JMcCormick on Evidence, 1954 Ed., p. 362, fn. 1:

~,.;

"The genius of Wigmore created at Northwestern

:..:·~·_University Law School a Crime Detection Laboratory
;~.. , where creative pioneer work was done. His Science

·of Judicial Proof (3d ed., 1937) is a storehouse of
\'?'"'"';·data about many techniques of scientific proof. Among
Ilk:·.· other leaders is Professor Inbau, of Northwestern
~".·Law School, formerly director of the Laboratory. His
,~.... ~,.'Index of Police Science Materials,' compiling the con·,,F tributions of the Laboratory, is to be found in the
Wigmore volume, supra, p. 1004, and in 27 J. Crim.
Law & Criminology 263 (1936). A most interesting
account of these techniques and their results in specific cases is Baker and Inbau, 'The Scientific Detection of Crime,' 17 Minn. L. Rev. 602 (1933). See also
Perkins, Elements of Police Science, Part One ( 1942),
and Turner, Forensic Science and Laboratory Technics (1949), both with e'xcellent photographs. For
discriminating discussions see Notes, 'Scientific Gadgets in the Law of Evidence,' 53 Harv. L. Rev. 285
(1939), and Rowell, Evidence Obtained by Scientific
Devices and Analyses, 6 Ark. L. Rev. 181 (1952), 5
Univ. of Fla. L. Rev. 5 (1952).
"Extraordinary work in inspiring doctors and
lawyers to pool and publish their knowledge about
scientific proof has been done by Professor Hubert
Winston Smith, Director of the Law-Science Institute,
University of Texas. He is both a lawyer and a physician and was the organizer of a symposium consisting
of 110 articles in different law and medical reviews
about legal and medical problems of scientific proof in
particular fields of litigation, civil and criminal. See
Scientific Proof and Relations of Law and Medicine:
Index to First and Second Symposium Series (Pamphlet, Univ. Ill., Urbana, 1946), Table of Contents, Sr
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ond Series, 32 Va. L. Rev. 904 (1946), and earlier;,
dexes, 10 U. Chi. L. Rev. 369 (1943), 16 So. Calil,
Rev. 213 (1943). See also valuable general articJ.,,.,
Smith, 'Scientific Proof,' 52 Yale L. J. 586, 10 U. Chi:!
j.'
L. Rev. 243, 21 Can. Bar Rev. 707, 16 So. Calif. L. Rev.··
120 ( 1943). This series constitutes a unique repository
of the contributions of the two professions in this area.
Highly useful compilation's published in this series are,
Dr. Smith's masterly bibliographies, 'Books Dealing
with Problems of Joint Interest to the Legal and Medical Professions,' 24 N.C.L. Rev. 201; 'Articles on Medicine and Law in the United States, 1941-1944,' 24
N.C.L. Rev. 221 (1946) ."
I
The sketches attached to the affidavit showing the distribution of the blood spots in the murder room should
be convincing that Dr. Kirk knows what he is talking
about. If the syllabus in Perkins v. State is the law of Ohio, :~
it is time it was changed. It is the same as saying that a
juror is ehdowed with more intelligence than any expert
witness peculiarly qualified to determine the connection
between cause and effect, a matter on which scientists
spend their lives and sometimes fail. Of what use is an
expert if every juror can infallibly draw the correct conclusions by merely hearing the testimony?

.

The Court in its Opinion ftates:
"Because of the character of the wounds the jury
may well have concluded that the wielder of the weapon, being impelled by consuming rage and animosity
had a definite purpose to kill."
No matter what "rage and animosity" may have impelled
the murderer, the law of physics still applies to the effects
of the blow and the flight of the blood spots. Murder scenes
and bl( 1 spots are certainly not in the realm of "common

..perience." Most jurors have certainly never seen a
· .urder scene, and how many people are acquainted with
Jood spot investigation? There are few experts who un-~~~tand it or are competent to testify.
When the affidavit of Dr. Kirk was filed, he came into
)(1 . .
{~urt with it and offered himself for cross-examination
{~d remained here two days so that he was available for
f""
t~amination to any agency of the State. There was no
ftontradiction of his findings by anyone except the con1.'
ttradictions that are found in the Opinion of the Court of
~~ppeals
and which are not based on the record.
,.
.
The quotes taken by the Court of Appeals from the
-~book of Dr. Lattes do not apply to this case. What Dr. Kirk
did was to establish beyond a reasonable doubt the difference of the particular drop of blood on the wardrobe door
from the other blood. The characteristics of blood ha1
been the subject of investigation and research by scientists
and the field is scarcely scratched. It is idle for the Court
of Appeals in an opinion to make dogmatic findings about
blood.
It is possible to separate many people into different
blood groups in the same way you can separate people into
racial groups because they bear the same mark of racial
distinction, but there are many people who cannot be
grouped in that way because of no distinctive racial feature or mannerism. So it has been discovered that the
blood of every person cannot be assigned to a particular
group.

!r' .

Dr. Alexis Carrel, in his noted work, Man, the Unknown, points out the individuality of blood. On pages 240
and 241, Harper Bros., Publishers, 4th Edition, he states:
••

•
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"Individuals of the same race are more s1m
to each other than to individuals belonging to othet"
races. The protein and' carbohydrate molecules are·
made up of a large number of groups of atoms. Th~'
possible permutations of these groups are practicalll
infinite. It is probable that, among the gigantic crowdS
of human beings who have inhabited the earth, no-"1
two individuals have ev~r been of identical chemical.~
constitution. The personality of the tissues is linked,,,
in a manner still unknown with the molecules enter-}]'
ing into the construction of the cells and the humol'l),_'

* * *

'·

Everyone reacts in his own way to the evJnts ~f u
the outside world-to noise, to danger, to food, to cold, J
to heat, to the attacks of microbes and viruses. When .•]!;:"'
animals of pure stock are injected with equal quanti- :;1
ties of a foreign protein, or of a suspension of bacteria, .{
they never respond to those injections in an identical. ·~
manner. A few do not respond at all. During great
epid~mics human beings behave according to their
individual characteristics. Some fall ill and die. Some
fall ill, but recover. Others are entirely immune.
Still others are slightly affected by the disease, but
without presenting any specific symptoms. Each one
manifests a different adaptivity to the infective agent:
As Richet said, there is a humoral personality just as
there is a mental persopality."

Lack of Due Diligence.
The trial court and the Court of Appeals rejects the
newly discovered evidence, claiming that there was lack
of diligence on the part of counsel for the appellant.
Evidence that proves a man's innocence is always
available to a man that has been wrongfully imprisoned.
That cf ·•1sel were exceedingly diligent in the preparation

:trial of the case is shown by the tremendous record
~ The jury returned its verdict finding the appellant

·~ty of murder in the second degree on December 21,
;~54. As we have shown, the possession of the house was
.~tained by the authorities until two days after the verdict.
' · · g the interim numerous demands were made on the
!"authorities for the return of the house. The police had
,'completed their investigation on August 12, 1954. The
. ; on for the authorities holding the house beyond that
.cjate is not explained. The reason advanced by the appelf~t is that it was done in order to embarrass and interfere
{With
the proper preparation of his defense.
J t•
·t0.. The jury had viewed the premises and the State had
_completed its case when further demands were made upon
i; the prosecution that possession .of the home be turned over
(to the appellant, or his counsel. During the course of the
~: trial, further demands were made.
In addition to what has been set forth on this point,
Mr. Petersilge, one of Counsel, testified at the hearing on
~emotion as follows (Bill of Exceptions, page 72, motion
Ffo~ new trial on ground of newly discovered evidence) :
"i.

-&,

,.

~s.

"I believe it was while the jury was still being
selected, Dr. Stephen Sheppard told me that his family had received word from the prosecutor's office that
the prosecutor's office was ready to turn back the
house to the family or to the proper representative.
They asked me to find out about it.
I went to Mr. Danaceau during one of the recesses
while we were in the courtroom, and said to Mr.
Danaceau that I had heard this and asked whether it
was correct. He said that it was correct and they were
ready to turn back the keys.

•
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I asked him what I would have to do in order
get the keys, what he wanted. He said he believ
that there had been an .executor appointed for th
estate of Marilyn R. Sheppard, and I said that is co~'
rect. He asked who it was and I said, Dr. Richard
Sheppard; that is the father of Sam.
'1
He said, 'Well, Dr. Sheppard, Sr., will come in andil
sign the property book in the office and we will givr'-"
him the keys.'
,,,
Well, Dr. Sheppard was, at that time, carrying
very heavy load out at the hospital, trying to send the
boys down to the trial as much as possible, and I said J
to Mr. Danaceau that it would be di~cu!t for SFnior'::
1
Dr. Sheppard to come down, but I said, I am tlie at- ,
torney for the executor, would you accept my sig- 1
nature as the attorney for the estate?'
He thought it over and said he believed he ought
to have the signature of the executor.
So, I said, 'Very well. Would a receipt signed by
him be sufficient or would he have to come in person?'
'No,' he said, 'just have a receipt signed and that
will be all right.'
Well, I said, 'What kind of a receipt do you want?'
He said, 'Just a simple receipt received of the
County Prosecutor the keys to the residence at 28924
Lake Road, Bay Village, and signed by the executor of
the estate.'
So, I said that woulc\ be all right. So, I sat down
and wrote out such a receipt on a yellow pad and gave
it to Dr. Stephen Sheppard and asked him to have his
father sign it and bring it down, and he did so the next
day or so. I received the receipt the next day or so
and went to Mr. Danaceau and said, 'Well, here is the
receipt, now I'd like the keys.'
Mr. Danaceau said, 'I am sorry that there has
been a change,' and he said, 'you can't have it.'
1

,

M1

1

a!

i

•

Well, I said, 'What is the reason for the change?'
. r .:J said, 'We are entitled to that house and you know
iJ we are entitled to it.'
-'
He said, 'No, I have never taken the position that
: you weren't entitled to it, but I have been overruled
and you can't have the keys.'
F
Now, that occasion, as I said, was early in the
:. .,. - trial, I think while the jury was still being picked.
,,
The second occasion came about the 9th of November, I think, as mentioned in Mr. Danaceau's affidavit, but it may have been a few days later. They
· had in the meanwhile put on their testimony and I
went to him again and I said, 'Mr. Danaceau, you
have finished your examination of the house. You
have finished your testimony on it, now why can't we
have those keys?' I said, 'We need that house.'
Well, he said, 'As I told you, I have been overruled.' He said, 'I think you are entitled to it, but that
is just my personal opinio~,' and he said, 'I can't give
them to you.'
Well, I said, 'You have been overruled?' I said,
'Who has overruled you?'
Well, he said, 'I can't discuss it with you,' but he
said, 'Take it up with John Mahon.' He said, 'I can't
give you the keys,' but he said, 'If you want to get in
at any time,' he said, 'we can arrange that with the
Bay Village Police.'
Now, I have no recollection that Mr. Danaceau
specifically said if he wanted to examine the premises
we could get in. He said, 'If you want to get in, you
can get in, but we will have to make arrangements
with the Bay Village Police and there will have to be
a police officer with you all the time.'
I said, 'I don't want to make arrangements that
I can get in there or send somebody in with a policeman.' I said, 'I want the house. We are entitled to
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possession of that house and we are entitled to do wi
it what we see fit and we shouldn't be restricted
way.'
He said, 'I can't do anything about it.'
·'
I did speak with John Mahon. This conversation
with Mr. Danaceau had taken place during a morning':
recess, and when I came back from lunch I met Mr,;
Mahon just at the foot bf the stairs down here, as he.
was coming up, and mentioned the conversation I hadf
with Mr. Danaceau, and said to him that we thought\
we were entitled to full possession of the house. That;'
they were through with it now, and why couldn't we
have it.
I
Well, Mr. Mahon said, 'I know there are a couple
of schools of thought on that but,' he said, 'I have got ·
my mind full of this examination this afternoon. Don't ·
bother me now. Let's talk about it later.'
So, after the afternoon session was over, the ex'l'
amination was completed, I went to Mr. Mahon again
and renewed the request and Mr. Mahon said, 'Well,
there are two schools of thought on it. Some think
you ought to have the keys and some think you ought
not to.' He said, 'I am not in the position to turn them
over to you.'
So, I had some further conversation along the line
that it was our right to have it and why wouldn't they ;
turn over to us the keys; that we couldn't prepare our
case properly without h .. ving the keys, but Mr. Mahon
said, 'Well, I can't do anything about it,' and he returned to his office."

~•"I must insist that the court will come to my assistance
\~in this matter,"

which the Court replied:
'~ ...."The Court will not come to your assistance except
:~·· when he believes you are correct and right,"

':d then the Court took possession of the keys.
·The newly discovered evidence, which without ques.~n was discovered after the trial, shows positively and
scl~ntifically that a third person was in the murder room
JJ.;"'
iil_nd left his signature in blood in that room.
:·:
The reasonable diligence required by Section 2945. 79
~: C., is a measure for an attorney that he must prepare
,liis· case carefully and properly and he cannot complain
gll through lack of industry he has overlooked evidence
'~that he should have produced at the trial.
i'.,;i'"' ,J . If, for instance, we had neglected to produce at the
;trial the extremely important testimony of Eileen Huge,
'the X-ray technician, and discovered that evidence after
,the trial, we could be charged with lack of reasonable dili~ '""~.

1

;·gence.
.
In the case of State vs. Stowe, 28 Pac. 337, 39 Ameri;_tl?-' ~
'.can Jurisprudence, paragraph 161, page 168, it is held:
~t

.

1

The Court in its Opinion says the record shows no ,.
formal application at any time to enter the house for the
purpose of investigation and inspection. The Court apparently has forgotten or overlooked the fact that after the
State had rested its case and the keys were in the courtroom. msel stated to the Court (R. 6073):

:.,-

"No fixed standard can be established for the measurement of every case and no iron bound rule prescribed.
Each case must be governed by the circumstances
surrounding it."

In this case, the illegal acts of the State, which began
1on July 4th and continued until December 23rd, handi:~pped the defense and prevented the exercise of a clear
'.tight. The State seized the appellant's house and his posrsessions, and the home of his child, so that both were cornf. ··

,Jll

"·'

·~

(
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pelled to seek shelter with relatives.
the custody of officers on one occasion to give them ·
formation as to how the attack occurred and to show th
what he did during and after the murder of his wife.
On another occasion he was admitted under 1>oli
guard to get some of his clothes. His sisters-in-law wel'
admitted under police guard to remove some of the child'.
clothes and clear out the refrigerator. It did not apply ~
other people. Between July 4th and December 23rd ·• '"'
police admitted scores of people to the house. Who t~~
were and what they were doing in the house, the afpellani
does not know.
. :;·"J'
Appellant did not assert a claim for his property unt_ij'
after he was indicted. He was interested more than anyo~~
else in the apprehension of the murderer of his wife and~~
desired the police to have free access to his home and make ·i
their investigation possible in hopes they would arrive ai ·,
a solutibn.
.,
For an Ohio attorney "reasonable diligence" is the
careful and logical preparation of the law and facts. In this
preparation it is required that the attorney possess and:
use the ordinary legal knowledge and skill common to i
members of the profession, and that, discharging his duties,
he will be ordinarily diligent, careful and prudent.
1

~

"The attorney is liable not only for negligence in
performing what it was his duty to do, but also for
negligence in the doing of anything that he undertakes to do on behalf of his client although not required by his contract of employment. But the law
does not require that the attorney possess perfect
legal knowledge, or the highest degree of skill in his ·
practice, nor that his practice be conducted with the

(

'·bgreatest degree of diligence, care and prudence. All
'~ ithat is required is that the attorney possess the ordi1 tl nary legal knowledge and skill common to members
·•· .of the profession, and that, in discharging the duties
1~!,he has assumed, he will be ordinarily and reason.r ~ably diligent, careful, and prudent."
'!I··
:' 6 Ohio Jurisprudence, 2nd, paragraph 40, page 63.

1

·fl f

:;. ·:~'Reasonable diligence" excludes the concept that would
'uire greater than ordinary and careful and prudent
i>aration. In the exercise of reasonable diligence an at.ey does not have to anticipate that any unlawful methrods
will be used by the opposing side, and in a criminal
,.,,
,ease he does not have to anticipate that a proper and careinvestigation will not be made by the State. The rules
that apply to games do not apply to trials. He does not
fhave to anticipate the hidden ball or the pick-off, and, as
r.·
r often stated, a trial is the search for the truth and the
peaceful and objective establishment of justice in a court
of law. Especially, it is not to be anticipated that there
.,nil not be a fair and impartial investigation of the facts
"·hen the State, with its great power and with the adtages and resources at its command that no defendant
3,.
lean
hope to match, is arraigned against the individual, and
~'that in zealousness for conviction, professional standards

ijw
~-" ~

~"l

fwill be lowered.
if,

'

.,. . The action is without precedent and parallel, and in
~ ~e exercise of reasonable diligence the attorneys could not
.....
·f. f1-ticipate such an act, and they could not anticipate that
~; ~e State would maintain this illegal control until two days
~"

l~r trial.

'
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The ancient Anglo-Saxon precept that "a man's ho
is his castle," with general approval, in this case W<
kicked into the gutter.
,
The statute does not make it the absolute duty of th;·
appellant to discover everything bearing on his innocen~.
in time to produce at the trial. The Court takes the posi-.
tion that the appellant was bound to have foreseen what
an examination of the blood spattered room would reveal'.
Why should the appellant be held to such a high standard~
of diligence when the State's own experts failed to analyze
the blood pattern or to appreciate the significanc,e shown
by the blood spots in the room? The appellant, who is not~
supposed to have the burden of proving his innocence,'!,
should not be charged with lack of diligence in failing to
do something that the State, with all the facilities at its
command, failed to do. Even if an investigator went to the
house with
a police guard, he would not be able to act
I
freely, to do as he pleased and to remove from the premises such articles as he might wish to have tested.
I

.)

Under the circumstances, we cannot understand how
the Court of Appeals could arrive at the conclusion that
there was lack of reasonable diligence, and we respectfully
submit that this Court should make it unattractive for the
State ever to repeat the illekal procedure which it followed
in this case and hold that the State's action withholding
possession of the house until after the trial was over, unlawfully prevented the appellant from making an adequate
examination of the premises and that he used due diligence
under the circumstances.

THIS IS A CASE OF PUBLIC AND GREAT
GENERAL INTEREST.
;~

In the Brief we have pointed out the numerous erro·'.,Feous findings of the Court of Appeals that we believe re,,quire a review by this Court.
"·
It is one of the most highly publicized cases of modern
times. It is the subject of argument and deliberation and
has been written and rewritten in the magazines and news~1papers not only of the United States but of many foreign
\;,countries. It is incorporated in one of the leading articles
~,in the July issue, 1955, of Harper's Magazine.
·~.·
The mere filing of the Motion to Certify in this Court
'was reported in practically every newspaper in Ohio. To
· show the widespread and general interest, we submit head
lines from many Ohio newspapers:
Alliance, Ohio, Review, August 8, 1955:
"SHEPPARD TO APPEAL."

Ashtabula, Ohio, Star-Beacon, August 9, 1955:
"DR. SHEPPARD FILES APPEAL."

Ashland, Ohio, Times-Gazette, August 9, 1955:
"DR. SAM TO APPEAL HIS LIFE SENTENCE."

Ashland, Ohio, Times-Gazette, August 11, 1955:
"SAM GETTING 'WELL ADJUSTED' TO PRISON
LIFE."

Bellefontaine, Ohio, Examiner, August 8, 1955:
"SHEPPARD ATTORNEYS APPEAL LIFE TERM."

Bucyrus, Ohio, Telegraph Forum, August 8, 1955:
"SHEPPARD APPEALS HIS LIFE SENTENCE."

Canton, Ohio, Repository, August 9, 1955:
"SHEPPARD NOTIFIES COURT HE'LL APPEAL."

4
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Chillicothe, Ohio, Gazette, August 8, 1955:
"DR. SHEPPARD TO APPEAL CONVICTION."

Circleville, Ohio, Herald, August 8, 1955:
"DR. SAM PLANNING ANOTHER APPEAL."

Cincinnati, Ohio, Enquirer, August 9, 1955:
"SHEPPARD IS TO APPEAL."
I

Cincinnati, Ohio, Post, August 8, 1955:
"DR. SAM TO APPEAL."

499
East Liverpool, Ohio, Review, August 9, 1955:
"SHEPPARD WILL APPEAL LIFE MURDER SENTENCE."

East Palestine, Ohio, Leader, August 11, 1955:
"SHEPPARD WILL APPEAL LIFE MURDER SENTENCE."

Elyria, Ohio, Chronicle Telegram, August 8, 1955:
"SHEPPARD APPEAL FILED."

Cleveland, Ohio, Plain Dealer, August 9, 1955:

Fairborn, Ohio, Herald, August 8, 1955:

"DR. SAM TO FILE TWO-EDGED BRIEF."

"DR. SAM FILES COURT APPEAL."

Columbus, Ohio, Citizen, August 8, 1955:
"DR. SAM FILES APPEAL."

Columbus, Ohio, Dispatch, August 8, 1955:
"DR. SHEPPARD FILES APPEAL."

Columbus, Ohio, State Journal, August 9, 1955:
'fSAM IN APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT."

Coshocton, Ohio, Tribune, August 8, 1955:
"SUPREME COURT TO GET SHEPPARD CASE."

Dayton, Ohio, News, August 8, 1955:
"SHEPPARD CASE TO HIGH COURT."

Defiance, Ohio, Crescent-News, August 8, 1955:
"SHEPPARD ATTOR~EYS FILE APPEAL NOTICE."

Findlay, Ohio, Republican, August 9, 1955:
"Notice of appeal from his wife's murder conviction was filed today with the Ohio Supreme Court by
Dr. Samuel H. Sheppard, Osteopath of Bay Village,
near Cleveland. * * *"
Fremont, Ohio, News, August 9, 1955:
"SHEPPARD TO CARRY PLEA TO HIGH COURT."

Greenville, Ohio, Advocate, August 8, 1955:
"SHEPPARD CASE HEADS FOR SUPREME COURT."

Hamilton, Ohio, Journal, August 9, 1955:
"SHEPPARD APPEALS FROM CONVICTION."

Huntington, West Virginia, Dispatch, August 9, 1955:
"DR. SAM APPEALS TO SUPREME COURT."

Delaware, Ohio, Gazette, August 8, 1955:

Kenton, Ohio, Times, August 8, 1955:

"SHEPPARD FILES SENTENCE APPEAL IN HIGH
COURT."

"DR. SHEPPARD FILES APPEAL IN HIS LIFE SENTENCE."

Dover, Ohio, Reporter, August 8, 1955:

Lima, Ohio, News, August 8, 1955:

"DR. SAM WILL CARRY FIGHT TO SUPREME
COURT."

"SHEPPARD APPEAL FILED WITH OHIO SUPREME COURT."

'
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Lorain, Ohio, Journal, August 8, 1955:

Toledo, Ohio, Blade, August 8, 1955:

,ti

"SHEPPARD'S NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED."

"SHEPPARD FILES NOTICE OF APPEAL."

Marietta, Ohio, Times, August 8, 1955:

Toledo, Ohio, Times, August 9, 1955:

"DR. SAM TO APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT."

"NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED BY SHEPPARD."

Marysville, Ohio, Journal, August 8, 1955:

Troy, Ohio, News, August 8, 1955:

"APPEAL BEFORE ~UPREME COURT."

"SHEPPARD APPEALS SENTENCE TO OHIO SU-~.•. PREME COURT."

Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Republican News, August 8, 1955:\

(f,.

"i;, . Upper

"SAM SHEPPARD FILES NOTICE OF APPEAL."

..

'

"PLANS NEW APPEAL."

New Castle, Pennsylvania, News, August 8, 1955:

·-.: , Van Wert, Ohio, Bulletin, August 8, 1955:

"DR. SHEPPARD'S ATTORNEYS FILE ANIOTHER
APPEAL.''

~·

"DR. SAM PLANNING ANOTHER APPEAL."

New Philadelphia, Ohio, Times, August 8, 1955:

Youngstown, Ohio, Vindicator, August 9, 1955:

"APPEAL SHEPPARD LIFE SENTENCE."

"DR. SHEPPARD TO APPEAL CONVICTION OF
MURDER."

Niles, Ohio, Times, August 9, 1955:

Zanesville, Ohio, Signal, August 8, 1955:

"DR. SAM'S ATTORNEYS FILE APPEAL
SUPREME COURT."

OH~O

"SHEPPARD TO APPEAL MURDER CONVICTION."

Norwalk, Ohio, Reflector Herald, August 11, 1955:

Zanesville, Ohio, Times-Recorder, August 9, 1955:

"SHEPPARD GETS ADJUSTED TO OHIO PEN LIFE."

Portsmouth, Ohio, Times, August 8, 1955:
"DR. SAM TO APPEAL TO OHIO HIGH COURT."

Ravenna, Ohio, Record, August 8, 1955:

Sandusky, Ohio, Chief, August 9, 1955:

"SHEPPARD FILES NOTICE OF APPEAL."

, For many years to come this case will be studied, referred to and cited by students, criminologists, judges, law1;
and the public in general.

l

yers

"DR. SAM APPEAL~ TO HIGH COURT."

St. Marys, Ohio, Leader, August 9, 1955:
"SHEPPARD CASE TAKEN TO OHIO SUPREME
COURT."

Sidney, Ohio, News, August 8, 1955:
"HIGH COURT GETS SHEPPARD APPEAL."

Springfield, Ohio, News, August 8, 1955:

t

"APPEAL PLANNED."

JUDICIAL ERROR.
"Truth-that long clean clear simple undeviable unchallengeable straight and shining line, on one side
of which black is black and on the other white is
white, has now become an angle, a point of view having nothing to do with truth nor even with fact, but
depending solely on where you are standing when
you look at it. Or rather-better-where you can

'
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contrive to have him standing whom you are trying'
\f
to fool or obfuscate when he looks at it."
On "Privacy," by WiZliam Faulkner, Harper's Mag
azine, July, 1955.
Judicial error is not exceptional in the history of crime;
prosecution. Judicial errors have caused many a man to·~j
languish in prison for years. 'The late Edward M. Borchard, a distinguished professor of Yale Law School, al-·
though his interests were not in the field of criminal law,
was aroused by the glaring injustices of the erroneous convictions of innocent people and the failure of most states
1
to compensate the victims of official wrongdoing and
error. His interests set him on the path of examining into :j
such cases. He was persuaded by Felix Frankfurter, then '{'
a professor at Harvard University, now Judge of the Su- .~
preme Court of the United States, to suspend his "pre-··
occupation with other interests and devote the necessary
time to tl\e completion of this undertaking." The results
of his research are in the authoritative volume "Convicting the Innocent," in which he sets forth the cases of 65
persons who in recent years were convicted of crimes of
which they were innocent. Two are from Ohio: State v.
McKinney (Clinton County) (wrongfully convicted of
first degree murder), p. 154, rnd State V. Lonzo Thornton
(Butler County), p. 273.
Theodore Reik, the renowned German psychologist,
sets out a like survey in his work "The Unknown Murderer" and points to the necessity, especially in cases of
circumstantial evidence, for the judge and the prosecution
to regard such cases objectively and uninfluenced by public
opinion.

In the historical case of Vermont v. Stephen and Jesse
oorne (Sup. Ct. Bennington, Vt., 1819), reported in
1
American State Trials," Vol. 6, p. 77, the two Boornes,
'.~thers, were convicted and sentenced to death for the
~urder of a man that was not murdered but who was alive
" , .d well at the time of the trial. They were accused of
.e murder of Russell Colvin. The State's case was based
circumstantial evidence, and the authorities secured a
~~nfession from one of the defendants on the representa' ·.on that if he confessed, he would escap~ the death
penalty. It was the same bait that was used in the ques,tioning of the appellant when the police told him that if
.he confessed they would secure an indictment for mantslaughter. After conviction, Stephen Boorne suggested to
"r one of his lawyers that Colvin be advertised for, which was
done, in the local paper, though everyone thought the
'r move was absurd. But the notice was copied in The New
\:'. York Evening Post, which someone read aloud in the lobby
of a small New Jersey hotel, and the reading was overheard by a farmer who had stopped there for the night.
'(He wrote to the newspaper, stating that a man answering
·. the description was working on a farm in New Jersey. As
a result, a few days later Colvin was discovered, brought
back to Vermont and was fully identified as the man for
whose murder two innocent men had been sentenced to
death.
In 1938, Bertram Campbell was convicted in the New
York courts for forgery and sentenced to prison for a crime
of which he was completely innocent. In July, 1945, Alexander Thiel confessed that he had forged the check and
not Campbell.
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